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ERNESTO MORALES

Résumé
Dans cette recherche, je me suis questionné sur [e râle qu’occupe [a salle de

bain aujourd’hui, dans [a ville de Montréal. Cette recherche qualitative a pour

but une [ecture culturelle de [a sa[[e de bain dans le domaine des études de

Design. La question principale de ma recherche est la suivante Quel est [e sens

ou les significations de la salle de bain contemporaine? Je me suis attardé sur

la façon dont les personnes expérimentent et s’approprient la salle de bain sur

une base quotidienne, en essayant de comprendre les rituels et [es habitudes

entourant l’utilisation de cet espace. Par te biais d’entrevues semi dirigées et

de questionnaires, j’ai procédé à une recherche exploratoire afin de

comprendre comment tes gens ressentent et vivent leur salle de bain. Suite à

une analyse des habitudes et rituels ayant lieu dans cet espace, l’aspect mutti

facette de la salle de bain contemporaine est apparu de manière évidente. Au-

delà d’un espace qui facilite l’hygiène et la propreté, ta salle de bain est

perçue comme un des derniers espaces permettant l’intimité. Toutefois, la salle

de bain contemporaine constitue aussi un lieu destiné à ta satisfaction

personnelle, ce qui explique l’introduction du concept de confort dans le design

intérieur de cet espace au cours des dernières décennies. Par le biais de

l’analyse de cette interprétation, d’autres connotations ont pu ressortir : salon,

toge, spa, retraite et salle de jeu. Cet aspect multi-facette comporte une

propriété versatile apparaissant en fonction de l’appropriation que l’individu

donne à cet espace. Un autre caractéristique de la salle de bain est d’accélérer

les processus tels que la relaxation ou l’arrangement de son apparence

personnelle exigée par la société contemporaine. Ces pratiques contemporaines

m’amènent à suggérer une augmentation potentielle de consommation d’eau

dans ta satle de bain contemporaine. Finalement, ces multiples facettes de la

salle de bain me conduisent à proposer une relation entre l’exploitation des

sens et la quête du confort dans cet espace.

Mots clés salle de bain, signification, vie quotidienne, habitudes, rituelles,

sémiotique, hygiène, spa, eau
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Abstract

This dissertation attempts to shed [ight on the meanings attached to the

bathroom area in homes in the city of Montrea[. In my qualitative research, I

endeavour a mu[ti[ayered cutturat reading of the bathroom situated within the

design studies domain. The main question of my research is, What meanings do

peopte attach to the space of the bathroom? Iwo main dimensions characterize

the interpretive framework. One dimension examines how everyday experience

and modes of appropriation provide meanings to this space. The other

dimension assesses how the physicat environment of the bathroom is defined

(the etements that compose it) through the semantics of the space; thus, I

suggest a semiotic reading of the space. The narrative aspect of the space is

a[so indicative of how individuals appropriate it. These dimensions supported a

cu[tura[ reading of the space invo[ving a review of theoreticat concepts such as

privacy, comfort, cteantiness, and appropriation. I specified my methods for

cot[ecting data, which consisted mainty of semi-direct interviews. This

exptoration [ed to three main experiences in the bathroom: privacy, c[eantiness,

and “seLf-indulgence room,” in which I exptain how the concept of comfort has

been introduced into the interior design of this space over the tast few decades.

Other connotations emerged, such as “tiving room,” “dressing room,” “spa,”

“retreat,” and “playroom.” The mu[ti-faceted aspect of the bathroom bespeaks

a versatitity that is exp[ained through anatogy with a cata[yst. The “living

bathroom” seems to be retated to the “economy of the senses” in the quest for

comfort introduced into this space. Fina[ty, I suggest that the meanings

attributed to the contemporary bathroom cou[d [ead to an increase in the

amount of water consumed in this space.

Keywords: bathroom, meaning, everyday life, habits, rituals, semiotics,

hygiene, spa, water
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o
Chapterl:ResearchProblem Et

Introduction

1.1 Definition of the research probtem

This dissertation attempts to shed Light on the meaning attached to

spaces specific to the bathroom area. The main question of rny research 15,

What meaning do peopte impart to the space of the bathroom? I wou[d [ike,

as a designer and architect, to examine the significance that has been

attached to this space through how it is experienced, represented, and

appropriated.

The interest in the bathroorn space came as a resutt of the increasing

amount of “new” equipment being produced for the bathroom area, to be

used in the narne of reLaxation and peace of mi, which may suggest

modifications to the previous conceptions of the bathroom as a “hygiene

faci[ity.” Authors such as A[exander Kira (1976) suggested in the mid-1970s

that, in general, the bathroom had flot changed significant[y in a[most a

century.1 However, thirty years [ater, I woutd propose that there have been

changes to the form, fixtures, and, especia[ty, the use and experience of the

contemporary bathroom, and that it has corne to encompass activities and

comptex ritua[s that go beyond mere hygiene. The bathroom is the area

‘Kira (1976) states that the bathroom was first incorporated to homes for a wider

segment of the population in the 1920s.
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where most grooming activities, responding ta certain socia[ly established

ru[es for appearance and odour, take place. t is a space full of ritua[s - a

place where many cutturat practices are deve[oped and where privacy and

pleasure intertwine. Ta some extent, it also serves as a personat mini-spa for

“cteaning psychologicat dirt” resutting from the stress of [if&s routine. Users

have ta incorporate and perform alt these activities in an area that 15 usua[[y

“restricted” in terms of spatial dimensions, although recent designs show a

ctear trend toward making bathrooms [arger in order ta attempt ta address

these needs. In addition, the bathroom has received more attention from

designers, bui[ders, and rea[ state agents, as it has become a major asset in

any property.

Despite the fact that the bathraom has became an essentia[ area in

everyday tife in Western societies, this space has remained large[y

unexp[ored academicat[y. A few authors have approached the histary of the

bathroom, such as Lawrence Wright (J960) and Charles E. Fisher III (1989);

hawever, a mare social[y based interpretation of the use af the bathroom 15

Wright (1960) deveiops a historical approach to the evolution of cleansing facilities

spanning from ancient Egypt to the early twentieth ccntury in Europe and the United

States.

In 1989, Fisher III published a compilation ofiayouts and designs by various

compames, in particular Arnerican Standard, which brought to light the very

sophisticated bathroom proposais that existed in the 1930s and 1940s but that were

later forgotten, to some extent, due to the Second World War.

o
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recent, starting, in terms of academic titerature, with A[exander Kira. Even

though Kira inctuded some social. aspects of the bathroom, his contribution

was focused more on an organizationat and ergonomic perspective. He tater

inctuded some aspects of the sociaL use of the bathroom among elderty and

handicapped popuLations, which is stiti a functiona[ approach.5 Christopher

Atexander et at. (1977) atso addressed some functional aspects retated to the

distribution of the bath room.

More recent[y, Etten Lupton, a design theoretician, and J. Abbot Mitter

(1992) examined, from a critical, feminist, and materiat cutture studies point

of view, the evolution of the hygienic aspect and representation of the

bathroom between 1890 and 1940.6 These authors examine how the

bathroom became a “taboratory” for human waste and cteansing activities.

They discuss cutturat aspects of use of the bathroom in the construction of

social. behaviour and expectations in terms of dteantiness.

The concept of c[eanhness retated to the bathroom area has been

addressed by sociotogïst E[izabeth Shove (2003). She approaches the activity

of bathing and showering in an attempt to understand why, over a number of

decades, these practices have become a “normal.” part of everyday tife.

Kira began studying the ergonomic aspects ofthe bathroorn in the early 1960s. His

first work, The Bathroom, was written for students and professors and generated such

huge interest in the architecture and design fields that he published a second edition in

1976, which included other aspects, such as public facilities and problems faced by

eiders and handicapped users.
6 In 1992, Lupton and Milier published The Batïtroom, The Kitchen and the AestÏtetics

of Waste, a Process ojEtiniination in conjunction with the exhibition ofthe sarne titie

at the MIT List Visuai Arts Center in May—June of 1992.
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I suggest that everyday rituals surrounding the use of the bathroom

and the ways that this space has been appropriated have changed

considerably. Very tittle is known about how such changes may have affected

the retationship between the symbotic representation and the actuat use of

water, and I want to address this matter at a subordinate [evet of anatysis of

the bathroom in Light of how current environmentat concerns may be

reftected in current practices in the bathroom and in the manufacturing of

equipment for the bathroom.

Authors such as Shove (2003) and M. Redctift (1996) agree that the

process of environmenta[ anatysis takes for granted the peop(e’s ways of tife,

values, and societal conventions about the use and consumption of naturat

resources.7 Eew environmental studies seem to grasp the probtem of the

experiential dimension of practices and cutturat approaches in coming to an

understanding of societat agreements about the use of energy and naturat

resources. An exploration of this aspect may contribute to an understanding

of a muttidimensionat environmentat probtem - in the present case, the use

of water in the domestic context of the contemporary bathroom. There are

few quantitative data on actuat water consumption in Montreat; therefore,

this study does not intend to vatidate or relate the representationat aspect of

H. Wilhite and L. Lutzenhiser (1998) argue that what people consume is flot energy

but “cultural energy services” such as having a bathtub flhled with hot water provided

by a water heater. Thus, one could say that the energy and natural resources consumed

by peopie in everyday life through cultural energy services, agreements, and trends are

in fact a pivotai component of the current environrnental crisis. I believe that this

service has been overused in the last few decades.
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the use of water to empirical quantitative data on water consumption in the

bathroom. Nevertheless, this coutd be something to consider for future in

depth research.

The approach taken for this particular research was originated on the

realization of the multiple and different aspects in the study of the human

object relationship in our everyday material world that needs to be taken

into consideration (Buchanan and Margolin, 1995). In design studies there is a

significant amount of discussion surrounding how peopte experience their

everyday life spaces, with a special emphasis on acknowledgment of the

user’s own perspectives. This has broadened the intellectual framework of

the field to inctude research areas such as ethnography, social history,

cultural analysis, and semiotics. Through cultural analysis, disciplines such as

cutturat studies, materiat culture studies, and psychotogicat anthropotogy

have latety been contributing to design studies through the analysis of the

use and meaning of artefacts. My research is situated within the very active

theoretical stream regarding social and cultural readings of spaces,

particularly with regard to the experience of the space. Thus, I take a user

centred approach, focusing on how people use, appropriate, and experience

their spaces.

In addition, there is a trend toward linking, rather than separating,

social and semiotic reading of spaces in order to offer a multi-layered

reading. In this sense, there is what the space is able to offer in terms of
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discourse, and the interpretation of the cuiturat reading cf the space,

depending on the experiences and rituats devetoped in it.

Fotiowing this stream cf ideas, two main dimensions characterize the

interpretive framework. One dimension examines how everyday experience

provides particutar meaning to the space cf the bathrccm. In this

dissertation, I wiU flot prcvide an in-depth historicat anatysis cf the

bathroom; I witt, however, examine briefty how it has changed in the tast 50

years.

The other dimension assesses hcw the physicat environment cf the

bathroom is defined (the etements that compose it: cotours, textures,

distribution, equipment, and objects) thrcugh the semantics. In other words,

I suggest a semiotic reading cf the space. The narrative aspect cf the space

itsetf is aise indicative cf hcw it is appropriated by individuats. In this regard,

I have exptcred, among cther theories, Mieke Bat’s (1994) thecry cf

narratclogy.8 I take intc consideration both people’s everyday experience

and, from the point cf view cf a prcfessionat, what the space is abte to

reveal as disccurse.

Bal (1994) explains that narratology can help to interpret the meaning of semiotics

through a discursive mode of the object of study. She defines narratology as the theory

of narratives, narrative texts, images, spectacles, events, and cultural artefacts that “teil

a story.” See also Bal (1997).
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0 1.2 Context of the study

My methodotogical perspective is field research, composed phmarily

cf a qualitative study consisting of interviews with Montrealers. The City cf

Montreat embodies one very particutar consideration, which is the fact that

water is free in most parts of the city. This situation means that there are no

restraints in terms of using water for practices such as relaxation.

Studies like “La gestion de (‘eau à Montréa(” issued in December 1996 from

La Vitte de Montréa( indicates a water consumption of 1,15 cubic meters of

water per day per habitant in 1995. This shows a significant difference

between average Canadian consumption and peopt.e living in Montreat.

According to Environment Canada, water use in Residentiat Buildings in

Montreat is of almost 30% of the whole amount of water destined to this city,

and in leakage is almost 40%. This information reveals the inefficiency of

Montreal’s water supply network. Ten percent more than the water used for

cooking, bathing, cleaning and drinking leaks into the ground, and neyer

reaches its final destination. According to the city, Montreal’s average daily

water consumption is 1,326,600 cubic meters per day, servicing a population

of 1,030,678 on the Island of Montreal. There is a smatt difference between

La Ville de Montréat’s 1,15 m3/day and the 1,28 m3/day per person figure of

Environment Canada.9

The city of Monfreal obtains its water supply from the Saint Lawrence River, which

carnes ftesh water form the Great Lakes, to the Guif of St. Lawrence. The raw water is

taken from an intake, constructed in 1951, offshore, above the Lachine Rapids. Once

taken, a bot water pumping system is applied to prevent freezing or sudden formation
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The age of toitets and pipes in the water suppty network are otder,

exptaining 40 percent of municipat water tosses in Montreat. This probtem is

compounded by the [ack of bitting and measurement of water consumption in

homes. According to Environment Canada, water consumption usual[y drops

18 to 25 percent after a water meter is instatted. The city of Montreat does

flot need to seek for any water supp[y sotutions. Canada has ptenty of water,

so Montreat witt probabty neyer suffer from water shortages.1°

ofice crystals. This water then goes to the Gate House. Automatically-operated sluice

gates regulate the output according to levels of operation. from the Gate House, the

water is taken to the Charles-J. Des Baillets plant via a 3,600 mm tunnel or to the

Atwater plant through the Aqueduct canal.

The treatment process required to enhance the water quality is:

1. There is a rough screening of water to intercept any material or debris that may

damage the low fit pumps.

2. filtration on a siliceous sand supported bacterial bed, which eliminates floating

matter and bacteria.

3. Ozonization: this treatment at the Charles-J. Des Baillets plant, involves the

injection of ozone into the filtered water. Ozone is an oxidizing agent and a

powerful disinfectant.

4. Chlonnation: this is done to ensure and maintain the water’s disinfection until

it reaches the consumer. The amount of chlorine is modulated according to a

predetennined value ofthe residual chlorine. fi addition to the usual controls,

the Charles-J. Des Baillets freatment plant includes general computer

surveillance. Thanks to this teclmology the plant only requires two ernployees.

‘° In defining the laws and norms related with the water consumption, there are

several publications that should be mentioned:

o
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I am interested in exptoring the bathroom through a social perspective

because such a study may provide qualitative information that can contribute

to the future design of spaces. The contribution of my research resides in the

fact that the bathroom area, a[though it has become an indispensable room,

has flot received much academic attention. Therefore, the resu[ts and

findings of my research seem pertinent to understanding the complex role

that this usua[ty sma[l area plays in everyday life. In the process of my

analysis of the contemporary bathroom, some relevant concepts emerged,

such as privacy, comfort, and c[eanliness. I betieve that the interpretation

and application of these concepts is fundamentat for current and future

design research and practice that takes into consideration symbotism and

users’ needs. Understanding the meaning of the contemporary bathroom witt

• Le Code de la Construction de Maisons et Guide Illustré, Canada 1988, Institut

de la Recherche en Construction, Conseil National de Recherche, Canada.

• Code National de la Plomberie, Canada 1995, Comision des Codes du

Bâtiment et de Préventions de Incendies.

• Droit Québécois de l’Environnement, Pierre B. Meunier. Especially the Loi sur

le régime des eaux, volume 1, 2, 3, and 4. Les Éditions Yvon Blaisimc 1991,

Québec.

This is some ofthe basic literature to consider regarding water’s legal context in

Quebec. These volumes explain domestic water use, through the technical perspective

ofthe water supply network, materials, and design criteria for hydro-sanitary proposals

in home design. The Loi sur le regime des eaux, explains some of the notions

mentioned, about access to water resources being a citizen’s right and the norms and

restrictions for its use and the waste of water in circumstances like a home without any

water supply network or drainage.
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at[ow me to propose some considerations for design practice in this area. In

addition, examining the relationship between the possibte meanings attached

to the bathroom and environmental concerns may provide input to future

studies re[ated to water conservation in the domestic context.

In this dissertation, I use eight cases to describe how users

appropriate their bathroom in very different ways and attach different

meanings to it. By no means is this research to be considered exhaustive or

representative of Montrea[ers. It is based eight cases with particular

characteristics that may be extrapo[ated to a targer group of individuals. The

bathrooms analyzed had to be recentty constructed or renovated within the

previous five years in order to provide more references corresponding to the

term “contemporary.” The subjects were middte-c[ass aduits because the

midd[e class in Canada is more significant in numbers than are high- and [ow

income populations. The subjects had to be born and raised in Canada in

order to control for possible cuttural and ethnic differences in rituals and

habits surrounding the use of the bathroom.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

In chapter II, I brief[y describe the historical evolution of the bathroom since

its introduction into the private home. I continue by explaining my

epistemotogical position fo[[owed by a review of the theories and [iterature

that are most relevant to my subject of study. I exp[ain how there has been

increasing interest in a user-centred exptoration of how peop[e use,

appropriate, and experience their spaces, and how different approaches
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have been combined to create multi-[ayered readings. This is the case for

social and semiotic reading of spaces. I then describe the two dimensions

that emerged from my main question on the meaning of the contemporary

bathroom: on the one hand, I wanted to know how everyday [ife is

experienced in this area - what happens inside the bathroom - and how

peop[e appropriate the space to deve[op their activities; on the other hand, I

wanted to explore the physicat environment of the bathroom - what is in the

space and how it is composed. These dimensions he[ped me to make a

cu[tura[ reading of the space, in which I reviewed severa[ theoreticat

concepts, such as privacy, comfort, c[ean[iness, and appropriation. These

concepts were viewed from different disciplines, such as design studies,

semiotics, cuttural studies, materiat culture studi es, and psycho[ogica[

anthropo[ogy.

In addition I examine brief[y the re[evance of water in the bathroom

area. In understanding of the experiences tived in the contemporary

bathroom through the use of water, there can be some elements that

suggests a potential increase in the water consumption. I mention other

studies similar to ours in which scho[ars have begun to see the environmenta[

probtem from a different perspective, beginning with the way peop[e use

natura[ resources and do not focus necessarity on estimations of consumption

and future scenarios.

The colLection and interpretive methods were chosen as a response to

my interest in exptoring the meaning of the contemporary bathroom through

individua[s’ interpretation of their space. Consequent[y I used semi-directed

G
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interviews, which enabted me to examine more ctosety the way people

inhabit, use, and experience their bathroom area. I was a[so interested in

contextualizing the contemporary bathroom through the image of this space

shown in magazines, catalogues, and stores specia[izing in bathroom

equipment. Thus I choose some of the most important interior magazines in

Quebec - such as Décorma, Chez Soi, and Ma Maison - from the years 1994

and 2004 to make a comparative ana[ysis of possible changes that the

bathroom area has undergone in the Iast decade. I also went to Home Depot,

Rona, Réno Dépôt, and IKEA to explore current equipment and design trends.

In keeping with my objective of understanding the meaning of the

bathroom through individua[s’ voices, I used some basic interpretive methods

from the theory of narrato[ogy in order to read the discourse of the physical

environment of the bathroom. In the description of my methodology and

research methods in Chapter III, I explain how I used the theories described

in Chapter II and how I exp[ored my research problem.

In Chapter IV, I describe the material that I gathered from my eight

cases in my fietd inquiry. I attempt to depict the most relevant aspects of

each interview in reLation with the concepts that I was interested in

exploring, such as privacy, experience, and appropriation of the space in

response to personat and social demands.

Chapter V is divided into two main sections. The first part inc[udes a

comprehensive ana[ysis of the semiotic meaning of the representation of the

contemporary bathroom presented through the contextual analysis of my

findings in magazines and stores. In this section, I explain the evolution of
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the space over the last few decades and how the main changes in the use cf

the physicat environment are due, in part, te the recent introduction cf the

concept cf comfcrt in the interior design cf this area. The notion cf comfcrt

in the bathrccm proves to be cruciat for the ccntempcrary signification cf

this space.

I then explored the experience tived in the space thrcugh the users’

own interpretation. This section explores three of the major experiences cf

the contemporary bathrccm identified in my research: the experience of

privacy, the cleansing experience, and the experience cf self-indulgence.

The “private space,” as a fundamental meaning and characteristic cf the

bathrccm, is intertwined with the other two meanings since it aise applies to

each cf them as wel[. I highlight some etements cf privacy related to the use

cf the bath room area.

Althcugh comfort and privacy that have ccntributed significantly to

transforming the ccntempcrary bathrocm into a private spa, some individuals

stiil see this space onty as a hygiene faci[ity. The second major experience

explores the concept cf cleanliness and elucidates the main aspect cf the

bathroom within its meaning cf a hygiene facility. According te severat

authors, such as Alexander Kira (1976) and Elizabeth Shove (2003), and in

accordance with my own inquiry, this is demcnstrated in the efficiency and

invigcrating effect that the shower is capable cf providing for certain users.

I explore as welt the experience cf self-indulgence in the

ccntempcrary bathrcom thrcugh different related mcdes cf appropriation cf

the space, such as “dressing room,” since the bathrccm responds te many of
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the grooming activities and demands of today’s society; “living room,” with

the introduction of cornfort into the space; “spa,” as the bathroom has corne

to be regarded as a place for setf-rewarding experiences; “retreat,” app[ied

to the use of the toilet and bathtub to get away from it alt; and “ptayroorn,”

for the use of the bathtub by srnat[ children.

The muttifaceted aspect of the bathroom includes, by necessity, a

versatility feature that is difficutt to find in other areas of the home. This

characteristic is exptained in Chapter VI, rnaking an analogy with the cata[yst

effect, as it seems that the several rneanings attached to the bathroorn are

retated to efficiency and time, as the several activities developed in this

space seem to accelerate a process geared to groorning, relaxation, or

stimulation of the senses.

The multi-meaning aspect of the bathroorn, along with its catalyst

property, ted me to discuss sorne sociotogicat approaches to this subject, as

wett as interpretive directions regarding its contribution to the design studies

domain. I examine as wett the idea of “tiving-bathroom,” for which the idea

of welt-being hetped me to suggest a possible explanation for the

modification of the space in the last few decades, as welt as the retevance

that it has in everyday tife. In addition, I explore the consurnption of cornfort

in the bathroom area, which seerns to be a result of the econorny of the

senses, as it is referred to by sorne authors writing about sensuat exploitation

in the rnarket.

Ihe tast section of this chapter describes the particutar retationship

that each case in my inquiry has with water, anatyzed through the habits and
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rituats surrounding this e[ement. Through anatysis of these re[ationships, I

suggest the contemporary meaning cf water in the domestic context of the

bathroom. Consequentty, I exptain the potentiat impact that the “self

indulgence” meaning of the contemporary bathroom has on the overat[

prob[em of water consumption.

From this summary cf each chapter I proceed to the next Chapter II where I

describe (as mentioned before) the two dimensions that characterize my

theoreticat framework: on the one hand, how everyday tife is experienced in

this area; on the other hand, what is in the space and how it is composed.

From these dimensions severat theoretical concepts emerged such as privacy,

comfort, c[eantiness, and appropriation.

o
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Chapterli:_Theoretica!Framework

11.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into five main sections. In the first section, I

brief[y describe the historicat evo[ution of the bathroom since its

introduction into the private home. The next section I explain the

epistemotogical position of this section. The following three sections of this

chapter are closely retated, and therefore intertwined. Below, I exptain the

main theories and concepts that are relevant to my subject, starting with

semantic readings, followed by everyday life experience in the space, and

ending with theoretical toots and concepts, such as rituals, privacy, and

cteantiness.

II. 2 Antecedents: HistoricalBackground

The population explosion during the industrial revotution that began in the

tate eighteenth century caused a dramatic increase in water demand as

towns and cities expanded in size. Four factors contributed significantty to

the introduction of the bathroom as a new space inside residential buildings.

• Unbearable sanitary conditions and the spread of deadly epidemics

and infections.
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• Medicat advances concerning germ-based theories of diseases that

cou[d be prevented through proper hygiene.

• A radical change of attitude by re[igious institutions toward bathing,

which was now regarded as a sanitary solution rather than a sinfut

practice.

• The devetopment of new technologies for sewer systems and water

supply.

• Once bathing was regarded as a “necessity” for the human body, a

daity bath was estabtished as a “social norm” connoting “good

manners,” and bathing was promoted among more sectors of the

poputation.’ However, this transition was slow and took severat

Most hygiene before the industrial revolution (and after the Middle Ages) in Europe

was limited to the use of public baths. The life span of public baths was flot very long

due to the spread ofdiseases and practices condenmed by the ruling church. However,

there are some examples ofbathtubs and of “stools of Ease” or close stools in very

wealthy residences in sorne parts of Europe — for example, Pope Clernent VII’s

bathroom in the Castie ofSt. Angelo, Rome, dating from 1530, and close stools at

Hampton Court, England, from around the same time. By the 1 700s, public baths had

again appeared in England due to the influence of some travellers to Turkey; the baths

had a significant success over the following 150 years. According to Wright (1960),

the French court in the 1 700s was much cleaner than bas generally been supposed. The

Palace at Versailles had at least 100 bathrooms and 264 stools during the reign of

Louis XIV. The “Royal Throne” was indeed a refined stool seat or privy on which

nobles could relieve thernselves. Marie Antoinette bathed every day; she had two

bathtubs, one for washing and the other for rinsing (we follow the same principle with

today’s double kitchen sink). The design ofthis particular bathroom was the origin of

the French term salle de bains, with bains in plural. For a thorough review ofthe

evolution and performance of some hygiene practices and elirnination activities since
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decades to spread through North America (see Bushman & Bushman,

1988). In Boston, Etiza Rotch Farrar (1837, pp. 160-161) pub[ished her

“etiquette” book The Younç Lady’s Friend, in which she devoted an

entire chapter to the daity habit of taking a bath: “Once, at [east, in

twenty four hours, the who[e surface of the body shou[d be washed in

soap and water, and receive the friction of a coarse towel, or f[esh

brush, of crash (knitted, nubbin cotton) mitten.” This book had a

considerable impact on American society, as it gave ctear parameters

for “decent socia[ty estab[ished norms” and for “vatuable tools” that

every woman shou[d know about. However, there were not enough

facitities for everyone to be able to deve[op this dai[y practice, and

the idea of taking a bath in cotd water was not encouraging. For

example, in Phi[adetphia in 1849 there were 3,521 baths distributed

among a population of near[y 340,000; New York had on[y 1,361 baths

fora population of 629,904 in 1855 (see Eisher III, 1989, pp. 11-24).

In the major urban centres during the industrial revolution, problems

re[ated to the spread of terrible diseases due to the lack of facilities for

elimination activities contributed to the invention of the water closet, as

wetl as proper sewage systems and water-supply networks. The water closet,

or toilet, evolved considerably in London after 1851, when George Jennings

instatled “conveniences suited to this advanced stage of civilisation” at the

great exhibition at the Crystal Patace. More sophisticated and efficient

ancient Egypt, see Wright (1960). Phyllis Hembry (1990) takes a social histoiy

approach to bathing facilities called spas in England from 1560 to 1815.
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toitets were deve[oped, and better sewage systems and water-supply

networks were constructed for a broader segment of the population. These

advances in technotogy came about as a resu[t of the retevance that the

performance of elimination activities began to achieve in those years.

Erom the mid-l8th century forward, respectabitity, morality, and good

heatth wou[d increasingly converge to form a nexus of values at the heart of

American culture. Earty ni neteenth-century sensibi lities about bodi [y

c[ean[iness were shaped by gentitity manua[s, re[igious teachings that

connected cleanliness with mora[ity, and a growing body of medica[ opinion.

(Lupton Et Mi[ler, 1992, 17)

Thus, the conception of the space of the bathroom (as we know it

today, with a sink, bathtub, and toi[et), resutted from a co-evo[ution of

technologica[ advances, in terms of water supp[y, water heaters, and

fixtures, and socio-cultura[ practices, tacit norms, and conventions regarding

the persona[ presentation of individua[s from a particu[ar social group. In this

sense, it could be said that the “modem” bathroom and the “modem”

kitchen had a simi[ar evolution in the [ate nineteenth and ear[y twentieth

centuries once the techno[ogicat prob[ems of having running water and

drainage were so[ved. E[[en Lupton and J. Abbot Mi[ler (1992) argue that the

concept of the “continuous kitchen” - buitt-in furniture and counter spaces -

was borrowed from the concept of the bathroom. The para[le[ evotution, to

some extent, of “modem” kitchens and bathrooms appears to be founded in

the fact that some manufacturers, such as what is today American Standard,
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produced plumbing solutions and sinks for both areas (Fi sher III, 1989). There

were a[so simitarities in wa[[ finishes when the concept of c[ean[iness

reached the domestic environment (Lupton & Muter, 1992). Despite the

simitarities between the kitchen and the bathroom, the kitchen is beyond the

scope of this dissertation.

Atexander Kira (1976) notes that the modem bathroom was

introduced into houses in North America and Engtand in the 1920s, becoming

avaitabte to a wider segment of the population. The initial function of the

bathroom - cleantiness - had the objective of preserving famities’ heatth by

staving off diseases that were epidemic in severat regions of the globe due to

a tack of sanitation. Severat soap manufacturers, such as Procter and Gambte

and Lever Brothers, devetoped marketing strategies using germ-based

theories of disease, which coutd be prevented with regutar use of their

products, and the idea of etiminating bacteria that coutd cause severe

damage to the heatth began to spread through Western societies (Vinikas,

1989). The effort made by these companies was 50 successfut that in 1938 a

survey showed that soap was ranked second among the “essentiats of [ife,”

just betow bread and butter.
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Consistent with the togic 0f hea[th and

c[eantiness that ru[ed the bathroom at that time,

white, associated with hygiene and “sanitation,”

ruted as the cotour for bathroom fixtures. In

1926, the Universat Sanitary Manufacturing

Company pioneered by introducing different

cotours for bathroom fixtures, and other

companies soon fottowed. Over the next two

decades, the configuration of the bathroom,

atong with its importance and meaning, remained

practica[ly static due to the Second Wortd War

and the worldwide economic recession, except

perhaps for two etements. The first was the introduction of severat new

cleaning products retated to rising hygiene standards. Most houses had one

bathroom, used by alt famity members and by visitors. Advertisements

focused on how this area had to be presented to others, rather than to the

famity itse[f, with slogans such as “It witt be seen . . . It must be clean!” The

second was the message 0f some advertisements, which promised that

everything woutd be devetoped, made, or achieved “after the war” or “after

V-Day” because the government’s main priority at the time was military

devetopment.

The idea of c[eantiness introduced into the domestic context,

particutarty the kitchen and bathroom areas, had a significant influence on

sociaL behaviours and practices retated to certain requirements of
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appearance and persona[ c[eantiness. Hygiene habits and c[eantiness began to

have an even more important morat connotation among individuats who made

a distinction between “urban and civitized” and “rural and barbaric” through

the beginning of the tast century (Bushman & Bushman, 1988). Cleantiness

represented a way to fit into certain social groups, usuat[y retated to

economic and moral values.

R,’tI,r ffomrs and Gurd,,’r 63 Having a bathroom also

- reftected a high economic status, a

- ‘ ‘- ‘ “[uxury,” since having a water heater
/ I J - j

—
‘j’if (3RO\

and alt the fixtures for the “modem

bathroom” imptied a rather significant

— amount of wealth. The price of a water
cI DURO sho&iyoi.

r fur imvir’—L”t w,n,r tir , heater, according to advertisements in
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cu. their rntroduction into the bath room
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L!’ 3 i5’-’I Systems jj)SQ 1 area changed the use of this space
Duw Qnarankei Jatisfauo,y 9îkr cYcrulct — L. 1 Jf
Figure 2 ‘Better Homes and Gardens’ Magazine, February 1925 dramaticatty, turning the bathing

experience into a more efficient and pteasant one.

In the 1950s, the U.S. economy started to grow and private bathrooms

became more accessible and affordabte to the generat public. A bathroom

was now a “necessity,” and luxury was introduced to this area for those who
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atready had a bathroom and coutd afford something more “enjoyable.”

Although different colours for bathroom fixtures had been ïntroduced a

coupLe of decades before, it was only in the 1950s that the bathroom became

more colourful. Taking a bath on a regular basis became more routine as

social demands for personal hygiene and presentation became more retevant.

The Neo-Angle tub, offering more room and the possibility of sitting while

bathing, became very poputar. Atthough this tub had first appeared in the

1930s, it was retatively unknown due to the economic depression (Fisher HI,

1989).

The 1960s and 1970s saw earty signs of the different meanings that

the bathroom was tater to have, such as the introduction of special furniture

designed to store the already numerous products avaitabte for personat

cteantiness and beauty. The bathroom graduatty began to encompass

different functions, as it was no longer merety a space for performing

hygienic necessities, but one where beauty “procedures” and grooming

activities, responding to American social standards, could take place. Many

advertisements on magazines suggested adding a ‘Master bathroom’. The

master bathroom, which was a reflection of economic growth in the United

States, was a space from which guests were restricted. Even though privacy

was an ever-present concept because of the nature of the activities

developed inside the bathroom and perceptions about nudity, sexuatity, and

etimination, having an extra bathroom with use restricted to some of the

peopte living in the household suggests that privacy had risen to a higher

position in the hierarchy of domestic everyday life. This situation, I betieve,
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t2 is due to the spread of ideas about and societat conventions regarding

implementation of “hygienic precautions” for sharing the bathroom with the

teast number of persons possible.2 These rationales had also other

implications: two bathrooms represented a higher economic status, in which

homeowners coutd afford the tuxury of flot having to share this facility. This

situation promoted, to some extent, the introduction of pleasure into the

bathroom space, and as more pleasurable practices devetoped, more privacy

was required. Over these decades the erotic potentiat of the bathroom

became more evident under the influence of the “sexual revotution” (Kira,

1976). It was now acceptable for peopte to have sex in areas of the home

other than the bedroom.

By the 1980s, the bathroom was transformed into a space of

relaxation and became more and more [uxurïous, with the incorporation of

exotic motifs. The introduction of whirlpool baths and Jacuzzis began to

transform the bathroom into a “home mini-spa” where the intention was to

‘clean’ the stress in mmd and musctes.

Thus, the bathroom graduatty changed from just a ptace to wash

toward a hedonistic, very private refuge, a stress-retieving get-away from

life’s responsibilities. The dynamic tifestyle in large Western urban centres

leaves tess time for individuats to be setf-indutgent, and they turn to the

bathroom as a ptace to be atone. The bathroom, and flot other areas of the

2 Tomes (1998) examines the impact ofmicrobial-disease—related theories on hygiene

habits in the United $tates, concurring with V. Vinikas’s (1989) argument concerning

the popularization in Western societies of the idea of eliminating bacteria that could

cause severe damage to the health.
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C home, is perceived in this way because it is the onty area where water

privacy coexist, which may promote the deve[opment of se[f-rewarding

experiences. In the past, the bathroom was, genera[ly speaking, “restricted”

in terms cf dimensions, making the devetopment of relaxing activities [ess

feasib[e and comfortab[e. However, in the 1990s design trends explored the

“re-dimensioning” of the bathroom in order to accommodate other functions.

The 1990s a[so introduced a new concept: the environmental concern

for water conservation. However, se[ting environmenta[[y friend[y bath and

shower fixtures seems to be a contradiction in terms, especia[[y with

increasing public demand for pleasurable sensations, which has been one of

the main objectives in recent years. “New” ecologicat fixtures are usua[ly

more expensive than regu[ar ones, 50 customers would rather invest in things

other than saving water. This is especia[[y true for those living in countries

such as Canada, where water shortages are a[most unimaginabte due to the

immense water resources. Unfortunately, for this reason there is not yet reat

public awareness of this prob[em, and use of ecotogicat fixtures in the

bathroom wi[t be teft to individuat choice unti[ [aw regutates it, as has been

done in some regions.

This historicat overview shows how the bathroom gradua[[y evo[ved

from a mere hygiene faci[ity into a more comp[ex and multifunctionat area.

Mika Pantzar (1997) exp[ains that there appears to be a generat trend toward

ever- broader consumer-commodity networks. These networks become tighter

and more so[idty fixed. The evotution of the bathroom area offers a good

i[tustration of the process of the inexorable standardization and

o
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f ncorporation of fixed routines with regard to both technology and everyday

tife in the domestic context. A space that was meant to meet hygienic

necessities was gradual[y transformed into a place where hygiene is no longer

the main purpose; instead, it is an area in which to accomplish objectives

retated to personal presentation and the fulfilment of seif-rewarding

experiences. Some of the photographs of bathrooms presented in magazines

and catalogues hetp, to a certain extent, to support this argument.

11.3 Positioning this research

In recent decades, there has been increased interest in exptoring the

meaning of everyday objects and spaces. In the fietd of design studies,

scholars have explored many past and present aspects of the use and

meaning of objects and spaces, as wetl as their infLuence on current

professionat practice. Design history has contributed significantty to museum

studies and curatorial practices, while in materiat culture studies and

cultural studies, the process of understanding the meaning of objects and

their retationship to users has become relevant. Some academic attention

has been paid to the actuat relationship between spaces and objects,

focusing, through user-centred inquiries regarding social and cultural

readings of spaces, on how individuats experience spaces. The exploration of

how peopte use, appropriate, and experience their spaces has also inspired

the combining of different approaches to create a multitayered reading of

the space, as in the case of social and semiotic reading of spaces. The

interpretation of signs and symbotic meaning in linguistics has also been
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app[ied to objects and spaces by authors such as Wim Muller (2001), Umberto

Eco (1980), and Mieke Bat (1994, 1997). Bat’s (1994) contribution has

invo[ved the “meaning-making” of spaces through application of the theory

of narratology to a discursive mode of the object of study. This theory, in

which I was particularly interest, wi[l be exp[ained below.

As mentioned in Chapter I, the main question that I attempt to

address in this research is the meaning of the contemporary bathroom. I

proceeded through a qualitative approach. In order to understand the

meanings of the contemporary bathroom, I necessari[y had to deal with what

is in the space, its use, and the user’s experience within it. Thus, two

theoretical dimensions emerged: the physical environment - the space,

objects, and equipment - and the everyday experience of the bathroom area

- what happens inside the bathroom and what the user experiences from the

way that he appropriates the space. Using these two dimensions, deve[oped

a multi[ayered reading: on the one hand, what is in the space through the

discourse of the bathroom; on the other hand, the interpretation of the

user’s experience within it.

These dimensions helped to orient my cultural reading of the space,

for which I reviewed theoretical concepts such as privacy, comfort,

cteantiness, and appropriation. These concepts were drawn from different

disciplines, including design studies, semiotics, cultural studies, material

culture studies, and psychological anthropo[ogy.

Another fundamental etement that I am interested in examining

brief[y is water. I posit that of alt the etements in the bathroom that may

C
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have a significant experientiat retevance, water is one 0f the most

important. For this reason, I be[ieve It 15 pertinent to investigate the rote of

water in the bathroom and the probab[e environmenta[ consequences of its

use in this context.

It seems pertinent to mention that the interpretation of everyday tife

was performed by understanding the personat experiences and means of

appropriation of the participants in my inquiry. This was devetoped through

the expression of the habits, rituats, and feeLings surrounding everyday use of

the bathroom area. My research is not ethnographic per se; it does, however,

inc[ude some etements in common with ethnography, defined as “the form of

inquiry and writing that produces descriptions and accounts about the ways

of Life of the writer and those written about” (Denzin, 1997, p. xi).

According to Pau[ Atkinson and Martyn Hammers[ey (2000),

ethnography is referred to as a form of social. research in which there is a

strong emphasis on exptoring a social. phenomenon, rather than setting out to

test hypotheses; a tendency to work primarity with “unstructured” data -

that is, data that have not been coded, at the point of data coLLection, in

terms of a ctosed set of anatytic categories; investigation of a sma[L number

of cases, perhaps just one case, in detail; and anatysis of data that invotves

expticit interpretations, the product of which takes the form of verbat

descriptions and exptanations, with quantifications and statisticat analysis

ptaying a subordinate rote. Fottowing this train of thought, my research cou[d

be retated to an ethnographic investigation; however, I did not devetop the

C
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observational phase in the sense of the activities performed in the bathroom.

I preferred instead to make a multi-level reading of the space from both the

cultural and semiotic perspectives. For example, in many cases the means of

appropriation of the bathroom helped me to interpret the experience and

meaning given to this room. The particular means of appropriation, along

with the narrative of the experience and the reading of the space itse[f,

hetped me to suggest some possible meanings that are attached to the

bathroom in contemporary society.

Due to the qualitative nature of this investigation3, this type of study

often deals with fragmented, unstable, and dynamic results, which means

that general patterns cannot be established. This is why I aim to position this

research within the constructivist paradigm. According to Norman Denzin and

Yvonna Lincotn (1994) and Atex Mucchietli (1996), constructivism rejects any

form of determinism and includes two related theses: on the one hand, the

study of reality as a changing and moving issue through time, and on the

other, the study of reality as an immense diversity of conscious points of

view. In this sense, I posit that the bathroom in the domestic context has

gone through some changes in recent years that modify the realities of the

users. These reatities are exemplified by eight cases described later on in

this dissertation.

Thomas A. Schwandt (2000) argues that in order to understand the

world of meaning, one must interpret it, taking a comptex approach to its

because of the personal experiences that are able to describe routine and meanings in
individuals’ lives; see Denzin and Lincoin; 2000.
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different parts and to the problem as a whote. The exploration of a specific

reatity is constructed by the actors that f nteract within that particular social

context. Schwandt (2000) explains that the researcher must reach an

understanding of the delicate process of meaning-making through the actions

and tanguage of the subjects of his inquiry. The interpretation of these data

is actually the construction of a particular reading of the meanings that are

embodied in the actor’s constructions. The particutar social context of the

use of the bathroom in the City of Montreat is a local and specific rea[ity,

which is constructed by the users whom I interviewed through the distinct

ways that they use and interact with their space; interpretation of the data

obtained from my inquiry required an understanding of this construction in

order to be abte to construct my reading of the meanings attached to the

contemporary bathroom. The process of constructing a definition of a

meaning for the space of the bathroom is, in this case, necessarily dependent

upon the relationship with the social actor. The theories and concepts that

wilt be described below in this chapter provided the foundations for

structuring my inquiry and interpreting my findings. However, these

foundations underwent some modifications as the investigation proceeded,

as I removed research elements from my theoretical framework and added

new ones. This process provided me with enough elements to elucidate on

what and how meanings are embodied in the bathroom through individuals’

behaviours and cultural practices in order to interpret their life-event

discourses.
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In this qualitative research, I attempt ta combine semiotics with an

experientia[ approach from a design studies perspective. Victor Margotin

(1998) defines design studies as an interpretive practice rooted firm[y in the

techniques cf the humanities and the social sciences rather than in the

natura[ sciences. Design studies encompasses issues cf product conception

and planning, production, form, distribution, and use from past and present

daily tife; it atso embraces the web cf discourse withi n which production and

use are embedded (Margolin, 1995).

Authors such as Buchanan and Margo[in (1995) have contributed ta

expanding the notion cf design studies as a social, culturat, and phitosophi cal

field cf investigation. Today, the inte[[ectuat framework of design studies has

brcadened to inctude ethnography, sociat history, cuttural ana[ysis, and

semiotics. Through cuttural ana[ysis, disciplines such as cultural studies,

materia[ culture studies, and psycho[ogica[ anthropology have [ate[y been

contributing ta design studies thrcugh ana[ysis cf the use and meaning cf

artefacts.

Over the [ast few years there has atso been an increasing

preoccupation with the investigation, conception, and production cf abjects

and spaces within a sustainab[e orientaticn. In this dissertation, my

discussion cf the meanings cf the contemporary bathroom includes some

envi rcnmenta[ imptications cf these meanings as a second [evet cf ana[ysis.

o
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C 11.4 The Semiotics of the Bathroom

Semiotics has contributed significantty to the understanding of meanings,

first in [inguistics and then in other areas. It has been applied, in recent

decades, to a[most atl academic disciplines. Today it is a vast field; however,

few texts make a semiotic inquiry of a particutar space within architecture or

design. In this research into the meaning of the contemporary bathroom, it

was flot my ambition to develop an in-depth semiotic anatysis. Instead, I

made a paraltel reading of the space with the cuttural discourse in order to

offer a multilayered interpretation. Semiotics in architecture has received

some attention by the semiotician Umberto Eco. The following is largely

inspired by his studies.

In Eco’s more “traditionat” approach to a semiotic analysis, the

process of understanding the communication of a sign or message by an

individual, space, or object to an individuat who receives it is calted

semiosis. The individuat who receives the message must have a referent in

order to be able to interpret it. Eco (1980) provides an example of semiosis

related to use of the toitet. In a remote village in Italy, the inhabitants of

some newly constructed rural houses, who were used to performing

etimination activities in the fields, did not know the main purpose of a toitet

(they had no referent for it), 50 they invented a different use for it by

introducing a net into the bowl for washing olives.

Eco was the first author to develop a methodology for semiotic

analysis of a space and the built environment. More recent authors have

cD based their theories and studies on his modet. Donatd Preziosi has
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a siightty different approach to semiotic analysis in architecture; he insists

upon clarifying the architectonic code, or sign system, as a fundamental

etement in the semiotic anatysis, and he defines it as “a comp[ex[y-ordered

device for the transmission of information regarding the cueing of the

perception of identities and differences in the visuat channet, decodab[e

spatiotemporai[y. Architectonic formations consist of artifactuat and /or

appropriated envi ronmentat constructs conventiona[ty ii nked to culture

specific information about conceptuat world of a society” (Preziosi, 1979, p.

88).

In studying the meaning-making process for the bathroom, I first

considered which current mode[s are retevant to deve[opment of my semiotic

anatysis. The most obvious modet was one following the function of the space

and deriving meaning through the definition of a code to estabtish a

communication system. In this regard, Georges Mounin (1985, p. 103) states

the retevance of identifying a c[ear code in order to property devetop a

semiotic analysis: such a code must respond to a set of patterns of sign uses,

conventionatized through continuous and repetitive use. Kyong L. Kim (1996)

notes that a code is a set of unambiguous rutes whereby signs are convertible

from one representation to another. It represents a system of explicit social

conventions that is supposed to be obvious to ail members of a particu[ar

cuLture. For example, in a first ana[ysis the code of the bathroom that might

respond best to the representation of social conventions might be

cteantiness. However, aLt codes operate at two different tevels of

communication: the denotative [evel and the connotative levet. The major

o
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function of the code lies in its denotative [evet; the code makes it c[ear what

signs are going to be associated with certain physical referents or mental.

concepts (a combinatory ru[e of signs). C[eantiness, however, is a broad

concept that might inctude, in addition to cleaning the body, c[eaning the

domestic environment and doing the taundry.

The connotative [eve[ of the code comprises the secondary functions

of the space; in the case of the bathroom, ctean[iness might inctude a form

of reLaxation as a resutt of the main activity of c[eaning the body. Fottowing

this vein, authors such as Eco and, more recent[y, Mutter derive their

semiotic analysis to some extent from Eco’s modet.

According to Mutter, among others, semantics is invotved with the

study of significations of sign systems, or the production of meanings by signs

and the interpretation of those meanings. In studying signs, we might focus

on the internat combination of signs into a more comptex and etaborated

sign; this is calted semiotic syntax. This ctearty appties to the bathroom, as

we are not referring onty to the space itse[f, but to att the etements that

constitute it - particu[arty the shower, toilet, bathtub, and sink.

Eco exptains the notions fundamentat to a semiotic anatysis in the

fietd of architecture and design through a communication system is based

upon the functionat aspects of the object or space. He identifies “technicat,”

“syntactic,” and “semantic” codes. The technicat codes have to do with the

architectural components (cotumns, floors, etc.); the syntactic codes retate

to the articuLation and distribution of the space, and the semantic codes

estabtish the retationship between specific spaces or objects and their

o
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denotative, connotative, ideological, and typological functional types

(hospitals, schoots, etc.) (Eco, 1980, pp. 38, 39).

I embraced alt three of these basic principles in my exploration of the

meaning of the contemporary bathroom. The technical codes reflected the

types of fixtures used in the bathroom area, such as tow-ftush toilets and

mutti-shower jets; I exptored the distribution and the way the space is

ptanned to satisfy the user’s needs using the syntactic codes; finatly, the

semantic code is pertinent to my research mainly because it enabted me to

etucidate some of the connotations of the space, such as comfort, relaxation,

and the relevance of the different objects placed in this area. Following a

strictty semiotic analysis based on the above authors, I was struck by the

difficutty in estabtishing a “generat” code through the qualitative perspective

of my research. I suspected that people use the bathroom for many reasons

other than just cteantiness. Moreover, the meaning attached to the bathroom

may vary from one case to another, and even from one activity to another;

thus, it was almost impossible to identify a “general” code that can

encompass aIl of the different meanings, uses, and rituals that surround the

bathroom, even when I used the broadest and most obvious of concepts,

cleanliness. In spite of the vicissitudes faced in the proper use of this

particular framework in my qualitative inquiry, I proceeded to apply the

categories of codes devised by Mutler and Eco to my findings on

representation of the contemporary bathroom in magazines, catalogues, and

stores in Montreal.

o
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C) I atso wanted to exp[ore the meaning of the space of the

contemporary bathroom based flot sole[y on its denotative or primary

functions, but on the re[ationship between the space and its etements and

the modes of appropriation of the space by the user. In search of this

retationship, I aimed to identify what the bathroom, as a space, may express

through the interretations of these etements. Furthermore, I was interested

in identifying the meaning of the space through the interaction of the user

with the space and with water. In order to understand these retationships, I

exptored Mieke Bat’s theory of narratotogy, which is ctosety retated to

semiotics. Bat (1994) explains that narratotogy can hetp with the semiotic

interpretation of meaning through a discursive mode of the object of study.

As defined by her, narratotogy is the theory of narratives, narrative texts,

images, spectactes, events and cutturat artifacts that “tett a story” (Bat,

1997, p. 3). In reading the different bathrooms in my inquiry, I saw severat

subLiminaL meanings of rather smatt objects whose presence contributed to a

particutar tight or subttety in the space that made it unique (see Kingery,

1996).

In order to understand the narratotogicat anatysis through a structure

of textuat production of the contemporary bathroom, I turned to Susana

Onega and José Anget Garcia Landa (1996), who exptain the study of pLot, or

the relationship between action and character. These authors define

narrative as the representation of a series of events; the narratotogicat

Kingery states that the meanings of things are subliminal and unconscious and that

the reading of things must be treated as myths and poetry rather thanjust text.
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analysi s concentrates flot on events as such, but on signs - in other words, on

the representation and meaning of these events. The theory of narratotogy

has been applied mostty to narrative texts, but it is possible to apply the

same notions of text analysis to a specific space such as the bathroom. For

example, in the anatysis of narrative structure, Onega and Garcia Landa,

along with Bat, identify three main tevets of signification in a text: the

fabuta, the story, and the narrative text. Onega and Garcia Landa define the

text as a finite and structured set of tinguistic signs; a narrative text is a text

in which an agent relates a story; and a story is the signified of a narrative

text. A story signifies, in its turn, a fabula. The fabula, according to Bal, is a

scheme of narrative events or actions - in other words, a story is a fabula

that has been given a shape or specific point of view. Story, according to

these authors, is an abstraction taken from the text; the difference between

text and story lies in the fact that the former is a linguistic construct, while

the latter is a cognitive scheme of events.

The bathroom area witl be regarded as a text; this text will be the

space itse[f. The bathroom is like a given text that may have several

interpretations as wett as infinite combinations of elements, in terms of

objects, colours, textures, smetls, and other elements that make it unique,

depending on the personal preferences and activities of the user. The story

of the bathroom area is what is developed inside this space: a succession of

events and activities, such as taking a shower or bath, brushing the teeth,

and using the toitet. The story becomes a fabula as soon as it is expressed by

the user. The fabula of the bathroom is the user’s personal vision or point of
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vi ew within the space, constituted by the persona[ habits and rituals that are

performed in this particu[ar area. Through this perspective, the objects and

sense-stimuti reactions are regarded as indicators of particutar social

behaviours. For exampte, the placement of a toitet in the bathroom, atong

with the objects surrounding the activities retated with its use and meaning

(e.g., ashtrays, magazines, books, or videogames), witt be considered signs

reftecting the use and meaning of the space in elimination activities. The

story underpinning this toitet witt be retated with a sense of solitude,

retreat, relaxation, and even enjoyment of the etimination activities with

the hetp of etements such as a portable Nintendo, books, or magazines. It

wil[ also denote the retevance, on one hand, of the activity in the user’s life

and, on the other hand, of the object itsetf, in this case the toitet.

This theory has been adopted by severat disciplines beyond its original

domain of titerary theory, such as museum studies; most pertinent[y,

however, it has been used in discussions of design process in engineering and

software by authors such as P. A. Ltoyd (2000) and Susan Turner and Phit

Turner (2003), respectivety. Even though an anatysis of the design process in

these areas might seem unrelated to the bathroom area, the use of

narratotogy as an interpretive toot in both cases provides insight into how

stories serve as communicative tools for gaining a better grasp of the design

process.

From the above, I aim to integrate several approaches into one model

for a semiotic approach to the contemporary bathroom. The anatysis of the

bathroom on a denotative tevel seems re[ativety clear: hygiene necessities

0
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and cleansing functions. However, it is in the connotative [evet of the

bathroom and the interpretation of these secondary functions that the main

focus of my research ties. Preziosi’s (1979) semiotic anatysis of the bui[t

environment is based on the idea of a space-ceit. Space-ce[[s are defined as

the different rooms of the building being studied. The space-ce[ts are

subdivided into smat[er units: the wa[[s, ftoor, and ceiting. I did not foltow

Preziosi’s semiotic ana[ysis, but I did ana[yze every fixture in the space

separate[y - such as bathtub, shower, toi[et, sink - to estab[ish its technica[,

syntactic, and semantic codes. For examp[e, I exptored the technicat

characteristics of fixtures such as a regular toitet and a [ow-f[ush toi[et. I

determined the syntactic code through the distribution of the bathroom and

the position of the toitet in relation to the rest of the fixtures. The semantics

of the toitet were determined not onty by its denotative or main function of

being the receptacte for e[imination activities but, and this is where I put

most of my emphasis, through its connotative or secondary functions. This

aspect was enhanced by the discourse of the bathroom, in this particu[ar

examp[e of the toi[et, provided by the user. The user’s experience provided

the etements for etucidating the story behind the use of the toi[et and

interpreting its meaning. In addition, I anatyzed the whote space, paying

speciat attention to the textures, co[ours, and objects that determined its

am bience.

o
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In the exptoratory chapter of this thesis (Chapter 5) I examine some spatial

aspects on the bathroom such as spatial allocation, design and fixtures. At

this respect there are a number of publications regarding the several aspects

that inctude the construction or renovation of the bathroom.

The spatial attocation in a bathroom is a very important aspect since it might

welt determine the use and perception of the room. If the distribution does

flot serve the needs of the user this wi[t affect the story that is developed in

the space. Whereas a distribution or spatial allocation that fits with the

user’s needs, witl respond more accurately to what is there in the space and

how it is experienced by the user.

There are many bathrooms with a unique distribution that were designed in

order to respond to specific aesthetic and functional requirements. However

it 15 possible to find some layouts that have been adopted by some architects

because they respond, in a more or less accurate way, to the general needs

of the population.

Authors of recent publications on the bathroom area such as Pamela L.

Korejwo, $cott Atkinson and Andrew Wormer (fig. 3) propose some basic

spatial configuration of the bathroom. Some of them have the shower

integrated to the bathtub, and some of them have these fixtures separated.

Q
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20’ BY 12’

Figure 3. Layouts taken from Ideas for great bathmoms (1999) Sunset Books, Menlo Park Califorina. pp. 11
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In regards ta the Design of the bathroom there are severa[ aspects that are

mentioned in Chapter V that are fundamenta[ ta it such as tighting, colors

and textures. It is we[t known today in architectura[ and interior design

circtes that [ighting is a fundamenta[ aspect in every space it might define a

partïcu[ar area, creating a distinct ambience. Lighting is an experience of the

senses and it can stimutate or retax the user (Jones, Frederic H., 1989; p.

43). Lighting design has become the process of integrating human perception

and techno[agy in the same project. Light is ab[e ta reveat a texture,

indicate a scate, show or enhance a form and even separate functions in the

same space. Frederic H. Jones states that in the tighting design process it

becomes mandatory ta take into consideration psychotogicat and functiona[

aspects. According ta severa[ authors such as Randa[t Whitehead and Brian

Trandem, in architecturaL and interior design, we can find four different

functions that tighting performs in a space: decorative, accent, task and

ambient [ight. These authors agree that not a sing[e Light source can perform

aLt the functions required for a given space. I am flot going ta e[aborate in

each type of lighting because it is out of the ambitions of this research.

According ta Randa[L Whitehead we often find bathrooms with poor and

inadequate [ighting. The most comman thing ta find over the mirrar and sink

is a [ight focused directty downward over the sink. This causes, Whitehead

argues, [ong dark shadows under the eyes, nase and chin af the user and it is

extreme[y bad [ighting for the muLtipLe tasks deve[aped in this particutar

area. The bathraom is a mu[ti-tasking area, requiring different [ighting.
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Color, atong with light and texture, is another element that is able to define

a space depending on how the cotor is used. It is a very important aspect in a

space. Cotor in interior design and architecture seems to move, advance,

retreat, give warmer or colder sensations. “Design captures color effects in

ways that enhance the physical world. The more we can predict color

behavior and our relation to it, the greater will be our ability to use naturalty

occurring color phenomena to enhance designed form” (Kopacz, Jeanne,

2004; p.3).5 In chapter 5 I mention how there was a transformation of the

color used in the bathroom through the last few decades.

Texture is an intrinsic property of each and everything whether it’s soft,

smooth, light, toose or dense, heavy, solid or coarse. Textures found in

nature have been imitated for a tong time ago and probably the best

example for this is the bathroom. The tues that can be found today in the

bathroom in ceramic tiles, imitates marble, granite or timestone, among

others. Texture, as wetl as, cotor and tighting play a significant rote in the

ambience of a particutar space. Textured surfaces reflect tight diffusety;

smooth surfaces reflect directty, both cases depend on the relative angle of

the light source and the angle in which it is observed. According to Michael

Lancaster (1996) this us why glazed ceramic tiles produce a stronger visual

impact than unglazed tites or concrete.

It is flot ofmy ambition to explain the extensive theories ofcolor, from the Bauhaus,

Johannes Itten, the color contrast theory; analysis of additive color theoiy and

subtractive color systems ofMunsell; Ostwald and the red-yellow-blue theory that

comprehends the positioning, mixing and integration of hue, value and saturation; we

just want to emphasize the relevance of color in a space and in particular the bathroom.

Q
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Scott Atkinson states that bathroom surface materiats inctude a huge variety

of textures. He argues that rough textures absorb light and make colors

dulter, white smooth textures reftect light and help to make the space took

more spacious. Textures seem to have an ability of to transform the

bathroom area into a more tivable room-tike space. With the incorporation of

‘new’ textures, color schemes and [ighting, the bathroom seems to become a

sort of ‘Living room’ as I mention later on in this thesis.

11.5 The Everyday Life Experience

In attempting to make a cultural reading of the bathroom, I identified the

concepts of “everyday life” and “experience” as fundamental to my subject.

Henri Lefebvre (1984; see also de Certeau, 1984) defines culturat studies as a

critique of everyday life - in other words, an investigation of particular ways

of using “culture,” or what is available as cutture to people inhabiting

particutar sociat contexts, and people’s way of creating a culture. According

to Lawrence Grossberg (1993)6 and Angeta McRobbie (1997), culturat studies

invotve an active engagement with the social creation of “standards,”

6 For Grossberg, cultural studies is not merely an excuse for disciplines to take on new,

usually popular, cultural objects. The concept of “popular” in cultural studies refers to

a specific view of the relationship between people and power in order to examine how

power works where people live their lives.

McRobbie argues that cultural studies can work as a space in which disciplines talk to

each other and question each other with a view to redefining a shared, not common,

sense ofpurpose. It involves comparative work rather than loose “interdisciplinarity.”
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“values,” and “tastes” in a specific context. The definition that Grossberg

gives to context is “specific bits of everyday tife” positioned between

cuLture, understood as “a specific body of practices,” and particutar sociat

forces, institutions, and power relations. So it can be said that cu[tura[

studies 15 invotved with understanding how contexts are conceived and

reinvented, and how these contexts change the meaning of some specific

practices. This is the case for the bathroom area, as the “hygiene facility”

meaning that was attributed to it when It was first introduced into the

househotd in the 1920s seems to have changed significant[y over the past few

decades; thus the context’s subjects of study are a[ways dynamic, and are

usual[y open to ongoing change. Archaeo[ogist lan Hodder (1986) defines

context as the tota[ity of the relevant environment for any given object. For

Hodder, “reLevant” means ail the re[ationships necessary for discerning the

object’s meaning. Consequent[y, one coutd argue that it is through the

societa[ conventions cf values and practices that the particular context of

the bathroom area is transformed, through everyday life, into different

spaces according to the meaning attached to it.

Some of the characteristics most frequently associated with everyday

tife, according to Mike Featherstone (1992), are things that happen every

day; repetitive taken-for-granted experiences; routine, habits, rituats, and

practices; the mundane and ordinary world, untouched by great events; and

the extraordinary. Dai[y c[eansing and e[imination processes - bathing,

brushing teeth, washing hands and face, and using the toilet - exemp[ify such

experiences and commonptace events.

o
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The subject of Agnes Hetler’s Everyday Life (1984) is the complexity

0f the eponymous term. The author explains how the individual’s primary or

natural sustenance is socially determined through his everyday life. The

world into which the individual 15 born into exists independentty of him;

however, it is in this particular society, with its concrete social conditions,

norms, customs, and institutions, that the individual has to support himself

by tearning how they work, their meaning, and their use. The ritual of

cleaning one’s body, for example, may vary from one culture to another. The

meaning of water may have a strong relationship with the scarcity or

abundance of this resource. Helter states that the more dynamic the society

into which an individuat is born, the more fortuitous the relationship

between the society and the individual becomes. She posits that this

dynamism offers the person a wide variety of choices; therefore, his

surroundings may become a “local world.” People shape their local world at

the same time as they shape themselves, as everyday life is constant and

knitted together with their immediate context; this does not necessarily

imply that everyday life is limited to that context. The way that an individual

parent uses the bathroom may influence the way the child will use it, but

does not necessarily determine how the child will use it later on as an adult.

According to Heller, everyday activity is the process of growing into a

“ready-made” world while making accommodations to this particular world’s

requirements. Everyday life is where the person takes part, and shapes

himself, and everyday life is objectification - that is, the process in which

the person as subject becomes externalized. One could say that a personal

o
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(D and private space such as the bathroom area is the place where the person

takes care of himsetf physicatty and mentatty; I posit that, to some extent,

the individual shapes himsetf in the bathroom through the rituals and

activities that he develops inside that space. Hetler explains that everyday

tife is a dynamic process in which the individual changes both his

surroundings and himsetf through time, inevitabty modifying his everyday

life. Age is a determinant of the rote that a person plays in a family.

Although there are other etements that influence an individual’s everyday

life, age became a factor in my inquiry, as I observed that experiencing the

bathroom might have a different meaning at different times of the

individuat’s life. Thus, age seems to play a significant rote in this meaning

making of the space.8

In addition to the concept of everyday life, and very much related to

it, I was interested in exploring the experiences that the indivi dual has in the

bathroom area. Carmella C. Moore and Holly F. Mathews (2001, pp. J-18)

concur that the everyday tife experience of individuats reveats the

complicated relationship between culture and psychology. This subject has

been largely approached by psychological anthropology, in which, these

authors exptain, etements in psychotogy, cutture, and the tived experience

are addressed in empiricat descriptions of how individuats meet the everyday

challenges of feeling and thinking. This is particularty relevant to the

8 The contemporary bathroom is designed to rneet the needs of healthy aduits without

any mobility problems. I strongly believe that there is a gap in design concerning the

needs for the elderly and handicapped populations. This subject, however, is beyond

the scope ofthis dissertation.o
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experience cf the contemporary bathrcom as described in my inquiry: there

seemed to be a clear cuttural backgrcund te the way people use water in the

bathroom, although this use was aIse asscciated with individuat psychotogical

needs, such as relaxation or invigoration. Cari. Ratner (2001) explains that the

way in which an individual’s everyday life activities are devetoped is

influenced, te a certain extent, by the culture in which he [ives.

Psychological anthropotogy analyzes some particularities cf everyday life,

since each individual may react in different ways. However, the ccmplexity

cf the concept cf experience in the bathrccm lies in the fact that, beycnd

the societat conventions that influence the use cf the space, the experience

cf the user is more personal since it refers te an active self - te a human

being who net only engages in but aIse shapes an action.

This teads to the understanding that one cf the bcundaries cf this

research is that we can neyer kncw ccmpletety ancther’s experiences, even

though we have many dues and can make inferences. Victcr W. Turner and

Edward M. Bruner (1986) argue that the concept cf experience embraces

sense, data, cognition, and feelings and expectatiens. It is in the embracing

cf the feelings invelved, the emetienal and sensual features that are the

haltmark cf this concept cf experience, that psychelegical anthropology

bases some cf its disceurse.

The experience cf having a long shcwer in order te think clearly about

werk and famity matters, as seme pecple dc, necessarily invelves net cnly

the sensuat aspect cf the feeling cf water running ever the bcdy, but the

feeting cf being in cemplete solitude, deating with perscnat thcughts and

o
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making decisions about them. In relation to the exptoration of these feelings,

Diane Bisson (2002) gathers the work of Catherine Lutz, Deidre Sklar, and

Regina Bendix to explain that there is a gap in the exploration of the

emotions and the use of senses in ethnographic and cultural approaches. She

argues that culture experienced through the senses and feelings is as

relevant as cultural practices, since the meanings attached to these

practices are defined, in part, by the feetings embedded in them, and are

perceived through the senses. Following this vein, Turner and Bruner (1986)

argue that individuat experience can be studied through interpretation of the

personat expressions of the subject who lived the experience. Expression

refers to representations, articulations, and formulations of the subject’s

own experience. It is through atl of these expressional elements that an

experience can be re-experienced, relived, and reconstructed. Many scholars

agree with Bruce Kapferer’s (1986, p. 189) characterization of experience: “I

do not experience your experience. Paradoxically, your experience is made

mine; I experience my experience of you. The expressions revealed on your

face, in the gestural organization of your body, through the meeting of your

glances, are experienced through my body and my situation.”

Kapferer also argues that in expression of the experience it is not

strictly the experience itself that is shared; rather, the narrative value of the

experience through concepts, constructs, and types is an integral part of the

expression. In my analysis of the narrative value of the experience, along

with the expressions defined by Bruner, I also included non-verbal

communication - the interviewee’s body language - in an attempt to grasp
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more etements and make their experience mine. Thus, we cou[d say that

there is an appropriation of the other’s persona[ experience since it 15 turned

immediatety into a reference point in our mmd.

In addition, H. G. Barnett (1979) exptains that experiences become

part of the individuat’s “reference bank”: every experience is a prototype

that wil[ hetp in making references for future experiences - that is,

experiences are not random assortments of events that happen and are then

forgotten. This argument contributes to the societat agreements that

produce the meaning of the contemporary bathroom. Às peop[e appropriate

others’ experience of the bathroom, for exampte as a spa, by expression of

the effects that this activity might have on the re[axation process, enhanced

by bathroom-as-spa images pubtished in magazines, the experience of

re[axation in the bathroom becomes something that individuats who have not

experienced it woutd [ike to experiment with.

In addition, a fundamentat part of the experience seems to be retated

to the stimuLation of the senses that 15 c[ose[y associated with recent

academic interest in anthropo[ogy of the senses. C[assen et al. (1994) explain

that the anthropo[ogy of the senses examines, among other things, the

inftuences of the senses in sociaL organizations, conceptions, and cu[tura[

expressions. They argue that the sense of sight has greater re[evance than

the other senses. They note that there is a myth concerning what they catI

“perceptuat transparency”: the senses provide us with unmediated access to

reatity. They argue that the senses are atso [earned from sociaL patterns. In
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this regard, authors such as Ho[brook and Hirschman (1982) and Pine and

GiI.more (1999) note that profitable exploitation cf the senses is in fashion

today. In fact, R. Jùtte (2005) argues that sensuat pteasures seem to be a

characteristic implicit to modem societies of the twentieth century. N.

Corrion and J. S. Marcoux (in press) examine, through an ethncgraphic

analysis, the “experiential economy” cf the massage in the city of Montreal.

These authors explain the increasing demand for massages as a redisccvery

of sensuat pleasures that seem to be a characteristic implicit to modem

societies cf the twentieth century (JUtte, 2005). They pay particular

attention te the sense cf touch as the basic sense for the deve[opment cf

massages. This sense has been targe[y studied by Mazzic (2005), whc refers

te it as a ccmp[ex and pc[ymcrphic sense. The experiential eccncmy seems

pertinent te mention in this thecretical framework as we wi[l mention

further en in this thesis the persistent message for exploiting cur senses

through some recent bathrccm advertisements in magazines as we[[ as with

scme practices cf cur intemviewees.

11.6 Theoreticat Tools

11.6.1 The concepts of habit and ritual

I wish ncw te turn te the thecretical tcc[s or concepts that have a significant

rote in the social and cultural reading cf the bathrccm. First, I wit[ address

seme etements that ccnstitute the experience cf the everyday life, such as
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habits and rituats. The rituats deve[oped in the bathroom depend, to a

certain extent, on the mode of appropriation of the space.

Probab[y the most common mode of appropriation of the bathroom is

to seek some degree of privacy. Other modes of appropriation of the

bathroom are retated to c[eansing and retaxing activities. I betieve that the

concept of ctean[iness is atso relevant to the cuttura[ reading of the

bathroom, and I wil[ explain briefly some of its theoreticat implications.

Beyond c[eansing activities such as taking a bath, there is a[so a [ink between

the need for hygiene and the need to retax. Comfort has a[so a major part to

p[ay in interpretation of the significance of contemporary bathroom.

Within the comfort concept exp[ained in this chapter, there is a

subt[e retationship with what I posit is one of the most important etements in

the experientiat dimension of the bathroom and comfort: having a source of

water. I betieve that comfort in the bathroom may be re[ated, to a certain

extent, to practices that potentia[[y have an ecotogicat implication.

The retaxing experience that the bathtub can offer through immersion

of the body in hot water usuat[y incorporates a series of events, habits, and

ritua[s. George G. Haydu (1979) explains that an experience is not a

continuous stream but a sequence of events, and that each of these events is

an experience entity - an integration of severat components, such as

concepts, images, and actions, aroused by a specific need to be satisfied.

The actions are taken in order to obtain some result or consequence. The

form of an experience may be shaped through the structure (combinations or

order) of the experience entities. This structure is determined mainty by the

e
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G most significant features of the experience itself and can be

and expressed. In the examp[e of having a hot bath, the structure of the

experience is shaped by the rituats and habits of adding scented oi[s or

bubbles to the bath water, [ighting candIes and turning off the lights, putting

on some music, and having a gLass of wine - alt in relation to achieving the

main purpose: relaxation. The order of the structure wi[t depend on the

subject’s preferences. Therefore, an experience may be examined by making

a “taxonomic” anatysi s of the e[ements that make it unique.

In examining the taxonomy of the experience of the bathroom, I posit

that some everyday-tife experiences are constituted by cutturat practices,

rituats, and habits. In this regard, George P. K[ubertanz (1965, P. 101) gives

an exhaustive exptanation of habits and classifies the different kinds of

habits and their particu[arities. He defines “habit” as a quatity that

determines an operative power, which is in some sense indeterminate, 50

that an ordered operation ftows from that power with ease, consistency, and

p[easure. Johnston Birchalt (1988, pp. 175-176) refers to a habit as an action

that is “re[ative[y unmotivated”; Camic (1986) refers to it more positive[y as

“a more or [ess seif-actuating disposition or tendency to engage in a

previous[y adopted or acquired form of action.” Moreover, Bircha[[ argues

that there is a strong connection between habit and time, as habit embraces

a cyc[ica[ characteristic in the human mmd as a mechanism of temporal

efficiency. The ways in which habits are deve[oped in the bathroom appear

to have a ctose re[ationship with two factors: biologicat needs such as

etimination (main[y urination and defecation), and the rhythm of tife (retated

e
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Q to the aspect of time and hectic tifestyles). Some habits in the bathroom

might be associated with doing things in a more efficient way in order to

save time, especia[[y if there is on[y one bathroom and it is shared by many.9

Some habits are inctuded in certain rituats to give them more sense

and meaning. According to Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood (1996, p. 43),

“Without some conventional ways of setecting and fixing agreed meanings,

the minimum consensuat basis of society is missing. As for tribal society, so

too for us: rituats serve to contain the drift of meanings.”

Langdon E[sbree (1982) states that the main aspects of a ritual are its

“purposiveness” and the actor’s active participation. ihis “purposiveness” 15

retated to a certain order or sequence of doing things “in a correct way”; in

other words, the purpose of the rituat has a rightness-betief connotation, as

we[t as a specific meaning for the actor. Bruce Kapferer (1986, p. 193)

defines a rituat as a complex compositional form, and he makes an anatogy

with opera, which consists of music, dance, drama, song, story, and liturgy,

at[ of which are in effect different modes or tanguages of rituat expression

and communication. He argues that the rituat brings together the Particular

and the Universat and transforms them in the process. “The Particular 15

universalized beyond the existentiat immediacy of the individuat’s situation

so that it is transcended, even white its groundedness and specificity are

Douglas (1992, p. 41) gives as an example the bathroorn, in which rotation is a

common practice: “Rotation is the principle used to control access to flxed space, the

bathroom for example. if there is one, the outside privy if there is flot. Whoever tries to

monopolise that specialised space gets fiercely criticised.”
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C maintained, to inc[ude others in what is essentia[ty the same experimentat

situation.”

Kapferer argues that the most often polished ritua[ is the comp[ex

compositionat form described as performance. In defining performance,

Kapferer (1986, p. 193) goes beyond the common definition of the enactment

of a text; he understands performance as a unity of text and enactment,

neither being reducibte to the other:

The directionatity of performance and the media of performance are

structuring of the ritua[ context; together they constitute meaning of the

rituat, various[y enabte the communication of its meaning, and create the

possibi[ity of the mutua invotvement of participants in the one experience,

or e[se distance them and [ead to their reflection on experience, perhaps

from a structured perspective outside the immediacy of the experience.

Performance, from Kapferer’s point of view, is the structuring of the ritual

itse[f. Every aspect, move, and action has a purpose and 15 done at a certain

rhythm or moment in order to achieve the fuit meaning of the rituaL The

rituat of taking a hot bath on a Friday evening has its own particutar

performance depending on the preferences of the user, and the main

objective of the rituat is to relax and feet comfortabte.

Therefore, we can infer that a habit is the activity itse[f retated to

patterns of time and social demands, in which the performance has to do

with personat preferences that enhance the meaning of the activity. Thus a

rituat is the preparation and specific way of executing the activity. Taking a

shower in the morning before going to work is a dai[y habit corresponding to

o
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some sociat[y estab[ished norms. Going about this activity efflcient[y, in

order to arrive on time at the office, is c[osety re[ated to the ritual and its

“correct” execution. The habit of taking a hot bath on Friday evenings, when

there is some time and privacy to retax, is a comptetety different rituat with

a comp[ete[y different purpose, probabty more ctoseiy associated with

reLaxation than with c[eaning. To summarize the differences in the concepts

exp[ained above, a habit or a series of habits might constitute a rituat within

its rightness connotation of achieving a particu[ar objective. An experience

may comprise both habits and rituats, and inctudes the feelings and sensoriai

perceptions attached to them.

Many schoiars in different disciptines concur that it is through

experience, habits, and rituats that an object or space becomes meaningfu[.

Meaning is acquired depending on the interaction and retationship with the

object; in the case of a space, it a[so inc[udes how the user appropriates the

space. An object in an isotated context does not have a meaning, untess

there is an interaction with an individual who has a preconceived perception

of the object’s function. However, the meaning attached to the experience

of the bathroom can hardty be dissociated from the physicat environment of

the bathroom itseif. The experientiai dimension in the bathroom area is very

ctosety re[ated to the appropriation that the user makes of the space.

11.6.2 The concept of appropriation

The desire for “appropriateness” or “appropriation” is what Erving Goffman

(1971) catis “territory of the self” or “mine-ness.” Appropriation of theo
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bathroom may be related to the feeling of freedom provided by ownership,

in which the individual is able to do whatever he pleases. John R. Suber

(1971) exptains that privacy has, to some extent, a retationship with

freedom, and these concepts contribute to the individuality of the person.

This feeling is reinforced by the fact that in the bathroom area the individuat

is “aUowed” to be naked or in contact with his own body.

The concept of appropriation received a significant amount of

academic attention in philosophy and psychology in the 1970s.

“Appropriation of the space” had a particular retevance in disciplines such as

urbanism and architectural psychology. According to Gitles Barbey (1976) and

other authors, such as Gustave-Nicolas Fischer (1992), appropriation has

various meanings, such as personat identification with a given space,

apparent or effective control over a given space, and provision for privacy

and freedom to organize a home space according to personat criteria and

decisions.

At the 1976 Internationat Architectural Psychotogy Conference hetd at

Louis Pasteur University in Strasbourg, France, a number of participants

explored various aspects of the concept of appropriation, such as modes of

appropriation and the life cycle, and appropriation of spaces at home, in

urban pLaces, in institutionat places, and in workptaces. None of the 642

participants exptored the apptication of this concept in the bathroom area,

although it was applied to spaces such as the bedroom, with its private,

relaxing, and sexuat connotations. Even in studies in which tayouts of
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househo[ds were exptained, the bathroom was rarety mentioned. What this

suggests is the retativety recent importance of the bathroom area.

One of the most frequent modes of appropriation of the bathroom

area is the possibiUty of achieving some privacy. In fact, it seems that

today’s bathroom is designed in such a way that the user can appropriate the

space in order to have total or partiaL privacy. From the moment the

bathroom door 15 [ocked, the bathroom becomes part of the user’s personal

space. It becomes his “territory.” I posit that this situation contributes, to a

certain extent, to promoting different ways of appropriation and that a very

close retationship exists between appropriation and privacy in the bathroom.

11.4.3 The concept of privacy

Throughout my research, I rea[ized the retevance of privacy in the bathroom.

I believe that privacy has become a part of the equipment of the physical

environment, even though privacy is not tangibte but emerges more as a set

of rules and agreements among users of the space. Privacy in the bathroom

seems to be, in most cases, as indispensable as a mirror or a sink.

I found that privacy is embodied in atmost alt of cuttural practices

devetoped in this space. Moreover, I betieve that if we were to characterize,

or materiatize, the concept of privacy into a physicat thing, the bathroom

might be the most accurate exampte. It is barety conceivabte, in Western

society, to find a bathroom without the possibitity of having privacy. The fact

that the bathroom area is perceived, in most cases, as a space that can be

o
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ctosed and [ocked from inside reveats the significance that privacy has in the

space itse[f.

Based on my own inquiry and on authors such as A[exander Kira, it can

be said that the bathroom is frequent[y the on[y space in a househo[d where

an individua[ can get some “time off” from the peopte surrounding him. This

situation may be exp[ained, to some extent, by the fact that people do flot

need to justify needing privacy in the bathroom area, because it is perceived

as an inherent characteristic of the space. Some of the activities deve[oped

within the bathroom have the connotation of being “private,” especia[[y

elimination activities (urination and defecation) and some cleansing activities

(taking a bath or a shower). The user wi[[ require more privacy if one of the

main objectives of the activity is to be iso[ated from the rest of the peopte

living in the househo[d.

Esther Forbes (1943, p. 70) exp[ains that privacy is a re[ativety recent

concept, and it was once not seen by any means as a need, even for wea[thy

peopte:

From chitdbirth to death one’s [ife was shocking[y open to one’s fami[y,

friends, relatives, neighbours, enemies, ctergy, and the curious. It was not a

matter of social position. At Buckingham Palace, the young King of England,

Georges III, had [itt[e more privacy than a Boston artisan. Nor Louis XV at

Versai[[es. They seemed to have had no more conception of privacy as a

desirab[e thing than they had of electricity, and did not miss either.
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Deckle McLean (1995) also exptores the idea of privacy as a relatively

new concept. He argues that privacy is about 100 years old as a legal or

political issue; before then, it was a matter of social arrangements. McLean

describes privacy customs in different societies around the world and gives

some accounts of the evolution of the term.

Michael A. Weinstein (1971) argues, to the contrary, that privacy is

more explicit and more frequent in higher economic classes as a form of

exctuding others from a particular part of an individuat’s life. He explains

that in most periods of human history, privacy has been a luxury that leaders

or kings enjoyed, a moment by themsetves or with their personat advisors or

queen. He states that in bourgeois society, privacy encouraged the formation

of two selves: a private self with interests that could not be pursued in

public, and a social mask for the development of human relations. We could

say that the concept of privacy, as we know it today, is probably recent in

the tegat domain; however, privacy has been present in one way or another,

to different degrees, throughout the history of human societies, especially in

reLation to bodily functions such as elimination activities and sexuality.

Privacy in the bathroom area is commonly perceived as a need to prevent

any sudden interruption of the activities developed inside, especially

etimination activities. As Barrington Moore Jr. (1984) explains, urination and

defecation are two activities that most people tend to do in a private area,

mainly for three reasons. First, satisfying both biological urges produces a

psychological response of relief, and any interruption causes distress.
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Second, there is the idea that etimination activities are genera[[y

perceived as arousing some degree of disgust, which 15 a tearned response

that occurs during toitet training. To the senses, bodity secretions have a

“dirty” connotation that produces rejection and reactions of disgust in

Western society. These learned reactions, as wel[ as the need for privacy,

particutarly for etimination activities, have been modified through time. In

ancient Greece and Rome, retieving onese[f offered an opportunity for

conversation and social interaction with others doing the same activity. In

the Middte Ages, urination and defecation were not activities to be ashamed

of, since everyone did them under the same circumstances, and atmost

everybody coutd be seen. “Kings, princes and even generals treated it as a

throne at which audiences coutd be granted. Lord Portland, when

Ambassador to the Court of Louis XIV, was deemed highty honoured to be 50

received, and it was from this throne that Louis announced ex cathedra his

coming marnage to Mme de Maintenon” (Wright, 1960, p. 102). In the large

urban centres, during the Industriat Revo[ution, defecation in public or semi

public areas started to be seen as a “vulgar” activity. At that time, a water

ctoset was usuat[y shared with many strangers. This situation encouraged the

idea of [ocking the door white re[ieving wastes to prevent being offended or

denigrated.

Third, e[imination activities leave the individua[ temporarily

immobi[ized and helpless. Therefore, isolation can be understood as a

natura[ setf-protection response (Moore, 1984, p. 60).
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Jutie C. Inness (1992) explores phvacy in various ways; flrst, she gives

an overview of the legal, philosophical, and psychotogicat titerature

concerning this concept. She ctaims that the concept 0f privacy has remained

unclear in atmost atl disciplines. In the phitosophy titerature about privacy,

there is a debate around two main trends in defining how privacy works.

Wiltiam Parent (1983), Rotand Garrett (1974), and Hyman Gross (1971),

among others, explain privacy through a separation-based definition, which

understands privacy in terms of placing the individual in a different

geographicat space from the rest of the people, as well as information kept

apart from the pubLic realm; thus privacy is related to restricted access;

W.L. Weinstein (1971), for example, defines privacy as a condition of being

apart-from others, involving a voluntary limitation of communication of

particular, personal, intimate matters. According to Thomson (1975),

someone experiences privacy when he is neither looked at nor listened to.

On the other hand, Elizabeth Beardstey (1971), Jeffrey Reiman (1976),

and Richard Wasserstrom (1978) define privacy in control-based terms, in

which the individual is capable of restricting access to a particular event or

over what information will be issued to the public. Privacy is a state of the

agent having control. over a reatm that contains his decisions about intimate

access to himself (including intimate informational access) and his decisions

about his own intimate actions (Inness, 1992). In other words, personat

privacy is understood to be a measure of the controt that individuals have

over the pubUc’s exposure to, and regulation of, certain aspects of their

lives.
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Q From the definitions given above, I wilt take the elements that I

consider applicable to my research on the bathroom area. If we assume that

the action of locking the door in the bathroom can be considered the uset’s

control. and choice for exercising his privacy, then privacy in the bathroom

area can be defined as the user’s capability to tock the door (controt-based

definitions), or to seek solitude or define clear boundaries (separation-based

definitions).

Alan F. Westin (1967, p. 31) describes four basic states of individuat

privacy: solitude, intimacy, anonymity, and reserve. Solitude, Westin

explains, is the “most comptete state of privacy that individuals can

achieve.” In solitude, the individual puts himself in a position where he is

free from observation by other people, although he may be subject to stimuli

such as noise, odours, and vibrations, and to physical sensations such as

heat, cold, and pain. Westin defines intimacy, the second state of privacy, as

the capability to form close, retaxed, and frank relationships with other

members of a specific group. The most common example is the unit of a

coupLe. The third state of privacy is anonymity, in which the individual does

not wish to reveal his identity - in other words, he is engaged in a particular

action or situation and the people surrounding him do not know who he is.

Finally, reserve is the state in which the individual maintains personal

information out of reach of other people.

Deckte McLean (1995) expLores the different types of privacy from a

phitosophical perspective. He argues that there are four types of privacy.

The first is “access control,” in which the individuat controls his boundaries

o
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and the release of personat information to the public realm. The second is

“room to grow,” in which the individual cuttivates a process for

understanding, enriching, and integrating his own character and personality

in solitude or isolation. This type of privacy is related to introspection. The

third is the “safety valve,” which is similar to “room to grow” except that

the individual does not necessarily seek for solitude or isolation; instead, it is

a privacy shared with another individual or individuals with whom the person

has strong affective bonds. The tast category is “respect for the individua[,”

in which there are certain “pre-established rules” for social relationships and

personal matters.

Darhl M. Pedersen (1999) makes a broader categorization of privacy.

He argues that there are several types of privacy: solitude (freedom from

observation by others), isolation (being geographically removed and free

from observation by others), intimacy with family (being atone with a family

member and sharing inner personal thoughts or affection), intimacy with

friends (being atone with a friend with strong affection bonds and sharing

inner personal thoughts or affection), and two types of privacy are more

related to sharing or keeping information out of the reach of the public

realm: anonymity (being seen but flot identifiable by others), and reserve

(not revealing personal aspects of oneself to others). Following Pederson’s

categorization, the bathroom area can be used as welt for having intimacy

with fami[y, with a spouse, or at bath-time with chitdren, or with friends

depending on the personat re[ationship and their attitudes toward

elimination activities, nudity, and sex.
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Regarding a specific categorization for the bathroom area, Atexander

Kira (1976) exptains that there are three different degrees of privacy: first,

the privacy of being heard but flot seen; second, the privacy cf flot being

seen or heard; afld third, the privacy cf flot being seen, heard, or sensed - in

other words, cf having other peopte unaware cf one’s whereabouts or

actions. Hcwever, can infer from my research that in the use cf the

contempcrary private bathrocm, anonymity dces flot have quite the

importance that it might have had in the American society cf the 19705,

when Kira pub[ished his bock.

In the categcrizations devised by Westin and Pedersen, it is wcrth

mentioning the differences between sotitude afld isolation, which are both

“separation-based” concepts cf privacy, in which the individuat is by himsetf

- the mcst common situation when using the bathrocm. In Pedersen’s (1999)

study cf the functions cf privacy, he exptains the difference between these

two concepts. They have simitarities, as both invotve sectuding cnese[f from

the others; both invctve the separaticn cf the individuat from peopte in his

surroundings. The distinction remains in the prcximity cf this separation: in

solitude, the sectusion is near cther pecp[e, whereas isotation impties a more

significant distance. In other words, isolation is appticabte if the individuat is

geographicat[y remcved from cther peop[e’s observation. Pedersen gives

examptes such as going te a cabin in the mountains, c[imbing atone, and

going for a drive atone.

On the other hand, Michaet A. Weinstein (1971) argues that isotation

may have a negative connotation. He argues that isolation is apptied more
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often to a situation, rather than to a function in which privacy is incWded.

IsoLation may be vo[untary or invo[untary; an individuaL rnight be, or rnight

prefer to be, sec[uded from others in order to avoid participation in a group

activity. Weinstein argues that phvacy shoutd be regarded as a function of

certain defined situations rather than as a condition such as isolation, with

which he associates with feelings such as tonetiness.

Anonymity in the bathroom area may be associated with Kira’s

categorization of not tetting people know the whereabouts or identity of the

user. Reserve in the bathroorn area could be related to modesty - keeping

certain parts of the body out of sight of anyone who cornes into the

bathroom. This rnight be appticab[e to cleansing activities such as bathing or

showering. The relevance of McLean’s categorization to rny research is the

different conception of privacy in terms of personal thoughts and re[ationship

to others. McLean’s phvacy as “roorn to grow” is similar to what other

authors catI personat intimacy or personat introspection. The concept of

intimacy wi[L be discussed [ater in this dissertation. Two of McLean’s

categories are applicable to the bathroom area: first, the user contro[s his

privacy by tocking the door or by making strict ru[es about respect whi[e the

bathroom is in use. Second, the user contro[s access depending upon persona[

use.

Atan F. Westin (1967) offers a discussion of the basic functions of

privacy with regard to persona[ autonorny, emotionat release, self

evatuation, and [irnited and protected communication. P. B. Newet[ (2004)

argues that the function of privacy is to provide maintenance and

C
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deve[opment of the individual in a sociat system. Newet[ regards privacy as a

“need” of the individuat in order to maintain his identity within a sociat

group. I. A[tman (1975) reinforces this position when he addresses the

importance of privacy in the sociat identity and setf-identity of the individuat

by regulating boundaries in a specific social environment. This may partial[y

exptain the need of some individuats to use the toilet as an excuse to have

some time for themse[ves away from famity or friends. Alan Bates (1964)

expands on this concept, exp[aining that human beings need privacy for

protection against the disclosure of damaging mistakes, for restoring self

esteem after a “bruising” social contact, for evaluating strategies in the

conduct of social relations, and for rationalizing disapproved conduct and

inclinations. M. A. Weinstein (1971) argues that the need for separation

between the social self and the actual self allows the individuat to transgress

social norms invisibly, at the same time keeping up appearances in his social

relations. Pedersen (1999) carried out an exptoratory inquiry on various types

of privacy behaviours. Basing his research on Westin, Altman, and NewelI, as

well as his own findings, he proposes the six different types of privacy

mentioned above (solitude, reserve, isotation, intimacy with family,

anonymity, and Intimacy with friends). His study consisted in exploring the

degree of privacy and its function among 123 students (55 men and 68

women) with a five-response-category rating scale. The questions on

particular situations enabled Pedersen to group the different types of privacy

with their function, and he identified five basic privacy functions: autonomy,

confidi ng, rej uvenation, contemplation, and creativity.

o
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I discuss the application of these notions of privacy to my subject

matter in Chapter V. However, I suggest that one of the reasons that privacy

in the bathroom area can be interpreted as the user’s having the control of

[ocking the door to seek solitude is the characteristics of severa[ activities

deve[oped inside. Some of these activities require being in the nude, some

are for hygiene purposes, and some are for relaxation. One cou[d say that

activities related to c[eantiness are behind the conception of the space in the

first place. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the concept of c[ean[iness,

which has a close re[ationship with privacy.

11.6.4 The concepts of cleanllness and comfort

Cteantiness is probabty an ever-present concept in the bathroom, not on[y in

practices to meet standards of persona[ hygiene, but in maintaining the

space itsetf. C[eantiness is thus a broad concept; it includes, in addition to

cleaning the body, the c[eaning of the whote domestic environment, the

[aundering of towels, and 50 on. Neverthe[ess, ctean[iness seems to be the

first concept to which the bathroom area responds.

C[ean[iness in the bathroom inc[udes two main aspects, which may

have equa[ re[evance: the first is re[ated to the c[eansing of the body and

head, and the second is re[ated to the hygiene standards of the space itsetf.

Richard L. Bushman and C[audia L. Bushman (1988) give an extensive

overview of clean[iness customs and attitudes in America. They argue that at

the beginning of the 1 800s c[eantiness was associated with mora[ity and

respectabi[ity a[ong with an incipient spread of medica[ know[edge to a
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[arger portion of the poputation. Lupton and Mit[er (1992) exptain that the

motives for cteanliness in the domestic context during that same period

depended on economic class, the degree of scientific knowledge, advances in

techno[ogy, fashion and customs, and geographic region. Through their

feminist and material culture approach, these authors examine hygienic

aspects of use of the bathroom and some modifications to social behaviour in

terms of a more rigorous [eve[ of c[ean[iness.

The concept of c[eantiness has been wide[y exp[ored by authors such

as M. Metosi (2000), who approaches the concept on a broader sca[e,

exptaining that the institutionalization of c[eantiness in a population is based

on the popu[arization of medicat and scientific theories re[ated to hea[th.

Nancy Tomes (1998) takes a simi[ar approach in her investigation of the

domesticity of c[ean[iness and the impact of theories re[ated to microbia[

disease on hygiene habits in the United States.

A more recent application of this concept in contemporary societies

can be observed in studies on the production and commerciatization of soap

and cteaning products by authors such Timothy Burke and A. McC[intock.

However, Shove (2003, p. 89) argues that other elements are invo[ved in the

construction of attitudes toward c[ean[iness, such as apptiance

manufacturers, texti[e producers, and p[umbers. The inclusion of e[ements

such as washing machines and showers in the domestic context, as Shove

mentions, contribute and are re[ated to the notion of comfort. It seems that

the introduction of certain “nove[ties” into homes not on[y promoted the

concept of c[ean[iness by associating it with a better standard of living, but
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also redefined comfort. This redefinition suggests a close re[ationship with

the retatively recent introduction of comfort into the bathroom area.

I posit that over the tast few decades the concept of comfort has

entered the design of the bathroom area, mcdifying the ccld idea of pale

cotoured tues, no ornarnentat cbjects, and easy-to-c[ean space. In other

words, the concept of comfort has flot reptaced that of c[eantiness in the

contemporary bathroom, but it has redefined both concepts within this

space. The concept of ccmfcrt has received significant attention from rnany

disciplines. The word “cornfort” cornes from the Latin word confortare,

meaning mental and physicat strength, encouragement, or consolation (Heijs,

1994). In material cutture studies, physicat ccmfcrt refers to se[f-conscious

satisfaction with the re[ationship between one’s body and its immediate

physical environment (Crow[ey, 1999).

Scholars cf history, phi[osophy, and material culture have studied the

concept cf physicat comfcrt and debated the re[ationship among physical

comfcrt, luxury, and necessity. John E. Crowtey (1999) states that luxury and

necessity have been understood as antonyms, and both concepts have a high

relative relationship depending on the ccntext in which they are given.

“Luxury” is socia[ly defined as what people desire beycnd necessities; the

standard cf tiving may be a necessity in one context, and a luxury in another.

“Ccmfcrt,” according to Crow[ey, is a concept that is situated in an

imprecise place between [uxury and necessity, and it is app[ied to

improvement in the standard cf Living. Shove (2003) explores the sociological

dimension cf “ncrmatity” as pecpte taking for granted the routines cf

C
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G bathing, washing ctothes, and cleaning the house as part of their everyday

[ife. She argues that in the recent past these practices were flot the way they

are today and questions how these socio-technicat changes have affected our

(ives. She gives an extensive exp[anation of the concept of comfort, app[ying

it mainty to air conditioning and heating, and discusses comfort in terms of a

state of mmd, an attribution, or an achievement, arguing that it is re[ated to

experience and objects, but it is the combination of both that gives the

attribute of comfort to a given place. Based on definitions given by Crowtey,

Heijs, and Shove, one might say that physical comfort in homes is re[ated to

the sensua[ stimuti given to the user by the environment, objects, and

circumstances intended for the enhancement of mental and physical. wet[

being.

The introduction of comfort into the bathroom seems flot on[y to have

a[tered some representatiofis of the reading of the physica[ environment with

the introduction of materiats such as wood and warm co[ours, but atso to

have modified some cu[tura[ practices. The recent introduction of objects

and fixtures such as bathtubs with interior [ighting, water faucets designed

to look tike sma[[ waterfa[ls, and showers with multiple jets surrounding and

involving the body with warm water might suggest potentiat environmenta[

consequences in terms of water consumption in this area of the house.

Atthough this is far from being conctusive, as I do flot attempt to provide any

quantitative data, having a forty-minute shower in a mu[ti-jet shower

invo[ves a [arger amount of water than does a five-minute shower in a

Q
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regu[ar shower. Water in the bathroom is also a fundamental experientiat

etement that I wi[t consider in this research.

11.6.5 Environmental conside rations

Water, an essentiat natura[ resource, has been squandered in recent

decades, putting at risk the avaitability of this resource for future

generations. The water-consumption probtem has reached a critical point.

Some experts worry that despite improvements in water-use efficiency, we

wi[t fait to keep pace with projected popuLation growth (OECD, 1997).

Estimated annuat water avaitability per person in 2025 shows that at [east 40

percent of the wortd’s 7.2 bilLion peopte may face serious probtems with

agriculture, industry, or human heatth if they rely so[ely on naturat

freshwater stocks. Peter Gteick (2001, p. 41) provides data obtained from

severat other studies: “The November 2000 access of water report of the

United Nations remarks that more than one biLlion peopte tack access to

clean drinking water; some two and a half billion do flot have adequate

sanitation services; preventabte water-retated diseases kiD an estimate of

10,000 to 20,000 children every day.”

Wo[fgang Sachs and his cotteagues (1998) argue that the ecologicat

criteria for sustainabte1° utitization of water that shou[d inctude the

‘° According to Thomas Gladwin (1977), “sustainable development” means to

maximize simultaneously the goals of the biological system (genetic diversity,

resilience, biological productivity), economic systems (satisfaction of basic needs,

enhancement ofequity, increasing useful goods and services), and social systems
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requirements that annuat extraction of water not exceed the annuat

reptenishment within a water catchment area; that the impact of organic

and inorganic substances not exceed the capacity of water for se[f-cteaning;

that account must be taken of seasonat differences between supp[y and

uti[ization; and that there shou[d be a ba[ance and correspondence between

areas differing in size and potentiat for water uti[ization, and respective

catchment areas. However, in the particu[ar case of Canada, there is no

prob[em with using more water than annua[ reptenishment yet, because

Canada has more [ake area than any other country in the wor[d. It ho[ds 20%

of the wortd’s freshwater, but has on[y 7% of renewab[e water resources; the

rest is “fossit water,” a [egacy of the me[ting P[eistocene ice sheets;

according to Environment Canada, the rivers and [akes in Canada contain

enough water to f[ood the entire country to a depth of more than two

metres.

Studies presented at the Water Consumption and Sustainabte Water

Resources Management congress he[d in Sydney, Austratia, by the OECD

(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Deve[opment) in February, 1997,

were oriented toward a more “intettigent” way of using water. The congress

(cultural diversity, institutional sustainability, social justice, participation). According

to the World Conservation Union, United Nations Environment Programme, and the

Worldwide fund for Nature (1991), sustainaNe development is improving the quality

ofhuman life while living within the canying capacity of supporting ecosystems.

Sachs et al. (1998) define sustainaNe development in a simple way: it is the term used

for development that satisfies today’s needs without endangering those future

generations.

“Sec iillpj//www.ec.cic.ca/water/en/manage/efflc/e sustws.htm (site visited in December
2006).
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brought together representatives of 29 countries to discuss the worldwide

water problem. The most relevant issues discussed were the final destination

and maximization of water (the e[evated and unnecessary cost of making

water potable when on[y 10% of water is used for human consumption); the

economic conditions concerning the price and billing structure for water

consumption; the techno[ogica[ and administrative conditions, efficiency of

the techno[ogy invo[ved, and adoption of new techno[ogy in order to

ame[iorate the current water-supply infrastructure; and the social conditions

for and individuat use of water constituted by habits and persona[ ritua[s.

It is precise[y on this [ast point on the OECD agenda that my interest

in the use of water in the bathroom is based. In the domestic context, the

bathroom is the space that consumes the most water. I assume that the way

that water is used in habits and ritua[s in the bathroom may have a

significant and specific impact on the overa[t probtem of water and energy

consumption. I support my interest with studies concerning the use of natural

resources and energy in the domestic context, such as that by M. Redc[ift, in

which he exptains that a significant number of environmentat studies (Sachs

et aL’s among others), take for granted the way people use these resources.

The fact that the bathroom is the place where the most water is consumed

makes the habits and rituals practised there a matter for exploration.

Eo[[owing this train of thought, one possible direction that the bathroom

seems to be taking is toward a being place for relaxation and self-rewarding

experiences. The potentiat probtem with this trend lies in some

environmenta[ implications. A person who takes a shower in the morning

Q
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before going to work and then a hot bath at night to relax would consume a

considerable amount of water and energy (to heat the water). Elizabeth

Shove (2003) explains that many of the studies surrounding water and energy

consumption focus on results and estimates for the future than on how the

energy and water are consumed. Shove argues that it is by understanding

that certain habits and rituals, consumption patterns, and social conventions

are the root of the problem that we may find a way to optimize natural

resources. Use of water seems to have increased in the tast few decades;

Environment Canada’s “1999 Water Efficiency and Conservation” notes that

between 1972 and 1991, Canada’s withdrawats of water increased from 24

billion m3/year to 45 billion m3/year - a rise of over 80 percent. However

over the same period, Canada’s poputation increased only 3 percent, making

Canadians the second-highest consumers of water in the world, at 343 litres

per person, per day.12

With such an alarming rise in the per capita rate of water use in

Canada in recent years, I wanted to expLore the possible meanings of water

in the domestic context of the contemporary bathroom, as it is the space

where most of the water is used. In exploring the possibte meanings of water

in the bathroom, disciplines such as cultural studies, materiat culture

studies, and semiotics aIl explain at some point the relevance of exploring

the use of an object in order to gain an understanding the relationship

12 Americans are in first place, with 382 litres per person, per day; Italy is in third place

with 250 litres per person per day.
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between the object and an individual (Attfie[d, 1999),13 in arder to discern

the object’s meaning in a particu[ar context.14 Water is not an object; it is a

naturat resource that is used routinety in dai[y Ufe. However, human beings

have turned water into a need, rather than a want, in a[most every aspect of

their [ives, especia[ty in the domestic context. Throughout history, peop[e

have invented ways ta bring water doser ta their craps and ta their hames.

The histary af the eva[utian af mankind 15 fi[[ed with examp[es af deve[aping

techno[agy app[ied ta the use af water ta benefit sadiety. I taak same braad

e[ements fram authars such as Christine Vil[ain-Gandassi (1989) regarding the

symba[ic meaning af water in same af the mast dominant cultures in histary,

which can be reduced ta three main themes: saurce af [ife, purification, and

regeneratian.

Taday, in cauntries such as Canada, water may nat have as a prafaund

and symba[ic meaning as it had in ancient times. Taking far granted the

passibi[ity af simp[y turning an the faucet and having water has dramaticat[y

changed the value af this e[ement in Western sacieties. As happens in many

cultures, the meaning of certain activities ar e[ements may have different

cannatatians depending an the regian and the specific characteristics af each

saciety. The same thing happens with water. The meaning that this resaurce

13 Judy Attfield (1999) daims that material culture studies focuses on the process by

which an object acquires meaning, and that there shouid be more emphasis on the

object-subject relationship
‘ Archaeoiogist Jan Hodder (1986) defines context as the totality of the relevant

environment for any given object. for Hodder, “relevant” means ail ofthe

relationships necessary for disceming the object’s meaning.
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has varies from ane regian ta anather. One of the main factars contributing

ta the meaning-making of water is direct[y retated ta its avaitabi[ity within a

particu[ar saciety. The meaning and use af water wi[t differ significantty fram

a city in a desert area with practica[ty nanexistent water resaurces ta a city

where water is abundant. The I.atter is the case far Mantrea[, where water as

a resaurce is taken far granted by many, due ta easy access ta it and the

huge quantity af water resaurces avaitab[e.

The use given ta a particular etement might he[p in defining the

re[atianship between this etement and the user. The retatianship that an

individual has with water might suggest the meaning that this etement has in

his everyday tife. Far example, the re[atianship between water and an

individuat in a Cathatic ceremany, such as baptism, is a sacred ane that has a

meaningfut cannatatian af purification and rebirth, whereas the retatianship

between water and an individuat in the industriat pracess af steet praductian

is practicat; it is just anather etement ta inctude in the manufacturing af

steet, and nathing mare. Therefare, the re[atianship between an individual

and water in his everyday tife wit[ vary depending upan its use and its

meaning.

I faund titt[e infarmatian and few references cancerning the

cantemparary meaning af water and its use in the damestic cantext;

therefare, I decided ta inctude these themes in my inquiry in arder ta

anatyze the participants’ apinians, cancerns, and cancepts abaut water. This

is the p[atfarm an which I based my interpretatian af the meaning af water.

o
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The above theoreticat framework a[towed me to expLore the

contemporary bathroom through the physicat environment and the

experientiat dimension. This is the basis for our interpretation of the

meanings of the bathroom in Western society. From the theories and

concepts discussed in this chapter I wit[ exptain in Chapter III how they were

app[ied to my quaLitative research methods.

o
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III. J Introduction

In Chapter II, I discussed the different theories and their contribution to

investi gating the meaning of the contemporary bathroom within a theoreticat

framework, as we[t as other studies that support the retevance of examining

habits and ritua[s in relation to energy and water consumption in the

domestic context. I chose the qualitative research method because I wanted

to explore what peopte have to say about their bathroom - their personal

experience and their interpretation of the meaning of their bathroom.’ I was

interested in in-depth interaction with users to find out how they appropriate

their bathroom; therefore, I selected qualitative methods for coltecting data

that were in accordance with my main objectives such as semi-directed

interviews and administration of a questionnaire. I chose semi-directed

interviews because this method aL[ows for a certain degree of freedom in

interaction with the user. I was thus ab[e to reorient my questions depending

on the subjects brought up by the interviewees, providing me with a

significant amount of qualitative material for analysis (see Fontana & Erey,

2000). This materiat was trans[ated into several theoreticat concepts, some

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) explain that qualitative research involves the studied use

and collection of a variety of empirical materials such as personal experiences that are

able to describe routine and problematic moments and rneanings in individuals’ lives.
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of which emerged during the process of collecting data. On the other hand,

the questionnaire was used more as a reference toot. In this chapter, I

discuss the anatysis methods adopted in the exploration of the physical

environment, the everyday life experience, and use of water. These

dimensions hetped me to define the parameters of ana[ysis and

interpretation of my data. I wi[t justify and define my scope, and I witt

explain the interpretive methods (see Ryan & Bernard, 2000) and tools that I

used to analyze the data acquired in my inquiry.

111.2 Choice of methodotogy (theoretica[ basis)

In this quatitative research I choose the ctassicat content anatysis for the

anatysis of concepts, betiefs, behaviors, etc. (Mites & Huberman, 1994, pp.

134-137). I etaborated of tables in which concepts and codes are confronted

using the text of the interview (see appendix E). The reason why I decided

that content anatysis was the best option for the anatysis of my data is

because “is a research technique for making repticabte and vatid inferences

from data to their context” (Krippendirf, K. 1981; p. 21). In other words, I

had some previous conjectures from the meaning of the contemporary

bathroom based on my findings on magazines, stores and fietd research, I

needed to turn these conjectures into va[id inferences with the theoreticat

materiat and fietd data that I had.

According to severat authors (Krippendorff, K 1981: p. 26; Weber, R. P.,

1986: p. 12; Mucchietti, R. 1998: pp. 23-28; Ryan, G. & Bernard, H. R. 2000:

pi85) content anatysis has to encompass a simpte framework with basic
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concepts: the data, the context, the target, the f nference and the va[idity.

The target of my investigation is to understand the meanings attached to the

particutar space of the bathroom in the domestic context, within the City of

Montrea[. I was abte to process the data I gathered in a systematic way for

the narratives provided by the cases of my inquiry. The inferences made in

this inquiry were re[ated with the possib[e meanings attached to this space

atong with the concepts emerged in my inquiry. The theoretical background

of these concepts supporting my inferences such as the bathroom as a private

space, were exp[ained in Chapter 2.

As said before, the content ana[ysis promotes the etaboration of tabLes

where concepts and codes are estabtished (this can be regarded in Appendix

E). With the information ordered in the tabLes form the content anatysis, I

then turned my interpretive process in the opposite direction, this time

reviewing the data from the genera[ to the particu[ar through the creation

and design of a grid anatysis. This grid was devetoped as wel[ from the

research etements identified in my theoreti caL framework, such as narrative

vaLue and everyday tife experience, in order to hetp me answer my main

questions retated to the meaning of the contemporary bathroom. This grid

he[ped me order the information obtained from the whote-text anatysis of

the interviews and other graphic resources, so that I coutd identify the new

concepts that emerged throughout this interpretive process.
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111.3 Methods for coltecting data

Exp[oring the meaning of the bathroom area through a qualitative inquiry

required the definition of investigation techniques that fit my research

position and its qualitative nature. Thus, I chose techniques such as the semi

directed interview and the administration of a questionnaire (see appendices

A, B and C).

The semi-directed interview is one of the most common ways of

co[[ecting data in fietdwork (Marcus & Fischer, 1986). The main difference of

semi-directed interviews and other types of interviews such as structured

ones is the greater breadth and ‘freedom’ that a[lows to go further or deeper

in an investigation (Fontana, A. & Fray, J. 1998, p. 56; 2000 p. 652). In the

semi-directed interview is indispensable to have access to the setting, for

this research the participants were [ocated through ‘friends’ or staff at the

University of Montreat that knew other individua[s that had renovated their

bathroom in the past five years. I then in contacted the ‘future’ participant

and exptain by email or phone the main objective of my research and the

requirements for the interview. I went to the house of each of the

participants for the devetopment of the interview. In this type of inquiry

there are other elements that are retevant such as understanding the cutture

0f the respondents and gaining the trust (Fontana, A. & Fray, J. 1998, p. 56;

2000), the understanding of the culture of the interviewees was implicit

within the two years of the author of living in Montreal before the interviews

were done. In this research the deve[opment of the interview is exp[ained
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further on in this chapter and the ‘trust’ came throughout the deve[opment

of interview itself.

The ethica[ considerations of this type of fie[d inquiry (see Punch

1986) invo[ved the informed consent that was exptained to the participant

before the interview by phone or sending a written document exp[aining the

main characteristics of the research. The right to privacy was the first issue

to address in the interview and it was taped as we[t, as soon as the tape

recorded wou[d start there was always the statement made where I teIl them

that the names of the participant woutd flot appear so that they were

protected. The protection from harm (physica[, emotionat, or any other

kind), was the second element to exptain in every interview where I wou[d

explain that the nature of the subject to be treated in the interview may

address some personat and/or emotiona[ e[ements that were not intended to

be offensive and if the participant wou[d feet it in that way, the case the

interview woutd be suspended immediatety.

The qualitative nature of my subject coutd easity a[tow for a very

large and extended investigation. In order to estab[ish certain limits on the

research, I defined the parameters of my scope. The types of residentiat

buildings to be anatyzed were recentty constructed or renovated (in the [ast

five years) semi-detached, single fami[y dwe[[ings, condominiums, or

apartment buildings, because they offer more references to what the

“contemporary” bathroom is tike and may also inctude bathroom fixtures

designed for low water consumption. The subjects were middle-ctass adults

born and raised in Canada. The reason for choosing midd[e-class subjects is

o
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that in the United States and Canada, the middte c[ass seems to be more

significant in numbers than are high- and [ow-income populations.2 The

reason for not including other ethnic groups is that there may be cutturat

differences in rituals and habits surrounding the use of water, which might

add new dimensions to the resu[ts that cou[d cause me to stray from the

main objectives of my research. Atthough in Canada a significant part of the

population are immigrants, in this particular research the participants were

raised and born in Canada. It is worth mentioning that this research is

exptoratory and by no means attempts to be representative of the who[e

popuLation of Montreat. The semi-directed interview method was the most

pertinent to my research because it was retevant to see the reaction of the

individuals being interviewed. Having a guide[ine of topics (see appendix A)

was he[pful when it came to covering alt the matters of interest; however,

the order of these topics changed depending on the participant. The semi

directed interview method also al[owed me to expand the duration of the

interview depending on the interviewee. This contributed significantty to

collection of qualitative information. Most often the interviewees began by

giving short answers, but as the interview continued, the participants felt

more comfortable and started to express themselves more openly, to the

point of sharing intimate information as welt as vatuable qualitative data.

This research technique also altowed for the formulation of severat new

2 See Statistics Canada at http://cansirn2statcan.ca/cgi-

win/cnsmci.pgm’?Lang=E&Resu1tTemp1ate=Srch3&CORCrnd=GetTCount&CORId=

81

Q
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questions that were flot takefl into consideration before, but that seemed

pertinent to ask at a particular interview.

I conducted eight different interviews with subjects, who witl be

referred to from now on as cases (see appendix C for a sample of the

interview done in case 6). I did flot conduct more interviews because of the

significant amount of quatitative information that I was abte to obtain, as

welt as some repetitive data in some of the main aspects of my interviews,

such as privacy and sensual experiences. The time spent with each case

varied from one hour and a half to two hours and a hatf; the average time

spent was about two hours. Even though this research is exp[oratory and flot

representative, the subjects of the inquiry were se[ected because they had

characteristics that suggested that they might be representative of the targer

group.

111.3.1 Structure of the interview

At the beginning of the interview there was a general introduction, collection

of demographic data, and recording of bathroom design. I was interested in

knowing the number of inhabitants in the househotd, their age, years of

education, annuat income, number of bathrooms, and the design (space,

fixtures, and objects) of the bathroom(s).

I asked about the everyday use of the bathroom to establish their

dai[y routine. The subjects were asked to describe, in as much detait as

possible, how they used the bathroom from the moment they woke up in the

morning untit they went to bed at night. I then turned to the use of each
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piece of equipment in the space, as wet[ as the activities re[ated to each

fixture. I inquired about the rituats and habits of each fami[y member,

chitdren inctuded. In the use of the shower, I asked how many times per

week each famity member takes a shower; duration cf each shower; whether

they turn off the water white soaping; how often each member washes his or

her hair; and the reasons behind these particutar practices.

With regard to the bathtub I asked the same type of questions retated

to the frequency of use per day, week, or month and usuat duration and, on

a more personat tevet, whether the activity is shared with someone etse. I

then referred to rituats surrounding the activity such as using bubbte baths,

scents, oits, satts, candies, or any other object, and frequency. I a[so wanted

to know their habits during a bath. In retation to the use of water, I asked if

they rinsed using the shower after the bath and the purpose for this practice.

For the sink, I wanted to know how much time was spent brushing

their teeth and how they rinsed their mouth. Concerning the use of water, I

asked directty whether or not they teave the water running white brushing

their teeth. I then attempted to estabtish whether other activities are

deveioped using the sink, such as washing or drying the hair, combing the

hair, apptying make up and/or beauty treatments (creams, lotions), the use

of facectoths, and SO on. Regarding shaving, which is an important activity

developed in this space, I was interested to tearn which parts of their body

required regutar shaving as wett as the frequency and the time spent on each

part (face, legs, armpits, chest, bikini Une, genitais). Finaity, I asked where

in the bathroom the shaving usua[[y takes place.
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cD I also asked about other fixtures, such as the bidet and the Jacuzzi, to

determine if there were any in the interviewee’s bathroom. The questions

were oriented toward rituats and procedures for each fixture, the feelings

involved, and frequency of use.

Regarding the toilet, I asked about frequency of use, if they flush

every time they use it, and if they would rather have the toilet in a separate

room or within the bathroom (depending on how the bathroom is distributed

or divided). I atso wanted to know how much time 15 spent using the toilet

and what other activities might take ptace whi[e the toitet is being used,

such as reading, smoking, or p[aying portable Nintendo. Finalty I asked if they

feel any concern about being heard by others while defecating, or about for

other peopte knowing that they are in fact using the toi let.

The middle section cf the interview dealt with more complex and

subjective data that required greater concentration from the subjects. I

asked about concepts such as privacy, pleasure, and the feelings attached to

some cf the activities. Ihen I asked for their personal perception of the

bathroom area and its function on a general levet. I was interested to find

eut how “privacy” was treated within the household. What are the rules? Do

they teck the bathroom door? During which particular activities is the door

tocked?

I then turned te other activities in the space that do net necessarity

invotve water, such as grooming (trimming nails, plucking eyebrows,

polishing naits, etc.). Another aspect was sexuat practices in the bathroom,

inctuding frequency and whether k came about as a result cf other rituals

o
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C such as bathing together or as a pretude to continuation of the sexual activity

in the bedroom. Concerning pleasurable experience in the bathroom area, I

asked about the practice that they enjoyed the most in the bathroom area

and which activities gave them more pleasure and why.

The next part of the interview section deait with the space. I asked if

they had other items in the bathroom besides the basic fixtures (sink, toitet,

bathtub, shower), such as washing machine, ctothes dryer or a clothesline,

CD p[ayer, tape recorder or radio, te[evision, or phone. I was interested in

Learning about what they keep in their storage compartments, such as

towets, creams and other beauty treatments, medicines, razor btades or

etectric razor, cosmetics, nait clippers, cleaning products, toilet paper,

tissues, feminine hygiene products (sanitary pads, tampons), toothpaste and

toothbrush, liquid mouthwash, hair and scalp treatments, hair dryer, hair

dyeing products, soaps and shampoo, and so on.

I asked them to describe their bathroom in detail and then probed for

more details, if necessary, to see if they had used decorative e[ements such

as photographs, paintings, posters, matching towels and bath curtain, speciat

carpet, candIes, or soap dispenser. I wanted to [earn if they had put speciat

emphasis on decorating their bathroom, and the re[evance of this space to

them as compared to the rest of the rooms in the home. At this point in the

interview, I asked them to think of one word to describe their bathroom in

generat and then one word to describe the sme[[, co[our, sound, and texture.

I then asked them to describe their ideat bathroom by giving them this

o
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hypotheticat case or scenario: If given a significant sum of money to renovate

your bathroom, what would you do and how?

I then continued with the [ast section of the interview. The first part

of this section was retated to cteaning procedures for the space itsetf: I

wanted to know whether it is important that peop[e other than themsetves

see their bathroom as c[ean; the frequency of cteaning the bathtub and

shower; the type of c[eaning products they use and whether or not they

recycte the empty bott[es, and what they use to e[iminate bad odours.

I then asked about the re[evance of water in their homes and if they

could imagine their [ives without it; if they are aware of at[ the water they

use per day and its easy accessibility. In the renovations they made, I was

interested in [earning whether they took new eco[ogica[ equipment into

consideration and made other attempts to conserve water in their everyday

habits and ritua[s within the bathroom. Besides their everyday consumption

habits, I asked about their personat perception as “regutar” consumers,

compared to what they may know about the habits of other peop[e. I probed

whether there were some ways that they cou[d modify some of their habits

in order to lessen the quantity of water used in their everyday [ives and

whether or not they were wi[ting to make these changes. Finat[y, I inquired

about their potitica[ stand regarding the insta[[ation of a water meter in alt

residences in the Montrea[ metropo[itan area. Usua[[y, the [ast question in

the interview was about the amount of money they spent on renovating their

bath room.

o
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The order of topics given in the above general description changed

from one case to another. Àt some point during the interview, I visited the

user’s bathroom area accompanied by the subjects/users, in order to help

them express their ideas. Ail interviews were recorded on tape (with the

subject’s permission) to facititate subsequent management and analysis of

the data. Along with the taped interviews, severat pictures of the

interviewees’ bathroom(s) were taken. These graphic materiats comprised a

valuable tool in the interpretive process as they reftected, to some extent,

the discussion about the bathroom.

111.3.2 Supp[ementary data cot[ected

In addition to the interviews, I administered questionnaires in order to gather

more information about the use and meaning of the bathroom. The format of

the questionnaire was multiple-choice and fotlowed almost the same

structure as the interview (see appendix C). On September 30 and October 1,

2003, 36 questionnaires were administered randomly to 19 men and 17

women living in the City of Montreal. The survey was conducted in three

main areas of Greater Montreal: Place Vertu Shopping Centre, situated in the

northwest part of the island, the Eaton Centre in downtown Montreal, and

Place VersaiLles Shopping Centre at the eastern end of the island.

Besides the interviews, photographs, and questionnaires, I wanted to

explore the significance of the contemporary bathroom as represented in

magazines and catalogues over the last decade to see the most relevant

changes. I made a comparative analysis of the image of the bathroom
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through the most important magazines in Quebec, such as Décormag, Chez

Soi, and Les Idées de ma Maison, from the years 1994 and 2004. This enabted

me to exptain the most recent trends in distribution of the space, as wet[ as

some aspects re[ated to cotours and textures, among other things described

in Chapter IV. In addition, I wanted to [earn what was available in stores with

regard to the most important features of the contemporary bathroom. I went

to stores such as Home Dêpot, Réno Dêpot, and RONA, and to IKEA, which

does not seit bathroom fixtures, but on[y furniture and items designed for the

bathroom. I did not consider, in this survey, the more sophisticated and

specia[ized stores that import fixtures, which are usua[ty more expensive and

therefore accessible only to a sma[ter, wea[thier minority. Since I was not

permitted to take photographs in the various stores, I took pamphlets about

products and interviewed four sa[espersons, one in each store (with the

managers permission); these interviews were not taped.

111.4 Anatysis Methods

In the anatysis of qualitative data, this can come in form of audio,

text or video. In this particular research I was interested in the ana[ysis of

the text, however not the text as an object of analysis but rather as proxy

for experience. In other words the text to be analyzed came from the

transcription of an interview. I was interested in coding a, what is ca[[ed,

free-ftowing text from the interviews don in my fie[d inquiry.
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The first step in the analysis 0f the information obtained from the interviews

was done through a whote-text analysis (Ryan Et Bernard, 2000) of the texts

based on the fot[owing:

Codification. This is the process of naming the function of the

different phrases or paragraphs of each interview in relation to the

most important aspects and research concepts of my investigation,

such as habits, rituats, experience, and the narrative vatue of the

physical environment. This was basicatly the interpretive process,

consisting in the formulation of certain particular codes of

identification according to the concepts and the topics that needed to

be exptained (see Coffey Et Atkinson, 1996).

• Categorization. This process invo[ved gathering a certain number of

codes that embraced similar characteristics into one category.

• Integration or theme analysis. This phase was the process of

synthesizing information obtained from the pre-estabtished categories

and dividing them into main themes to provide general ideas for our

research to be devetoped (see Appendix E for the coding process).

The process that I adopted for the who[e-text analysis fo[lows the

classical-content analysis (Ryan Et Bernard; 2000; pp. 785-786). It began with

the identification of particular aspects and moved to the more general. My

main objective in the ana[ysis and interpretative processes was to discover

some ‘patterns’ or similitude among different pieces of the text that coutd
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tead me to a theoretical understanding (Babbie, E. 2005; p. 394). The eight

cases were coded and ana[yzed uniformly, meaning that the same criteria

were apptied in each case. I began by doing the most common process cat[ed

the ‘open coding’. The open coding consists in braking the data into parts,

compared them to find differences and common aspects and its re[ationship

with the theoreticat investigation. This usuat[y teads for the association of

new concepts (see Strauss Et Corbin, 1990; p. 62).

I have explained eartier in this chapter the several topics in which I was

interested in my research. A good example to explain the open coding and

the emerging concepts during the analysis and interpretative processes is the

concept of privacy. This was a concept that was relevant since the beginning

of the research and it was addressed in alt the interviews. As it can bee seen

in Appendix E the concept was marked as in several parts of the interview

and most of alt in the section where I ask for the different activities

devetoped in the bathroom (p. 5 of the hand-marked coding, Appendix E).

Throughout those paragraphs several codes appeared that tead me to new

concepts such as ‘privacy depending on the activities deve[oped’; ‘the use of

the toilet as a retreat’; and the concept of ‘appropriation’ and how the

interviewees in this case 1, each appropriates the space in a different way.

The analysis of each case gave me enough material to reconfigure my

theoreticat framework as wet[ as my own set topics to be asked on each case.

In other words I did construct and re-construct this research and its

theoretical etements throughout the fietd inquiry process.

o
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cD Once I had identified the most relevant themes that I wanted to explore

in greater depth, I produced tables (see appendix E) ta he[p me organize the

data in correspondence with the most important codes and ta set the basis

for the next interpretative stage. The design of a Grid to put in order alt the

information acquired in the fie[d research was mandatory. The grid designed

for the analysis of my research (see appendix D) is divided into two main

co[umns: the semantics of the space and the everyday life experience. The

semantics co[umn is divided into four sub-cotumns: the technica[ codes

(fo[towing Mul[er, Eco, and Broadbent); the syntactic code; the semantic

code and the discourse provided by the user of the space; and the

description of the interviewee’s ideat bathroom. Besides the photographs

taken of the interviewees’ bathrooms, I addressed the representation of the

concept of the “ideat bathroom” with the participants in my study. This

concept enriches the representation of the contemporary bathroom since the

participants described their own ideal bathroom without a preconceived

graphic image, but based sotety on their actuat needs and desires. Through

the discourse of the bathroom I attempted ta etucidate the meaning and

representation of the bathroom. Finatly, through the ideat bathroom criteria

I was interested in making a representationat process, but in this case using

the [anguage of the user, not of advertising.

The everyday life experience co[umn is a[so divided into four sub

columns: habits, rituals, experience, and perception of the space. The rows

are: the space (inc[uding distribution, [ighting, colours, textures, sme[ls, and

sounds); the equipment (invo[ving the sink and mirror, shower, bathtub,

C
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toi [et, bidet, and Jacuzzi, and their spatiaL status); the object (inctuding at[

ornamenta[ objects, such as specia[ furniture, cand[es, curtains, and towe[s,

and their spatiaL status). I was interested in exp[aining the retevance of a[[ of

these objects through a representationa[ process, the story of the bathroom,

and the idea[ bathroom cnteria.

I inctuded two more rows in this grid, one for water and one for phvacy.

These are two of the major experientiat e[ements of the contemporary

bathroom. In the case of water, I was interested in exp[oring the habits,

rituats, experience, and perceptions surrounding its use as we[t as its

retevance within the space through the narrative vatue. The ordering of the

grid for this particutar e[ement was devised in an attempt to suggest a

possibLe meaning for water in the domestic context of the bathroom. There

are therefore two divisions in this row: water considered as a cteansing

element and/or as an experientiat agent. Privacy (inctuding the controt

mechanisms used in the bathroom and the type of privacy) was a concept

that needed to be exptored from the beginning of my research and wit[ be

exp[ained in detai[ in Chapter IV. As the exp[oration of this concept was

devetoped and the characteristics of privacy became ctear, I realized its

retevance and fundamenta[ ro[e in the concept of the bathroom area.

The ana[ysis of the information obtained from magazine advertisements

and from photographs taken of the participants’ bathrooms was done in

conjunction, and fot[owing basical[y the same criteria, as used in the

interviews.
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111.5 Interpretive Methods

Semantics of the Bathroom
The semantic modet

suggested for this research

explores the different parts

or units (as defined by

Preziosi [1979]) that

constitute the bathroom area

through the estabtishment of

syntactic, technicat, and

semantic codes. I suggest a

_____

simple division of space,

equipment, and objects. The

space can be integrated by

the constitution of the

bathroom through its distribution, lighting, cotours, textures, smett, and

sounds; the equipment through the sink and mirror, toilet, shower, bathtub

and others (such as bidet and Jacuzzi); and the objects that are part of the

space and that help give it a particular ambience and play a significant rote

in the meaning-making of the space (see Dougtas Et Isherwood, 1996). For

example, the denotative tevet or main function of the toitet (performing

etimination activities) was very simitar in alt of the cases in my inquiry.

However, it was at the connotative [evet where I found more differences, as

the mode of appropriation changed from one individual to another.

Connotative
Levet

L

Figure 4 T

idelPe Syntactic codes
application 0f F Technicat codes
the Semantics *

ofthe Semantic codes
bathroom
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This was enhanced by two more e[ements of ana[ysis: the objects

surrounding the fixture, and the user’s discourse3 regarding the meaning of a

particular fixture in his everyday [ife.

Taking the exampte of the toitet, objects such as an ashtray or

magazines showed a different meaning of the toi[et to those who were very

specific in the pragmatic use of this fixture. The user’s discourse gave me a

more detaited idea of the use of the different etements of the bathroom as

wel[ as the meaning acquired from the user’s perspective.

By this process, I identified not on[y the meaning of the bathroom but

also the meaning attached to the different etements that form it (space,

equipment, and objects) through the syntactic, technicat, and semantic

codes.4 The configuration of the bathroom gave me an idea of the re[evance

Mieke Bal (1994) defines discourse as “a set ofsemiotic and epistemologicai habits

that enables and prescribes ways of communicating and thinking that others who

participate in the discourse can also use.”

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Eco explains the notions fundamental to a

semiotic analysis in the field of architecture and design through a communication

system is based upon the functional aspects of the object or space. He identifies

“technical,” “syntactic,” and “semantic” codes. The technical codes have to do with the

architectural components (columns, floors, etc.); the syntactic codes relate to the

articulation and distribution of the space, and the semantic codes establish the

relationship between specific spaces or objects and their denotative, connotative,

ideologicai, and typological functional types (hospitals, schools, etc.) (Eco, 1980, pp.

38, 39). I embraced ail three ofthese basic principles in my exploration ofthe meaning

of the contemporaiy bathroom. The technical codes reflected the types of fixtures used

in the bathroom area, such as iow-flush toilets and multi-shower jets; I explored the
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and use of the space in the user’s everyday life. It atso helped me to infer

the user’s interest in exptoitation of the sensuat context of the space: the

retevance ot what can be seen, touched, heard, and smet[ed in it. This is

ref[ected in the materiats used and in the ambience of the space emitted by

cotours, tighting, and position of windows. Through the composition ot the

physical environment and the user’s discourse I was ab[e to deduce, to some

extent, the meaning of the contemporary bathroom.

In the foltowing chapter, I describe the data that I was ab[e to gather

from my eight cases in my fietd inquiry. I attempt to depict some of the most

re[evant features of each case in retation with the concepts atready

mentioned in chapter II.

distribution and the way the space is planned to satisfy the user’s needs using the

syntactic codes; finally, the semantic code is pertinent to my research mainly because it

enabled me to elucidate some of the connotations of the space, such as comfort,

relaxation, and the relevance ofthe different objects placed in this area.
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Chapter IV: Interviewing theBathroom

IV. 1 Introduction
In this chapter, I present the data that I gathered from my inquiry with the

members of eight househotds in Montrea[. In alt cases, the bathroom had

been partiat[y or comptete[y renovated in the past five years. I conducted

semi-direct interviews in every case; the shortest [asted one and a hatf

hours, and the [ongest [asted two and a ha[f hours. For each case, I describe

the representation of the space, the story that the space provides and users’

comments about it, their habits and ritua[s, the way privacy is perceived, the

use of water, and their ideal bath room.

IV. 2 Case J

Case 1 15 a fami[y of four: two aduits and two chi[dren. The aduits are around

40 years otd, and their daughters are aged 6 and 8 years. They own a two

storey house with a basement in Outremont close to the Université de

Montréat. The main bathroom is on the top floor, surrounded by the

bedrooms. It was renovated, with the rest of the house, in 2002; as a resuit,

alt the materia[s and fixtures are new. The main bathroom was the space in

which they invested the most money.

1’

u
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It cou[d be said that the main bathroom in this househotd resembtes the

conternporary representation of the bathroom in Western society. It is bright

and spacious, with soft cotours, and every e[ernent has been carefut[y

thought out and chosen to match with the whote space; in fact, it coutd

corne from the pages of an interior-design magazine. It has a sink, a toitet, a

shower, and a separate bathtub. The shower is in the right-hand corner, and

Figure 4 Layout ofthe Main bathroom Case I (donc by the author)

VI.2.J Representation of the bathroom
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the bathtub is in the [eft-hand corner, seen from the doorway. The shower

has muttipte jets, and the bathtub has a handhetd shower.

The space has a skytight and

nine [ight fïxtures. The [ighting in this

bathroom is paramount, because it

was very important for the owners to

have a bright, cLean space. The

co[ours used are soft, bright, and

c[ean: white and soft beige. The

textures are smooth; even the

[imestone tites are perceived as ptain,Figure Main Bathroom Case I

ctean, and smooth. Sound was an important aspect, and they chose the

quietest possibte toitet. The toi[et is p[aced at the rear [eft-hand corner, as

seen from the doorway.

Figure 6 Main Bathroom Case I

This bathroom seems to correspond with

some of the users’ patterns and ways of

conducting their [ives. It is a “statement,”

according to the female owner, suggesting a

mixture of ctean[iness and warmth. The cotours

are soft and warm. In addition, this bathroom is

probab[y the warmest space in the home in

terms of temperature, due to the heated f[oor
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ti[es. It was important for the owners to experience this feeLing in their

bath room.

The sense of warmth can aise be read in the ornamental objects and

decorative detai[s. For exampte, the piece of furniture beside the shower

contains 10 smatl drawers and is made eut of mango wood, carefut[y chosen

to resist humidity. The basket on top cf this piece, the brown-beige towels,

and the golden frames cf the two mirrors tocated over the sink and over the

bathtub contribute te the sense cf warmth.

A basket containing toiletries on

one side cf the bathtub enhances this

idea. Thus, it seems that this bathroom

represents, te a certain extent, the
L’1

famity’s tidiness or cteantfness

standards, as welt as its aesthetic values.

Except for certain decorative e[ements

and a few products such as the etectric

toothbrush and the bubb[e bath for the

chi[dren, everything etse is in “its
1

I place,” or in drawers or hnen c[osets.
Figure 7 Main Bathroorn Case I

There are not many etements exposed, and

the ones that are visible are carefu[ty thought through or intended te be

there. The sense of warmth aise expresses, te some extent, a sense cf a

mini-spa: there are a Jacuzzi and a mutti-jet shower, designed te provide
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pteasurab[e sensations. Ati of these fixtures plus the soft and warm cotours

and textures he[p to give this bathroom a re[axation-oriented feeting.

There are atso two paintings in soft cotours that match the rest of the

decor. The mango-wood piece of furniture coutd easi[y be found in a

bedroom or a studio. Alt of these contribute to the owners’ intention of

making the space look more tike a “room,” with a cosy ambience.

IV.2.2 The stoiy of the bath room

The shower is separated from the bathtub and has

rounded doors. This shower appears to be more

attached to the man’s side of the space, and the

4% bathtub to the woman’s side. This assumption is

based more on the particular use made of the space

than on what the space expresses. However, there

is some support for this idea: the products used in

the shower include onty basic cteansing items: one

bott[e of shampoo and one bott[e of conditioner.

s’.’ê The bathtub, on the other hand, has

Figure 8 Main Bathroom Case I shampoo, bubbte bath, and a basket with toi[etries

right beside it. The man does flot use soap and does flot like to take baths.

On the other hand, the woman uses the bathtub, her “sauna-tike

area,” to warm up atmost every evening. It has the highest spatial status in

the space because of its position in the layout and its large size, the bright
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white colour intensified by the light from the skytight, and the fine artificial

lights. This tub has a Jacuzzi that is neyer used because it is toc noisy.

“If I’m going to spend 20 minutes soaking

in the tub I’m vety inftuenced by the

aesthetics surrounding me, for sure

for sure I wanted a nice bathroom . . . you

know . . . for the rest, utititarian things I

don’t see it, but when I’m soaking in my

tub looking around I want a nice bath

sa for me that’s very important ‘cause I’m

flot just going ta be soaking in a tub

just ordinary, you know. . .“

Then there is what cou[d be cal[ed a “common area,” containing the

sink and toitet, in the rear teft-hand corner of the space. It is very wet[ lit

thanks to the nine lights and a skytight. The reading of the [uminosity cf the

space is the materiat translation cf the desires concerning the bathroom

area. “I [ike it [the bathroomJ bright, a lot cf tight, tike it was soaked in sun

It has to look and sme[[ clean, you don’t want a mou[dy bathroom and if

you do, you don’t feel [ike staying much longer.”

o

Figure 9 Main Bathroorn Case I
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This sense of brightness, atong with high tidiness and cleanliness

standards, can be read through the setection cf the materiats and textures

within the space. The [imestone used expresses these values:

“The tites, there were not any kind of tites. Obvious[y there were some

things that we wanted to feet when we watk in . . the aesthetic is very

important; that’s why we took timestone. Limestone is more expensive than

the regutar tites, we wanted the reat timestone . . we wanted pure clean

(mes . . . it is part of our statement of what our aesthetic is . . . definitety

• se we put money into that.”

Their “statement,” as she catts it, suggests a mixture cf cteantiness

with warmth and a particutar aesthetic taste, which can be related to the

fami[y’s economic status. In her description of the bathtub, the word that

might stand out the most is “ordinary”; she feets that the bathtub is not

ordinary, and there is a s[ight suggestion that it is an expensive one.

Simitarly, their description of the timestone tites ctearly expresses that the

money that they spent on this space is important to them.

IV.2.3 Habits & ritua[s

The famity’s routine for using the bathroom depends on their daity activities,

the time cf day, whether it is a weekend or weekday, the season, and the

coupte’s different hygiene habits. Weekday use cf the bathrocm by members

cf the househotd varies more in the winter than in the summer.
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The father wakes up in the morning and goes direct[y to the

bathroom. He uses the shower every weekday in order ta wake up. On

weekends, he showers at other times of day, depending on his activities. The

mother uses the bathtub especia[[y during the co[d season. She takes a hot

bath at night and adds ails ta the water. She spends 20 to 30 minutes in the

tub reading. The chi[dren use the bathtub as a play area when they take

their bath in the afternoons. In the summer, they use the shower more often.

The new toitet in the renovated bathroom uses less water than

ordinary and older models. However, water consumption was flot an issue for

the couple; they chose this particular modet because it is very quiet. The

shower was suggested by a sa[esperson, and it has a main showerhead

combined with two supp[ementary showerheads. The objective is to surround

the user with water. The famity is flot aware of water consumption, except

perhaps that the children are taught ta turn off the faucet whi[e brushing

their teeth. They made it clear that they would flot modify any of their

rituals or water-consumption habits even if a water meter were insta[ted in

their house. They wou[d change some habits on[y if there were a water

shortage.

IV.2.4 Privacy

For the father in this fami[y, privacy at home is restricted ta using the toilet

ta defecate to have some peace for himsetf: “Five minutes away from the

worLd . . . basica[ty the wortd in the fami[y . . . [taughsJ . . . is [ike, I don’t

know, I just need ta have pMvacy, it’s [ike a time out . . . just flot ta be
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there . . .“ He searches for solitude in the bathroorn in order to have some

peace, and sornetimes for intimacy with his wife when they have sex in the

bathtub. His contro[ mechanism for gaining privacy is removing himsetf

spatia[ty from his farni[y members and [ocking the bathroorn door. Other than

for this purpose, he neyer tocks the door, a[though he rnentioned that he

shou[d start tocking the door now that his daughters are a[most adolescents.

IV.2.5 Water

During the interview I asked the husband, Do you ever turn the water off

while you soap? His answer was, “No . . . no . . . corne on, this is North

America . . . [[aughs].” He may have said this for two reasons: first,

according to him, no one in North America has environmenta[ consciousness.

The wife was surprised when I to[d her that the bathroom is the space that

consumes the most water in the househotd: “I neyer thought about it in the

bathroom area as a water consumption prob[em.” The other reason may be

re[ated to the significant water resources in Canada.

Another examp[e of the farni[y’s tack of environmenta[ consciousness

is the criterion that they used to choose their toi[et:

“The toi[et is a tow amount, but it was basica[ly . . . but the water

consurnption was not an issue . . . it was more [ike the sound issue.”

“The thing we do about water is that we teach the girls don’t . . . to

close the water while they brush their teeth, don’t [et it run.”

o
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This fami[y seem to regard water as a toot for increasing their pleasure;

when they renovated their bathroom they searched for fixtures that provide

pleasurabte sensations: “I wanted something with a lot of water coming

through down on me so, because I put two more showers aside the

main shower and I use them I use them, ‘cause I [ike to be

surrounded by water when I take my shower.”

IV.2.6 Ideal bath room

This couple are very proud of their main bathroom; however, their “dream”

woul.d be to have two sinks, more counter space, and to have two main

bathrooms: a master bathroom and another bathroom for their daughters.

Wetl, actua[[y [my idea[ bathroom] wou[d be the same as that bathroom [the

main bathroom] but it woutd have a lot of counter space . . . a lot . . . so

bigger, two sinks . . . a lot of counter spaces and drawers underneath

[In our previous home] the arrangement was better, because there

was an en suite bathroom for the master bedroom, 50 you just go in your

bathroom and you don’t have to worry about the intimacy with the kids you

know, it’s maybe a perfect situation .

This coupte showed a concern with designing the bathroom area with

a warm ambience. They did flot want a “co[d” space with co[d colours and

tiles. They expressed their desire to convert the bathroom into a “room”:

I [ike the new trend of putting furniture . . . you know, in the who[e place

instead of again, you know, building covers that are there attached to the
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wat[, just putting nice furniture that wi[l do the same work and . . . to take

the things out and have the water corne from the f[oor or the bath . . . I

think that’s an interesting . . . I tike the idea.

Other features of their “idea[” space wou[d be having more natura[

light, having some p[ants, a stereo for music during a bath, separating the

toi[et frorn the rest of the space - not as a separate room but integrated and

separated somehow with a [ow wa[t in a large space - and adding a

“Japanese-sty[e” bath. This coup[e invested a great dea[ of tirne and rnoney

in planning and construction of their bathroorn; therefore, rnany of their

functionat and aesthetic priorities are ref[ected in it and, to sorne extent,

their ideat bathroom atready exists.

IV. 3 Case 2

This is a divorced woman, [iving a[one in the east end of Montreal. She is in

her rnid-40s and has three chi[dren who do not [ive with her anymore. She

owns the apartrnent bui[ding where she lives, and one of her daughters and

her son [ive in the bui[ding. She renovated her bathroom within the [ast five

years, she changed the sink and a[[ the decoration of the space. Her

apartment has one srnatt bathroom that barety fits a toi[et, a bathtub, and a

sma[[ sink.

G
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VI.3.J Representation of the bathroom

There is on[y one sma[[ bathroom in this househo[d. Looking in from the

doorway, the toi[et is immediatety to the right, fo[towed by the bathtub; at

the back of the space is a

sma[t sink, next to the

tub. As the apartment is

on the top Levet of the

buiLding, the bathroom

has a skyLight that

provides naturat Light. It

atso has one Light fixture

that more or [ess

ittuminates the who[e

room. The watts are

white, the tites (otd ones)

are paLe pink, and some

detaits are dark green.

There are curtains with

ftowers that inctude aLt of

these cotours.

G

Figure 10 Layout ofbathroom Case 2 (done by the author)
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When one enters the room,

one sme[[s soap and shampoo and

hears noises from the street. The

e[ements that attract the most

attention are the curtains on the

bathtub, the fabric hanging from the

ha[f-wa[t dividing the toitet from the

bathtub, and the fabric hanging

under the sink to hide storage

she[ves fitl.ed with products. The

toitet is covered with fabric that

A
matches with the smatt carpet in the

f[oor. The shower is a handhe[d

shower in the bathtub. The bathtub

apparentty has everything handy to

make use more comfortabte: a

wooden rack hotUs toitetries and

beauty treatments. The bathtub has

the most important spatiat status. It

is used constant[y, and this is

o

Figures 11 and 12 Bathroom Case 2

h
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reftected in aU the etements surrounding it.

There are atso two paintings with white frames hanging on the watt.

Atmost alt the products, from towels to toitet paper, are exposed on shetves

and racks, as we[t as on alt avaitable surfaces.

IV.3.2 The story of the bathroom

She has configured the space to have

everything handy and exposed to

facititate her rituals. This is reflected in

alt the details in the space; more

interestingty, the configuration of the

space responds to her particutar needs. It

coutd be said that the matching colours

of the curtains, carpets, and watts are a

personat expression without thinking of a

specific message for the visitor, even

though the space serves as both powder

room and main bathroom.

Figure 13 Bathroom Case 2 This bathroom is dimensionatty

restricted, and it seems as if there is not enough space for everything. There

are brown towels hanging from the rack under of the main mirror; above the

towets is a shelf hoLding her perfumes, and above that is the mirror. This

mirror is rectangular with a white wooden frame; there is also a tetescoping

magnifying mirror. Above the mirrors are some candIes. By the sink are a

—
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pink p.astic gLass and a white soap dish, ptaced 50 that she can have

immediate access to the towel.s after washing her hands and tace or brushing

her teeth. The piece of green fabric hanging from the sink expresses her

personat way of hiding

cteansing products. The hand-

made curtains respond to her

aesthetic desire to make her

space feet cosy. The green

cotour is coordinated with the

green in the bathtub curtains.

The toitet has basicat[y

the same format as the sink.

There is a counter above the

toi[et hoLding towets, bath oits

and sa[ts, and a deodorizer.

Figure 14 Bathroom Case 2 Next to it is a piLe of toitet paper

covered with green fabric that matches the other green fabrics in the space.

The top of the toi[et has a cover made of the same materia[ as the two mats

in the bathroom, one of which fits around the base of the toi[et, and the

other of which is rectangutar in shape with tounded cornets. On one side of

the toitet there is a ha[f watt covered with the same fabric as the bathtub

curtains, and on top of the hatf watt are a cand[e and fotded hand towets in a

container wrapped in a fabric that matches the cotours in the curtains.

t -

k

G

o
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IV.3.3 Habits & ritua[s

For this interviewee, the bathroom is the most important space in the

house. Throughout this woman’s [ife, she has found in the bathroom a space

to be with herse[f, a kind of refuge from the daity responsibi[ities of raising

three kids and working at the same time. Now that she is [iving atone, she

sti[t needs a morning shower to wake up and start the day. Her ritua[s are

simp[e; she does not spend more that five minutes in the shower. With her

handhetd shower, she wets her body; then she washes hersetf and shampoos

her hair (teaving the handhe[d shower running on her feet); and then she

rinses. She uses the bathroom throughout the day (she works at home) for

etimination activities, and she takes her daity bath at night to re[ax 50 that

she can s[eep wet[. Her night-time ritua[s inc[ude having wine, reading

poetry, tighting cand[es, and using bubbte bath or bath satts. Her re[axing

daity bath is probabty her most enjoyabte experience of the day. She states

that she needs this time off to decompress, reLax, and put her ideas in order.

Her experience of the bathtub accomp[ishes this objective very wet[. She

c[aims that att her [ife she has needed this quatity time, even when her

chi[dren were sma[t, 50 she decided to inc[ude them in her rituats,

transforming the bathtub into a fami[y room. She attributes her need for this

kind of re[axation to her particu[ar character; she says that she can be either

exp[osive or ca[m in her reactions. In order to achieve this reLaxation, she

sometimes needs to turn the tight off and be in the dark. These moments
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provide a time for seLf-exploration or self-recognition that is lost during the

rest of the day.

This intense use of this space is reflected, to some extent, in the

elements found in it. Although it is a small space, it has received a great deal

of attention. She made the curtains and hung fabric on the wall and under

the sink.

IV.3.4 Privacy

Privacy for this woman is a concept that has changed over time. When she

was a tittle girl, use of the bathroom was restricted to the user. When she

had children, she and her husband shared the space with their chitdren. The

moment when she required more privacy was when she had her baths.

IV.3.5 Water

She admitted that she did flot have any awareness at alt about conserving

water. Water in Montreat is free and she efljoys this privilege. She stated

that even if she had a water meter, she woutd flot change her water-use

habits; she coutd change many other habits or almost anything etse, but flot

her water use.
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Q IV.3.6 Ideal bathroom

This woman exptained that she does flot like big bathrooms; she needs a

“cocoon” to feel embraced by water in order to have personal intimacy.

Fait que it faut que ce soit très aseptique pour moi . . . si etle est trop

grande, la première des choses je n’ai pas mon intimité, tu sais tes grandes

saLles de bain, comme maintenant là, moi ça ne me plaît pas, parce que

c’est trop grand, c’est devenu une chambre et non pas une satle de bain et

puis j’arrive pas moi à recréer le petit cocon que j’aurais besoin pour ma

tranquittité.1

On the other hand, she describes her ideal bathroom as a mini-spa in which

she could have a smatl swimming pooL.

Moi, j’ai toujours pensé à ma salle de bain idéale, et [à on est dans un

appartement, aLors ça ne compte pas du tout avec ce que je pense; mais

souvent, j’ai pensé que j’aimerais ça, avec des petites fenêtres, puis

j’aimerais avoir un grand bain genre plus “spa,” à même Le sol, puis tout

serait dans les murs, tu sais, le lavabo, le miroir et tout et tout, fais que ça

serait ça moi, mon genre de salle de bain. Puis il y a beaucoup de lumière

• peut être quand je soi à ma retraite, peut être . • • ça serait quasiment une

piscine, ça pourrait même aller à la grandeur de pièce ici, fais que là tu

It has to be very aseptic . if it is too big, the first thing is that I don’t have my

intimacy, you know, the big bathrooms today, me I don’t like them because they are

too big, they have become a room and flot a bathroom and I can’t re-create my small

COCOOfl that I need to be in peace. (trans’ation by the author)
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nages un peu, tu sais, fais que tà déjà un peu ton pLaisir du matin, ça serait

ça Le top du top pour moi, ça serait ça.2

Thus her bathroom area woutd be the uttimate expression of the use of water

to enhance different sensations. It wou[d be a huge space with aLI the

equipment that she needs to wake up in the morning, retax, appLy beauty

treatments, and do some exercise.

2 Me, I have aiways thought that my ideal bathroom, and here I am in an apartrnent, so

it doesn’t match at ail with what I think, but often I think that I would like small

windows, and I would like to have a big bathtub, like a spa at floor level. Then

everything wouid be in the walls you know, the sink, the mirror, and everything, so

that would be my kind ofbathroom. It would have a lot of light. . maybe for my

retirement. . . it would have almost a swimrning pool, maybe even the iength ofthis

room, so to swim a little, you know. So it would be a pleasure in the morning, that

wouid be the top of the top for me.

Q
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This is a coup[e in their

ear[y 60s. They neyer had

any chitdren and they have

been living together for

more than 30 years in the

NDG (Notre Dame de Grace)

borough of Montreat. Both

were etementary- and high

school teachers and are

retired now. He was the

principal of an e[ementary

schoo[ before he retired.

They rep[aced their bathtub

within the tast three years.

VI.4.J Representation of the bathroom

The main bathroom is upstairs. t has a bathtub with a shower at the rear of

the space and next to a window, the toilet to the right of the door, and the

sink between the bathtub and the toitet. The shower has neyer been used.

Q IV.4Case3

Figure 15 Layout ofbathroorn Case 3 (done by the author)
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The cotours are dark and white. The tites are white with b[ack mouLU in the

corners and dark wa[tpaper on the upper sections of the wa[L ALt of the

fixtures are white.

The mirror is rather Large and has

a dark wooden frame. This

bathroom has pLants and a high

ceiting, probab[y because the

house is older. In fact, when the

house was buitt, this bathroom

was designed with a separate

room for the toitet, and the

owner decided to convert it into

just one room; however, there are sti[t the two

doors next to the other to access the toitet area and the bath area.

IV.4.2 The sto,y of the bath room

The bathtub has been rep[aced recent[y. It is the most important etement in

the main bathroom, as evidenced by alt the products and sponges ptaced

around it. What makes this bathroom very interesting is the fact that there is

a smatt digitaL atarm dock among alt bathtub products. This object

represents the idea of spending time soaking in the bathtub, and it is ptaced

next to the tub because the user needs to see how much time he has spent

soaking in the tub in otder to pLan his activities. The retevance of this tittie

object Lies in the retationship between use of the space and time: it is an

figure 16 Main bathroom Case 3
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important matter when he spends too much time in the bathroom and it

might affect use of the space by someone else - in this case, the wife - as

weU as the rest of the activities planned for the day.

Another element that reinforces this idea is the scented bath oi[ with

a “masculine” scent.

According to the man,

it is flot an easy task to

find a scent for men

for the bathtub. He

argues that taking a

bath is flot a “man’s

thing.” It has been

more oriented to

Figure 17 Main Bathroom Case 3 women than to men; otherwise, it woutd

be easier to find scented oi[s for both men and women. According to the data

obtained from my research, the use of the bathtub is indeed more related to

women than men.

IV.4.3 Habits & ritua[s

He catIs the shower a “stupid American invention” because the water does

flot hit his body where he wants it to. She does not like the shower either,

and she has a[ways taken baths. They both enjoy the bathtub and he, in

particutar, takes a bath to relax, put his ideas in ordet, and be creative. He

catis the bathtub his “think tank” because it is where the best ideas he ever
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had were conceived. He coutd spend two hours soaking in the tub. He uses

the shower because its invigorating effect hetps him begin his day more

a[ert, and he uses the bathtub to induce retaxation and to cool down or

warrn up, depending on the season.

When they retired, their routines changed, and today they are having

more problem with sharing the space. When they both worked, they arranged

their schedutes so that their tirne in the bathroorn would flot conf[ict. The

reason for this problem is their concept of privacy, which is very important

and very strong in their [ives.

An interesting issue that has flot been addressed in other interviews is

safety in the bathroom. This couple are beginning to [ose sorne of their motor

abitities as a result of the normal process of ageing. Both of them fear falting

in the bathtub due to slippery surfaces. This is why, when he was working, he

went to the bathroom in the basement, where there is a single shower stall,

rather than having a shower in his bathroorn, where the shower is in the

bathtub and he fett that he might slip. This supports the fact that the

bathroom area is the rnost dangerous space in the home.

IV.4.4 Privacy

This is a very important aspect in the everyday life of this couple. They do

flot share the bathroom whatsoever, flot even for brushing their teeth. They

believe that they act this way as a response to the way each was raised. Both

of them corne from very conservative farnilies, in which nudity was not

acceptable except in the bathroorn with the door closed or locked. Thus the
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time spent in the bathroom is absotutety personat from the moment the door

15 c[osed.

IV.4.5 Water

They do flot waste

water by teaving the

faucet on; however,

they both use a

significant amount of

water for their daily

habits. They both [ove

water and enjoy it

every day. Water has

become an indispensabLe resource in

their [ives, and they are conscious of it - especiat[y the husband, who uses

water as a tooL for getting cLean as wet[ as for reLaxation and thinking.

IV.4.6 Ideal bathroom

This coupte’s ideat bathroom is targer in size, and they woutd [ike to have

two separate main bathrooms, one for him and the other for her. This woutd

prevent the probtems that they are having now that they are both retired:

“The size of the bedroom; tets say 18 by 18 feet, Large 6.8 foot [ength by 4

feet wide bathtub; water comes out in the side, rather than in the back; with

Figure 18 Main Bathroorn Case 3
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a phone shower.” Neither of them is fond of having a shower, 50 it cou[d be

rep[aced by a handhe[d shower in their bathtub; this way he cou[d send the

water stream wherever he wants to. He woutd [ike a Japanese tub, in which

the person 15 immersed up to the neck and is in a seated position.

A Japanese bathtub . . . I a[ways wanted to have that. Sitting with the water

up to here [the neck], it’s designed [ike a “tea chest,” o[d-fashioned tea

chest, where they sipped tea and there was thi s wood in the outside, there’s

fire underneath to heat up the water. . . you feet [ike a [obster [[aughs]; and

there I thought it was a beautifu[ way of spending the day: with a Japanese

bathtub; that, I woutd tike to have.

Because the wife does not have a bath every day, she uses the sink

and a wet towe[ to c[ean hersetf. In their idea[ bathroom she wou[d [ove to

have a bidet in order to perform this c[eansing in an easier way: “I wou[d

have a bidet; certainty make sense, because for me it rep[aces some of the

necessities of the bath. I mean, this sounds crazy but I atways have to [ook at

time with him, because he uses the bathroom 50 much!”

Thus their ideat bathroom wou[d be, first of at[, two [arger main

bathrooms. His bathroom wou[d have a Japanese bathtub with a handhe[d

shower, and her bathroom wou[d have a regu[ar bathtub and a bidet.

IV. 5 Case 4

This is a 48-year-o[d woman, recent[y divorced, [iving with her 20-year-otd

on[y son in Hampstead. She has a texti[e business and 15 a[so a persona[

tram. She and her ex-husband bought this house and renovated
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comptetely. She spent six months decorating the house with the hetp of an

interior designer. These renovations took place five years ago.

VI.5.J Representation of the bathroom

This bathroom was

originat[y conceived

as two separate

bathrooms. The top

ftoor of this house

has three bedrooms;

when the fami[y

bought the house

they decided to make

one large bathroom,

Figure 19 Master bathroorn Case 4 as their son would be living in the basement

and the other rooms on the top floor were meant to be a gym and a guest

room that was neyer used.

The two bathroom doors were remode[[ed to become one master

bathroom with direct access ta the master bedroom. The space was partiatty

divided by a shower with four additiona[ showerheads. The watts of the

shower statl that do not have showerheads are made of gtass sheets, and on

one side there is a glass door ta access the shower area. On each side of the

shower area there is an aisle and then a grooming area with a sink and

vanity, one for the husband and one for the wife.o



o
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Behind the husband’s sink are a bidet and a toi[et [ined up a[ong the

wat[. On the other side, behind the wife’s si nk, 15 a large Jacuzzi. Ail of the

fixtures in this bathroom are new and white in colour. The toilet is a iow

ftush modet that resembtes the bidet next to it.

The [ighting in this space was carefulty designed; each vanity and the

Jacuzzi have their own illumination. The rest of the space has generat

tighting. There are warm co[ours in this bathroom: the floor tUes are

[imestone and a frame of green, terracotta red, and beige tUes surrounds the

bathtub. The sink and makeup areas have counters made of dark wood. The

Figure 20 Layout ofthe Master bathroorn Case 4 (done by the author)
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O Limestone tiLes atso form wainscoting to a height of one metre, topped by

strip of wood that matches the counters. Ihe top hatf of the waLLs is covered

with wa[tpaper matching the tones and texture of the timestone.

The smett of the bathroom hits instantty upon entry. It is

predominantty a

fragrance catted

Ptumeria that can be

found at the Body

Shop; it is the

woman’s favourite.

There is atso a stight

scent of other

perfumes and creams,

_____

as she has a

significant number of such products.

The iLLumination and size of the mirrors convey their importance;

there are twa Large mirrors on either side of the bathroom, above the sinks

and the makeup area. A green carpet beside the bathtub matches the green

of the tited frame. There is atso a photograph on her counter, framed in

wood, of the wife and her son, and there are many different beauty products

everywhere. Two marbte statues - naked figures of a woman and a man ta

smatt reproduction of the David by Michetangeto) - frame the bathtub. The

‘e
f

itt
Figure 21 Master bathroom Case 4

bathroom is atso equipped with speakers for tistening to music.
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IV.5.2 The stoiy of the bathroom
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This space represents her “dream bathroom.” She made very carefut choices

about every aspect of the space, and the resutt was a bathroom that fits her

specific needs:

My whote heart went into that space. If someone woutd give me again the

same amount of money I woutd

do it differentty but it’t[ be my

new dream bathroom, but this

was my dream bathroom for

sure. There’s nothing I wou[d

change. Each thing I picked it

and it’s five years [ater and

stitt there’s nothing I woutd

change.

Thus, I do flot inctude an anatysis of her idea[ bathroom, because she

a[ready has her ideat space, whïch she uses and enjoys every day. Every

detai[ is important, inctuding the sense of smetl:

“For the odours I use Ptumeria, I [ove Ptumeria, but that’s not for odours,

yes, is just that I [ove the smet[ . . . there’s flot rea[ly odours in there

between my creams and my perfumes and . . . the Ptumeria and the nice

shampoos, and the soaps, it’s a gir[’s bathroom, you know what I’m saying?

You wa[k in there and the smel.t hits you, no cigarettes, no nothing, you

know?”

r

figure 22 Master bathroorn Case 4



This bathroom is her

private space, where she takes

care of her body and face. It

seems that everything in this

bathroom is positioned for

seeing to the physicat

appearance: a sophisticated

Jacuzzi, five showerheads so

that she can feet water alt over

her body, the significant

colLection cf beauty products

and the big mirrors. This

bathroom expresses the

importance cf beauty

appearance to her. It

It is atso a ptace where sex ptays an important rote. She enjoys having

sex in the Jacuzzi with candIes and music: “This bathroom is a boudoir as far

as I’m concerned. It wasn’t made with that in mmd but the end result would

o
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and

beautifut:

represents the pLace where sheFigure 23 Master bathroom Case 4

fortifies herseif te go eut and face the world, feeling fresh, clean, and

be . . . to me this is the bathroom . . . to make love in.”
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O IV.5.3 Habits & rituats

She usuat[y has a very hectic schedu[e. She takes a shower every morning and

a bath once or twice a week for relaxation. Her rituals surrounding the use of

the shower are very simple, as she atways has to hurry to teave for work, and

she spends more time on the grooming process. After her shower, she puts

creams and beauty treatments on her face, hair, and body. This is a [ong

process, 50 she does not “waste” time with cleansing activities, as her

priorities are more concerned with the way she looks.

The rituats for the use of the bathtub are more e[aborate. If she is

using the Jacuzzi, she turns on the music and dims the lights. If she is not

turning the Jacuzzi, she might put some oi[s or bubb[e bath in the water.

IV.5.4 Privacy

As she 15 now unmarried, she does not have strict rules for her son. He [ives

in the basement, and they have divided their house into three main areas:

the main ftoor is a common area, the basement is his private area, and the

upper f[oor is her private area.

IV.5.5 Water

She admitted honestty that the on[y environmental action that she takes is

not [ittering; other than that, she does not have any concerns regarding the

use of natura[ resources.

o
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Figure 24 Layout ofbathroom Case 5 (done by the author)

This is a coupte in Pointe-CLaire with two daughters aged 4 and 7 years. He

works in tetecommunications and she is a nurse. Both of them are in their

[ate 30s. They bought their house and renovated it a[most comp[ete[y, paying

speciat attention to the bathroom area. There are three bathrooms in this

househo[d: the master bathroom, which is stil.[ being renovated; the

daughters’ bathroom, which is being used by the entire famity at this point;

and the powder room, on the main ftoor.
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o
VI .6.1 Representation

of the bathroom

It 15 a rather large space. Viewed

from the door, the bathtub is in

the right-hand corner and ptays a

preponderant rote. Next to the

door on the teft side is the toitet,

then the sink with some space on

either side, and in the rear teft

hand corner is a shower with glass

doors, separated from and opposite

to the bathtub. Lighting fixtures at

the sink ittuminate the whote

room, and there are two more on the ceiting;

unfortunate[y, these do flot seem to be enough for the whote room and the

illumination seems poor, especialty for the shower and bathtub. The

predominant colour is white on the watts and ceiting. The watts have dark

(almost black) motifs, and the ftoor surface is dark-grey tites. An undefined

odout of a mixture of cement and soap emanates from the sink. There are

thcee large mirrors: one at the sink and two more on the watts in the corner

where the bathtub is.

o

Figure 25 Master bathroorn Case 5



The bathroom contains many

p[ants, especia[[y surrounding the

bathtub, which is flot in use at

this point. There are a[so boxes

containing things that are flot

used very often. It is worth

mentioning this because it c[ear[y

denotes that the users do flot see

the use of this space as very

intense or important.

The bathtub has the most

important spatia[ status in this

bathroom; it is the first object

seen when the door is opened.

Figure 26 Master bathroom Case 5 The bathtub is surrounded by a wide

step, on which most of the p[ants are ptaced. Two [arge mirrors on each side

of the corner give the room a fee[ing of being targer. The toi[et is a recent

[ow-f[ush modet in white that was bought for aesthetic reasons rather than

environmenta[ ones. The newty instatted shower sta[t is separated from the

bathtub by a g[ass door. The sink is [arge, with amp[e storage space beneath

it. The bathroom does not have a bidet or Jacuzzi.

The ilieaning of the contemporary Bath room
CHAPTER IV: Interviewing the Bathroom
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The particutarities cf this space are reftected in two contradictory

statements: the first is re[ated te the

significant amount of money spent it,

1 as evidenced by the fixtures and

materiats; the second concerns the

j expression cf a somewhat unfinished

and abandoned space. The bathtub
•1

and shower are sti[t flot in use;

a[though the toi[et and sink are used

every day, the space tooks [ike a

storage room. The p[aflts are ptaced

flot iii order to respond to the space

but because there is probab[y more

tight for them there. The big box fu[[

of items flot in use reftects a [ack cf

wi[tiflgfless to put thïngs in their proper p[ace.

Thus the users seem to care about their bathroom, as they have made a

significant financiat investment in it, but they are flot curreflt[y using it

because they have their daughters’ bathroom for bathing and showering, SO

it is a storage room ufitit they fiflish renovations.

IV.6.2 The story of the bathroom

The story cf this space from the users’ perspective is a [imited one maiflty

because the bathroom is used in a very functiona[ way. They do flot take

Figllre 27 Master bathroom Case 5
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many baths, and the ones that the wife takes are short and for hygiene

purposes only; she does flot spend much time because, as she says, she has

more important things to do than to waste her time soaking in the bath. The

husband takes a five-minute shower, shave in two minutes, and that is

basica[ty the sum of his c[eansing activities. Both use the toi[et brief[y as

wet[, except that he reads a littte more on Sundays. The daughters offer a

more interesting story. For them, use of the bathroom represents an

opportunity to have fun and ptay together in a different environment. After

their bath they go to steep, so bath time in the evenings means the [ast

playfut moment before finishing their day and they seem to reat[y enjoy it.

IV.6.3 Habits & ritua[s

He is atways the first to wake up on weekdays. He takes a five-minute

shower, using soap to clean his head, body, and face; he then shaves in two

minutes, puts some gel in his hair, and teaves the space. He does not have

elaborate rituals for etimination activities except on Sundays, when he takes

the Pubti-Sac (bag fuLl of advertisement materiats) and his coffee and goes

up to his bathroom to use the toi Let.

Her habits depend on her work schedule. If she has to teave earty in

the morning, she might take a bath or shower the night before; otherwise.

she takes her shower in the morning. She takes baths only in the evening,

and for hygiene purposes.

The daughters take the opportunity to play in the shower or bath just

before going to bed. It is their [ast playtime before finishing their day.
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IV.6.4 Privacy

The husband is the onty member of this fami[y who has made clear privacy

boundaries on the use cf the space. Their daughters are flot a[towed te enter

the bathroom if he 15 taking a shower or using the toi[et. He may teck the

deor whi[e using the teitet; however, as he is the first te get up en weekdays,

he neyer has a prebtem with anyene entering whi[e he is in the shewer. “I’m

very private. I wen’t teck because everybedy is asteep and they a[ready knew

they can’t corne in if I’m in the shewer, but when I’m en the tei[et, maybe

191 teck the doer.” The wife neyer tecks the doer and does net care if one cf

her daughters enters white she is on the tei[et or in the shower or bath.

I neyer teck the door in case semething happens and semetimes they weu[d

corne in te brush their teeth or wash their hands. They den’t even knock on

the doer, they just corne in. It doesn’t rnatter, that’s why I den’t teck it, I

want thern te knew l’rn there and I want te hear tee.

IV.6.5 Water

In this part of Peinte-C[aire, water meters are insta[ted in every heuseho[d.

They pay more than the base fee cf $90 per year; they pay areund $130 or

$140. They do net take water conservation seriousty, as their criterion fer

buying ecotegicat fixtures was based en their aesthetic quatity. Hewever,

they de net waste water, as they use it fer their basic hygiene needs. The
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parents turn the water off whi[e shaving, and theïr baths and showers are

reasonabty short.

We te[t the kids to turn off the water whi[e they are brushing their teeth,

that kind of thing . . . and not to waste water for no reason, but we are not

fanatic either with water saving . . . I think the toitet ïs a [ow flush . . . I

think so, but we didn’t go overboard on that sense, we shoutd have, but we

didn’t. It makes no noise at alt when you flush but I think the motivating

factor is how they look.

Ninety dollars is the base cost of the water meter, but it ends up

costing $130 or $140 total per year. I think we don’t overuse it, we won’t run

it for nothing, and we don’t use the bathtub for nothing

IV.6.6 Ideat bath room

They seem to have found their ideat bathroom in the ones they already have.

The bathroom for this couple is not that important, and it seems to have

futfitled alt their needs. They might want the toitet separated from the rest

of the space by a hatf watt; however, this is against his particular position

regarding privacy.

I woutd finish the other one, I kind of like that one [referring to the master

bathroom], because it has a separate shower and a big bathtub, probabty a

heated ftoor woutd be nice. What I tike atso is l’ve seen someone who has the

toitet separated from the bathroom, with a kind of watt, some kind of

division woutd be nice, but . . . definitety bigger than the one we are using

o
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now because someone cou[d be in the sink, whi[e someone can be in the
)

shower, without being in the way.

IV. 7 Case 6

this househotd:

the main

bath room on the

main ftoor, which

atso serves as a

powder room, and

a bathroom in the

basement, which

has a comptetely

renovated in

2002.

o

This is a family cf five: husband and wife, bath professionats in their [ate

30s, and three

daughters, ages 6

and 2 years and 7

manths. There are

twa bathroams in

Figure 28 Layout ofbathroorn Case 6 (done by the author)
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VI.7.1 Representation of the bathroom

142

Looking in from the doorway, her makeup area is to the right and the

bathtub is at the rear of the space. On the [eft-hand side are a counter, the

sink, and the toitet.

There are many Lights in the space, ati of which are contro[ted by

dimmers. The Lights are divided into three main areas - sink, bathtub, and

makeup area - which are independentty controt[ed. The dimmers were

Figure 29 Main Bathroom Case 6 intended to give a more sensuat ambience

to the space, especiat[y for use of the

bathtub. The co[ours are soft and warm

and there are a variety of textures, from

the tight terracotta-tike ceramic tues ta

the wood on the furniture and the granite

for the sink and makeup counters. There

are two mirrors: one over the sink counter

and the other in the makeup area.



This space has

a picture of a garden

on the wa[t, two sma[t

tamps on either side of

a mirror in the makeup

area, and a piece of

ctoth hanging on the

top and sides of the

onty window in the

space, at the rear. The

space is equipped with speakers

connected to the main stereo

system in the living room.

The most important area in

the main bathroom, not inctuding

the fixtures, is the makeup area. It

dominates the space, with good

illumination, an ovat mirror, and a

speciat seat. It is the area that the

wife enjoys the most after the

bathtub.

o
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Figure 31 Main bathroom Case 6
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This space also serves as a major storage area. Aside from towets, a

piece of furniture behind the door contains cteaning products, Light butbs,

medications for the famity, Band Àids, extra soap, bottles of bubb[e bath,

diapers, and swimming diapers. In her drawer are cosmetics, brushes, haïr

dryer, beauty treatments and haït products, and scissors and clippers. On the

other side are tubes of toothpaste, extra toothbtushes, and cleaning

products. His dtawet contains creams for eczema and haemorrhoids, a

mouthpiece for sleeping, and an asthma pump inhaler. Another drawer

contains tampons, toitet paper, and tissue boxes.

The toi[et in the main bathroom is a recent

[ow-ftush type; [ike the other fixtures, it is

white. The bathtub is used atmost every

day and has some products around it. It is

Large enough to fit the husband and wife at

the same time comfortab[y. The sink was

designed to hide a[most everything around

it. It is very wet[ tit and has a granite

surface.

The bathtub has the most important

spatiat status in the main bathroom, as

evidenced by the tower cei[ing in this area,

numerous lights, the dimmer, and the

o

L

figure 32 Main Bathroorn Case 2 the
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speakers. This area was designed by the owners to increase their p[easure

and reLaxation.

This bathroom was conceived according to some recent trends in

bathroom design; it has warm co[ours, a great deaL of wood, and a cosy

environment. It is spacious enough to have a makeup area for her. In fact, it

seems to be more her space. Everything has been thought out in order to

meet her needs, as she is the one who uses the bathtub most often (atmost

every day).

IV.7.2 The stoiy of the bath room

“When we first watked in this house, the first thing we wanted to do is to

renovate the bathroom. It was awfu[, I cou[dn’t stand it. This was my

parents’ home so I had the pink and b[ue bathroom for years and we bought

the house and the first thing we dois to change the bathroom.”

Thi s coupLe exp[ained that before the renovation they used their bathroom

onty for their basic needs. They transformed the space into a more

“enjoyabLe” one. They carefut[y ptanned the renovation, identified their

needs and desires, and proposed soLutions. They consulted magazines, went

to see what was avaitabte on the market, and searched for the specific items

they needed. They did flot consu[t a designer, and they hired someone to

make the furniture. They did flot want a Jacuzzi mainLy because of the

maintenance and the noise: “When we decided to buy a bathtub, that was

one of the reasons: we had to sit both in it [taughs] we had to be able to sit
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C both of us in there 50 we went to the showrooms and took off our shoes and

sat on the tubs to see if we were fitting. That was a requirement for the

tub.”

Once the fixtures were defined, they began with distribution of the

space. They defined their priorities: on the one hand, he wanted to have a

taundry chute for dirty ctothes; on the other hand, she wanted a makeup

counter. One option was to put in a separate shower, but they a[ready have a

shower in the bathroom downstairs 50 they decided to make the makeup

counter.

“Just because of the space, we were either putting a shower or putting my

counter and . . . I guess I won! [laughsJ because we atready have a shower

downstairs. I rea[Ly I wanted my counter there, because in the sink you’re

trying to put on your makeup and everything fa[[s down. The other point that

was for me important is, and I saw that before, is that we wanted to have a

laundry chute, so you have a drawer that you think 15 a drawer, and when

you open it, it goes directty into the taundry room and I find it rea[ly great.

That was one of the major points that I wanted.”

They planned the space to have different textures, wood, and warm

cotours, because it was important for them to create a welcoming space. The

tighting was also very important; dimmers were instat[ed in three areas of

the bathroom in order to have different ambiences within the space.

“If you see what we put on the wa[[, we put a painting and it looks like if

you’re tooking at a garden, and the feeling was, we wanted to have wood

o
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texture, and it’s mapte and granite. Granite was the onty thing we coutd say

was more of a co[d cotour in the bathroom, the tite, the wood, the onty thing

that is reat[y white is the apptiances, but the cotours that she chose were

much more warm cotours. You don’t fee[ [ike you’re going in a sanitary

bathroom [ike in . . . you fee[ it’s your house, you fee[ it’s warm and the

space wetcomes you. Earthy cotours, I mean I’ve seen some bathrooms in

white, btue, green, and they’re ni ce, they are modem and they are co[d, and

for me I want to feet warm and comfortabte.”

They also decided to have heated f[oors in the bathroom. In their

search for a warm space, they wanted not on[y warm textures and cotours

but also a feeLing of [iterat warmth. “I went to Look if we coutd have a

heated floor and I’m reat[y g[ad that I did it. And the way we did it we had to

use an e[ectric one to heat and we didn’t have any wat[s to put it on, so

either we put a tite rack and heated or put it in the ftoor and we put it in the

f[oor.”

They instat[ed two speakers in the bathroom so that they coutd Listen

to music whi[e taking a bath. These speakers are connected to the main

stereo system in the dining room. “The system we have is that we have two

speakers in the bathroom from here [dining roomJ so when we have music

you’re going to hear it, here, in the kitchen and in the bathroom, that’s the

way I set it up.”
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(D In order to make the ambience cosier the ceiting over the bathtub

lower, which gives a fee[ing cf more intimacy, warmth, and p[easure. They

both wanted to have an enjoyab[e bathtub.

• there’s a fatse cei[ing at the back of the bathroom, because we wanted

to have a sense of intimacy, on top you feet [ike there’s this litt[e area,

because the cei[ing is a [itUe [ower in the bath and fo[I.ows the curie of the

sink, is the same curie that you see from the counter of the sink, se there’s

a para[tel there • we had suggestions from other peop[e, but at one point

we said, no this is the way we want to do it . and now it’s [ike every time

I go there I say: God, this is a nice bathroom!”

IV.7.3 Habits & rituats

He wakes up in the morning, puts on his bathrobe, and heads directly to the

bathroom downstairs. He urinates, turns on the radio, and starts the shower.

The shower is where he p[ans his day and the work he has to do. He might

spend 40 minutes under a hot stream cf water, flot necessarity washing. He

does flot use soap; he shampoos his hair and uses the tather to wash his body.

However, he washes his hair on[y every second day, so on the days when he

doesn’t shampoo he just stands under the hot stream. After he showers, he

fil[s the sink with hot water, app[ies shaving cream, and shaves. When he is

finished, he [eaves the bathroom and goes upstairs to dress. When he has the

time, he takes a bath at night in order te re[ax and sleep we[t. The other

very important aspect is his use cf the toitet: he takes the newspaper and

goes downstairs to use the toi [et in peace.
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Regarding sex in the bathroom, he admitted that it is flot his favourite

pLace ta do it; however, they usualty have sex every time they take a bath

together.

Her bathroom habits are probabLy as intense as his, with significant

differences. She does flot spend 40 minutes in the shower; however, she

might use the bath more often, especialLy in winter. Her rituaLs surrounding

the use of the bathroom atso change with the seasons. She has more

etaborate rituats for using the bathtub:

“I put the music on, ‘cause we have music in the bathroom, Light the

cafldLes, put the Lights dowfl . . . Thefl I just ufldress . . . Oh, I atso take a

book or magazine or something, maybe flot a book but a magazine,

something easy to read, and I put bubbte bath or scents or . . . I just cafl’t

soak mysetf in . . . just water ‘cause I feeL it’s too . . . dry [taughs] I need

something oity in the water afld I read and then often I drop aside the

magazines and fatt asteep. I spend at Least 20 minutes.”

She does flot use the toitet the same way as her husband; she usuaLly

goes quickty and leaves. However, an important activity for her in the

bathroom is brushing her teeth; she does it before she teaves the house and

after every meat. Another important activity for her is doing her makeup.

This f5 one of her favourite activities and, whatever the occasion, she takes

her time doing it and enjoys sitting at her counter putting on makeup to Look

good.
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C IV.7.4Privacy

This couple feels that privacy has been difficutt to achieve since they have

had chitdren. The husband struggtes with this situation; he knows that if he is

using the upstairs bathroom one 0f his daughters wi[t knock on the door

wanting to corne in. Therefore, most of the time he uses the bathroorn

downstairs, where he can be left atone.

IV.7.5 Water

When the topic of water was raised in the interview, the husband interrupted

to teti me that he was thinking of upgrading the pipes because thete was flot

enough hot water for the who[e fami[y.

“When I buitt the bathroom I wanted to upgrade the diameter of the hot

water, because it’s a 1/2 inch pipe, and I wanted to have a 3/4 inch pipe

which gives you more water per galton per minute, and you can fut your

bathtub reat[y fast. That’s the onty thing I thought of water, I’m thinking

today, ‘cause we reat[y [ike hot water, and it’s funny you said that cause we

on[y have a 60 galLon and I’m thinking, because we take tong showers and we

take tong baths, and we have daughters [ike us, we’re doomed, we’re flot

going to be ab[e to have hot water for everybody, so I’m thinking of

upgrading the boiter.”

Their retationship with water is to have as much hot water as possible

to be ab[e to spend more time in the shower or bath. Unfortunate[y, [ike

.
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most of the interviewees, they have no awareness of water conservation

whatsoever. The interview invotved questions such as, Do you [eave the

water running whi[e brushing your teeth? They answered yes to this question.

However, they did buy a [ow-ftush toilet when they renovated their

bathroom in order to use [ess water: “We bought it because I wanted to have

a low efficiency fsic] toi[et and even when I had to change the toitet

downstairs I tooked for a [0w efficiency toi[et, because we had a big tank

before, it’s crazy to have that!”

Their meaning for water is that it is a resource that provides them,

among other things, with pteasure, warmth, and retaxation: “For me it’s to

relax, or sometimes I just feet co[d, in the evening and I just want to warm

up, but this week I don’t know if it is humid in the house or what but I felt

tike the cotd coming up, 50 I just feet [ike taking a bath.”

IV.7.6 Ideat bath room

This couple invested a significant amount of time and money in renovating

their bathroom and made it to fu[fit their needs and specifications.

Therefore, their ideal bathroom is basicat[y the one they have, except

perhaps for having more space and being ab[e to have a shower upstairs.

“It woutd be bigger, maybe I woutd have a bigger house [[aughsJ wou[d have

a shower and a double sink, having three daughters, I know it’s going to be

crowded that bathroom one day, 50 we’re a[ready thinking of changing the

bathroom downstairs to reorganize it, 50 maybe having a doubLe sink

downstairs. I wou[d have a toitet with a dectinabte seat and a W [taughs] and
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a fridge that woutd corne out of the watt! I would neyer get out of the

bathroorn . . . The thing I wou[d have is a wonderfut big shower tike a wa[k-in

shower, you know the ones that you watk in and you don’t have to open a

door. And the thing I woutd tike to have is the one that soaks you comptetety,

ever for the top and the sides. That woutd be my u[timate shower, because

we went to a hotet this summer and it was cool. It was a big one where you

coutd even sit in one side and it was real[y nice, realty nice. It would cost me

tons of money in water. If I coutd have a shower tike that, it woutd be

incredibte. I would love to have that.”

o
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Figure 33 Layout ofbathroorn Case 7 (done by the author) with the wife,

because of scheduting difficutties with her husband. This househol.d has two

bathrooms: one main bathroom upstairs and one in the basement, used

main[y by their otder son who recentty moved downstairs. Both bathrooms

have been recently renovated (three years ago from the moment the

interview was done), with input from an interior designer.
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VI.8.1 Representation of the

bathroom

Viewed from the doorway, the main

bathroom has a sink to the right, a toilet at

the rear, and a shower to the [eft. t has

two tighting fixtures on the sides of the

mirror over the sink and another to

it[uminate the shower. The cotours are

white, blue, and green. The textures on

watts are plain, with smooth tites, whi[e

the ftoor has more texture. In the main

bathroom the floor is an important element as it

combines the btue and green with a [imestone

[ike texture. There is one new white bathtub in

the main bathroom. The sink is large, with

counter space on both sides. There is a white

wooden storage space with doors underneath the

sink.

The sme[[ of this space is of shampoo and

scented soap. It has a targe mirror ptaced in a

Fignre 34 Main bathroom Case 7
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prominent position within the space. There are no ornamental objects.

The toitet is white tow-f[ush modet. The sink is probab[y the most

important area. This is reftected in the tighting used, the size of the mirror

over the sink, and alt of the products, which show constant use.

IV.8.2 The stoiy of the bathroom

This famity consutted a professionat

designer to renovate their bathrooms.

The materiats were carefut[y chosen and

arranged, whereas the use of the space

itsetf denotes a more caretess attitude;

many products and personat items are

out in the open without any organization

or intention to have them work

aesthetica[ty with the space. There are

no pictures hanging on the watts or other

decorative etements. On the other hand,

the cotours chosen are disptayed

harmoniousty.

“I knew the cotours, I wanted cotd

cotours, greens and btues . . . I tike hard,

cool, smooth surfaces and cool cotours

o

Figure 36 Main bathroom Case 7
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Figure 37 Main bathroorn Case 7
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• the bathroom upstairs is blue, white, and green, cool btue and cool green

basicatly we just took the o[d stuff and put the new one, ‘cause there’s no

room, we just chose things that were functional and that’s it, flot too

expensive.”

Despite the possible [ack of order of personat elements in the

bathroom, there is great concern with ctean[iness: “I like a clean smet[ in the

bathroom, [ike soapy sme[[ flot necessarity of chemicat products

something I woutd have if I had space would be pLants in the bathroom. To

etiminate bad odours we open the window on summer, but there’s also a

fan.”

Due to space Limitations, there was no room in the main bathroom for

a bidet, which is stitt an etement that the wife was eager to inctude.

“We don’t have a bidet but that was something we used to have at our place

in the Plateau and if we wou[d have the space here we would definitety have

one here. It was great! I used it atmost every day. I toved our bidet, is that

here we don’t have enough space, it’s a perfect comptement.”

The story that this space can offer is Limited to some extent mainty

because of the functionat use to which it is put, retated only to cteantiness

and practicat uses. The bathrooms in this house are necessary spaces but are

flot as important as other areas in the house, such as the kitchen and the

bedroom.
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IV.8.3 Habits & rituats

She wakes up on the morning and uses the toi[et, then gets her chitdren

ready for schoo[. Once her chi[dren are gone she might do some exercises

and then take a quick shower, or if she is going to work she takes a shower

immediate[y. Her rituats for the shower are not etaborate since everything is

at hand; she takes the mat from the shower and puts it on the bathroom

f[oor, gets undressed, steps into the shower, and turns on the faucets. She

says that she Ukes the fee[ing of the co[d water remaining in the pipes before

the water heats up. The towets are right next to the bathtub, hanging on the

back of the door. She takes a very quick shower and does not wash her hair

every day. Her habits for soaping include on[y her face, armpits, and genitat

area. In the winter she might not take a shower every day, whereas in the

summer she might shower twice on a hot and humid day. The bath is not an

attractive feature of the bathroom for her; she says she used to take more

baths, but she feeLs that she does not fit wett in her current bathtub; aI.so, it

is a co[d bathtub and she does not Uke to soak in hot water for too [ong. Her

daughter and husband take more baths than she does; her son neyer takes

one.

She does flot have any ritua[s concerning the toi[et; she just uses it

and teaves quickty. She might spend more time brushing her teeth and

app[ying moisturizers at the sink, but other than that she does not spend

much time in the bathroom. She enjoys taking a shower, but it is probab[y

associated more with feeLing fresh afterwards than with the actual. process,

which is very simpte and brief.
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The daughter spends more time in the bathroom; she takes baths and

has just started to use makeup. The son takes showers and uses the

downstairs bathroom; he recent[y moyeU downstairs to have more privacy.

The husband may take tonger showers and more baths than the wife does;

however, his use cf the space is simitar te hers. He does net have a fixed

work schedute, 50 he takes a shower just before going out or a bath before

an important concert (he is a musician) in order te reLax.

IV.8.4 Privacy

The interviewee does net pay speciat attention te this aspect; neither she

nor her husband ever [ocks the door. However, the teenage chitdren have

imptemented strict ru[es for net being disturbed whi[e each cf them is using

the bathroom.

IV.2.5 Water

She does flot take water for granted and she firmty betieves that excess

water consumption is a major probtem with serieus repercussions.

“I think here we shou[d pay for the water te make people more conscious,

we atways take water for granted here in Canada, we think we have

untimited water resources forever, a[ways it’s going te be there, a[ways is

going te be cLean, it may take a whi[e but I think water wit[ come up a hot

potato in a boiting pot in the geo-potiticat scene for sure, already there’s a

o
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lot about it in the States. I think we wi[t have to become more aware of how

we consume and pottute water and how we shou[d be treating this resource.”

She does pay attention to the quantity of water consumed by her and

by the appliances in her home. When she decided to renovate her

bathrooms, buying [ow-f[ush toitets was one priority. She had the same

concern when she renovated her kitchen and when she bought her washing

machine.

“We bought tow-ftush toilets, because we had one big before that was flot

great, with a six-litre flush, so we spent around $500 in each on the same

model that flush with very littte water and a[ways one flush does the job.

One has c[ogged a couple of times, but I think it’s because the kids throw too

much toitet paper. We even bought a front-[oading washing machine that

uses a[most no water at aIl, it uses a quarter of the water a regular machine

uses, the only pig is the dishwasher, but I atways run it in the shorter cycle.

And we neyer teave the water running, [ike, for example, when I wash my

face and things [ike that and the kids atso, we have just told them, Hey,

don’t take it for granted.”

Because she regards water as fundamenta[ to basic and necessary

hygiene standards in society, she does flot regard it as an experientia[

etement to be used for p[easure and retaxation. Thus, she uses water

functionat[y and for specific activities.

o
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IV.8.6 Ideal bath room

Despite the fact that the bathroom is flot as important to this interviewee,

and that use of the space is hygiene oriented rather than for relaxation, their

idea[ bathroom inc[udes a sauna, which is a more e[aborate and comptex

apparatus for relaxation than the ones usua[ty found on market, such as a

Jacuzzi.

“I wou[d add a sauna, cause I grew up having saunas and I [ove saunas, even

ff1 don’t [ike heat, I [ove saunas, I [ove the ritua[ of a sauna it’s just

part of my chi[dhood thing, I rea[[y enjoyed it. I woutd have a bidet, I’[t [ike

to have lots of natura[ light, a skylight, a targer bathtub . . . l’ve neyer seen

the need for two sinks untess you’re real[y f nterested in havi ng someone else

in the bathroom with you . . . I guess I wou[d have just one. I would flot have

a Jacuzzi or something [ike that, my husband wou[d [ike it, he’s more into

those things . . . mmm . . . more storage pLace . .
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Figure 38 Layout ofbathroom Case 8 (done by the author)

There is on[y one bathroom in this househotd of three persons, two sisters

and a mate roommate (flot famity). The interview was conducted with a 26-

year-otd woman [iving with her younger sister (23 years otd) and a roommate

the same age as the sister who rents a room. The women’s parents own the
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dwelling since 2001 and they renovated alt the apartment including the

bathroom.

VI.9.1 Representation of the bathroom

Viewed from the doorway, the bathroom has a

sink on the right-hand side, then the toilet

next ta it and then the bathtub and shower.

This is a conventionat three-piece bathroom

that inctudes, on the other side from the

fixtures, the washing machine and dryer. The

main lighting is a five-bulb fixture above the

mirror. Over the washing machine and dryer is

a fLuorescent light. The ftoor is composed of

pate-brown tiles resembting limestone, which

extend to the bathtub area. The watts are

pale green and the fixtures are white.

The textures are plain, soft, and cotd.

There are no ornamental abjects in the

space.

The smelt of the space is of

shampoo and soap and the sound inside

the space is street noise, as the

apartment 15 located on a main street.

Figure 39 Bathroom Case $

Figure 40 Bathroom Case 8
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The huge, square mirror, with the flve-buLb Light fixture above it, is probabty

one of the most important etements in this bathroom.

The washing machine and dryer are

in an area that cou[d be c[osed off with

doors; however, they are exposed and there

is a counter space over them. It is ctearty

arranged as an area attached ta the space

but independent or separate due to its

function.

The fixtures are atigned traditionatty

atong one watt. The toitet is a recentty

bought tow-ftush modet with a “ctassicat”

motif: the base of the toitet is shaped tike a

Greek co[umn. The shower is a traditionat

shower ptaced in a common white bathtub.

The sink is in the same styLe as the toi[et,

with an o[d-new appearance. It is made out

of ceramic with two supports resembting an

otd wooden tabLe. There is no bidet or

]acuzzi.

The reading of the space has tittte

physicat evidence. The space is sober, and

cotd. It expresses a utititarian use of the

figure 41 Bathroom Case 8

Figure 42 Bathroom Case 8
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space. It suggests as weLl that the main area in terms 0f importance and use

is the vanity: the mirror, which is the door for a targe storage cabinet, is

targe and has a Light fixture above it. This is reinforced by the re[ationship

that the interviewee has with the space and the time spent that she spends

grooming in front of the mirror. Ihis makes sense given the age of the user,

who ctearty expressed that she has ways to relax or enjoy herself other

rather than comptex rituats in the bathroom area.

The washing machine and dryer express and reinforce the reading of

this space as a utititarian one. We might associate the bathroom with a

generat area for cteansing, including clothing, as was the case in ancient

times, when the source of water in a river served for cteansing both bodies

and ctothes. In contemporary society, however, mingting these two activities

has been associated more with having p[umbing pipes in a single Location and

therefore spending tess on water distribution, and probab[y with the

advantage of putting dirty clothes next to or in the washing machine to be

washed soon. Many bathrooms in Montreal and elsewhere share the functions

of washing the bodies of the users and for washing their ctothes. However,

the tatest trends for retaxation in the bathroom, such as Lighting candtes,

using scented oits, dimming the lights, and having a relaxing environment,

can hardty be associated with the use of washing machines and dryers. First,

these machines are noisy; second, in an environment that is supposed to be

relaxing, the sight of the machines may be a reminder of the ctothes that

haven’t been washed.

o
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IV.9.2 The story of the bathroom

“I wou[d have tike to put more emphasis decorating my bathroom, but ft

becomes very expensive when you want to change the design of the space, so

we picked up the materiats, the fixtures, but we cou[dn’t change the design,

‘cause it’s very expensive to change the ptumbing, the exit was there, we

chose the ceramic and the cotour, and I didn’t, my sister did [taughs], I chose

the towels that woutd tit better. .

The bathroom 15 very simpLe mainty because it has been recentty

renovated and there was not much money to spend on the space. There are

no ornamentat objects or pictures. Some etements wi[[ probab[y be added in

the future that woutd provide more information about the story of the space.

However, the bathroom has incorporated aLt of the items necessary to

respond to the users’ basic needs. In their storage compartments they have:

“Towets, alt kind of creams and beauty products, mmm . . . Kotex, Tampax,

dryer, bteach, and we also have another ctoset that is more for storage, so

we have the toots, 50 we have alt kind of otd towets that we use to clean

dirty stuff, 50 we have a box of too[s, we have just the basic tools, we don’t

have any etectronic things, a couple of screwdrivers, nails, screws, and stuff

tike that for the basic things, the taundry soap . . . reserve for toitet paper

and we have drugs and first-aid things . . . creams, wax, makeup . . . beauty

products, sunscreen, contact-tens products .

o
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The story and reading 0f this bathroom are about a utilitarian space. In other

words, the conception that the user has regarding her bathroom is essentially

functionat. She uses the bathroom as a daity necessity in order to feel and

took fresh. Grooming 15 probably the main activity in the space; she takes her

time to fix her hair, put on makeup, put in contact tenses, and so on.

“I do feet better when I get out of the bathroom, but I’m more a social

person and the bathroom is not that sociaL, the bathroom is for one person at

a time, it’s a very intimate spot that one person identifies and uses one at a

time, we end up tatking there but at the end is a very intimate spot in the

morning or tike every day, whereas the kitchen is a more common, more

social, more human spot, so the bathroom is to get out of the dirty, the sins,

50 it’s more intimate, but it’s flot the best moment of my day, it’s a

necessary moment but is flot the best. I have other ways to give pleasure to

myself than the bathroom, the bathroom is one of them, but I have others

like reading, music, arts, like getting affection contact . . . 50 it’s more

outside of the bathroom, it give me the pteasure to look fresher, cteaner but

it’s not tike my best . .

Because she has other forms of obtaining pleasurabte or self

rewarding experiences, the bathroom loses some meaning from a

contemporary perspective. The bathroom in this case returns to the original

value that it had for some decades in the tast century, when the bathroom

was conceived and used for hygiene purposes only.

o
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IV.9.3 Habits & ritua[s

Her routine concerning her hygiene necessities is quite simple. She wakes up

in the morning, uses the toitet, and immediately heads for the shower. She

takes a five-minute shower, cleans herself quickly, and stands for another 20

seconds in the stream of hot water before turning off the faucet. She grabs

her towel, dries herself, and leaves the bathroom to get dressed in her

bedroom.

The more complex use of the space cornes after she gets dressed. She

returns to the bathroom and starts the process of getting ready to go to

work. She btow-dries her hair and puts on cream, deodorant, rnakeup, and

her contact tenses. The whole procedure takes between 15 and 30 minutes,

or longer on weekends if she is going to a party.

She does not take many baths, as she prefers the invigorating feeling

of the shower. When she does take a bath, she rnight use some bubble bath

and bring the cordless phone in case sorneone calls. When water begins to

get cold she opens the drain and turns on the shower to rinse hersetf.

She makes a clear distinction between using the shower and using the

bathtub. She uses the shower as the most efficient and invigorating way to

look good after waking up in the morning, whereas the bath is an atternate

way to relax or to feet warm in winter days.

She no rituats for using the toitet as it has a very specific use for very

short periods of time.

She atso has sex in the bathroorn occasionatly, as do her roommates.

It is not her favourite place because of the coldness of the space and the
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proximity of her roommates. The fact that her roommates are around

restricts her use of the space more restrained out of respect for the others,

who may be wanting to use it. However, it happens from time to time.

IV.9.4 Privacy

Privacy in this space is relative to the user. The boundaries are ctear among

the three people living together; however, there is a special bond between

the two sisters, whose boundaries are more flexible. Thus one of the sisters

can go in while the other is using the bathroom, no matter if it 15 the shower,

sink, or toilet, whereas with the male roommate the boundaries are very

strict and respected.

IV.9.5 Water

This woman is very aware of water conservation. She tries to use as littte

water as possible, and her use of the toitet, shower, and bathtub is

significantly less intense than it is for other interviewees. It is her use of the

space to get ready once she is fully dressed that 15 the most interesting

feature of this interview.

IV.9.6 Ideal bath room

When I asked this question, her answer was straight and clear, as if she had

thought about it before:

o
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“I woutd have two bathrooms, I wou[d keep one as I to[d you with bathtub,

shower, toilet and sink, separate [aundry room with workshop with sewing

machine and things [ike that, and a great bathroom for a coup[e, with two

sinks and a rea[ bath, a comfortab[e bath, ‘cause in the regu[ar baths I’m flot

comfortabte, maybe with Jacuzzi, great shower, side showers with jets

everywhere for two people for massage, great sex with water everywhere,

heated tues . Bigger for sure with a counter and a chair for make up

7

This description does flot tota[[y fit with the environmenta[ consciousness

that she expressed in the interview, main[y because the use of severat jets

for the shower imp[ies the use of significant[y more water.

Through this chapter I described my findings on each case study. I tried to

exp[ain as clear as possible a[[ the materiat that I was abte to gather during

my fietd research. I attempted to depict each space, its representation, the

story that users provided, their habits and rituats, the way privacy is

perceived, the use of water, and their ideat bathroom. This chapter us the

pretude to the ana[ysis and interpretation of these stories. This information

helped me to expLore in the fotlowing chapter some cf the experiences [ived

by the interviewees in their bathroom that necessarily attaches a particutar

meaning to the space. In the foltowing chapter I exp[ain the codes and

discourses provided by certain e[ements of each space and their participants

that lead me to the identification cf meaniflgs through the private

experience, the cleansing experience and the self indulgence one.

C
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ChapterV:Exptoring_theBathroom

V. 1 Introduction
n this chapter, I exptore the different features cf the contemporary

bathroom. I begin by a comprehensive analysis of the semiotic meaning of

the representation cf the contemporary bathroom, which inc(udes an

investigation cf the most retevant changes in the I.ast decade through images

depicted in magazines and cata[ogues.

As mentioned in Chapter II, Eco explains the notions fundamental te a

semictic ana[ysis in the fie[d cf architecture and design thrcugh a

communication system 15 based upon the functionat aspects cf the cbject or

space. He identifies “technicat,” “syntactic,” and “semantic” codes. The

technicat codes have to dc with the architecturaL ccmpcnents (cctumns,

ftoors, etc.); the syntactic codes reLate te the articu[aticn and distribution cf

the space, and the semantic codes estabtish the retaticnship between

specific spaces or cbjects and their denotative, connotative, idectogicat, and

typo[ogica[ functionat types (hospitats, schoots, etc.) (Eco, 1980, pp. 38, 39).

I embraced alt three cf these basic principtes in my exploration cf the

meaning cf the contempcrary bathrcom. The technicat codes ref[ected the

types cf fixtures used in the bathroom area, such as tow-f[ush toitets and

mutti-shcwer jets; I exptcred the distribution and the way the space is

p[anned te satisfy the user’s needs using the syntactic codes; finat[y, the
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semantic code is pertinent to my research mainty because it enab[ed me to

elucidate some of the connotations of the space, such as comfort, relaxation,

and the retevance of the different objects p[aced in this area.

Based on this inquiry and the analysis 0f my fie[d research, I propose

three major experiences of the bathroom. I begin wfth an exptanation of the

meaning of privacy in the bathroom; privacy in this space has been an ever

present e[ement since when the bathroom first became part of the

househotd, and it has had this meaning ever since. Second, I explore the

cteansing experience, which I be[ieve is why the bathroom was conceived in

the first place. The third important experience to be had in the

contemporary bathroom is defined in this research as “self-indulgence,”

which includes several other experiences. Through the habits and rituals of

the people interviewed, and the discourses cf their bathrooms, a mufti

faceted portrait of the contemporary bathroom emerges.

o
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C V.2 Ihe contemporary bathroom: the space

In my exploration of the meaning of the contemporary bathroom, I

decided to examine magazines, cataLogues, and products avai[able in stores,

in order to formulate a comprehensive semïotic approach to the

representation of the contemporary bathroom. I took examples from some of

the major Quebec interior-design magazines: Les idées de ma maison,

Décoration Chez-soi, and Décormag. Other interior-design magazines may

have a greater impact in terms of sales and distribution in Montreat;

however, I chose these three magazines because I specutated that they might

inctude more references to examples of the interior design of bathrooms

deve[oped in Quebec and products avai[ab[e in Montrea[.

I decided to survey a ten-year span to make a comparative analysis of

representations of the bathroom. Most historica[ references to the evolution

of the bathroom end in the mïd-twentieth century. For a more recent

overview, I surveyed the above-mentioned magazines pubtished in 1994 and

20041. The criterion for choosing examptes of bathrooms taken from these

magazines was that they ittustrate potentia[ modifications or incorporation of

new etements, such as the use of wood or the idea of compartmentatization.

Most of the photographs shown in this document from the magazines

mentioned above, are advertisements because I be[ieve they encompass

‘I was able to revise from Décormag Magazine year 1994 numbers: 227 to 237; year 2004
numbers 327 to 337. From Chez-Soi Magazine year 1994 numbers: 174 to 183; year 2004
numbers 274 to 283. from Ma maison Magazine year 1994 numbers: 109 to 11$; year 2004
numbers 209 to 218.

o
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more e[ements that respond to a specific design trend as they have to be

appea[ing to the reader. These photographs are to be considered merely

toots to reinforce what is being said in the text, and not substantiat

arguments.

V. 2.1 Spatial allocation

A[most every bathroom has a unique spatial allocation designed to

respond to specific aesthetic and functional requirements. However, some

[ayouts or standards have been adopted by architects because they respond,

in a more or less accurate way, to the general needs of the population.

According to Scott Atkinson (1999), standard distributions inc[ude powder

rooms with a sink and a toitet, measuring 4’ by 4’ 6”, 5’ by 5’, or 3’ by 6’, and

fami[y bathrooms with toilet, sink, and bathtub and/or shower, measuring

from 5’ by 7’ to 20’ by 12.2 One of the most important aspects of distribution

is to [eave a minimum clearance for each fixture in the bathroom. However,

some authors of recent pubLications about the bathroom area, such as

Pamela L. Korejwo (2000), daim that there is a tendency, in the syntactic

dimension of the contemporary bathroom, to find a compartmenta[ized

distribution of the space into different areas. This compartmenta[ization

a[[ows the space to be used by more than one person at the same time, and

to have a clearer division for the different activities and functions performed

in the bathroom. The idea of separating, or making some sort of division

2 Thesc layouts can be seen at Atkinson Scott, (1999) Ideas for Great Bathrooins.
Sunset books, Menslo Park, Califomia piO-l3
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between, the different areas of the bathroom was present in recent interior

design magazines, as wetL as in the disptays in stores such as Réno Dépât.

In figure 43, this

compartmentahzation 15 shown

in the shower area, which is

separated from the rest of the

space by thick gtass. Hatf-watt

separations, with a finish

different to that of the ftoor,

ctearty differentiate the areas.

\ Despite Korejwo’s (2000) ctaim

that compartmentatization of

the bathroom is a recent

trend, this very idea was

proposed in 1912 in an advertisement by Sanitary Mfg. Co. and then again in

the 1930s and 1940s, recommending that the toilet be ocated in a separate

area from the bathroom (Lupton a Mi[Ler, 1992, p. 36).

Regard).ess of the recentness of the idea, the retevance of

compartmentatization of the contemporary bathroom seems to tie in the

recognition of the space as a private muttitasking, muttifunctionat,

muttipurpose area that sometimes has to be shared. Atthough this is not

conc[usive, compartmenta[ization in the bathroom might imp[y a potentia[

recognition of the particularities and requirements of c[eansing, etimination,

It’

:

Figure 43 Décoration Chez-Soi, Juin 2004.p. 68
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and grooming activities for more accurate design so[utions. Providing a more

deflned area for each activity might represent a better grasp of the

comptexity of the bathroom in terms of multifunctionatity.

V.2.2 Design

Concerning the use of colours in the bathroom, especiatly in bathroom

fixtures, white is stit[ the predominant cotour. The fact that most fixtures

are stitt white may be associated with cteanliness. The bathroom has to be

cLean, as it is a space where aU the etimination activities (referred to by

some peopte as “dirty” activities) are carried out; thus, perhaps as a type of

deniat, the bathroom has to be cLean and smeWng fresh. In 1994, some

fixtures with cotours other than

white, such as bLack, btue, and

green (figure 44), were stitt

found.

As mentioned in Chapter

2 Randatt Whitehead (2004)

exp[ain that bathrooms often

have poor Lighting, especiatty in

the vanity area or sink. In Chez

Soi, Décormag, and Ma Maison, I

found a clear emphasis on proper

ittumination in the photographsFigure 44 Décoratjo,, C!,e.-Soi, Septembre 1994. P. 35

o
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taken of bathrooms in 2004 as compared to the photographs in the same

magazines in 1994. Most of the 2004 bathrooms show what Whitehead

suggests: cross-ilLumination through wa[[-mounted task tights on both sides of

the mirror. They atso show genera[ [ighting for the rest of the space (figure

44).

Another important difference found in representations of the

contemporary bathroom in magazines and stores was the incorporation of

“naturat” materiats into the interior design of the space. By “naturat,” I

mean stone (granite, timestone, marbte, etc.), wooden furniture (with a

finish that shows the naturat texture and cotours of the wood), and

ornamentat objects in the bathroom that communicate the semantic feature

of “warmth.” Those who cannot afford naturat materiats woutd rather use

“imitations” of these; the ceramic tites found in bathrooms imitate marbte,

granite, timestone, and other natural materiats.

Some of the

objects ptaced in the

bath room might be

easity found in a living

room. I posit that this

drift or trend came

about to reinvent the

bathroom area in

terms of altering the

traditional “cotd”
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CE’ concept 0f having tiled walts in blues, gceens, and white - cotouts commonty

associated with water and c[ean[iness. The idea of making the bathroom as

inviting and comforting as other rooms in the house is causing changes to the

preconceived idea of the space.

Wood seems to have become more popu[ar in recent decades, thanks

to improvements in pLastic finishes and chemica[s that reduce significant[y

wood deterioration. Today, wooden sinks, bathtubs, and shower ftoors may

be found. However, the use of wood is more predominant in the furniture

ptaced in the bathroom (e.g., for storage or as the base for a ceramic or

gLass bowt sink).

Even taking a cLose Look

at figure 46, it is difficuLt to

discern that the image being

shown is one of a bathroom.

The onty elements that give

any indication are the sink,

faucet, and towels. The way

the etements are presented in

this picture might suggest, at

first gLance, a corner of a

Living room. I betieve that this

idea has a significant impact

on the meaning of the
Figure 46 Les idées de Ma t1aison tlagazine. Octobre 2004.

C
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contemporary bathroom, as the warmth in the space suggests the

introduction of comfort into the room’s overait design.

Atong with the introduction of wood and warm cotours, there is an

inc[ination toward “personatizing” the bathroom for specific users such as

chitdren. An interesting aspect of this new concept is the use, or

exp[oitation, of the ptayfu[ aspect of the space. It may be said that the

ptayfutness of the bathroom has a c[ose retationship with the use of water.

Water and a [arge container, such as a bathtub, are in fact e[ements that

turn the space ïnto a p[ayground from a chi[d’s perspective.

I ‘ i
1.c .

,

t

G

o

More important[y,

there is a safety etement

in personaUzing the

bathroom for chitdren.

The bathroom, as

conceived in the recent

past, was a space

designed for hea[thy aduit

individua[s, and this [ack

of vision by designers

turned the bathroom into

the most dangerous space

j
Figure 47 Les idées de Ma Maison Magazine Magazines Publicor, Groupe
Québecor Inc. Montreat, Québec. No. 216, Octobre 2004. p. 79

in the home due to the difficu[ty of access to the fixtures (especia[[y the

bathtub). S[ippery surfaces cause most of the accidents among chi[dren and



(D etders (Nationat Safety Councit, 1992). Personatization of the space makes

a safer and more suitabte one. Unfortunatety, the cost of new personatized

bathroom equipment and watt finishes is significant. These changes are

oriented mainty toward peopte of a high economic tevet who can afford

having a powder room, a master bathroom, and a persona[ized bathroom for

their chi[dren.
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V.2.3 fixtiires

I was atso interested in representations of the fixtures in the contemporary

bathroom. By examining catatogues and visitïng some of the main bathroom

equipment stores in Montreat, I found that there seems to be a tendency to

make showers a more pteasurabte

experience. Severat shower designs

offer muttipte jets so that water hits

. )

Fig. 4$ GROHE. FaLicet technologv. Catalogue 2001, USA.

daity (and sometimes more often),

the entire body at the same time

instead of just the head or upper

body. Ihus, it seems that the

prevaiting idea in new designs for

showerheads and the shower is to

increase the pteasure for the user. As

Kira (1976) states, the shower, used

has reptaced, to some extent, use of the

o
bathtub . This might be retated ta a [ack of time in contemporary urban

society. Taking a bath invotves more time than taking a shower: time to fut
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up the tub; time for rituats (if any) such as the use of bubbte bath, candtes,

or oi[s, and time spent soaking in the tub.

Severat cataLogues from GROHE featuring showers seem to confirm

what I have suggested above. Figures 48, 49, and 50 are shown sophisticated

showetheads that were designed to direct the shower jets in severat

directions at the same time. The technicat code expressed in these pictures

is one of high techno[ogy app[ied to the

retative[y simpLe task of having a shower.

The shower may be interpreted as a

sophisticated, complex apparatus that is

instat[ed in the bathroom, which suggests

an inclination toward contemporary design

and tifestyte. It may also suggest a

somehow different and more enjoyabte use

of the shower. The semantic code in these

images may denote that “extreme”

c[ean[iness and efficiency are achieved

through the use of these etements, white at the same time it may connote a

“different” but neverthe[ess enjoyabte and pteasurabte sensation. This “high

tech” trend was atso evident in the stores visited, such as Réno Dépôt, Home

Depot, and, on a smalter scate, due to a Umited inventory, Rona.

Figure 50 is, according to the catalogue, “The uttimate showering

experience.” The semantic expressions of this picture are, on the

connotative tevet, that a pleasurabte sensation can be achieved by having

o

Figure 49 GROHE, Faucet lechno!ogy. Calcilogue 200], USA.
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muLtiple showerheads, and that the space can be designed for two users at

the same time; this might even suggest an erotic potential for this design

solution. According to the technical specification for these showers, there

have been some pLausible technotogicat improvements devetoped in terms cf

spray options, noise reduction, and temperature control. The technical,

syntactic, and semantic expressions of this photograph suggest a lack of

concern with water conservation, as it shows nine showerheads for two

users. This seems to contradict GROHE’s ctaim that it makes alt of its faucets

and showerheads with water-saving technology that gives the impression and

sensation that a significant amount of water is being sprayed.

What this catalogue

image suggests is the

incorporation of some

characteristics of the bathtub

(such as relaxation, pleasurabte

sensations, and erotic potential)

into the shower. This impties

that increasing the pleasure in

the shower may create a trend

that witl lead to even less use of

the bathtub, resutting in its

disappearance in large urban

centres, as suggested by

Elizabeth Shove (2003). P.
Figure 50 GROHE, Faucet techuologt’. Catalogue 2001, USA.
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Herrington (1996) exptains that in the U.K. preferences are definite[y

changing from the traditionat bathtub to the shower. In fact, a shower is

faster, more efficient, and [ess cost[y (if used in moderation) than a bathtub

(Kira, 1976).

In regard to the toilet, the most striking fact is that a[most in every

photograph in the publications from 2004 the toilets are [ow-f[ush models,

whereas the photographs in pubLications from 1994 offered five-ga[ton-f[ush

mode[s.

In
some catatogues are various

designs of urinats that coutd be

inc[uded in a master bathroom. The

urinal is a very practicat and water

saving fixture, which unfortunate[y

has not received enough attention as

part of a regutar bathroom. Kira

(1976) strongly encourages the use of

urinais in domestic bathrooms for

Fig. 51 Badnaga:in, Living Bathrooms. DuravitGennany October 1998. various reasons. He argues that since

almost hatf of the population are men, the introduction of the urinal into the

domestic bathroom area woutd reduce water consumption since it requires

less water ta flush. In addition, using urinais in homes wouid reduce, if not

eliminate attogether, the spiashing and rebound effect of urine droplets.

However, there are very few urinais in domestic contemporary bathrooms.
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Q One cf the most important differences found in images cf bathrcoms

between 1994 and 2004 is the lack of counter space in the former. ft seems

that recent designs have incorporated ctosets, drawers,

and shelves in order to give users as much space as

possible to store their personat betongings. What this

suggests is that there are more products and objects to

inctude in the bathroom area than ever before. If this is

true, it may suggest an increase in the activities

devetoped in this area. The contemporary bathroom has

to respond to se many needs that it requires a pLace te

store aLt the items needed for the corresponding Fig. 52 Badmagazin, Living
Bathroorns. DuravitGerniuny

activities. October 199$.

When the coupte in case 6 decided te renovate their bathroom, one cf

the main reasons was that they needed more storage compartments and

counter space. This brought to light the variety cf products that they have in

their bathroom. Among the extensive tist cf products and items are alt the

c[eansing products retated to the bathroom, such as toothpaste,

toothbrushes, bubbte bath, diapers, c[eaning products, and cosmetics, since

her makeup area is in the bathroom.

Other cases in my study have simitar sorts cf products in their

bathrooms, atong with things that apparent[y have nothing to do with the

bathroom, such as tootboxes and tightbutbs. Because storage compartments

in the bathroom have apparentty increased in size in the tast decade, the

bathroom sometimes solves the problem cf where te put things. Grooming

o
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activities in the bathroom have atso increased because of society’s demands

for grooming. Therefore, there are more products for the hair and beauty

treatments for the body and face than ever before. They are usua[[y stored

in the bathroom.

V.3 The contemporary bathroom: experiences

n anai.yzing the data obtained through my fieW inquiry, reaized that the

space of the bathroom offers a wide range of potentiat experiences. These

experiences are closety associated with the modes of appropriation of the

space, and the habits and rituats deve[oped in it. As mentioned in Chapter 2,

the concept of appropriation is re[ated to a sense of territoria[ity or

acquisition of an immediate physicat environment (Goffman, 1971). The

activities retated to this appropriation might atso be devetoped in order to

achieve a particutar objective in a form of “ritualization.” I infer that

appropriation and rituatization within the bathroom probabty tead to a wide

range of experiences. This range in the experientia[ dimension of the

contemporary bathroom suggests a possib[e trend toward a muttifaceted,

muttifunctionat, and mutti-meaning space. I propose three major

experiences: privacy, cleansing, and se[f-indu[gence. The privacy experience

is probab[y among the most retevant, as it is an ever-present meaning that

has been there since the introduction of the bathroom into the private home.

It is the most common mode of appropriation of the bathroom, and most of

the time it is combined with or impticit to the other two experiences.
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The hygienic experience is probab[y the reason for the conception cf

the bathroom space. It is the denotative code and the primary meaning of

the space. In other words, the hygienic function cf the bathroom has the

same meaning for many people who use the space in a more practicat way.

Fina[[y, I examine the self-indulgence experience in the bathroom as it

embraces severat others related to it. The term “self-indulgence”

encompasses a variety of other “[abe[ted” experiences: relaxation, grooming,

retreat and playfulness.

V.3.1 The experience ofprivacy

Jutie C. Inness (1992) argues that experiencing privacy in everyday [ife is

associated with particu[ar moments or places. As mentioned in chapter 2,

Weinstein argues that privacy shoutd be regarded as a function cf certain

defined situations rather than as a condition such as isolation, with which he

associates with feelings such as loneliness. I mentioned as well some

differences between sotitude and isoLation. In this particular research I

considered that isolation is not an approphate type cf privacy to consider in

the use of the bathroom, even though it embodies the “atone” type cf

privacy common[y app[ied in use cf the bathrcom area. This is main[y

because of my findings on my interviews and because using the bathroom

does not necessari[y imp[y sectuding onese[f from others by creating a

significant distance te prevent observation. In addition, privacy in the

bathrccm area is not associated with the particular feeling cf loneliness, or

with any “negative connotation,” as Weinstein argues. Solitude, I suggest for
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this research, might better describe the type of privacy experienced in the

family bathroom.

There are a number of privacy functions, most of which can be found in the

bathroom. Following Pedersen’s (1999) functions of privacy, the most obvious

one in the bathroom area would be rejuvenation, such as the invigorating or

retaxing effect of water when taking a bath or shower. The use of the

bathtub or shower may atso be related to the function of emotional retease

(Westin, 1967). As a type of relaxation therapy, it may induce creative

thinking; as Robert Nevilte (1980) explains, “Privacy is the life of creativity.”

The function of autonomy may be particutarly evident in familles with smalt

children, in which the sense of privacy may be partially tost, as was observed

in some interviews in my study. The adults would seek the bathroom as a

place to be by themselves and get away from the family circte, to “recover”

their autonomy or individuality. The only two functions mentioned by

Pedersen that might be more difficult to find in the bathroom area due to its

particular characteristics are the confiding and contemplation functions.

However, the bathroom area may serve as a place for couples to talk about

intimate subjects; furthermore, many people, while having a bath,

contemptate the aesthetics of their bathroom.

Hyman Cross (1971) explains that a loss of privacy takes place when

limitations that an individual has set on acquaintance with his personal

affairs are flot respected. Based on the theories explained above, as well as

in the data obtained in my qualitative study, I infer that the definition of

certain Limitations on the type of priVacy and its functions in the bathroom

o
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depend, to some extent, on other particutar e[ements that ptay a significant

ro[e in how privacy is managed in this space. I suggest five different

etements in defining the type of privacy and function desired in the

bathroom area: activity devetcped in the space; number cf bathrooms per

person in a househo[d; time spent in the space; age of the peop[e in the

househotd; and personal perceptions of nudity and sexuahty.

As mentioned above, the bathroom area is a mu[tifunctiona[ space,

and as such I have acknow[edged in my inquiry that the type cf privacy

required in this area, as we[[ as its main function, depends to a certain

extent on the activity that takes place there. There are significant

differences, in this respect, between brushing the teeth and taking a shower

or defecating. Based on the resu[ts cf my interviews and the types and

functions cf privacy discussed above, I deduce that pecp[e wi[[ frequent[y

Look for solitude in the bathrocm area te perfcrm activities such as taking a

bath, a shower, or e[imination, and the function cf this privacy type might be

associated with rejuvenation, autonomy, and creativity for using the bath or

shcwer, and with autoncmy and creativity for use cf the toi [et.

In the particular case of elimination activities, I have a[ready

mentioned that, according to Barringtcn Mocre Jr. (1984) and Atexander Kira

(1976), these activities are perceived to be private in mcst sccieties, and

certainty in Western society. This is, as Moore argues, due main[y to the

[earned disgust aroused by them, the temporary immobi[izaticn, and the

distress caused if they are interrupted for some reason. Some male

interviewees in my inquiry take advantage of these characteristics, and

o
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peopte’s reactions to them, to seek solitude in the bathroom area,

transforming the toilet into their “retreat” from the other peopte inhabiting

the same househotd. One of the main functions of going to the toi[et for

these men, besides retieving themse[ves of their physio[ogica[ need, was to

recover their individua[ity and autonomy. Thus etimination activities become

more “enjoyabte” due to the fact that they a[[ow these individuals to be teft

atone and undisturbed for some time.

In the case of activities such as taking a shower or a bath, peopte look

for the solitude type of privacy in order to achieve two main functions,

retated to rejuvenation and creativity; however, autonomy cou[d be inctuded

as we[t. Again, based on the data from my inquiry, I suggest that these main

functions of privacy have a strong re[ationship with the psychological and

physicat effects of water. Water running over the body awakens different

sensations in the individuat, some of which are also retated to the

temperature of water, since colder water may be invigorating as it tends to

increase btood circulation, whi[e warmer water may induce s[eep or

relaxation. These sensations, atong with the fact of being in solitude, may

promote creative thinking, emotionat release, and setf-evatuation. The

effects produced by the contact with water generalty induce a feeling of

setf-renovation or rejuvenation.

Some activities that peopte do by themsetves in the bathroom do not

necessarity invotve water. The bathroom area can be regarded as a totatly

private space that may even be turned into a retreat: “It’s atso my private

place,” said one interviewee. “I remember when my mother was itt, dying
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from cancer . . . if I wanted to be a[one or even cry . . . I wou[d do it in the

bathroom.” For this person (case 3), crying and grieving were very private

and intimate acts, and he sought sotace away from everyone else. Thus the

bathroom, with its embodied privacy characteristic, was transformed into a

place to [et go of feelings that otherwise might have been suppressed.

The number of persons per bathroom in a househotd may a[so have a

significant inftuence on the type and function of privacy obtained in this

space, and it has a potentia[ retationship with the next e[ement: the time

spent in this space. A person living by himse[f is most [ike[y not concerned

about [ocking or even c[osing the bathroom door, whereas two or more

peop[e tiving together in a househo[d with just one bathroom presumab[y

arrive at a mutual agreement about the privacy desired for each individual in

the househotd. This agreement might be based on each person’s persona[

perceptions of nudity and etimination activities, which are often re[ated to

the way that he was raised in reLation to these concepts. If there is more

than one bathroom in the househo[d, then the agreement might focus on who

uses which bathroom and for what purposes. For example, there might be a

main bathroom and a powder room, in which case there is sti[t a time

restriction for use of the main bathroom for bathing and showering activities,

but use of the toi let could be less restricted.

lime is a very important element in the agreement between peopte

sharing a bathroom, and it a[so plays a significant ro[e in the amount of

personat intimacy achieved in the activities developed in this space. If, for

example, time is restricted, then the personat intimacy obtained white taking
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a bath or sitting on the toilet witl be restricted as well. If an individuat

sharing a bathroorn with other peopte is tooking for the solitude type of

privacy in order to feel rejuvenation and ernotionat release, he might plan

his use of the space ahead of tirne, checking the best tirne for its use with his

roommates or farnity. Time in this particutar case becomes a serious

restriction, and peopte witt try to negotiate with others in order to obtain

tirne for privacy.

The age of the peopte living together is another etement to be

considered. In particutar, having smatt chitdren in a househo[d may change

the degree of privacy for the adutts. Generatty, smalt chitdren dernand a

significant amount of time per day, teaving the parents in a situation in

which use of the bathroom becornes more utititarian, principatty due to the

tack of free time. Sma[l children are in the process of tearning social norrns

of behaviour, and they might not understand ctearty why sorneone is not

attowed to enter the bathroom white someone else is sitting on the toitet. In

addition, many parents prefer to teave the door open while they are using

the bath, shower, or toilet, in case an accident occurs. In case 5, the

husband is the one who tocks the door only to use the toitet; otherwise, the

door is atways unlocked or sometimes open so that he can hear the chitdren

white in the bathroorn. As his wife noted, “The kids can corne in and out of

the bathroom with me, not with him, I neyer tock the door in case sornething

happens and sometirnes they woutd corne in to brush their teeth or wash

their hands. They don’t even knock at the door, they just corne in.”
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When a loss of privacy occurs in cases such as the one mentioned

above, parents have to adapt to their new situation and try to cope with it as

best they can. Case 6 is a couple living with their three daughters, ages 6, 2,

and 7 months and, like the coupte in case 5, neither of them locks the door.

“Privacy? What privacy? I have to say I usually don’t lock the door, but I don’t

tike my kids to get in . I find that’s why I tike to go downstairs, most

of the time they neyer go downstairs. If I’m upstairs 9 times out of 10 they

would corne in and it bugs me, I have to say it, it really bugs me! But I

don’t tock the doors ‘cause I think they need to see l’m there. I imagine

when they’tl be 10, 13 and 15 years old, I wilt lock the door.”

This comment suggests that the personat limitations on personal privacy may

change as the children grow. Some of the male interviewees who complained

about this particular aspect looked with some nostalgia upon the days when

they were able to close the door and spend as much time as they pleased in

the bathtub, on the toilet, or in the shower.

In defining the personal limitations mentioned by Gross (1971), the

individuat’s perception of nudity and sexuality seems to play a significant

rote. A good example of defining limits on use of the bathroom is case 3. This

retired couple in their earty 60s have neyer shared the bathroom area during

their more than 30 years of marnage. The reason for this behaviour, they

exptained, is that they both were raised with a rather “closed” attitude

regarding every aspect of nudity. One could say that the concept of privacy

evolves from one generation to another; Moore (1984) explains that privacy is

C
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an evotutionary product of social deve[opment. As understood by the retired

couple in my inquiry, privacy inctudes stricter parameters related to the

cutturat influence of their parents regarding nudity and activities surrounding

the use of the bathroom.

• . we do not share the bathroom at att • • We just neyer had, even when

we just married • • • I think it is a matter of the way we were raised

“When we were living here, me and my fami[y before, we were the

four of us sharing just one bathroom, and it was, I think, even at that time

we even [ocked the door, it was our time in the bathroom. Now when I’m

atone I don’t even cLose the door, but when you’re home [referring to her

husband], I do close the door.”

The purpose of privacy in this particutar case has no retationship

whatsoever with the activity deve[oped inside the bathroom. For this couple,

the bathroom represents a “personat” space: from the moment the door is

c[osed, every aspect deve[oped inside the space is the individua[’s private

affair and flot meant to be shared under any circumstances. The bathroom is

turned, in a way, into an extension of the individua[’s body and mmd, where

he is certain that no one wit[ enter or interrupt his activity. In this particutar

case, the bathroom area is even more attractive to the user as the space

“belongs” entire[y to him. The coupLe expressed, at some point in the

interview, their desire to have separate bathrooms, making the space even

more “personal,” in the sense of having separate areas to feet more

comfortabte devetopi ng thei r activities.

C
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The appropriation of the bathroom as an extension of persona[ space

became more evident in another interview, in which the teenage individua[s

have a sirni[ar need for appropriation of the space; they see it as providing a

rigorous deUmitation of their privacy. The bathroom area becomes probab[y

the on[y space where they can guarantee having absotute privacy in their

homes.

“I’m probab[y the teast . . . my kids, because they are teenagers now, they

tike to have privacy. There’s a [ock on the downstairs bathroorn and he [her

teenage son] uses it and my daughter when she’s in the bathroom she would

say: “Don’t corne in here.” We can’t tock the door [upstairs bathroornJ. We

changed our door and we had a prob[em with the contractor that was

supposed to put a [ock on, and he neyer did, and it’s been a year, 50 we

can’t [ock the door. We just c[ose it and that’s aU. I’m probaby the [east

concerned about. . . I go to the bathroom and teave the door open whi[e I’m

peeing, that’s me, and that’s the kind of house I was brought up. .

In this case the technica[ code of the door (See Appendix D), even if it

cannot be [ocked from inside, the teenagers ha demanded absotute respect

for their privacy; no one can enter, under any circumstances, if they are

using the bathroom. Thus the space is absotute[y “theirs” from the moment

they c[ose the door, and they feet free to do any activity inside. It shoutd be

rnentioned that privacy has neyer been strict in this house due to the fact

that the mother has been using the bathroom with the door wide open ail her

tife. Thus, arnong the severat definitions of appropriation of the space given
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by Barbay (1976) and Fischer (1992), the definition that seems most

applicabte to the bathroom is that re[ated to the provision of privacy and

freedom and of organizing the bathroom according to personal criteria and

decisions.

The private experience in the bathroom may depend on the user’s

personal perception of nudity and sexua[ity, which is inf[uenced by cultural

and social background. In Western society, this perception seems to have

changed in the tast few decades toward a more open-minded attitude. Some

of the individuats in my inquiry who have chitdren do flot take issue over the

subject (nudity and sexuatity) in relation to their chitdren. Some of them feet

comfortabte letting their children in and out the bathroom white they are in

the bathtub or the shower.

The woman in case 2 provides a good example of the transformation

of limits on privacy in the bathroom area. She explained that the door to her

bathroom was neyer [ocked when she [ived with her husband and three

chitdren. It was not a very private space since everyone coutd use the

bathroom at the same time except when she had her bath; she made it ctear

to her children that they cou[d not enter white she was in the tub.

“Mais moi, ta satle de bain je ne dirais pas que c’est un endroit pour être

privé, parce que, pendant que l’un se brosse les dents, t’autre prend sa

douche, puis c’est tes enfants quand mon mari ou moi. Alors ça a toujours
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été comme ça. Pas chez mes parents. Chez mes parents, c’est chacun son

tour, on barrait La porte et c’était notre espace.”3

In this case as in the previous one, the technicaL code of the door is not as

reLevant as the semantic code, in which these two cases attach the private

meaning of the whote space even if the door is neyer tocked.

This woman’s view of privacy and nudity had changed significantty from

when she was a chitd living with her parents.

The retevance of this information Lies in the inherent characteristic of

privacy that is attached to the bathroom through the semantic code, as one

of the most current and significant meanings of this space in contemporary

society. Privacy in the bathroom is important and, to some extent,

embedded within the space because it has aLways been associated with

eLimination activities as wetL as with nudity. Even though there are some

comments in the interviews that suggest a change of attitudes toward sex

and nudity, peop[e going to the bathroom do not need to justify Locking the

door or requesting privacy from the other members of the househotd. In

Western society, a bathroom without the possibi[ity of the user exercising his

privacy is bareLy imaginabLe. It coutd be said that privacy in the bathroom is

a situation that the individuaL needs in order to perform his physioLogicaL

“But me, I don’t think the bathroom is a place to be private, because while someone

brushes his teeth, another takes a shower, that was the way with rny chiidren and my

husband. It was aiways like that. Not in my parent’s home. In rny parent’s home each

one would have his tum, we would lock the door and it was our space” (translated by

the author).
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necessities in comfort. However, I posit that privacy in the bathroom has

become more than a given situation; even though privacy is a social concept,

in a sense, it has become as basic as any fixture in the space, just like the

toi[et, bath, sink, or shower.

The experience of privacy in the bathroom seems to be associated

with other experiences, the most common of which is c[eansing. The

bathroom area has been considered the private space in which to perform

basic hygiene activities, and this meaning continues to prevait for some

peopte.

V.3.2 The Experience of Cleansing

Whi[e some peop[e see their bathroom as a persona[ spa, others stitt regard

the bathroom strict[y as a place to perform activities associated with hygiene

needs. As mentioned above, the introduction of the bathroom into the house

was meant to meet hygiene necessities. This idea seems to continue to

prevail, as some people use the bathroom in sotety a uti[itarian or functional

way. They use the sink and mirror mostty to brush their teeth and wash their

face; use the toi[et for their biotogicat needs without taking any extra time;

and use the bathtub and, especia[ty, the shower to meet their hygiene needs

every day.

In ana[yzing the physical environment of the bathroom within the

cleansing experience, we can consider severa[ cases in my inquiry. Case 5 is a

couple in Point Claire who have two children, girls 4 and 7 years old. The

story of the bathroom offered by this couple suggests that it is basica[ty
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functionat. There are three bathrooms in this househo[d: the master

bathroom, which is sti[t being renovated; the daughters’ bathroom, which is

being used by the fami[y whi[e the master bathroom is undergoing

renovation; and the powder room on the main ftoor. The discourse of these

spaces from the users’ perspective is that they are oriented for very

functionat use. The members of the fami[y do flot take many baths, and the

few that the wife may take are short and for hygienic purposes on[y. She

does flot spend much time in the bath because, as she says, she has more

important things to do than to waste her time soaking in the tub. Both use

the toitet briefty as wett, except on Sundays, when he might read a [itt[e

[onger. The husband might take a five-minute shower and then take two

minutes to shave, and that is basica[ty the sum of his c[eansing activities. He

15 a pragmatic person who uses the bathroom in a more uti[itarian way.

Besides the morning shower he might take another one after doing exercises

in the afternoon, but he neyer takes a bath.

“In the shower first I wake up a bit and then I soap from head to toes. One

bar of soap “man,” is short here [pointing to his head], so no shampoo! No

conditioner! No! In the shower I spend titt[e more than five minutes, dry off,

get dressed, put my pants on . . . Shave? About two-minutes with a razor

once every second day usuat[y.”

Another examp[e of pragmatic use of a bathroom is the woman in case

7. She wakes up in the morning and uses the toi[et, and then she gets her

chi[dren ready for schoot. Once her chi[dren are gone she may do some
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exercises and then take a quick shower. On the days that she goes to work,

she takes a shower immediate[y after waking up. Her shower rituats are not

e[aborate. She takes the mat from the edge of the tub and p[aces it on the

f[oor of the bathtub, gets undressed, and steps into the tub before opening

the shower faucet. She emphasizes that she tikes the feeling of the cotd

water striking her before the water heats up. The towets are hanging on the

back of the door next to the bathtub. She takes a very quick shower and does

not wash her hair every day. She soaps on[y some parts of her body: face,

armpits, and genita[ areas.

“I go very fast. I don’t spend much time in the shower for severa[ reasons. My

nature is very conservative in terms of water usage, so I try to use as [itt[e as

possibte and 50 I can get myse[f comp[ete[y clean in [ess than five minutes,

and then I’m out. Then I take the Titex and I spray the shower curtain and alt

of the fixtures.”

Her habits are utititarian:

“A [ong shower for me is five minutes and I take a shower... l’d say five out of

seven days maybe, un[ess I’m sweating, especia[[y in the winter when your

skin gets dry. In summer I might have two showers a day but in winter no.”

For case 2, the bathroom 15 the most important space in the house.

She has found in it a space to be with herse[f, a kind of refuge from the dai[y

responsibitities of raising three chi[dren and working at the same time. Now

that she is tiving atone, she stitl needs the morning shower to wake up and
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start the day, and her night[y bath to re[ax and be ab[e to s[eep we[[. This

intensive use is reftected, to some extent, in the space. Although it is sma[t,

it has received a great dea[ of attention. She made the curtains and drapes

hanging on the watt and under the sink, and a[[ the particu[ar arrangements

express, atong with the narration of her experiences, a rich discourse of

etaborate use of the space.

Case 2’s morning shower routine and experience is very simi[ar to

those of cases 1, 5, 7, and 8. In the expression (Kapferer, 1986) of the

shower experience in aLt of these cases, the sense of cognition of the

experience became c[ear to them through the revitatizing feeling and the

expectation of becoming more a[ert. In aLt these cases the technica[ code of

the shower becomes the main etement in the bathroom every morning. For

case 2, the structure of the c[eansing experience in the shower is not very

complex. She sits on the edge of the bathtub; once she is wet, she [athers

herse[f, teaving the handhe[d shower running on her feet. The various soaps

and shampoos are in a rack suspended across the tub. Once she has washed

herse[f, she rinses off, and then she takes a towet from the counter next to

her and dries herse[f.

“Moi, je m’imbibe d’eau ouverte là, je réfléchis, fait que je fais couler l’eau

sur ma tête. Et puis après ça je me réveilte ce qui fait qu’après ça je me [ave

tes cheveux, puis je me rince et je savonne partout. Tu vois ici, ce n’est pas

une douche au mur, c’est une douche au téléphone.”4

‘ “Me, I get ail wet when I open the faucet, I think, I wet my head. And then after that I

wake up, what happens next is that I wash my hair. I rinse and soap everywhere. You
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Certain rituats and habits of case 2’s cteansing experience in the

shower are simi[ar to those of other cases, such as getting the head wet first

in order to feet revitatized by the reaction to the contact of water on the

scatp. Pouring water on the head increases b[ood circu[ation, which he[ps the

user to become more a[ert faster, acceterating the process of being ready in

the morning. If she started by wetting her body, she probably wou[d not feet

revitatized as quick[y. If we were to anatyze this particutar habit from a

theoreticat perspective, the fact of getting her head wet first may seem “a

retativety unmotivated action,” as C. Camic (1986) has suggested, a[though it

certainty embodies a retationship with time and serves as weU as a

mechanism of efficiency, as exptained by Bircha[t (1988). The habits

surrounding her use of the shower inc[ude the rituat of p[acing the towe[s on

a counter next to the bathtub, and having the soap, shampoo, and

conditioner handy and ready for use. The purpose of these ritua[s (see

Elsbree, 1982) is re[ated to a certain order or sequence of doing things “in a

correct way,” such as getting the head wet first, then the body, [athering

and shampooing, and then rinsing. The purpose of the ritua[ has a

connotation of “rightness.”

Overa[t, the shower is probab[y better for accomp[ishing the need of

being ctean more efficient[y and quick[y than using the bathtub (see Kira,

1976). The semantic code of the shower can be expressed as a dai[y necessity

see here, there is no shower on the wall; it’s a phone shower.” (translated by the

author)
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for ail of my interviewees. In most cases, the invigorating effect of the

shower is the most attractive aspect. Bushman and Bushman (1988) note that

today people feel “revulsion” at the idea of having to spend a week without

a bath or a shower. The need to have a shower on regutar basis may be

re[ated to two main factors: the above-mentioned invigorating effect, and

the need to respond to sociatly estabtished norms regarding looks and odours.

The way that we present ourselves to the people surrounding us has actual[y

a significant impact on individuais’ personal values. The shower a[tows a fast

and efficient solution to these social demands, plus the opportunity to relax,

think, or invigorate oneself.

Case 6 is probabty the most different from the other cases in terms of

the use of the shower. This is a fami[y of five, consisting of husband, wife,

and three smat[ girls. When the husband wakes up in the morning, he puts on

his bathrobe and heads directty to the bathroom downstairs. He urinates,

turns on the radio, and starts the shower: “I have a radio in my bathroom,

and I turn on the radio, I need some noise, so I’m [istening to the radio ail

the time even when l’m in the shower.” The shower is the place where he

thinks, planning his day and the work he has to do: “I tove to use hot water

and I can stay in the shower for 40 minutes. It is there where I think - yes I

make decisions there. What can I say? It is the place where I think. I think

about work, I think about the things I have to do during the day.” He does

not use soap but only shampoo, with which he tathers the rest of his body.

However, he washes his hair only every second day, so on the days when he

does not use shampoo he just stands under the hot stream of water and then
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gets out of the shower: “I wash my hait every second day, if that day I don’t

wash my hair I just hang there. I have some water on my back and that’s it.”

V.3.3 The Experience of Self-indulgence

As mentioned above, in my research on representation of the contemporary

bathroom in magazines, cata[ogues, and stores that supp[y bathroom

equipment, I observed an increasing trend toward including “natura”

wooden furniture and ornamenta[ objects in the bathroom in order to make

the space took warm and comfortab[e. This trend was borne out in a number

of cases in my inquiry. In case 1, for

exampte, the users of the bathroom

chose warm co[ours for their tftes, and

wooden furniture that coutd actuat[y be

ptaced anywhere in the house.

Wife: “if you watch our mirrors, you’[[

see our mirrors are reat mirrors. They are

not those mirtors that everybody knows,

that you open up and . . it’s practicat,

but you know . . we wanted to have the

took more of a room.

I asked for the furniture

upstairs, I asked for the humidity factor

because that cari be a probtem. Ànd I

Fig. 53 Main Main Bathroom Case #I
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rernember when we bought that furniture, we asked for the wood of

furniture that was made of, that has to be very humid, and they told us that

it was made out of mango tree, 50 the drawers should be okay, because it

cornes from a hurnid tropic country. So we were sort of okay with that,

because I was worried about that and I think its true, there’s a lot of

humidity and you have to make sure to have good ventilation.”

Husband: “I think a heating system in these latitudes is very important

and heated floors, but also the heating and . . . so it’s the warmest room on

the whole house . . . it’s a littie over-heated, 50 you can have . . . because

for instance for her, it’s also about getting warm, so we wanted a roorn sort

of. . .“

This couple’s aesthetic preferences, as weLl as the design trends in

magazines, influenced them to choose a warrn, friendly ambience in their

bathroom, with the wooden-framed mirrors, heated ftoor, warm colours, and

wooden furniture.

The discourse of this bathroom is enriched with the several sensual

elements that allow a clear reading of the space. This reading explains the

sensations experienced, especially through the rituats and habits surrounding

the use of the bathtub. As wetl, it suggests a particular concern with

stimutating the senses that can be closely associated with recent academic

interest in anthropology of the senses. As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the

anthropotogy of the senses examines the influences of the senses in social

organizations and cultural expressions (Classen et al. 1994). Erorn what I was
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able to eluddate in magazines, catatogues, and how-to-buitd pubtications,

exploitation 0f the senses seems to have been insinuated into the bathroom

area in order to turn it into a “sanctuary.” In this regard, it seems that

profitable exploitation of the senses is in fashion today (Ho[brook and

Hirschman, 1982; Pine and Gilmore, 1999), as an impticit characteristic of

modem societies of the twentieth century (R. JUtte, 2005). One example of

this is the ethnographic analysis on the “experientiat economy” of the

massage in the city of Montreat that make N. Corrion and J. 5. Marcoux (in

press). These authors exptain the increasing demand for massages as a

rediscovery of sensuat pleasures with particular attention to the sense of

touch (Mazzio, 2005) as the basic sense for the deve[opment of massages.

In the quest for integrating

comfort into the bathroom, this space

seems to respond to the stream of

thought of the experiential economy in a

rather accurate way. It seems as though

manufacturers of bathroom equipment

are more concerned with selting

sensations than mere products (as seen in

the bathroom equipment examined

previousty in this chapter). Moreover

people are interested in experiencing

these sensations. Probabty the best

Fig. 54 Main Bathroom Case 6
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exampte in my inquiry to iltustrate this is case 6. The users in case 6 put a

significant emphasis on the ambience of the bathing process: the technical

codes such as the Lights with dimmer in the bathtub area, which has a [ower

ceiting to give a cosier feeling; they turn off the rest cf the Lights (see

Appendix D), put on some music, which ptays through the speakers p[aced on

both sides of the bathtub, and retax in hot water scented with oits play a

fundamentat rote in the reading of this space. Four of the bather’s senses are

receiving some sort of p[easurab[e, re[axing stimuli: music for hearing, the

hot water caressing the user’s body for touch, the aroma of the oits for

smett, and the dimmed lights for sight. What makes this particutar case

interesting is the re[evance of exploitation of the sensua[ experience that

this bathroom is abte to provide, which is difficu[t to achieve in any other

area in the home. This particular bathroom, in the quest for comfort, turned

out to be an invitation to the senses of pteasure and relaxation. It became a

home spa, in which the uttimate objective was to forget the cotd weather

outside, the stress of work, the sme[[ of the kitchen, the artificial [ighting

and noise of the city, to transport the user to a place where the

temperature, light, smet[s, and sounds put the mmd at ease.

The experiences of the couple in case 6 have some etements in common with

what may be experienced in a living room. As mentioned above, with

techno[ogica[ advances in finishing for wood and watts, it seems that there

are no restrictions to having the bathroom be tike a “tiving-bathroom” in the

sense of introducing “warmer” etements to the space that can be found in

the rest of the house. According to Stephanie Jarrotd of MMX (tub and
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shower manufacturer), “There is a trend towards bathrooms becoming

centrat Living spaces . . . peopLe are enLarging the size cf their bathrooms to

make room for bigger tubs and bigger showers” (quoted in Turner, 2005, p.

El).

The idea of turning the bathroom into a “[iving-bathroom” may

respond to the need to make the space a mutti-sensuat room in which a

person is abte to relax and to seek comfort. As mentioned in chapter 2, it

seems that the concept of comfort has found its way into the interior design

of the bathroom area, modifying the poputar “co[d” idea of pale-coloured

tites, no ornamental objects, and easy-to-ctean space. I suggest that the

concept of comfort has hetped to redefine previous ideas about the bathroom

in relation to the stimuli of the senses by the environment for the

enhancement of mental and physical heatth.

A comfortable Living room might have particular elements that give

warmth and a relaxing environment: the user might sit on a comfortable sofa

next to a fireplace while listening to music. The physical comfort in the

bathroom may be related to the design trends found in magazines, the sense

of warmth as expressed in cases 1 and 6, and to what Crowtey (1999) has

posited about the satisfaction between the body and the immediate space.

Thus a “self-indutgent-room,” or “living-bathroom.” could be defined as the

area where cteansing, grooming, and relaxing activities take place within a

warm environment that offers mutti-sensuat satisfaction, using the

technotogical advances ottered in the market.

o
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The physical environment does flot necessarity determine whether

comfort is experienced in the bathroom area. The bathroom does flot have to

be a spa-like space to be a place in which comfort is experienced. To support

this statement is case 2, whose bathroom is more conventiona[ (toitet,

shower with bathtub, and sink in a rather sma[[ area), and who experiences

totaL retaxation in her bathtub with candIes and a gLass of wine. In contrast is

case 5, with a rather big bathtub and space that is flot used because it is flot

part of the user’s priorities. B. Roberts (1997) notes that comfort may be

preseflt regardless of the means and techno[ogy of a particu[ar place. ft is

obvious[y difficuit to ignore the characteristics of the physical environment,

which has relative significance to the experieflce itse[f. However, I suggest

that a comfortab[e experience in the bathroom is determined more by the

ritua[s and meafliflgs givefl to a particutar activity rather than by the physica[

environment per se, placing comfort in the subjective position between

[uxury and necessity, as suggested by Crowley (1999). The impact of the

introduction of comfort into the contemporary bathroom in relation to water

consumption [les in the use of this concept flot on[y through a warm

environment, co[ours, and textures, but in the use of warm/hot water to

achieve a comfortab[e state for the user.

What this information suggests is how comfort seems to have entered

and gained a significant position in the contemporary bathroom, through

warm materia[s, cotours and textures and the connotation of self-indulgence

through the use of the space. This aesthetic and sociat trend opened the

possibility of changing the old concept of a co[d environment, a[[owing new

O
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possibitities for exploiting this particutar area. Today the bathroom seems to

have certain characteristics of other spaces within home. It coutd be said, to

some extent, that the bathroom is appropriating certain aspects of other

spaces, such as the tiving room, with its warm and inviting atmosphere; a

ptayroom for children in the bathtub; a bedroom/dressing room, in which

case it may function as a retreat with its private meaning; and even a closet

for storage. Below, I examine the “self-indulgence experience” through other

experiences that I have associated depending on the mode of appropriation

of the space.

V.3.3.1 The Groorning Experience

In an articte titled “Body mania,” psychology researcher and clinician Judith

Rodin (1992) discusses the fact that looks in contemporary society, especia[ly

in the United States, have significant consequences for the self-esteem of

many people. Her research is focused on how women struggle to achieve the

contemporary look and current parameters of beauty, a[though she mentions

that men also have this social pressure. She argues that this phenomenon has

increased significantly since the 1970s. In the [ate 1950s and early 1960s,

models wore size 10 and only overweight woman dieted; only one diet was

pubtished every six months in the Ladies Journat, during the 1960s. By the

mid-1970s, atmost every woman had tried dieting at teast once. Yet, a survey

about “body image” pub[ished in Psychotogy Today in 1972 showed that the

respondents were considerab[y more satisfied with their body than did a

similar survey in the 1980s, when only 12 percent showed little concern with

o
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appearance. Rodin exptains that Americans are now obsessed with physical

appearance, as they believe that everyone is capable of achieving the

desired looks with enough hard workouts, long-term exercise, and permanent

dieting. Today, according to Rodin, Americans spend more money on beauty

and fitness alUs than on social services or education.

Àppearance does indeed affect our sense of self and how people respond to

us; it atways has, atways witl. What’s different today is the body and how it

looks has become a significant component of our self-worth. . . . Such

detailed attention [to physical appearanceJ has a negative influence on self

esteem. t makes us feel that many features of our self are flawed, even

those having little to do with weight or appearance. (Rodin, 1992, p. 58)

Hatfield and Sprecher (1986) examine the relevance of personal looks

in contemporary society, which they suggest are cri tical determinants in the

devetopment of the everyday life in aspects such as love, work, and self

esteem for both men and women. The authors state that responding to

actuat looks is so important that people consider having plastic surgery in

order to meet aesthetic demands. Any cosmetics or clothing advertisement

easily transmits contemporary fashion trends. Beauty is associated with being

thin, preferabty with some muscle definition, and a hairless body; the hair

may be dyed to create colourful tones.

This obsession with the body image, as Rodin defines it, is fed not

onty by the media and advertisements, but also by nutritionat and heatth

researchers. The problem of self-image has a broader dimension, as obesity
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and physicat f nactivity have also increased in the [ast decades. According to

Caro[ina A. Miranda and A[ice Park (2005), atmost one third of American

adutts are considered obese and a quarter of Americans admit that they

spend virtua[ty no free time getting exercise. The authors argue that the

main factors in this phenomenon are a sedentary [ifestyte, as peop[e drive

cars and sit in offices, and the high amount of fat consumed. Vanity is no

longer considered a sole[y feminine attribute; the standard of male beauty

has a[so increased significantty. Some years ago, woman’s grooming activities

were much more comp[ex than men’s. In recent years, however,

advertisements and beauty products aimed at men, such as facial creams,

body lotions, and hair dyes, suggest a trend toward a more elaborate demand

in men’s looks. Today teenagers and young adults do not just comb their

hair; they styte it, imp[ying a certain look that requires the use of gels and

hair products to maintain it for the entire day.

Pope et aL. (2000) discuss the extended male version of the message

that Judith Rodin is trying to express regarding the struggle of women and

“today’s look.” These authors exptain that today’s men are more concerned

with their body, weight, shape, and seLf-image than they were 40 or 50 years

ago, and they cite the increasing degree of skin exposure in magazine

advertisements, the evotution of action toys with V-shaped bodies, and the

body measurements of male mode[s presented in fashion magazines, a[ong

with their own case studies. They state that “male beauty” is no longer

considered a “feminine” concern.

o
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The issues of men using beauty treatments and having a hairless body

were addressed in the information obtained from the 36 questionnaires in my

inquiry, which showed that some men applied beauty treatment, and that of

the 19 mate participants, one shaved his legs and armpits, two others shaved

their chest, and 6 shaved their genitat area at teast once a month; alt 9 of

these men were under 33 years of age.

This information suggests an even more comptex use cf the bathrcom

area as men, especiatty young men, have more etaborate rituats in order te

respond te the social demands cf looks and fashion. In househctds with just

one bathroom, time spent in this space witt become a more sericus probtem,

as everyone witt have a simitar number cf specific needs to achieve their

goals. If additionat activities are added te the bathroom, we might wonder

whether the bathrocm, as designed today, can accommodate for an increase

in its existing “mutti-functionality.”

Beyond the way that peopte “have to look” in order te respond te

contemporary codes cf presentation imposed by Western scciety, there is

another aspect intrinsicatty retated to appearance and the use cf the

bathroom, and that is the way a person smetts, or “should” smelt, when with

other pecpte, according te scciatly estabtished preferences. Kira (1976, p.

18) states that there is a particutar concern in advertising, and especiatly in

American society, with avoiding “offensive” discernibte body and breath

odour. In most cf the animal kingdom, odeurs cf perspiration and genitat

secretions play a significant rote in detection cf fear, death, disease, defeat,

and mating. According te Kira, human body odeurs have tended to be
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regarded as a carry-over from primitive or uncivitized humanity. As Emily

Brady (2003) suggests, we are attracted to things with pleasurable odours,

and we do flot appreciate unpleasant odours. In this sense David Howes

(1991) states that there is a declining presence of natural odours in Western

societies. The retevance of the sense of smell is thoroughty examined in

Classen et at.’s Aroma (1994), in which they state, “Odours are invested

within cutturat values and emptoyed by societies as a means of and modet for

defining and interacting with the world.”5 There are an infinite number of

products on the market for maintaining a pleasant odour, including

antiperspirants, deodorants, perfumes, soaps, lotions, shampoos,

conditioners, shaving creams, gels, and sprays.

In most beauty and fashion advertising, it seems to be mandatory to

look good, be clean, and smelt “friendly.” Taking a shower in the morning

before going to work is a daily habit corresponding to some of these sociatly

established rules. One purpose of this ritual is to be efficient . Efficiency in

this context has two meanings: to be fast, and to effectively eliminate

“offensive” odours. A good exampte of the relevance of grooming activities

in the bathroom area is case 6. This bathroom has a make-up area, which the

wife uses and loves. This activity is one of her favourites and, whatever the

occasion, she takes her time doing it. She enjoys sitting at her counter

putting on her make-up and getting ready to leave.

Classen Constance, Howes David & Synnott Anthony, (1994) Aroma. The cultural

history of Smell. Routiedge London
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G “I make up and dry my hair in the bathroom, ‘cause I have my counter there,

which was a requirement when we did our bathroom. So I have my [ittle chair

there and I sit there, I make up I don’t make up every day now. I don’t dry

my hair every day. I’t[ fix my hair a [ittte bit, but when I work I wou[d dry my

hair every day. I trim my naits and eyebrows in the bathroom. At night I take

off my makeup, my routine is . . . I take out rny make-up, wash my face, put

on some creams, beauty treatments . . . and when I real[y, really fee[ [ike it I

do a speciat cleaning, [ike a facial but usuat[y I’rn tired so I just wash my face

and put on some cream and get out. The most enjoying moment in the

bathroom is taking a bath. And when I have time for it, sitting at rny counter

and putting make-up slow[y, b[owing my hair . . . Yeah I like that when I

have the time, ‘cause if it’s rea[ly fast is not 50 enjoyab[e but [et’s say we’re

going out and the baby sitter is atready here, I take my time put on my

make-up... for me I tike it cause I’m weU set up.”

In case 7, a more comp[ex use of the bathroom area comes after the

dressing is comp[eted. She returns to the bathroom and starts the grooming

process by blowing-drying her hair and apptying cream, deodorant, make-up,

and contact tenses. The who[e procedure takes between 15 and 30 minutes.

This process is more detai[ed on specia[ occasions.

“Then I corne back to the bathroom and finish to get prepared. It’s to get

prepared afterwards what takes long. Dry my hair, fix it up . . . [ike 20

minutes, once l’m a[l dressed up, put things away and [eave everything

ctean. This is, I set on my hair, to put on my contact [enses, deodorant and

G
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rnake-up, and then I go to have breakfast and corne back to brush rny teeth

before I go out.”

However, one of the most interesting cases regarding this aspect in

the definition of the conternporary bathroom is case 4. This wornan, in her

[ate 405, invests tirne in her irnage “to go and face the world,” as she puts it.

The bathroorn is the p[ace where she can have a doser and rnore private Look

at hersetf in order to “rnaintain” or “make corrections” to her persona[

image so that she can [ike her ref[ection in the mirror. She reinforces her

self-esteem, taking strength frorn her ref[ection. The bathroorn area in aLt

the codes (syntactic, semantic and technicat) turns to be a “sanctuary for

beauty,” a place for her to gather the necessary energy to fee[ confident,

caIrn, and c[ean.

“It’s my private space . . . my bathroom wou[d be my private area where I

make sure that I [ike what I see when I’m going out into the wor[d. It’s .

by the tirne I walk out of there I can wa[k out naked, I fee[ good how I put

mysetf together, how I c[eaned rnyse[f, how I look, how I’rn presenting .

‘cause I wa[k naked to get dressed, but I tike what I see, it’s important for

me so the whote. . . I Love my bathroom 50 usually I Love what I see, because

I have mirrors everywhere in that bathroom so, you know, I have to make a

Lot of work to [ike what I see. You know, it’s very egotisticat but that’s .

50 it’s my space where I know when l’m done, everything is good on me .

‘cause it’s a beautifut bathroom, it shouLd be for beautiful peopte . . . the

bathroom . . . for privacy, for privacy and I guess for self-examination, yeah,
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rea[ty for setf-examination, ‘cause that’s where you’re going to put your Q

Tips in your ears and make sure there’s no . check your eyebrows. Again,

to present, flot for other people, it’s realty for me, I need to know that I’m

cLean and serene. So it’s my space for privacy and to make sure that I’m

reinforced.”

From what Rodin (1992) says about appearance and what the woman

in case 4 expresses through her rituals in the bathroom as she puts herself

together to face the wortd, the bathroom becomes a “sanctuary” in which

the contemporary look can be achieved. Consequently, if there are more

elaborate norms of personal presentation, there wil[ be also more activities

attached to the space. The quantity cf make-up and beauty-treatment

products that can be found in a bathroom area can be quite Large.

For some people, the bathroom area might have the connotation and

represent an actor’s dressing room. It is a place to prepare for going outside

the private world and interacting with other people: a place where the

individual, in front of the mirror, might rehearse his dialogue for a business

meeting or make decisions for the work day ahead. In addition, the vanity

area (sink and mirror) is used to put on contact lenses, apply or remove

make-up, appLy beauty treatments, brush the teeth, and use dental floss and

mouth wash; people also clean their ears and p[uck facial hairs, trim nose

and ear hair, shave the face; they comb, blow-dry, dye their hair and apply

hair treatments.
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Q Brushing the teeth has atso become more important in recent years.

Advertisements insist on “fresh breath” and “whiter teeth.” There are a wide

variety of products for whitening the teeth and maintaining fresh breath. It is

flot enough to simply brush the teeth; there are more comptex rituats

surrounding this activity, such as flossing and rinsing with mouthwash. Again,

case 4 provides a good example:

“I wash my teeth sometimes twice a day in the morning and before going to

bed, sometime more but it’s mostty twice . . it takes approximate[y five

minutes and I use an e[ectric toothbrush, so I spend time because I’m a big

betiever, I have gum probtems and I’ve spent thousands of dolLars by the

dentist, so what they tett me to do, I like to maintain so that I don’t have any

more teeth or gum probtems . . . so I use an etectric toothbrush which

doesn’t tear your gums . . . I spend time alt upper; tower the way they

showed me . . . I ftoss after and I use mouthwash, a speciat one for gingivitis

you know? It’s tike a titt[e habit . . . a tittte routine. When I rinse, even

though it’s just my faucet, it’s flot tike I’m sharing it with the wortd, when I

was younger I woutd take it from the faucet anywhere but as you get older

you get more into eh . . . no, I tike to have a glass to rinse. I have a tittte

matching glass, because everything in that bathroom matches, everything

[taughs], and I use that glass.”

Shaving the face is another of the most common practices in the

bathroom. It may atso take a significant amount of time depending on the

user, and there are atso a huge variety of shaving products on the market.
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There are simple razors and razors with two, three, and even four btades, as

we[t as many models of e[ectric razors, a[ong with shaving creams and

moisturizing products to he[p prevent after-shave burn. A good example of

the ritual of shaving the face is given by case 6.

“I calt it my “g[ory shaving.” I need to have moisturized my skin to shave,

that’s why I like to take my shower before I shave, and then I go to the sink,

put on my shaving cream and I use a razor, flot a disposabte one, the Gitlette

Mach 3, and I shave. So I put a bouchon [p[ug] to filt the sink with hot water,

close the water, 50 I can clean my razor and I shave stroking up, stroking

down and then I rinse. When I’m finished I take out the bouchon and I atways

rinse the bowt ‘cause I know there’s atways hair in the bottom, I’ve tearned

that a white ago. Just to make sure the sink is clean. Then put back the

towet on the rack and usua[[y leave the bathroom next. Usua[[y when I finish

my shaving I’m done in the bathroom. I go upstairs and it takes a whi[e tilt I

get back to the bathroom and that’s in the bathroom upstairs when I brush

my teeth and I’m ready to leave. I’m dressed, I ate, is the on[y thing I do

before teaving. I shave everyday. I coutd shave twice a day . . . it cou[d

happen when we have a big event, then I wou[d shave at night.”

Shaving the face is one of the most common grooming activities

determined, to some extent, by fashion. The more complex the style of

beard, the more time it takes to perform the activity. Electric beard

trimmers he[p to create the “Look” desired.

o
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Most of these activities are done at the sink and in front of a mirror.

The mirror is a simpte object that may represent a window reflecting what is

inside of the person in front of it. We confront who we are, how we fee[, and

the image that we wish to project. The mirror is a vatuabte tool in the

“rejuvenation” process of the person using the space. I posit, from the

photographs taken from magazines and the interviews that I conducted, that

the mirror contributes to the se[f-exploratory process at a physicat tevel,

hetping the user to create a particutar took that is related to his social group.

It is a basic etement in grooming activities and important to exploration of

the physical changes that occur through the tife of an individuat. This has a

particutar retevance during adolescence, when these changes occur over a

relativety short period of time. Beyond the physicat tevet, the mirror hetps to

confirm, or catI into question, the inner thoughts of the person in front of it.

The mirror is used in the examination of fears and insecurities and to hetp

the individuat find se[f-esteem and se[f-acceptance. Hence the fact that a

mirror is usualty ptaced in the bathroom area contributes significantty to the

construction or renovation of the user’s self-image.

Kira (1967) states that peopte must have high hygiene standards on an

everyday basis because of interaction with other peopte. He argues that

physiologicatty we do not need to clean our skin every 24 hours; however, we

do clean oursetves in order to achieve the social norms for look and smett. It

coutd be said that the private bathroom represents probabty the only space

at home in which the individuat’s everyday interaction with the space
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depends on, or is retated to, the individuat’s everyday interaction with other

individuats.

V.3.3.2 The Experience cf Retreat

There are signifïcant differences between the activities of elimination,

cleansing, and grooming, even though they are performed in the same space.

For instance, taking a shower and having a bath share the main hygienic

denotation, but they may have opposite connotations, since the shower is an

invigorating experience for most peopte and the bath is a re[axing one. They

have different procedures, ritua[s, time durations, and purposes, 50 why

shou[d they take place in the same space? These differences become even

more evident if we compare them with the use of the toitet. The differences

between etimination activities and the other practices deve[oped in the

space are immense. The toilet was originat[y conceived in Europe as a

separate space; however, it was inc[uded in the bathroom, especia[[y in

North America, for the sake of convenience, ptacing the water-supp[y and -

drainage systems in the same area. According to Atexander et aL. (1977), it

became more convenient to have the toi[et and the bathtub in the same

room to make a “free and comfortab[e” use of these facitities whi[e naked,

rather than having to dress and undress to go from one place (the bathroom)

to another (the toitet).6 According to Lupton and Mi[ter (1992), at the time

the bathroom was introduced into residences severa[ hea[th critics fett that

6 See Alexander Christopher, (1977), A Pattent Language. Oxford University Press.

NewYorkp. 681-686
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(D it was flot hygienic to combine functions, and one magazine writer

emphasized the practicat advantages of separate facitities: “Keep the

bathroom what the name signifies. Eliminate the toi[et. Put that in a

separate room, even if it 15 tiny . . . the convenience of both rooms wi[l be

more than doubled” (Le Baron Watker, 1911, p. 378).

However, recent designs do flot show a completety separate room for

the toitet, as Lupton and Mi[[er suggested, but toward a ctear separation, a

compartment within the bathroom for this fixture. The resu[ts of my inquiry

showed that 50% of the peopte wou[d rather have the toilet as a separate

room.

Nathan Shedroff (2001) argues that experiences shou[d u[timate[y

change to become more appropriate for the user(s). People find meaning in

experiences based on a wide variety of persona[ values. These values, in the

case of the bathroom, are retated to attitudes and points of view concerning

the body, e[imination activities, sex, and privacy, ranging from total disgust

to hedonism and enjoyment. Some attitudes are re[ated to the requirements

for privacy in this space. The process of defecation may be quite different

from one person to another: some peopte might sit down, defecate, and

return to their routine, whi[e others might take their time and find an

opportunity for relaxation and taking time away from the rest of the

househo[d. Reading, for example, is an activity frequently associated with

defecation. Specialized books pubtished in the form of short stories provide

the reader with entertaining anecdotes of a [ength intended to al[ow him to

finish his elimination activity by the end of the story. Smoking is a[so

o
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O associated with defecation, so it is flot uncommon to find ashtrays in

private bathrooms. Some people even take work atong, p[ay games such as

portable Nintendo, or [isten ta music on Walkmans or MP3 players. In my

inquiry, of the 36 peop[e questioned, 14 (39%) read on the toitet; 16 (44%)

leave after they have finished; 3 smoke; 4 [isten ta music; 1 p[ays Nintendo;

and J sings.

Urination is an activity that has tost some of its private connotation. It

seems that peop[e are more open regarding this particu[ar etimination

activity. On the other hand, for some peop[e, especiatly men, defecation has

become an activity 50 private that they use it as a reason for time off from

their famity tife. In case 1, for example, the man

takes a magazine and goes ta the bathroom

farthest away from his fami[y in order to get some

peace and privacy and spend some time atone:

“Five minutes away from the worLd . . . basicat[y

the wortd in the famity . . . ha, ha . . . is tike, I

don’t know, I just need to have privacy, it’s Like a

time out. . . just not to be there.”

For case 5, the on[y e[aborate ritua[

surrounding the use of the bathroom is re[ated ta

use of the toi[et. On Sundays, he takes the Pub[i

Sac (free bag with advertisement f[iers) and his

coffee and goes up ta his bathroom to use the

o
Fig. 55 Basemetit’s Bathroom Case #6
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toilet. Other than this day, he neyer reads whi[e using the toitet. “I take my

PubU-Sac on Sunday mornings, that’s my rituat . . . I bring my coffee and the

Pubti-sac I pick it up on Sunday mornings and I go upstairs, but rather than

that, I don’t do any reading . . . I get some at work sometimes, but usuat[y

flot.”

A very important aspect of the husband in case 6 is his use of the

toitet. He spends time using the toi[et; he atways takes the newspaper with

him when he goes downstairs to use the toitet and find some peace.

“If I’m going to do number two, I take a paper;

we have stuff here, the funny part is that I

started to go downstairs for that; ‘cause, every

time I was sitting down in the first ftoor I was

disturbed aLt the time with the kids! They

would knock and teli me “I want to go!” “What

do you think I’m doing right now? Since

nobody wants to go downstairs, it’s my

quarter. So I go downstairs where I’ve got this

table in front of the toilet with magazines, and

it’s funny, mostty woodworking magazines

you’[t find in there and in the morning I atways

take the paper to go down. Every time I have

to go 1,11 take the paper . . . if it’s just to take a teak, no I won’t, but if it’s

for sitting down I wou[d. I read, most of the time I read, I enjoy that, what

can I say?”

Fig. 56 Basements Bathroorn Case #6
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He atso fee[s comfortab[e sharing this ritua[ with other peop[e; when they

have peop[e over for supper he might take the newspaper and say to at[ of

them, “Sec you in ten minutes!” Evident[y the use of the toi[et in these three

cases has become a refuge, a retreat, and time off from the famity.

The narrative va[ue of the bathroom in the basement of case 6 does

not lie only in the technicat code of the toi [et as such, but in other e[ements

that surround this fixture. We find the story of this space through its

magazines and the table with drawers, which is on casters 50 that he can

move it forward to read more comfortabty. The story of this toi [et expresses

a more etaborate use of this fixture, describes his reading habits when he 15

using it, and suggests that he spends a tonger time in it (Appendix D). The

fact that it is the bathroom farthest away from most of the fami[y activities

enhances its “retreat” meaning.

I believe that there are two main ways that some people look at the

toilet as a retreat. First, it is a retreat in the sense of a vo[untary withdrawa[

or seclusion from annoyance and escape to a safe or peaceful place, to be

with one’s own thoughts. The particutar characteristics of the activity of

defecation connote, to a certain extent, some degree of humiliation for some

people. 0f the 36 peopte in my survey, 15 (42%) answered that they do flot

tike to be heard by other people whi[e in the toitet; 2 answered that they do

flot even [ike people to be aware that they are in the toilet; and 50% were

flot concerned about this matter. Regarding the control mechanism used to

C
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achieve privacy in the bathroorn while using the toilet, people felt that they

wou[d tock the door of their bathroom at home more often if they were using

the toilet than if they were using the shower or the tub. Only 5 persons

woutd leave the door open, 14 (39%) would close the door and leave it

unlocked, 13 (36%) woutd lock the door, and 3 were indifferent about this

matter.

Moreover, this activity may carry a feeling of shame from having

someone etse smell the odours. To my question regarding what they do to

prevent bad odours, 1 3 of the 36 respondents answered that they opened the

window, 16 turned on the ventilation system, 7 said they had a permanent

p[ug-in deodorizer, 18 said that they used an aromatic spray whenever

needed, and 10 lit candIes, matches, or paper. (Muttiple answers to this

question were permitted.) The multitude of answers to the question

indicates that defecation is one of the rnost “personal” or “intimate”

activities of alt.

The second reason that the toilet has the meaning of retreat for some

peopte cornes from taking advantage of the above-mentioned connotations to

take the perfect opportunity to obtain privacy, solitude, seclusion, and

relief, physical and mental, from the rest of the world. According to some of

the data frorn my field inquiry, some people seem to need this space and the

time off to be able to cope with everyday interactions with the other

members of the household. This was particu[arly evident among parents,

especiatly fathers of young children; the everyday task of raising a child can

be very demanding, and therefore the toilet gives them time to have some
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peace. Another factor that contributes to the “retreat to the toilet” is

retated to simply having “time off.” The retreat meaning could also be

attached to the bathtub (where some mothers may take refuge), or the

shower, which atso provides a moment of privacy. However, both taking a

bath and taking a shower are usual[y more complex rituals that therefore

invotve more time. In addition, neither of these activities has the personal,

intimate connotation that defecation has, nor the negative effect on other

peopte caused by odours. A[though this is not conclusive and further

investigation needs to be done, my data suggest that using the toilet for

defecating, compared to showering or bathing, is a much simpter way to get

some privacy and peace as it involves fewer rituats.

V.3.3.3 The Retaxing Experience

Living in large urban centres in Western society may invotve deating with

stressfut everyday situations at home, on the way to work, and at work. In

recent decades, there has been an increasing trend toward turning the

bathroom into a place for relaxation. The bathtub, in particutar, has evolved

into a setf-rewarding experience for the user, attending to relaxation needs

with the incorporation of a Jacuzzi, scented oits and bubbte baths, and

candIes. The shower may also induce a retaxing experience, but even with

efforts by companies to offer alternative pleasurable and retaxing sensations

with the introduction of multiple showerheads, the bathtub, according to

several authors (Kira, 1976; Shove, 2003), and some of my interviewees, is

stitt the most enjoyable and retaxing experience in the bathroom, though not
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necessari[y the quickest and most efficient in terms 0f hygiene. There are

significant differences between taking a shower and havi ng a hot bath, even

though both share the same objective: body and hair cleansing. Use of the

bathtub, with its retaxing and even erotic sensations, has decreased in recent

decades, rep[aced by the refreshing and revita[izing shower, at [east in the

United States, according to Kira (1976). Kira argues that the bathtub provides

a symbo[ic return to the womb, because it is warm, wet, and offers a sense

of security. The bathtub has a[so the connotation of being more [uxurious

than the shower since it involves a targer space, with a greater quantity of

water, and is usuatly accompanied by sophisticated ritua[s to increase

p[easure. The erotic potentia[ of the bathtub is due to its privacy and the

comforting environment of solitude or the company of another, since the

bathtub is usua[ty large enough to atlow for the possibi[ity of sharing it with

someone else.

The Jacuzzi was introduced to the bathroom area as part of the

redefinition of the bathroom as a mini-spa; it is designed to provide the user

with a massage using jets of water or air, depending on the model. In my

research, I found contradictory opinions regarding this particutar fixture.

Some peopte toved using their Jacuzzi, whi[e others, who had the option of

instalting one, decided not to because of the noise it makes white

functioning. Neverthe[ess, the Jacuzzi, a re[atively new (within the [ast two

decades) fixture for the bathroom, has become the best “stress-buster” to

have in private househo[ds. Case 4 is a good example of the use of the

Jacuzzi. The woman is in her tate 40s, living with her son, who is in his ear[y

o
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20s. Her bathroom is equipped with speakers so that she can listen ta music

while she is in the bath.

“I Lit the candIes. The candtes of alt my favourite smetls tram Bath Et Body

Works, which is plumeria. I had whatever. If I want ta use the Jacuzzi, I can’t

put anything in the water because the water clogs in the Jacuzzi sprays sa

they teIL you, “You can’t put ail or you can’t put bubble bath if the Jacuzzi is

whirting.” Sa I neyer wanted ta break it, and I lave the Jacuzzi, sa I neyer

put any scents in the bath - unless I’m not using the Jacuzzi, then I could put

in bubble baths or alt these different fun things. But mastty, I love the

Jacuzzi! I don’t put anything besides the candIes . . . I have my music on

yau know? I have the Jacuzzi, I can turn it an or off ta my liking and

relax, a little foot scrub. It is mare, it’s flot utilitarian meaning, it’s not

functionat for lady shaving or whatever, far me it is a spa thing, yau knaw,

it’s . . . I use it as a spa treatment ta relax. The music is on . . . I’m just

relaxing. Usually I’m sore because I’m working out on the gym alt the time,

sa I’ll put the jet on my shoulder if it’s hurting, or I’lt put my feet. I’[l put

the jets on my feet, underneath the sores on my feet. Sa, I try ta focus a

tittte bit on each muscte that is aching a bit. I’m just like trying ta relax in

there, its like goad music, that’s tike my littte treatment.”

The rest af the people interviewed expressed a dislike of this fixture.

In case 6, when the couple decided ta buy a new bathtub, they expressivety

said that they did flot want a Jacuzzi. The couple in case J do have a

Jacuzzi, but they do not like it very much.
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The wife. “We don’t use it that much . . . what is the name . . ? Jacuzzi,

it’s with air . . . I tol.d him: don’t bother. I knew I woutdn’t use it, we use it

rarety . . . The kids use it once in a while, it makes so much noise. Those

things make a lot of noise, even if it’s isolated.”

The husband: “We ttied to put the blower, because it’s air btowing in the

bath . . . away . . . so we sort of put it somewhere else and covered it and

stitl . . . but it’s true, these things make too much noise.”

The wife: “Too much noise to relax . . . you know? It’s great when you want

to get a massage, but actually when you want a massage, you want it quiet

you don’t want something tike that . . . they don’t make it suent . . . the

girls use it sometimes and they scream . . . once in a white but it’s flot used

that much.”

The retired man in case 3 expressed that he did not like the Jacuzzi

whatsoever, despite the fact that he efljoys spending up to two hours in the

bathtub.

“I thought one time to buy a Jacuzzi . . . dreamer! We stayed in a couple of

hotels, several hotels where there was a Jacuzzi in the tub, and . . . oh,

what a waste of time! The jets don’t hit you where you wanted to, you

know, in the muscles where you want. I’m, for certain, larger than the

regular person. For me it’s a waste of time, I think is a noble idea but it’s flot

what I thought it might be.”

o
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It might seem that the Jacuzzi had a significant impact on peopte

when it first came onto the market as the uttimate retaxing spa-type

experience. However, as the use of this fixture became more accessible to a

larger number of peopte, and the more they experienced it, daity use of the

]acuzzi seems to have decreased to some extent. On the other hand, Jacuzzi

manufacturers appear to be aware of this situation, and recent modeis no

longer have the probiem of becoming ctogged when olIs and bubbte baths are

used.7 Concerning the noise, the new models have their air-jets and pump

ptaced up to six metres away from the bathtub, making it quieter (cited in

Turner, 2005).

Not everyone in my inquiry takes a bath on a regutar basis; however,

of those who do, some may inctude etaborate rituais that involve lighting

candies, adding oi[s or bubbte baths, playing music and/or reading, or placing

the wiretess phone or cett-phone nearby in case someone catis. Relaxation is

the most attractive feature of the bathtub. In case 2, for exampte, the

bathtub was once the place where the mother and her chiidren coutd spend

some time together tatking about school, homework, and friends, serving the

function of dinner hour in many homes. She daims that att of her tife she has

needed “quatity time” for herself in the bath, even when her children were

smalt. So she decided to inctude them in her rituats to transform the bathtub

into the famity room.

“Les enfants savaient que quand maman s’en va prendre son bain, moi je

faisais ça, souper tes enfants en arrivant de travailler, pendant qu’ils

According to Jimmy Georgitsos ofAstro Design (an Ottawa showroom for baths).
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soupaient, moi je vais dans mon bain. Là je prenais mon bain brû[ant, après

ça tes enfants venaient me rejoindre puis on prenait [e bain tous ensemble, il

était tout petit, mais pas, mon mari [es envoyaient un après l’autre, ils s’en

venaient, on jouait. Alors j’ai du arrêter ça vers 4 ans pour mon fils, il était

un petit peu âgé, bon là on a coupe un peu les ponts, il a eu beaucoup de

difficultés à coupé ça, parce que c’était un moment privilégié. On était tout

tes deux seuls après ça les filles venaient me rejoindre, moi j’ai trois

enfants. Ators on a pris des bains longtemps, puis là c’était notre réunion

de qu’est ce qui est arrivé à l’école?... souvent durant les repas, on n’a pas

le temps, pendant le temps qu’ils mangeaient je préparais, iLs préparaient

leur devoirs . . . le bain était la petite réunion avant le dodo.”8

Now that her children have grown up and left home and she lives

alone, she takes a shower in the morning and a one-hour bath at night in

order to relax and be able to sleep well. Her daily bath is probably her most

enjoyable experience of the day. She states that she needs this time off to

S “The chiidren knew that when Mom was going to take a bath, me I did that, I did

supper as soon as I got home. While the chiidren had supper, I took my bath. There I

would take rny bath very bot, afterwards the chiidren would corne andjoin me and we

would take a bath ail together. They were ail small, rny husband wouM send them one

after the other and we would play. I had to stop that when my son was 4 years, he was

older. . . there were a lot of difficulties stopping that because it was a privileged

moment. We were both alone and my daughters would corne to join me after. I have

three kids. We would take a long bath, and that was our reunion: ‘What happened at

school?’ Usually while eating we didn’t have the time, while they ate, I prepared or

they would prepare their homework. . the bath was our srnall reunion before going to

bed.” (translated by the author)
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decompress, relax, and put her ideas in order. Her experience in the bathtub

accomplishes these objectives very wett.

“La détente, c’est parce que moi je travaille toujours avec un stress, alors

j’ai besoin de relaxation, alors c’est ça la détente... j’ai besoin de me

calmer. L’eau chaude m’est douce, c’est la douceur de l’eau avec les

senteurs, j’ai associé ça avec ma détente, aLors je dis bain O.K. . . . Ouf! Je

relaxe et là je me laisse atler, puis là on fait que les nerfs se relâchent, là je

suis capable de beaucoup plus fonctionner au niveau cérébral, parce que

c’est en effervescence, parce que tà j’arrive . . . je pourrais parler là

j’ai le besoin de cette pause là.”9

She blames her need for this kind of reLaxation on her particular personality;

she says that she can react explosivety or very calmty: “Ma personnalité à

moi est particutière, moi je suis noir ou btanc, mes colères sont immenses ou

je suis très calme •

In order to achieve this relaxation she sometimes needs to be in the

dark. She finds in her experience a moment for self-exploration and self

recognition that is difficult to achieve at any other moment during the day.

“The ‘pause,’ it’s because I aiways work with stress, and I need to relax, so it’s a

pause . . . I need to cairn down. Hot water is gentie, this smoothness ofwater with

scents I associate with my ‘pause,’ now I said bath ok. . oof! I relax and there Ijust

let it go in order for my nerves to relax, there (in the bath) I’rn capable of functioning

rnuch better at brain ievel, because it’s the effervescence, because I arrive . . I could

talk there. . . I need this ‘pause.” (franslated by the author)
10 have a particular personaiity. Me, I’rn black or white, my anger is irnrnense or I

am very cairn.
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“je ferme la lumière, parfois j’ai un petit “Lampion” que je mets dans la

salle de bain, c’est juste pour dire qu’il y a un petit peu de tumière, mais

c’est tout . eLle m’agresse la lumière, j’a fait une demi heure puis Là

tu n’as pas te droit de rentrer dans la salle de bain, t’as pas le droit de me

parLer, je ne réponds pas au téLéphone, rien, c’est fini, c’est te noir là

puis après ça je vais re-fonctionner, c’est le moment le ptus important, je

pense, pour moi, parce que iL faut je me reconnaisse .
.“ n

It is obvious that the bathroom is an important place in her daily tife.

She takes the best advantage of what she has, even though her bathroom

area is timited in terms of dimensions and equipment (the fixtures may be

recent, but they are old models). We could say that in terms of the technical

code of this particular bathroom they respond more to a restricted use or an

utititarian one, since they are not sophisticated nor recent (except for the

sink). However, what makes this space a spa-tike bathroom is the

interactions within it, the habits and the rituats surrounding the rather

simple space, not the space itself. The meaning here lies in the semantic

codes and the connotation given ta this space. It is the room where she can

“I tum off the lights, sometimes I have a littie lantem that I take with me in the

bathroorn, just to say that there is a littie bit of light, but that’s it... light is aggressive

for me, I spend half an hour. . . there you’re flot allowed to corne in the bathroom,

you’re flot allowed to talk to me, I don’t answer the phone, nothing, that’s it, its black

there. . . then afier that I can function again, it’s the most important moment, I think,

for me, because I need to recognize myseif (translated by the author)
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enjoy being with herself, a rest stop, a pause in her stressfut daily life; it is a

ptace of pleasure.

“La salle de bain c’est mon tien de plaisir, oui, c’est à moi, tu sais? C’est là

où je pense le ptus à me faire plaisir, mettre mes crèmes, tu sais? des trucs

comme ça, j’ai appris avec te temps qu’il fallait que je trouve un moment

pour moi, et c’est dans ta salle de bain. Je pense que c’est psychologique

mon affaire parce que c’est le seul endroit dans ta maison où est ce que je

peux barrer ta porte. Je ne t’ai jamais barrée, mais tu sais si je te veux, je

presse sur le bouton et c’est barré, je suis vraiment seule, parce que quand

on est mère de famille, on n’est jamais seule, on a toujours les enfants, te

mari, le téléphone; quand je rentre dans la salle de bain je me dit ça

m’appartient, alors si je veux, je peux m’isoler, et le petit bouton c’est écrit

«isolé » dessus, parce qu’en fait comme j’ai dit tantât, j’aurais enlevé la

porte et ça aurait fait la même chose. Tout le monde savait que c’était mon

temps, alors oui, c’est le lieu de plaisir. ,,12

12
••• the bathroom is my link to pleasure, yes that’s for me, you know? It’s where I

think more and it gives me pleasure, I put on my creams, you know? Things like that! I

leamed with time that I needed to find a moment for me, and it’s in the bathroom. I

think that it’s psychological, this need, because it’s the only place at home where I can

lock the door. I neyer lock it, but you know, if I want I press the button and it’s locked.

I’m really by myself, because when you’re a mother, you’re neyer by yourself, there

are aiways the kids, the husband, the phone; when I get in the bathroom I say to myseif

this is mine, if I want, I can isolate myseif, I could take out the door and it would be the

same thing. Every one knows that it’s rny time, so yes, it’s the place for pleasure.”

(translated by the author)
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fE:: She describes the elaborate rituals surrounding the use of the

bathtub:

“Ma pièce maîtresse de la salle de bain c’est [a baignoire . . . Quand j’arrive

du travail, je laisse mes choses là où elles sont et je m’en vais dans la

baignoire. J’ai besoin de me détendre, il faut que je repense à ma journée.

C’est dans [e bain que ça se passe, a[ors je prends un bon 20 minutes, même

un demi heure à rajouter de l’eau chaude s’il faut, puis (à je me détends.

Puis j’ai mon petit rituel, j’ai mes petites bulles, ça dépend de ce que je

veux faire, j’ai mes sets de bain pour quand je suis bien fatiguée, puis quand

je veux faire la fête aussi, quand je suis bien reposée, prendre un verre de

vin avec peut être un bon livre aussi, ça va dépendre de samedi soir si j’ai

été fatiguée mais la pause détente se fait dans la baignoire. Parce que quand

je lis, je suis en détente, je lis dans mon bureau ou au salon, mais dans la

salle de bain c’est la pause détente. Ne me demande pas beaucoup . . . ça va

être des poèmes . . . alors c’est des petits romans mais c’est vraiment

l’endroit pour me reposer avec 10 000 chandelles . . . Dans te bain, il y a des

sels de bain et autres... oui j’ai des huiles mais j’aime moins les huiles parce

qu’il faut tout nettoyer le bain après ça . . des traitements par la beauté,

ça faisait partie aussi de ta détente . . . le nettoyage de peau . . . Je fais

mon masque, puis quand je suis prête à me lever je nettoie.”13

13 “My masterpiece of the bathroorn is the bathtub... when I corne home from work, I

leave rny things where they are and I go to the bathtub. I need rny ‘pause’; I need to

rethink my day. It’s in my bath that this can happen, so I take 20 minutes, even haif an

hour and I put more hot water if needed, and I relax. Then I have my littie ritual: I put

these littie pearis of oil, it depends what I want to do. I put my bath saits when I’m
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“Ten thousand candies,” a glass of wine, a book of poetry, a beauty

treatment, and a bubbte bath in hot water is this woman’s formula for

relaxation. Alt of these rituals have a common denominator: relaxation.

Bruce Kepferer (1986) states that the expression of the experience is flot

strict[y the experience that is shared; rather, the narrative value of the

experience through concepts, constructs, and types is integrat to

comprehension of the expression. The excerpt from the interview in case 2

itiustrates accuratel.y the rituals, habits, and meaning of the bathtub and its

use. As she says, she coutd read in her den or living room, where she is able

to retax to a certain extent, but her bathtub is her “ultimate” experience,

and it provides relaxation more quickly than any other area or method she

has tried.

Case 3 is similar to case 2: use of the bathtub is a very important

activity in the subject’s tife. This dimension of the bathroom is very

interesting because he uses the space as a refuge. He even catis his bathtub

his “think tank” and says that the best ideas he has ever corne up with

really tired, and when I want to have my private party, when I’m relaxed, I take a cup

ofwine and maybe a good book. It depends if it’s Saturday night and I relax and the

‘pause’ is in my bathtub. Because when I read I’m relaxed. I read in my den or in the

living room, but in the bathroom is the relaxing ‘pause’. I don’t ask too much... it’s

poems.... or srnall novels, but it’s reafly my place to relax with 10,000 candIes.... In

the bath I have bathing saits and other... yes, I have oils but I don’t like them that

much because I need to clean the bathtub after using them... I have beauty treatrnents,

and that’s also part ofmy ‘pause’... cleaning my skin, I put my face-pack, then when

I’m ready to clean myseif I wash my face.” (franslated by the author)
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(D occurred in the bathtub during his evening’s “thinking” and “relaxing”

session.

“When I had a hard day or a rough day, when I don’t feel like reading or

don’t feet like doing any work, I find it very retaxing to have a bath before

going to bed. And sometimes the bathtub becomes my bed [taughs]. And I

just relax, have an hour in the bath, and I just jump straight into bed. I find

the bath induces s[eep. The bath is flot as invigorating as the shower is. And

if I want to relax, I try to take out some tension . . . I catI it “my think tank,”

because I’m [aying back, do a lot of thinking of what I have to do tomorrow

or whatever. But I’m used to calting it “my think tank”.”

The other reason he takes a bath is to cooL down on a hot day. If the

temperature rises too high in the summer and he can’t s[eep, he fuIs the tub

with cold water and refreshes himself for a white, and then goes back to

steep. If the heat is stiti unbearabte, he witl soak again in the same water.

.[ast night I coutdn’t steep because I found it very hot even though I had

turned on the air conditioning. So I got up at 2:00 a.m. and had a bath;

unfortunatety I stayed there up untit 4:00 a.m. That’s flot every night, but

whenever it becomes extreme[y hot I need the bathtub to refresh myself. It’s

just a place to submerge myself and bring my temperature down, sit for half

and hour or more and then go back to sleep.”

As mentioned in the previous chapter, what makes the reading of this

bathroom very interesting is the technical code of one particular element in

C
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the story of this bathroom, and this is a smatt digita[ a[arm dock among a[I.

bathtub products (See appendix D). This object represents the idea of

spending time soaking in the bathtub, and it is p[aced next to the tub

because the user needs to see how much time he has spent soaking in the tub

in order to p[an his activities. The retevance of this [itt[e object [les in the

re[ationship between use of the space and time: it is an important matter

when he spends too much time in the bathroom and it might affect use of

the space by someone e[se - in this case, the wife - as we[l as the rest of the

activities p[anned for the day.

In case 6, the most enjoyab[e moment for the husband is taking a

bath; he and his wife designed the space in order to make the bathtub the

most important ptace in the bathroom, 50 he enjoys it very much.

“I wou[d say that the most enjoying moment in the bathroom is taking a

bath. I reat[y [ove to take a bath and I don’t take the time enough to take a

bath - is tike when I have a bath - is [ike a gift. I [ike it. Is my own time, and

from the way we set it up, it’s the music, the dim Lights, it’s a re[axing time,

it’s reat[y every time I’m very stressed or things [ike that I tried to have one.

The bath is tike the solution - you’re sick, l’m going to take a bath. You’re

cotd - take a bath or I need to relax - I take a bath. The bath is rea[[y the

thing I enjoy the most.”

What this suggests is the importance of the bathroom area in Western

society and the “need” that peop[e have for relaxation. For some peop[e, the
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cE’ bathroom area represents a place for relaxing experiences in order to cope

with the pressure and responsibilities demanded from their active tives. The

bathroom does flot need to have sophisticated equipment in order to achieve

this function; with a basic shower, bath, sink, and toitet, the bathroom is

capable of providing setf-rejuvenating or retaxing experiences. Stephanie

Jarrotd, of MAAX, explains, “It’s alt about creating a sanctuary” (quoted in

Turner, 2005). From this, we coutd infer that there is a “need” for peopte to

create a space (sanctuary or spa) in which the main function is to experience

reLaxation in reaction to the contemporary stressfut everyday life. However,

many people use the bathroom in a more functionat way. In the case of the

bathtub and from the interviews done, the more functional or pragmatic

users do flot take baths: they prefer the shower. Perhaps some people find

their relaxing moment in a si mpler way in the shower.

For people who do take baths on a general basis, the bathtub seems

to represent the fixture that turns the bathroom into a spa, used to provide

self-rewarding experiences. Within its sophisticated rituals, time also plays a

fundamental rote in achieving the relaxation objective. In my inquiry, most

of the people using the bathtub on a regular basis were living atone or had

children living at home who were in their 20s or older. They woutd use the

bathtub to be by themselves now that they had more time than when the

children were younger. The time spent in the bathtub was described by one

subject as “quality time,” meaning a moment to relax, think, and give some

peace to his mmd and body. This can be defined as reaching “personal

intimacy” in terms of making contact with one’s most personal and inner

o
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thoughts and with one’s own body. “Personal intimacy” in the bathroom is

probably one of the most significant experiences achieved by the individuat

physica[ly and psychotogicatly. It seems to be difficuit to reach a similar

psychotogical state of relaxation in other areas of the house, except perhaps

for the bedroom, depending on the famity characteristics, househotd

distribution, and dwe[ling organization. Reaching “personat intimacy” and

complete relaxation is, along with the technotogical advances and the

i ntroduction of the concept of comfort in the bathroom, what has turned the

contemporary bathroom into a spa or a sanctuary aimed at providing a

relaxing experience.

V.3.3.4 The Ptayfut Experience

Persona[ization of the bathroom for chitdren

is another new trend that I found in my

review of representations of the

contemporary bathroom in magazines. An

interesting aspect of this new concept is the

exploitation cf the ptayful aspect cf the

* space, which has a close retationship with

the use cf water. Colin Lorback (2002)

exptains that being in water may be such a

“fun” thing te do because it involves being in

fig. 57 Les idées de ,!a Maison. Julliet-Août 2004. a different world. He argues that water envetops

the body in such a way that we can actual[y feet the water through our body

o
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when we move, whereas in air we hardy feet the air surrounding us through

our skin.14 This might exptain why many chitdren can ptay ail day in the

water. In other words, kids encounter endtess joy through the effects of

water in a poot, a river, a take, or the sea.

Therefore, the bathtub [ike[y

represents, in the eyes of a chitd, a

mini-pool where new games can be

invented. Water in the bathroom

represents the main source of

entertainment, and because of this

stores seti aLt sort of toys destined

for use by the chitd in the bathtub,

such as special. seats, submarines,

and ships. Good examp[es of

bathrooms turned into p[ayrooms are

cases J and 5. In case J the bath

experience is a fun time: “There is a

preparation because the girls don’t take a shower, they take a bath and for

them it’s fun time. They do it by themse[ves now. They p[ay white I’m

finishing the dishes or whatever, they are upstairs taking their bath . . .“ In

this particutar case it 15 flot just the bathtub that makes It attractive as a

ptayroom; in addition, its surfaces are easy to clean.

‘ Lorback, Colin. (2002), Water Experience, article obtained from the site

http://www.phenomenologyonline.com visited in May 2005.

Q

fig. 58 Les idées de Ma Maison, Octobre 2004.
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“The girLs atso p[ay in the bathrccm they ptay with makeup with their

friends. The big thing at their age is these kits cf makeup and whenever they

have tike a party or semething, I’ve ncticed that the girls at[ get together in

the bathrcem, maybe because it’s big encugh and they sit on the floor

and take out their makeup kits and ptay.”

In case 5, it is a place te ptay and retax frem the activities done throughout

the day. The bathreom becomes the pretude te steep. “The bathrocm it’s a

pLace where the kids ptay though, is a place fer them te wind dcwn, at the

end cf the day, yeu know? They know supper’s over, p[aying is ever and time

to ctean up, and then te get ready fer bedtime, wind down for them because

after that, it’s usua[[y wash their teeth, read a stcry, and go te steep.”

Turning the bathreem into a ptayground represents, in the eyes cf the chi[d,

the [ast oppcrtunity te play in a cemptete[y different centext cf the house

with different games and toys as wet[ befcre going te bed.

Se far, I have exptored seme cf the meanings attached te the

bathreom through particular ways cf appropriating the space and the

experiences [ived within it. The degree cf privacy that can be reached in the

bathreem is difficu[t te find in any cther area cf the heuse, and it seems that

it can be turned “on” and “off” as if it were anether piece cf equipment in

the space. The ether twe major experiences are prcbab[y opposite in the

sense cf the mode cf appropriation cf the space. Mereover, they ccnfer

“mu[ti-meaning” aspects upen the centemporary bathroom that have

o
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opposite rationa[es in their particutar re[ationship with the use of water. n

the next chapter, I attempt to address what e[ements inftuenced the

bathroom to acquire such a diversity of meanings.

C
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Chapter VI: Discussing the Bathroom

VI. I Introduction
The mu[tifaceted aspect of the bathroom exptained in Chapter V suggests

that the bathroom may have a degree of versatitity that is difficutt to find in

other areas of the house. This property is exptained in this chapter by making

an ana[ogy with a cata[yst, as it appears that the meanings attached to the

bathroom are related to the aspect of efficiency and time. Moreover, the

activities deve[oped in this space seem to acceterate a process for grooming,

relaxation, or the stimulation of the senses.

By the same token, this multi-meaning aspect of the bathroom, atong

with its catatyst property, [ed me to question socio-technica[ changes,

societat agreements, and rationates that have inftuenced the bathroom to

have such a diversity of meanings. In this chapter I discuss some socio[ogicat

approaches to this subject, and indicate some directions for how this

information can contribute to design studies. Fottowing this same vein, the

shift in meanings of the contemporary bathroom is retated to its use. I

examine the idea of well-being in the bathroom as a possible exptanation for

the modification of the space and its retevance to everyday tife.

In this chapter, I explain the particular relationship that water has to

each case study by anatyzing habits and rituals surrounding this etement.

Everyday tife in the bathroom, particutarty aspects retated to the use of
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water, [ed me to suggest the contemporary meanings of water in the

domestic context of the bathroom. Finalty, I wi[t exptain how the se[f

indu[gence meaning of the contemporary bathroom may have a particu[ar

impact on the overa[t prob[em of water and energy consumption. I wi[[

etucidate some etements that might be taken into considerati on in the

water-consumption probtem in this area.

VI.2 The Contemporary Bathroom as an

Everyday “Catalyst”
The variety of meanings attached to the bathroom, as described in Chapter

V, seem to revea[ that the contemporary bathroom is versati[e. This

versatitity enabtes the user to conduct specific activities in a more efficient

way than in most other areas of the house. The contemporary bathroom

seems to acceterate the process of grooming, retaxing, or stimutating the

senses.

The type of equipment used dictates, to a certain extent, a more

efficient way of fu[fi[[ing hygienic needs1 or achieving physica[ and

psychotogical states of relaxation. The bathroom, with its privacy

characteristics, may provide a more efficient and faster way to have “time

out” from the fami[y routine. From this point of view, the relationship

Taking a bath is less hygienic than taking a shower mainly because skin ou that is

removed from the body by lathering with soap tends to bat on the surface of the

water. If the user does flot rinse with the shower when he stands up, the ou wiIl remain

onhisbody.
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t between the physicat environment of the bathroom and the individuat is

essentia[ to defining the purpose of the activity to be devetoped in this

space; time avai[abitity and cutturat background ptay a fundamentat rote as

wett. The perception of the bathroom as a setf-indutgence room or as merety

a hygiene facitity seems to be determined by these factors.

I have discussed in eartier chapters the perceptions and muttipte

meanings of the bathroom. The one common characteristic in a[t the data

and cases cottected for this research suggests an efficient acceteration of a

process to reach a particutar physicat or psychotogicat state. Thus, the

anatogy that I suggest (within the framework of this inquiry) is that the

contemporary bathroom in private househotds seems to be a cata[yst for

obtaining a particutar purpose. The shower, for exampte, acceterates (for

some individuats) the process of waking up in the morning, the achievement

of the took required in Western society, or the retaxation process. Water

atone does flot necessari[y acceterate a process. It is within the bathroom

(fixtures, objects, distribution, and environment), that water may become a

catatyst. The personat experiences of the eight cases in my inquiry were

anatyzed in order to understand their personat perception, thef r everyday

tife, and their “story” of their particutar bathrooms. Even though the

experience differs from one person to another (see Turner & Bruner, 1986),

the process of catatysis is shared by att of them.

o
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Case 3, for instance, is a retired coupte; the husband takes a tong

bath every evening in order to relax for a good night’s sleep. Case 5, on the

other hand, takes a short shower every day when he wakes up. Both

experiences are defined in part by the time and purpose: in the former case,

the time taken may be up to two hours and the purpose is to reLax; in the

Latter case, the time taken may be up to five minutes and the purpose is to

be invigorated and smett cLean. The individuat in case 3 might become as

retaxed as he does in the bathtub by doing other “retaxing” activities, such

as reading, watching W, or tying in bed. 0f aLt the forms of reLaxation, he

chose the use of the bathtub as the most efficient one. Therefore, the

bathtub emerges as the catatyst that acceterates the process of reLaxation

for him. Case 5 has not found any way as efficient as the shower to finish

waking up in the morning, washing, and responding to the Looks that Western

cuLture demands.

VI.3 The Contemporary Bathroom as a

“Living-Bath room”
It seems that the bathroom has taken on particutar characteristics previousty

attributed to other spaces in the home. To a certain extent, the bathroom is

appropriating aspects of spaces such as the living room, playroom, dressing

room, or den. The “quest” for comfort in the bathroom area has a significant

impact on the way peopte experience and appropriate the space, as well as

on its muLtifunctiona[ity. The contemporary “Living- bathroom” encompasses
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cleansing, grooming, and retaxing activities in a warmth-oriented

environment, using the technotogical advances offered on the market.

I mentioned in my theoretica[ chapter that physicat comfort in homes

is re[ated to stimutation of the user’s senses by the environment, objects,

and circumstances, intended for the enhancement of mentat and physicat

wet[-being (Crowtey, 1999). The idea of mentat and physical we[1-being

seems to be important to everyday [ife in Western culture. Wel[-being is

usuat[y associated with prosperity, happiness, and health. Due to advances in

medicine and psychotogy, there has been a poputarization of the idea of

having hea[thy habits such as exercising, eating and drinking hea[thity, living

in a hea[thy environment, and 50 on. The bathroom seems to fit with this

current, as there seems to be an association between this space and wel[

being. As mentioned previousty, the hea[thy aspect of the contemporary

bathroom responds to the need for reLaxation within the spa meaning to

reduce the stress of today’s hectic tifesty[es. It might even be possible to

associate the “returning to nature” movement with some of the materia[s

found in today’s bathroom, such as wood and stone with finishes that do flot

conceal their originaL texture and co[ours.

Another aspect that responds to a psychotogicat need is that of

sotitary retreat, which is re[ated to appropriation of the bathroom for phvacy

in terms of having “time off.” I betieve that the experience of retreat may

be perceived as accompli shing either a retaxing moment (in the bathtub, for

example) or a period of solitude (with or without use of the toilet, for

examp[e). The need to have time off seems to be close[y associated with
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personat autonomy, emotionat retease, and seif-evaluation (Westin, 1967);

the individuat’s “need” to maintain his identity within a sociaL group (Newe[t,

2004); and the individuat’s creation of se[f-identity through the regu[ation of

boundaries in a specific sociaL environment (ALtman, 1975). Why is the

bathroom, rather than other spaces in the home, used for this purpose?

Because, again, the bathroom is the space in the home in which a high

degree of privacy can be guaranteed, whereas other spaces, such as the

bedroom or the den, may flot offer this condition.

On the other hand, I have noted that the concept of we[t-being may

atso be defined by the idea of prosperity. This is pertinent because of the

significant amount of money invotved in renovating the bathroom. In

addition, the bathroom has become a fundamentat asset in homes, as it

might increase the vaLue of a property. This re[ationship between prosperity

and we[t-being does flot necessari[y mean that the bathroom has to be

comfortabte. We[t-being in this sense has more to do with responding to

certain aesthetic trends or having a particu[ar brand of rather expensive

fixtures.3

I betieve that the cu[turat idea of “wel[-being” re[ated to the Living

bathroom may be associated with the economy of the senses and the

resutting consumption of comfort. It appears that the interior design of the

bathroom has been modified, to some extent, in order to respond to these

One cxample of this kind of well-being in the bathroom is the Origami une offered by

Bain Ultra. This une expresses a rather rigid and flot very ergonomie design; however,

it does seem to respond aesthetically to a particular market that appreciates refinement,

usually associated with high prices. This une can be viewed at www.bainultra.com.
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two e[ements. The increasing demand for massages (Corrion and Marcoux, in

press), as a rediscovery of sensuat p[easures, appears to be an impticit

characteristic of modem societies of the twentieth century (Jiitte, 2005).

This characteristic corroborates the interest in devetoping activities re[ated

to physicat and menta[ wet[-being and sensuat p[easures and exp[ains, to

some extent, the transformation that bathroom has undergone in the tast

few decades. Returning to Shove’s (2003, p. 9) three-dimensiona[ framework

of co-evotution of norma[cy in society, the introduction of nove[ty into this

framework cou[d be retated to the ana[ysis of techno[ogica[ innovation and

theories of consumption behaviour provided by Pantzar (1997). Pantzar

explains that there seems to be a metamorphosis of nove[ty from “[uxuries”

to “necessities,” from “p[easure” to “comfort,” or from “sensation” to

“routine,” and from “toys” to “instruments.” With the construction of

sewage systems and water-suppty networks to private househo[ds, the

bathroom, first conceived as a [uxury that onty a few peopte coutd afford,

became a necessity for every citizen in Western societies. Simi[arty, water

heaters were once a [uxury and it was a rea[ pteasure to have hot water;

today, hot water is a comfort. When showers were first introduced, they

provided a new sensation; now, it is routine. The “new toy” described by

Pantzar cou[d be the handhe[d shower or muttipte showerheads, which have

now been turned into an instrument to achieve personat physica[ and

psycho[ogica[ states and sensuat pteasure. The bathroom today may not be

the “taboratory of waste,” as Lupton and Mi[ter (1992) describe the bathroom

of the first haif of [ast century.

o
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VI .3 Shifling Yeanings

I mentioned in Chapter V some cf the different experiences that may be had

in the contemporary bathroom from the habits and rituats that I was abte to

find in the cu[tura[ reading of the space. I examined three major experiences

that are usua[ty b[ended or over[apping in the everyday tife of the user: the

experience of privacy, the experience of c[eansing, and the experience of

self-indulgence. This [ast experience inctudes four other experiences that I

was abte to etucidate from my data: grooming, retreat, retaxation, and

ptaying.

The bathroom, as cata[yst, is combined with the aim cf achieving a

specific purpose efficient[y to shift the meaning of this space from that of a

mere hygienic facility to more subtie meanings such as retreat, storage

room, playroom, spa, or dressing room. This [ist of meanings suggests the

multifunctionat and muttifaceted space that the bathroom has become. To

address the question of which etements or dimensions have influenced the

contemporary bathroom to acquire a mu[ti-meaning reading, I woutd like to

begin with a partiaL exptanation of the most obvious feature of this space:

having a source of water and privacy in the same area, a combination that is

difficutt to find together in any other part of the house.

The “sanctuary” meaning that has been given to the bathroom by

some manufacturers may be possible because of the e[ement of privacy. In

addition, water, and the experience obtained from it, plays a principal role,

as it also contributes to the muttipte meaning of the contemporary

bathroom. It is through the use of water that the bathroom becomes a
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catatyst for a particutar activity, such as relaxation or stimulation of the

senses. In other words, through a specific use of water the bathroom may be

turned into a children’s ptayroom, or remain as a hygiene facility, or be

transformed into a spa. The bathroom is turned into a retreat, a pLace to be

[eft a[one and to reLax thanks to the effect that water produces on the body,

a place to seek comfort through the p[easurable sensation on the skin. Water

is the basic ingredient or agent in the performance of the ritua[s that give

sense and meaning to the bathroom. The incorporation of these meanings

consequentty includes the incorporation of functions such as the ones

mentioned in the paragraph above. As more peop[e deve[op more habits

(K[ubertanz, G. 1965), ritua[s (E[sbree, L, 1982), and activities in the

bathroom because of its privacy and the source of water in it, it is flot

surprising to find that a user has a genuine wish to find comfort in this space.

The importance of the concepts of privacy (Westin, A. 1967), water,

and, more recent[y, comfort (Row[ey, J. 1999) to the interior design of the

bathroom is therefore evident. b some extent, the bathroom has been

appropriating characteristics of other rooms in the house, expanding its

functions and meanings. The most obvious examp[es of this “appropriation”

are the playroom and living-room meanings exp[ained in the previous

chapter.

So far, I have made two assumptions regarding how the contemporary

bathroom has acquired different meanings. On the one hand, water and

privacy, as essentiat etements in the bathroom, enhance the meanings

attached to it; on the other hand, these meanings promote the increasing

o
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C trend to achieve a particu[ar degree of comfort in this room.

assumptions, however, are flot the onty etements, factors, or circumstances

responsible for the different meanings of and the introduction of comfort

into the bathroom.

Water and privacy in the bathroom have been ever-present

characteristics of this space since its introduction into the househotd in the

1920s. Today, however, other e[ements and dimensions seem to be

contributing to expanding the meaning of the bathroom.4 I betieve that

severat dimensions have co-evotved to enabte this transformation of the

bathroom in the tast few decades. Shove (2003, P. 9) suggests a triangutar

framework for the process of co-evotution from a social perspective,

composed of (1) the symbotic and materiat quatities of socio-technicat

devices/objects; (2) socio-technicat systems, collective conventions, and

arrangements; and (3) the dimension of habits, practices, and expectations

of users and consumers. If we fottow this framework, the contemporary

meanings that the bathroom has acquired are retated to the symbotic

connotations of the equipment found in this space, mentioned in the generat

semiotic anatysis of the bathroom in Chapter V. The semantic code in some

of the advertising by bathroom equipment manufacturers shows an insistent

message about relaxing and self-induLgence experiences through the use of

the bathtub, and more recentty with the use of multiple showerheads,

redefining the original hygiene-retated practice. Recent bathtub designs are

intended to evoke the “need” for reLaxation. This apparent need for

See, for example, GROHE and MAAX catalogues.
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individuals to relax has to do with the collective conventions of urban

tifestyles and widespread ideas about stress. Medicine today addresses the

importance of relaxation and welt-being for heatth reasons, and the health

industry emphasizes the potential dangers of stress. These conventions and

common knowledge have led to the devetopment of rituals and habits

concerning the use of the bathtub, explicitly to provide self-rewarding

experiences. Exploitation of the senses (Gilmore, 1998; Hotbrook, 1982) for

profit has packed the shetves of many stores with speciat satts, oils, bubble

baths, candtes, and other products for aromatherapy and relaxation to be

used in the bath. Analogous explanations may be explored for the dressing

room, playroom, living room, and other meanings mentioned above.

Shove (2003) argues that three main factors intervene in applying the

term “normaL” to the practice of bathing in society: the representation of

bathing as a pleasure and duty; the meaning and positioning of the setf in

society; and the meaning of bathing in terms of the body and its relationship

with nature. The interpretation of the practice of bathing provided by Shove

contributes, to a certain extent, to the understanding of the different

elements that play a significant role in the establishment of sociat

organizations toward “normalcy.” t is this normalcy, constituted by

colLective conventions, social practices, and patterns of consumption, along

with the physicat envi ronment of the bathroom and the use of water, that

give the contemporary meanings to this area. Shove’s perspective reinforces

the interpretations of the contemporary bathroom proposed throughout this

research.

C
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In order to represent the several meanings that the bathroom has

acquired today and the e[ements that influence this space to acquire a

particu[ar meaning, we have observed that these elements [le in a common

area where we infer the identification of certain limits.

From the data obtained in my inquiry, I suggest that there is a broad

spectrum of possibilities for the bathroom area in terms of the dimensions of

the physical environment of the bathroom, the everyday experience of the

space, and the use of water, ranging from a hygiene faci[ity to a self-

indulgence room. In other words, the perception of everyday [ife in the

bathroom can be defined as a flexible concept that is modified depending on

several elements that influence its use - that is, everyday life (HeLler, A.,

1984; Moore, C. & Mathews, H., 2001) in the bathroom depends on the

interpretation of the space by the user. These elements, I believe, are

re[ated to the personal perception of privacy, which might involve a certain

number of habits and rituats; the personal retevance of the individuat’s self-

image and his interaction with others; the age of the individual, as there may

be a transformation in the meaning of the bathroom during an individua[’s

[ifetime; and the individua[’s marital status, which also determines, to some

extent, the use of the space, because the “story” re[ated to the use and

experience of the bathroom might have considerabte differences between an

individual tiving alone and an adult with smal[ children.

I believe that the physicat environment of the bathroom also includes

a particular interpretation by users that influences the implementation of

the space. Appropriation of the space seems to depend on the symbolic and
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material qualities cf the objects and equipment in the bathroom, which are

re[ated to trends in consumption and design, and which consequentty have a

direct effect on the discourse of the physica[ environment of the bathroom.

Moreover, the degree of awareness of water conservation of the individuat

may become relevant, as this wi[[ modify the criteria for choosing the

bathroom fixtures. The meaning given to the bathroom 15 setf-modifying

constant[y as the habits and rituats change through societat agreements on

the use of the space, as wet[ as renovations or modifications that the

physicat environment might undergo in order to better respond to “new”

habits and social trends.

Because I am a[so interested in discussing some of the habits and

rituals surrounding the use of water in the bathroom and its potentiat

environmenta[ implications, I identified simitar interpretations with regard to

the use of this particutar etement. The reasons behind using the bathroom to

meet onty the hygienic necessities cou[d be based on a pragmatic preference

regarding time and personat cteanliness habits, rather than being aware of

water conservation. Whereas in the case of the se[f-indutgence experience

and from the people involved in this research, it is possible to assume that

the user may not be at ati aware of water conservation due to the significant

quantities of water and energy to heat the water avaitable to satisfy his

desire(s) for reLaxation and self-rewarding experiences. For example, case 2

it[ustrates one interpretation of shifting the perception, experience, and use

of the contemporary bathroom, within its versatile property to change from

one meaning to another, in which the catatyst feature plays a significant
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rote. As mentioned above, case 2 is a woman in her tate 40s or earty 50s who

tives atone. Her rituats and habits in the bathroom are we[[ defined. She

takes her daity shower in the morning to become more atert and to wash;

once she is in the shower her day begins, and she needs the invigorating

effect of the shower to start her daily activities. The space becomes a mere

hygienic faci[ity. She turns the bathroom into a self-indulgence room in the

evening, when she takes her dai[y bath in order to be abte to steep wet[.

Therefore, we coutd infer that the catalyst property of the bathroom at[ows

this woman to achieve a particutar physicat and psycho[ogicat state. When

she needs to become more atert she turns the space into a hygiene facitity

and takes a shower, acce[erating the waking-up process with the invigorating

effect of water. Converse[y, by turning the same space into a setf-indutgence

room when taking a bath every night, she acceterates the retaxation process

in order to s[eep we[t. The bathroom for this woman has severai meanings

that match particular states of mmd and physicai conditions.

An interesting aspect of this case is that it embraces two totat[y

different, and even opposite, meanings, uses, and purposes of a single space.

We coutd say that she perceives and experiences two different spaces in a

singte day and in a single environment. In the morning, she might flot take

notice of the candie in her bathroom, even if it were in the most obvious

ptace in the room, but she may notice its presence at night if she were to

decide to take a bath. The sounds, the Light, the sme[ts - ati aspects of the

space - are comp[etety different in the morning than at night. The meanings

depend on the interaction between the user and the space. We coutd say
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that the bathroom is flot singted out as a one type of room; indeed, even for

one person it expands into many habits that can take on many meanings in

terms of both efficiency and reLaxation.

VI.5 Water and the Contemporary Bathroom

I believe that the muLti-meaning characteristic of the contemporary

bathroom, as we[I. as the modifications of the space through technotogicaL

improvements, may have a significant impact on domestic energy and water

consumption. From the interpretation of the shifting and muttipte meanfngs

of the contemporary bathroom, inctuding recent bathroom equipment,

particutarty in the shower, the direction that the bathroom is taking is more

inclined toward a “setf-indutgence room.” This, in turn, 15 entaihng increased

energy and water consumption. Taking again the exampte of case 2, taking a

shower in the morning and a bath in the evening requires a considerabte

amount of water and energy. Weingarten and Weingarten (1998) point out

that the heating of water genera[ty represents the most significant use of
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energy in the home, after air conditioning and heating. Shove explains that

many of the studies on ecotogical and sustainabte water and energy

consumption focus more on resutts and estimates for the future, rather than

on the way that energy and water are consumed by people: “The point is

that the very process of environmentat analysis, debate and modelling,

f ncluding that concerned with green consumption and ecological

modernization, contributes to - and takes for granted - ways of tife and

suites of values that are at the heart of the environmental problem itsetf”

(Shove, 2003, p. 9). Shove argues that an understanding of habits and rituals

teads to the root cf the problem, atong with consumption patterns and social

conventions. Acknowledging this coutd contribute to finding a way to

optimize the use of natural resources, which might be transtated into

ecotogicat awareness.

Throughout my research I was interested in exploring how water can

produce the effects of relaxation and invigoration. I posit that one of the

most important features of water is the reactf on of the individuat’s haptic

system to the stimuli of a shower (hot or cold) or a bath. The haptic system

is defined as the bodily mechanism that enables animats and human beings to

appreciate contact and manipuLation (Bartley, 1972, p. 56) - in other words,

the sense of “touching.” Bartley argues that the haptic system atlows us to

percefve our surroundings through contact, closeness, remoteness,

detachment, and se on; thus, the sensory mechanisms of the skin deal with

exploration, appreciation, manipulation, and, to some extent,

communication. He makes a distinction between touching and being touched.
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Using Bartley’s terminotogy, “active touch” is touching and “passive touch”

is being touched. He places speciat emphasis on the haptic system as one of

the most important senses in the perception process in everyday Ufe. This

seems to have parti cu[ar relevance in defining the meaning of water. A good

example of the effect of water on an individuat’s haptic system in the

bathroom is the shower, mainly because of the reaction to the stream of

water. The effect of water running over the body awakens different

sensations in the individual, some of which are related to the water pressure

and temperature, since colder water can be invigorating as it tends to

increase b[ood circulation, whi[e warmer water can induce s[eep or

relaxation.

To ittustrate these effects, I exptored the relationship with water in

each case in my inquiry. Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 have a simi[ar re[ationship

with water, as they use it as a means (toot or instrument) to meet a specific

goal. In case 1, the husband wants as much water as possible, since it is the

instrument by which he wakes up in the morning. He has three additiona[

showerheads in the shower so that he can feet water over his entire body.

This intensifies both the sensation of being surrounded by water and that of

becoming more atert. His wife has a simitar re[ationship with water but with

opposite objectives, since for her it is the perfect way to get warm and to

reLax. Her main goat is to fee[ warm during the cold winter months. Her

routine for using water for personat cteansing purposes changes depending on

the time of year. She might wait for some time for hot water because her

daughters take their baths before she does. In this famity of four (two adults
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and two smalt children), the bathroom becomes a playroom when it is time

for the children to have a bath. These uses do flot show a strong awareness

of water conservation.

The relationship between the woman in case 2 and water was

explained in Chapter IV. In this case, water is an instrument, a tool, for her

to become more alert in the morning and to achieve the looks required by

society, whereas at night water is the basic ingredient for relaxation and

sleep. The man in case 3 refers to his bathtub as his “think tank,” and he

says that he has corne up with his best ideas there.

In Chapter V, I rnentioned how the woman in case 4 attempted to

obtain pleasure through her retationship with water. Her bathroom is her

rnini-spa, where she uses her Jacuzzi or simpty soaks with her favourite

scents and oits. Her shower stall has four additional showerheads that spray

her body with abundant streams. The main discourse in this particular

bathroorn is “pleasure,” involving alt the different fixtures, such as the

mutti-head shower stali to invigorate, the bathtub to relax, the Jacuzzi to

massage, and the bidet to feel fresh and clean. Alt of these activities are

related to the hedonistic idea that water can serve as the vehicle to obtain

self-rewarding experiences in daity life. Consequentty, her perspective on

water and her own statement regarding ecological concerns show that she

does not have any awareness of water conservation.

The family in case 6 uses as much water as possible - in this particular

case, hot water. The husband is considering “upgrading the diameter of the

pipes” in order to have more water. He spends more than half an hour every
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day in a hot shower, despite the fact that he washes, with the use cf soap,

on[y once every two days. lime spent in the shower aL[ows him te think

about what he has te do during his workday, and it is where he makes

decisiens and comes up with strategies te acccmp[ish his tasks at wcrk.

Water is the agent that a[tows him te cencentrate and plan his activities for

the day. His wife takes a shewer and a bath dai[y: the shower te become

more a[ert in the merning and the bath to relax and warm up at night. This

case has rather [ow awareness cf water conservation.

The pecp[e in cases 5, 7, and 8 have a different perception cf water

than dc the cases mentioned above. AU cf them use [ess water than the

other cases and twc cf them (cases 7 and 8) show a genuine envircnmenta[

concern regarding the use cf water. The fami[y in case 5 have a very

“pragmatic” way cf using water as an instrument te meet societal demands

with regard te appearance and odeur. They de net spend much time in the

shower or bathtub; they do net have etaborate rituats surrounding the use cf

water. Simpty getting clean is their chief cencern. For the chitdren in this

famity, as in att the famities interviewed, water is the vehicte fer ptaying and

having fun. lhey tive in an area cf Montreat where water meters are instatled

in private homes. There is a fixed annuat rate, and if they exceed the

permissibte ameunt cf water they must pay more. They are net witting te

make a change in their tifestyte, and weu[d rather pay more. They expressed

that they are net aware cf water conservation; hewever, their rituals and

habits surreunding the use cf water in the bathreom are [imited.
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The woman in case 7, who is in her ear[y 50s, showed more

environmentat awareness through the water-conservation actions that she

has taken over the years. For this woman, water 15 a precious naturat

resource, not just an agent to he[p her accomp[ish particular tasks such as

the “Look” required by society and maintaining a cLean environment in her

house. Àtt her apptiances that require the use of water conserve water. She

uses water onLy for practicat purposes, and she atways keeps in mmd using

the [east amount of water possibLe. Case 8, a woman 26 years of age, has a

simitar retationship with water. She uses as [ittte water as possibLe in her

everyday Life, and she is a[ways aware of water conservation. She does not

take more time than necessary to cLean herseLf, and she does flot take water

for granted.

Women who took part in this research showed a ctoser reLationship

with water in terms of using more water and for a greater amount of time

than did their mate counterparts. Most of the women needed to use the bath

to get warm at night in the winter and showed a ctear preference for the

bathtub over the shower. Most of the men preferred the shower to the

bathtub. Even though I did not make an exhaustive gender analysis, it is clear

from the few cases in my inquiry that women use and enjoy the bathroom

more than do men. The effect that warm or hot water produces on the body

is reLated to the haptic system. With hot water surrounding the body, the

muscLes tend to reLax and the pores of the skin to open. This sensation may

also be experienced in a tong hot shower. Comfort is 50 ctosety retated to

heat or warmth that most of the authors speciaLizing in heating and air
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C conditioning systems define a thermal comfort zone when there is an

adequate combination of air temperature, relative humidity, and main

radiant temperature. The temperature defined as thermal comfort ranges

between 20°C and 22°C (see Humphreys & Nichol, 1998; Lechner, 2001).

However, in the case of the bathroom area and the retaxation process,

temperatures must be higher in order to relax the muscle mass of the body.

Cases 1, 4, and 7 compared their bathtub experience to that of a sauna, in

which temperatures may be as high as 70°C.

Further studies on the bathroom might explore gender impLications in

the use of the space. In addition, design studies might examine the prospects

for sustainable comfort - in other words, the comfort provided by the use of

water within an ecological perspective.

The use of water in the bathroom represents, to certain people, a

way to reduce stress in order to cope with the pressures and responsibilities

demanded from their everyday lives. In today’s Western societies people

want to perform a greater number of activities every day than people did a

few decades ago (Southerton, 2001). Having a hectic tifestyle has a doubte

influence on the use of the bathroom. On the one hand, use of the shower is

favoured every morning for its invigorating effect in order to start the daily

routine with energy and to respond to the norms of personal appearance; if

the shower has mutti-jet showerheads, it enhances the invigoration and at

the same time allows the possibility of retaxing. On the other hand, hectic

tifestytes may promote the development of setf-rewarding experiences
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through the use cf the bathtub, regarded as a “need” for relaxation after a

stressfu[ day.

In this sense, the space cf the bathroom does flot have te have

sophisticated fixtures such as a Jacuzzi, sauna, or muttipte showerheads in

order for water te achieve its retaxing or invigorating effect. With basic

fixtures such as shower, bath, sink, and toitet, the bathroom is capable cf

providing setf-renovating or retaxing experiences. The bathroom can even

produce unpleasant sensations, especially if the individual is used to more

pleasant ones.6 Neverthetess, the point cf view of most of the subjects in my

inquiry suggests that in generat, the bathroom 15 a very pleasurable place;

those who do flot share this opinion consider the bathroom a very efficient

ptace te meet their hygienic needs.

I exptained above the cata[yst property cf the bathroom and its

contribution te the shifting meanings cf use cf the space. Based on my

findings, I posit that water in the contemporary bathroom represents the

basic component cf this property; water is an agent, a means te obtain

specific goals or induce psychologicat and physical states. As mentioned

6 Colin Lorback describes some ofthe unpleasant experiences that water may provide.

His article focuses more on the fear experienced by the person who is leaming how to

swim; however, he states that water in the bathroom area may be a very unpleasant

experience if the hot water runs out in the middle of the process of soaping, or the

bathtub is uncornfortable, or the shower nozzle or showerhead sends out a spray too

fine to wash the soap off the body, causing the rinsing process to take too long, or on

the confrary it is so powerful that it feels like the skin is being picrccd by needles.

Lorback, Colin, Water Experience, article obtained from

http://www.phenomenologyonline.com site visited in June 2005.
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above, I found [ittte information and few references concerning the

contemporary meaning of water and its use in the domestic context;

therefore, I decided to exptore these themes in my fie[d inquiry in order to

ana[yze the participants’ opinions, concerns, and concepts re[ated to water.

Water is seen as indispensabte by my interviewees because they cou[d flot

imagine tife without it. It is a[so indispensab[e because it is used in almost

every aspect of our [ives in the domestic context. We drink, cook, c[eanse

our wounds, cLean our ctothes, and clean our homes and ourselves with it.

With the promotion of products on the market to create a sanctuary within

the bathroom for setf-rewarding experiences, the ideas of “health” and

“pteasure” seem to merge today both in the bathroom and in the use of

water.

It seems that water no longer has the retigious and symbotic

connotation that it once had. This can be exp[ained by a graduaI [oss of

re[igious or symbotic betiefs and by the technotogicat advances in terms of

water supp[y. However, I betieve that water is stilt perceived by many as an

agent of purification and relaxation.

Regarding water as simp[y an agent, and flot as a precious naturat

resource, causes the prob[em of indiscriminate use of water. Water

consumption in the bathroom is flot mitigated by a concern with

sustainabitity except, perhaps, where water meters are instatted. In fact,

some studies show that water consumption usua[[y drops off by 18 to 25

percent after a water meter is insta[Led, according to Envi ronment Canada.

Gert Spaargaren (1997) argues that the water-consumption probtem seems to
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have a deeper impact on peopte on[y when water 15 metered and then bit[ed.

The fact that water is not metered and charged for in most regions of

Montrea[ exacerbates the over-use of water. The Canadian Federa[ Water

Poticy states that Canadians must begin managing water more effectivety by

viewing it as a key to environmenta[ heatth and as a scarce commodity with

reat vaLue. The federat government’s two principte objectives are to protect

and enhance the quatity cf the water resource, and to promote its wise and

efficient management. The Latter objective is to be achieved by, among

other things, the promotion of a reaUstic pricing system for water that witt

make consumers conscious of the reat value of the resource and de[ivery

system. Evident[y the sotution does not lie sotely in the instatlation cf water

meters in residential homes, but atso in modifying the pubUc’s habits and

rituals surrounding the use of water that will lead to more sustainable

consumption patterns. Nevertheless, pricing water and ameUcrating its

supply network woutd significantly help to promote a more realistic and

rational use of this resource.’

The infrastructure ofMontreai’s water-supply network is old and has serious leakage

problems. According to Environment Canada, of ail thc water used in Montreal, the

water used in rcsidentiai buildings accounts for aimost 30% and leakage for almost

40% — 10% more than the water used for cooking, bathing, cieaning, and drinking

leaks into the ground and neyer reaches its final destination. The shifting ofthe

meaning of water as a “taken for granted” resource to a valuable one shouid start with

local, provincial, and federal govemments, actions to renovate the water supply

network and infrastructure, and the introduction ofpolicies to attempt the modification

ofdornestic practices (e.g., the implementation ofdomestic water meters and pricing

po]icies).
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Governmenta[ participation in the imp[ementation of preventive

measures to change established rationates and social conventions in patterns

of water consumption in the City of Montreat coutd be a very difficutt task.

There is very [ittte [iterature written on the subject on whïch future

scenarios about everyday tife habits and experiences concerning the

contemporary bathroom can be based. Water consumption in the bathroom

seems to invo[ve more comp[ex rationates than the introduction of new

designs; it can be defined as we[[ as a “service” provided, in this particu[ar

case, by the City of Montrea[. Shove (2003, p. 198) exp[ains what “service”

means in the domestic context:

“Service” encompasses and hotUs together complexes of sociotechnical

arrangements. It stands for the bunching of imperatives and injunctions that

inform senses of what simp[y has to be done in order to be appropriate[y

cLean or comfortab[e. What this means, and how services are defined and

reproduced, depends part[y on the co-evo[ution but atso on the integration

and co-ordination of suites of technotogies and practices and their

positioning in the ftow of everyday tife.

The positioning of the bathroom as a self-indulgence room in everyday

tife and the use of water as an agent that is a taken-for-granted service, with

techno[ogica[ fixtures such as mu[ti-head showers and Jacuzzis, necessari[y

impties a significant use of water and energy for hot water. In other words, if

we put together the meaning of water as a mere agent or service; a

deve[oped country with p[enty of water resources, such as Canada, with a
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targe urban centre without residentiat water meters, such as Montreal; and

the trend to create a “sanctuary” out of the bathroom, the amount of water

consumed wi[t reach dramatic proportions.

With regard to the techno[ogicat advances in terms of bathroom

equipment, at first g[ance, the solution to the water-consumption prob[em

might lie in the introduction of flCW fixtures encompassing ecotogical.

considerations. There are however, atready some plausible examptes of

technicat solutions.8 The idea of surrounding the body with water, either by

mu[ti-head showers or by soaking in the bathtub, represents the idea[ process

for relaxation. What makes this envïronmenta[ty unfriend[y is the promotion

of four to six showerheads in a single shower stalt. Therefore, the probtem is

not necessarity technical, but the way that technicat solutions are used in

everyday life. In addition, the message sent by manufacturers’ advertising to

promote a particular trend, such as new ecotogical showerheads applied to

the multi-head shower concept, influences the water-consumption problem.

This information provides us with an understanding of the rituals and

habits of everyday life, the social conventions, patterns of consumption, and

environmental problems that shoutd be on the agenda when it comes to

formutating sustainabte solutions. The bathroom is a perfect illustration of

the conjunction and merging of these research areas into a single problem.

$ Some ofthese solutions were mentioned in Chapter V. GROHE, among other

companies, has developed solutions such as the injection of air into the shower sfream

aiming for a similar sensation as a regular shower.
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In this dissertation, I examined some of the meanings that have been

invested in the bathroom in contemporary society. Through a social and

semiotic reading of the space, I attempted to offer a mu[tipte-[ayered

discourse of this space, through an interpretation of experiences described

by the users.

I have discussed the severa[ readings and discourses of the 8 cases.

Concerning the three codes adopted in this research for the semiotic reading

of the contemporary bathroom we cou[d see how the technica[ codes

referring to the architectural elements and severat components of the

bathroom such as cotors, materials, [ighting, textures, equipment, drawers

with magazines, digitat dock, among others mentioned in this thesis, express

a significant change in the behaviour of the people interviewed in relation to

a Longer time of use of the space, as wet[ as the appropriation of it in order

to achieve particutar states of mmd towards relaxation or invigoration.

Concerning the syntactic codes the distribution of the bathroom has a[so

been modified to respond to these same criteria. The make up area for

grooming as we[t as the separation, in some of the cases, of the shower and

the bathtub, revea[, atong with the user’s discourse the retevance that the
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contemporary bathroom seems to be responding to different and more

complexes rituats and activities attached to this space.

The semantic codes, atong with the connotations given to the space, exp[ain

in a rather thorough way how the participants of this research confer

different meaning to thef r bathrooms. These meanings are transtated into

the experiences that the users tive in an everyday basis.

The experience exp[ained in the previous chapter [eads us to the

understanding of the bathroom as a mufti functionat and mu[tifaceted space.

This study was devetoped mostty through in-depth interviews and an

assessment of the richness of qualitative materiat that emerged from a

culturat reading of the domestic bathroom. It therefore shoutd be read in

regard to the theoreticat concepts that emerged. For exampte, the meaning

given to the bathroom through an experience of ctean[iness is the “original”

and main perception of the space, as it was conceived for this purpose.

Having a source of water is probab[y one of the most important elements in

this space, as it is, to some extent, the “essence” of the bathroom.

Moreover, the sensuat experience that this e[ement provides may be one of

the reasons for attaching other meanings to this space. Another major

concept was privacy. This concept has several imptications in the

understanding of the meanings of the contemporary bathroom. The bathroom

seems to a[[ow for a higher degree of privacy than do other areas of the

home. I suggest as we[t that the need for relaxation in the bathroom has ted

to other e[ements, such as comfort, that have had a significant impact on the
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transformation of the representation of the bathroom in the tast few

decades. Having comfort in the contemporary bathroom through the use of

new equipment, materia[s, distribution, and co[ours encouraged a gradua[

metamorphosis of this space ïnto a “[iving-bathroom” that embodies a mu[ti

meaning and mu[ti-functiona[ area in which practices that used ta take ptace

in other areas of the home have become “normaL” activities deve[oped in

this space. In this regard the re[evance of my research [les flot in exp[aining

practices that we a[ready know are deve[oped in this space (cteansing and

e[imination activities), but in examining those that we did not know were

performed in the bathroom. For examp[e, I discuss some activities that

apparent[y are difficu[t to carry out e[sewhere in the home, in particu[ar the

appropriation of the space for privacy ta have a time out and/or re[ax. The

apparent “need” ta have time off in arder to maintain individua[ity and

identity in a sociaL environment is not new (see A[tman, 1975; Newe[[, 2004;

Westin, 1967). What 15 reLevant ta the present study is that this

reinfarcement of personat identity is being deve[oped in the bathroom.

Untike the contemporary kitchen, for exampLe, which may be perceived as a

space for “sharing,” the contemparary bathroom seems ta be, for same

peopte, a space far introspection. This particutar appropriation of the space

has braught some changes into the bathroom area.

Cancerning the physicat enviranment, the bathroom seems ta have

eva[ved in the tast few decades in order ta respand ta these modes of

appropriation. It might be argued that, canverse[y, the meaning of the
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physical environment was changed to encourage grooming and relaxation

practices. Whatever the order, the bathroom has been transformed by

society through technological advances and the increasing consumption of

relaxing and pleasurabte experiences.

In addition, grooming activities have gained in importance in Western

society. Presumabty, there has been an increase in the concern with the way

peopte look and smett. This concern has atways been present in our culture;

however, sociat demands regarding looks, body weight, and odours seem to

be more comptex and strict today than they were some decades ago.

What att of this suggests is a sociat concern for the individuat’s wett

being. This concern is retated to the emphasis ptaced on heatth, the way we

took and smett, how much we weigh, how stressed we are, and everyday tife

struggtes. The question that emerges is, what witt the impact be on both

home design and sustainabte devetopment in the domestic context?

Based on the data obtained in my inquiry, I can assume, without being

conclusive, that the habits and rituats developed in the contemporary

bathroom entait a potentiat increase in water consumption. However, due to

the timitations of my research, it woutd be pertinent to vatidate this

information with quantitative studies that woutd determine the approximate

amount of water consumed today in the domestic bath room.
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Despite the possibLe increase in water use in the domestic bathroom,

water-conservation solutions can a[ready be found in the marketp[ace;

consequentty, it is not necessarity a technica[ solution that is needed to sotve

this consumption problem. If we are to find a sustainabte course for the

bathroom, then possib[y a modification to the image of the contemporary

bathroom, in which comfort ptays a fundamenta[ rote, cou[d be a reasonab[e

approach. Today’s representation of the bathroom seems to be close re[ated

to the expLoitation of sensual experiences. One of the most attractive

aspects of the retaxing experience in the contemporary bathroom is the

“warming” sensation of soaking in hot water. The definition of comfort as a

person’s setf-conscious satisfaction in the immediate physica[ environment

(Crow[ey, 2001) - in this particular case, a hot shower or bath with its

relaxing effect - coupted with being undisturbed in a private milieu raises the

question of whether simitar conditions, without the use of water, can be

achieved in the bathroom or in other spaces in the home. If there is an actua[

“need” to have privacy and relaxation through a warm environment (Giedion

[1948] regards bathing as a culturat response to human relaxation and we[[

being, which he considers an indispensable part of community life), then it

might be convenient to revise the overat[ design of the contemporary house.

In this sense, the concept of comfort associated with relaxation might also

be revised to include a wider spectrum of possibilities.

The contribution of this dissertation Lies in the fact that few studies

have exptored the meanings of bathroom area and its recent evotution. I was
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C flot aiming to be representative for genera[ization; I tooked at a variety of

dimensions [inked to the perception, experience, and use of the bathroom in

contemporary everyday tife. As such, this dissertation is a contribution

because I was abte to anatyze the importance of severat etements that might

be interesting to take into consideration in both design studies and design

practice. These etements are, for exampte, reconfiguration of the space; the

retevance of the ideas of privacy and comfort in the contemporary home; the

mutti-functionatity and mutti-meaning characteristic in the user’s

interpretation of his bathroom; and the sensuat experiences had in this

space. Understanding the retevance of the contemporary bathroom and the

severat meanings that can be attributed to it witt encourage a revision of the

configuration of this space.
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AppendixA: List of Topcs for the
Semi-Direct Interview

Main topics for the interviews with users:

• Generat Information (No. of inhabitants, Age, sex, No. of bathrooms)

• The routine of the use of the bathroom in the everyday tife

o Hygiene and Personat Habits retated with the use of water

o Rituats and activities for:

• Shower

• Bathtub

• Sink

• Toitet

• Bidet

o Other activities rather than the main hygiene ones

• Shaving

• Grooming

• Sex

• Most frequent behaviors devetoped in the bathroom

o Privacy

o Pteasure

• The space

o What’s in it & how is decorated

• Their ideal. bathroom

o Desires, the wish idea for the bathroom area

• Personat perception of the bathroom area

o Perceived conception of their space

• Meaning of water

o Contemporary representation & importance of water
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• Water saving consciousness

o The use cf new technotogy in their bathroom

o Behaviors on water consumption that cou[d be modified

Generat information

J. Age

2. Years cf education

3. Income per year

4. Number cf peopte living in the house

5. Number cf bathrooms in the house

Everyday Life

You wake up in the morning and...

Shower

1. Times a week fer the shower cf every member

2. When & how much time

3. Shut the water whi[e soaping

4. How many times a week you wash you hair

5. Why do you take a shower?

Bathtub

1. How many times a week do you use your bath tub? (Cross the number

cf times)

2. When & hcw much time

3. Dc ycu usua[ty take your bath atone?

4. Do ycu use (Bubb[e Bath, Scents, Of[s, Satts, Cand[es, Other, specify)

& How cften

5. What do you do in the bathtub?

6. Do you rinse with the shower after you are done in the bathtub?

7. Why do you take a bath:

o
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Si nk

1. How many times a day do you wash your teeth?

2. How much time does it take you to brush your teeth?

3. How do you rinse your mouth after brushing your teeth?

4. Do you Leave the water running white you brush your teeth?

5. What other things you do in the sink? (Wash &Ior dry, comb your hair,

app[y make up Et beauty treatments (creams, [otions), wash c[othes,

other.

Shaving

1. Do you shave any part of your body? How often you shave, and how

much tïme it takes you in each part. (face, [egs, armpits, chest, bikini

area, genita[s)

2. Where do you shave?

Bidet

J. Do you have a bidet?

2. How often and why do you use it?

Toilet

J. WhiI.e you’re in the toi[et do you? (Read, Smoke, Listen to music, Ptay

PortabLe Nintendo)

2. How many times do you use the toitet per day approximate[y?

3. Do you fLush the toitet every time you use it?

4. Wou[d you rather have the toi[et as a separate room from the

bathroom?

5. When you are in the toitet f You don’t tike to be heard, You don’t tike

peopte to know that you are sitting in the toitet, You don’t mmd

other peop[e knowing you are in the toi[et)

Privacy

How is privacy treated in this house:
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J. When you are in the toi[et

2. When you are in the shower or the bathtub

Grooming

J. Do you dress in the bath room?

2. Do you trim, nai[s, fix eyebrows, paint nail.s, exercise

Sex

Do you have sex in the bathroom area (masturbating, intercourse)? Neyer,

occasionat[y, regu[arty.

PLeasure

What is it that you enjoy the most in the bathroom area?

The space

J. Do you have in your bathroom any of the fo[[owing items?

Washing machine, Dryer machine, Cord to hang up clothes, CD p[ayer, tape

recorder or radio, Tetevision, Phone, Other.

2. What do you have in your storage compartments inside your

bath room?

Towe[s, Creams and Beauty treatments, Medicines, Razor blades or Shaving

Machine, Cosmetics, Nai[ trimmer, Cteaning Products (ex. Toilette Duck),

Toitet paper, Kleenex, Feminine hygiene products (Kotex, tampons),

Toothpaste Et Toothbrush, Mouth wash tiquid, Hair treatments, Hair Dryer,

Hair dying products, Soap Et Shampoo, Other.

3. Did you put special emphasis decorating your bathroom?

4. Describe me your bathroom?

5. Do you have in your bathroom any kind of decoration, such as:

o
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Photographs, Paintings, Posters, Towe[s that match with the bath curtain,

Speciat carpet, CandIes, Hands soap container, Other.

IdeaL bathroom

Ta[k to me about your ideal bathroom, [et’s say you have thousands of

doLlars and you want to renovate your bathroom, how would you do it?

Importance Et Perception

J. How important is your bathroom compared with the rest of the areas

of your house?

2. What is the perception you have of the bathroom area?

3. What’s the world you wou[d use to describe the bathroom?

4. What’s the cotor, the texture, the smel[ of the bathroom?

5. What wou[d you [ike to hear in the bathroom?

Cleaning of the space

1. Is important for you that other peop[e see your bathroom ctean

2. How often do you ctean your bathtub or shower?

3. What kind of products do you use to clean you bathroom?

4. Do you recycLe the empty bottles of your c[eaning products?

5. What do you do to e[iminate bad odors?

Water value

J. s water important for you?

2. Cou[d you imagine for one moment Living without water?

3. No drinking water, no toilet, no water for having a shower, a bath,

brushing your teeth, washing your clothes, house, car, etc.

4. Do you realize alt the water you use per day and how easy is to get it?

Ecologicat consciousness

1. Did you renovate your bathroom?
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2. Did you take into consideration new ecoogica equipment (such as

tow f[ush toi[et) in your bathroom?

3. As you know, water in Montrea[ is free, do you try to save some water

in your everyday tife, in your habits and routines?

4. Do you consider yoursetf as a regutar consumer of water in Montreat

or is heavy or light consumer compared from what you know from

other peop[e?

5. How do you think you coutd modify some of your habits in order to

[essen the quantity of water that you use in your everyday tife?

6. Are you wit[ing to make these changes?

7. How much did you spend in renovating your bathroom?
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AppendixB: Sam p[e of Interview

Case #6

This is a fami[y of five, the husband, wife and 3 girts. They own a dup[ex and

they rent the upper dupLex. They are francophone, however the interview

was done in Enghsh, thus there are some smat[ grammaticaL errors.

Int.= Interviewer

He= the husband

She= the wife

Int. - First of aLt I want to tet[ you that everything that you say is absotute[y

confidentia[ and aLt information obtained from this interview wi[t be used for

a research purpose onty and secondty since we’re deating with the bathroom

area is a very private space 50 if by any chance do you fee[ uncomfortab[e

with any question you just tet[ me skip the question and it’s fine.

He. - No probtem.

Int.- How many peop[e [ive here?

He.-5, 2 adu[ts and 3 kids.

Int.- The age of the adu[ts is...?

He.- I’m 39, my wife is 37.

Int.- And the age of the kids ...?

He.- 6, 2 and 7 months.
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Int.- In round numbers, how much is the income of your family pet year?

He.- More than 1 00,000 $.

Int. - And the years of education of the adults.

He.- 0k, we’re under grads.

Int. - How many bathrooms do you have?

He.- 2, one upstairs, one downstairs. If you look at the house it’s a triplex

and we have the basement and the first ftoor for us .... And we have the

tenants upstairs. If you look at the house there are 4 bathrooms but we use

on[y 2.

Int.- So you have one in the basement and one

He. - Here in the first levet.

Int.- The way this interview is conducted is first I want to know your

everyday life in the use of the bathroom, and after that we’lI. be making

some specific questions about each part of the bathroom like the shower, the

sink... 50, how is your everyday life ... the answer I’m looking for is

He.- My daily routine.

Int.- Exactty... as much details as possibte.

He.- We’re using both bathrooms, we don’t have a shower on the first tevel,

we just have a bath so if you look at the dai[y routine right now I’m waking

up the first around 6 a.m. I’m going downstairs to have my shower and also

most of the time in the morning you take a leak before going to the shower

and then I take my shower and then I shave ... downstairs. I would say that

most of the time the bathroom downstairs is mine (ha, ha) I know that with 2

aduits per 2 kids in a time from now I won’t be able to get in the bathroom!

0
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(ha, ha)many years. So that’s my daity routine in the bathroom for me after

that usua[ty my wife witt set up to take her shower downstairs 50 after that

we’re waking up.... After that what you do in the morning is you put make

up... then.

She.- Upstairs, I on[y take my shower downstairs that’s everything else I do it

upstairs.

Int. - And you do that in the morning.

She.- Yeah.

Int. - 0k but before that, you go downstairs you have your towets downstairs?

He Et She.- Yeah.

Int.- 0k, you use the toitet you step immediatety to the shower?

He.- Yes, I turn on the radio. I have a radio in my bathroom, and I turn on

the radio, I need some noise. So I’mtistening to the radio alt the time even

when I’m in the shower.

Int. - 0k, so then I guess you soap... how do you soap, from head to toes or

from toes to head?

He.- Usuat[y I don’t soap... I don’t know why I don’t use soap... I wash my hair

and I use that soap... but I don’t use the soap... and I love to use hot water

and I can stay in the shower for 40 min. It is there where I think, yes I take

decisions there. What can I say is the place where I think.

Int.- 0k, so you just take some shampoo and you just stay there. You use the

shower to get more atert one.

He.- No, no I’m atready alert, as soon as I wake up I’m ready to go.

Int. - 0h, that’s fantastic I wish I could be [ike that.
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He.- Unfortunatety is the evening when I’m cornp[ete[y as a tight you turn

out the power and... but in the morning I wake up and I’m ready ta go.

Int.- 0k.

Int.- Sa after you’re done with the sharnpoo and you rinse yoursetf you corne

out and do you have a bathrobe or sornething.

He.- Yes I have my bathrobe. Usua[ty what I do is when I wake up I put on

my bathrobe and go downstairs, we have the taundry room downstairs. What

we do is usuatty I steep with a t-shirt, sa I take off my t-shirt, put it in the

famity room go take rny shower and corne up with rny bathrobe. Usua[ty I’rn

the first one to be awake. I go get my paper and read the paper before the

girLs are awake. That’s my routine in the rnorning.

Int. - Sa where do you shave, downstairs?

He.- Downstairs, just after my shower I shave in the sink.

Int. - What about your mornings? (referring to her)

She.- When I work, cause rny routine is a bit different when I work as when I

don’t. Usua[ty what I do is I wake up and take a shower right after him. I on[y

shower downstairs, and then I wou[d corne back upstairs probab[y eat at that

point.

Int. - At what tirne do you wake up?

She.- Right now at 7 o’ctock. But usuat[y is eartier than that.

Int. - And when you shower...

She.- I start with rny hair sharnpoo, and then I soap from head ta toes.

Int.- Do you use conditioner?

o
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c3 She.- Yes shampoo conditioner. I don’t use a bar, I use [iquid soap and that’s

it.

Int. - By any chance anyone of you shut the water off whi[e you soap or...

She & He.- No.

She.- Usuat[y I tend to put the water hotter and hotter and hotter.

Int. - How many times do you wash your hair, everyday?

She.- Every second day.

He. - The same for me every second day.

Int.- And the days you don’t wash your haïr you just stay in the water

without...?

He.- Usuat[y I go in the shower and I ... if it’s if that day I don’t wash my haïr

I just hang there. I have some water in my back and that’s it.

Int. - The question wou[d be, why do you shower? You shower to become

more a[ert?

She. - To wake me up and to c[ean myse[f, cause I need to fee[ clean.

Int.- For hygiene purposes then.

She.- Yes. I need my shower.

Int. - And do you shower everyday?

He & She.- Yes, everyday.

She.- If it’s flot a shower then it’s a bath before bed.

He.- I have to say I take a shower everyday, we do that. I do that, I need to

have my shower.

Int.- So you sometimes take a bath?

He. - Yes, more in the winter than in the summer.

o
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She.- In winter though, when I take a bath is because I want to feet hot and

just retax a Lot and just sit there, but in summer I don’t feet Like to sit in hot

water.

Int. - And... neither to sit in co[d water?

She.- No, I’d take a shower then. Often in the summer time I woutd take a

shower in the morning and I woutd take a shower before going to bed.

He.- Just to give you an exampte we have a cottage that 15 near a [ake and

even though we go in the [ake aLt day at night, we got to have a shower or in

the morning... a shower is something that persona[ty I have to have at [east

once a day.

Int.- 0k when you’re in the shower you’ve mentioned that it was your

“thinking time”

He.- Yes.

Int.- What kind of things do you think when you’re in the shower?

He. - I think about the work, I think about the things I have to do during the

day.

Int. - 0k, 50 when you use the bathtub which are the rituats around the

bathtub, do you use some scents, oiL or bubble baths?

She.- 0h Yeah, aU. the time.

Int. - 0k, 50 when you take a bath, what do you do?

She.- I put the music on, cause we have music in the bathroom, light the

candtes, put the Lights down...

He. - Cause we have a dimmer in the bathroom 50 we can dim the Light.

o
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She.- Then I just undress... Oh I a[so take a bock or magazine or something,

maybe flot a bock but a magazine, something easy to read and I put bubb[e

bath or scents or... I just can’t soak myse[f in... just water cause I fee[ is toc...

dry (ha, ha, ha)

She. - I need something oily in the water and you whom I read and then often

I drop aside the magazines and faU asteep.

Int.- How much time do you spend in the bathtub?

She.- At [east 20 min., it depends, I don’t know if 20 min. is toc short.

He.- As soon as the skin starts to wrinkte... then it’s time to go.

Int. - What about you and the tub?

He. - I have to say I take [ess baths than my wife, but usuat[y is the same

routine, put the music on, then the Light... I don’t put cand[es, I put bubbte

bath, for whatever reason l’m used to have a “b[ue” water, there is bubb[e

bath that has a cotorant b[ue and I’m used to have that. I used to have it

when I was young and I sti[t [ove to have btue water, the reason is ... because

I [ike it and I tike to have hot water. It reat[y has to be hot, rea[[y hot,

because sometimes when we got to have a bath together it’s too hot. And

the funny part is when we decided to buy a bathtub, that was one of the

reasons we had te sit both in it (ha, ha) we had to be abte te sit both cf us in

there 50 we went te the showrooms and teck off our shoes and sat on the

tubs to see if we were fitting. That was a requirement for the tub.

Int. - And, do you soap yoursetf or you just soak in the water.

She.- Usua[[y I soap, but then it depends, if I didn’t had my shower that day I

soap at the end, but usua[ty I soak. The shower is te wash myse[f.
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He.- Something here.

Int. - Do you rinse with... I saw that your have tike a [itt[e shower, a phone

shower. Do you rinse yoursetf with that shower after you’re done with the

tub?

She.- No, I on[y use that when I wash the girt’s hair off. That’s the purpose,

that’s why is there, and to wash the bath.

Int. - The reason to take a bath is to have a time for yoursetf, or...

She.- Yes, to relax. For me is to relax, or sometimes I just feel cold, in the

evening and I Just want to warm up, but this week I don’t know if it is humid

in the house or what but I fett tike the cotd coming up, so I just feet tike

taking a bath.

He. - The same for me. For me the bath is a place to relax that’s why most of

the time we put soft music, reatty smoothing and it’s reatty to go there and

relax.

Int.- It’s [ike the opposite from the shower right?

She.- Yes, flot the same purpose.

He.- Even when I take a shower. I need most in the morfiing when people

tatk, and that’s what I need to find, I don’t want to have music. I need to

have peopte tatking, so that’s why I put a show I know that people tatk.

Int. - Let’s go to the sink. How many times a day do you wash your teeth?

She.- At teast twice.

He.- Once.

Int.- In the morning?

He.- In the morning onty.

o
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Int. - How do you brush your teeth?

She. - Me, I have a manua[ toothbrush and a toothpaste.

He.- And the toothpaste is in the drawer and... 50 we take out the toothpaste

of the drawer because the kids they have their own toothpaste. We have

then the toothpaste that we’re using. So we take our toothpaste from the

drawer because we don’t [ike to see it on the counter, however the

toothbrush are on the counter, usua[[y the routine in the morning or right

now. I do it with the gir[s and usua[ly I think my wife do it after.

She.- Oh, yeah, after but a[so, any time I teave my house, I have to brush my

teeth before, then I wou[d brush my teeth up to 5 times a day.

He.- The thing is when we had this big appointment then I’t[ brush my teeth.

She.- Or when we’re having peop[e over as we[t, I atso bring my toothbrush

at work and after [unch, I’t[ brush my teeth.

Int.-Do you take the water to rinse direct[y from the faucet or you have a

g[ass?

She.- A g[ass to rinse? No, I use my hand.

He.- It’s funny, cause I’ve watched peop[e drinking direct[y from the faucet.

She.- Rarety I use the glass for the mouthwash but to rinse I use my hand.

He. - Me, I use the g[ass. If the g[ass is in the dishwasher, then I wou[d use my

hand but usuatty the glass is there.

Int. - 0k, Do you [eave the water running whi[e you brush your teeth?

He.- Unfortunate[y yes, we’re not very good in environmenta[ issues.

Int.- Now, tet[ me about your shaving.

o
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He.- My shaving I’l[ do it downstairs so the routine for shaving is, I catt it my

“glory shaving”. I need to have moi sturizing in my skin to shave, that’s why I

like to take my shower before I shave and then I go to the sink, put on my

shaving cream and I use a razor, flot a disposabte one, the Gillette Match 3

and I shave so I put a ‘bouchon’ to fitt the sink with hot water, close the

water, so I can clean my razor and I shave stroking up, stroking down and

then I rinse. When I’m finished I take out the ‘bouchon’ and I atways rinse

the bowt cause I know there’s always hair in the bottom, I’ve [earned that a

white ago. Just to make sure the sink is clean. Then put back the towet on

the rack and usua[ty leave the bathroom next. Usua[ty when I finish my

shaving I’m done in the bathroom. I go upstairs and it takes a whi[e titi I get

back to the bathroom and that’s in the bathroom upstairs when I brush my

teeth and I’m ready to teave. I’m dressed, I ate, is the only thing do before

teaving.

Int. - Do you shave everyday?

He. - Everyday. I cou[d shave twice a day... It coutd happen when we have a

big event, then I woutd shave at night.

Int.- And you only shave your face?

He.- Yes, I don’t shave the rest, I’m flot this modem guy, shaving his body...

no, I’m the otd Cro-Magnon guy flot shaving the rest I think shaving is onty in

the face, that’s my ...idea.

Int. - And what about you, any part of your body?

She.- I shave my armpits, and for the rest I wax.

Int.- And do you wax your legs, (me of bikini?

e
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She.- Yes, tegs and Une of bikini.

Int.- And that’s it?

She.- Yes.

Int. - How often do you shave?

She.- Every second or third day.

Int. - That’s for the armpits and for the rest?

She.- In summer cause my hai r is rea[y, rea[[y thin doesn’t grow in the same

pace. In summer grows faster. And for the wax is once a month or every 6

weeks.

Int.- And you wax in the bathroom?

She.- No I don’t do it myse[f.

Int.- You go to a p[ace to do it.

She.- Yes.

Int.-And you shave whi[e you’re in the shower right?

She.- Yeah, sometimes I use my husbands razor and he doesn’t [ike it.

He.- I don’t [ike it, I know when she’s using it and I don’t Uke it, it’s funny.

Int.- Do you have a bidet here?

She Œ He.- No we don’t.

Int.- 0k, now tet’s go to the toi[et, whi[e using the toitet, do you [ike to read

or...

He.- Yes! If ‘m going to do number 2 I take a paper; we have stuff here, the

funny part I started to go downstairs for that; ‘cause, every time I was sitting

down in the first ftoor I was disturbed a[[ the time with the kids! They wou[d
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knock and teti me I want to go, What do you think I’m doing right now! Since

nobody wants to go downstairs, it’s my quarter.

She.- I hate going downstairs.

He.- She woutd use that bathroom onty in emergencies 50 I go downstairs

where I’ve got this table in front of the toitet with magazines, and it’s funny,

mostly wood working magazines you’[t find in there and in the morning I

atways take the paper to go down. Every time I have to go ‘Il take the

paper... if it’s just to take a teak, no I won’t, but if its for sitting down I

woutd.

I read, most of the time I read, I enjoy that, what can I say.

She.- Me it’s quick in and out 50... sometimes I wou[d take something to read

but usuatly don’t have time, because of these three kids, so with me it’s in

and out, and I hate going to the toitet, he enjoys being there.

(ha, ha, ha)

She.- I don’t [ike downstairs because it’s too cotd and we need to redo that

bathroom, and when you turn on the light the fan goes on and I can’t stand

it. I have to make sure that I can hear the kids, if I’m downstairs I won’t hear

them. At [east here if someone screams I can get up reat[y fast.

He.- If l’m atone with the kids I use the bathroom upstairs teave the door

untocked and I always have a visitor (ha, ha)

hit.- How many times per day approximatety do you use the toitet?

He. - For teak and number two?

lnt.-Yes.

He.- If we’re the whote day here?
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He.- 3 to 4 times a day.

She.- I drink a lot of water 50 I go more than that... I’ve neyer counted

them... more than 6 times.

Int. - Do you flush the toitet every time you use it?

She.- It depends.

He.- During the day yes.

She.- At night we usually don’t because of the noise and also ff1 know my

daughter wants to go just after me then I won’t flush titi she finishes.

He.- Usually the routine is when someone wakes up at night we don’t flush

except if it’s number 2.

Int.- Woutd you rather have the toilet outside in another room like for

example in some places in Europe.

She.-I’dsayyes.

He.- No, I won’t. I remember one friend he used to have that and it was a

ctosed space because is a smalter area and I always found that really special

to go there, that’s the way it was set up cause I know you also have this

water closet that you just si t there in the toilet and that’s it... don’t know

maybe if we had the space, but if you look at our bathroom we couldn’t...

beside I prefer to have more space.

Int.- When you are in the toilet you don’t like to be heard when you’re there

or you don’t like people knowing that you’re sitting there or you don’t reatly

don’t mmd at ail.

o
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She.- He doesn’t mmd at alt, we can have people over and he’[[ grab his

paper and tett everybody see you in 10 min.

He.- I don’t mmd.

She.- Me, yeah... I think it’s a personat business.

Int.- What about grooming, or makeup, or dressing in the bathroom.

She.- I don’t dress in the bathroom, I’tt do that in my room. But I make up

and dry my hair in the bathroom, cause I have my counter there, that was a

requirement when we did our bathroom. So I have my littIe chair there and I

sit there I make up I don’t make up everyday now. I don’t dry my hair

everyday. I’t[ fix my hair a titt[e bit, but when I work I woutd dry my hait

everyday.

Int.- What else do you do in the bathroom, do you trim your nails, or...

He.- For myse[f I trim my naits in the bathroom.

She.- Yeah, me too, my naits, eyebrows.

He.- We take medications in the bathroom.

lnt.-You keep your medicines in the bathroom?

He. - Yes, if we need to take something I just get the water from there and,

everything is there

She.- I dry the kids in the bathroom then...

He. - It’s a realty busy room.

Int.- Yes.

She.- At night I take off my make up, my routine is...

He.-She has a bigger routine than me. She takes off her make up, I don’t

know what she does (ha, ha) Yes, l’m just figuting that she takes off her

C
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make up I know that... cause I hear what she does, she closes the door, she

goes to the toilet then she brushes her teeth, she atways takes mouth wash...

and atso sornetimes she’s going to... because the light of the bedroom is off

but the Light of the bathroom is still on so she leaves the bathroom but I

know that she’s going back.

She.- Cause he goes to sleep before me.

He. - Most of the time I go to sLeep before her.

Int. - So you take off your make up, you wash your face and you put creams,

like beauty treatments.

She. - Yeah and when I really, really feel like it I do a special cleaning, like a

facial but usually I’m tired 50 I just wash my face and put on some cream and

get out.

Int.- Do you ever have sex in the bathroom?

She.- Mmm, not rny favourite place.

He.- Yeah, flot my favourite place either, but it’s mostly when we’re taking a

bath together. The occasion cornes because we’re taking a bath, we’re not

going there because we like it. We take our business somewhere else

usually...

She.- It’s cold you know.

He.- But he have heated the floor.

Int. - So you have heated the floor?

She.- Yes at night when you have to go you don’t have to put your stippers on

you just walk in it’s nice.

o
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Int.- What 15 the activity that you enjoy the most in the bathroom, like

taking a shower or going to the toi[et.

He. - I wou[d say that the most enjoying moment in the bathroom is taking a

bath. I reat[y [ove to take a bath and I don’t take the time enough to take a

bath is [ike when I have a bath is [ike a gift. I [ike is. Is my own time and

from the way we set it up, it’s the music, the dim [ights, it’s a relaxing time,

it’s rea[ty every time I’m very stressed or things [ike that I tried to have one,

the bath is [ike the so[ution, you’re sick, I’m going to take a bath, you’re

co[d, take a bath or I need to reLax I take a bath. The bath is reat[y the thing

I enjoy the most. I don’t know about you? (referring to his wife)

She.- Yeah, me too. And when I have time for it, sitting in my counter and

putting make up stow[y, b[owing my hair... Yeah I [ike that when I have the

time, cause if it’s real[y fast is not 50 enjoyabte but [et’s say we’re going out

and the baby sitter is a[ready here, I take my time put on my make up for me

I [ike it cause I’m we[[ set up.

Int.- What about privacy here?

He.- Privacy, what privacy? (ha, ha, ha) I have to say usua[[y I don’t [ock the

door but I don’t [ike my kids to get in... I find... that’s why I [ike to go

downstairs most of the time, they neyer go downstairs. It happens sometimes

when they are p[aying in the basement, usuat[y they don’t come in. If I’m

upstairs 9 times out of 10 they wou[d come and it bugs me, I have to say it, it

reat[y bugs me. It’s my time thank you! but I don’t [ock the doors cause I

think they need to see I’m there. I imagine when they’re going to be 10, 13

and 15 years o[d I wit[ tock the door.
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She.- If I’m a[one with the kids I don’t tock the door. If he’s there I know he

can take care of the kids and then I [ock the door to have rny private tirne.

But if I’m a[one [ike, I’m a[one with her aU day, she’s 7 rnonths, she’s flot

going to crawt in the bathroorn, but even with the other 2 or rea[[y [et them

know, mom’s in the washroom, and corne and get rne in case...

Int.- And between you 2, do you tock the door or do you mmd if he cornes in

white you’re in the toitet?

She.- I don’t tike it.

He.- It’s sa funny but when we were... flot sing[e but coup[e, before the kids,

we had discussions when one was sitting on the toitet and the other was

standing on the door. Is then when you know that you’re reatty intimate (ha,

ha, ha)

She.- Sometirnes it happens... but... I wou[d say ok now is the tirne to [eave

thank you, we’t[ ta[k tater. I don’t panic, but I don’t [ike it.

Int.- About the space you don’t have washing machine or dryer in the

bath roorn, do you?

He.- No.

Int. - Or a cord to hang up ctothes?

He.- No.

Int.- Or radio.

He. - The system we have is that we have 2 speakers in the bathroom from

here (dining room where the conso[e is) 50 when we have rnusic you’re going

to hear it, here, in the kitchen and in the bathroom, that’s the way I set it

up.

o
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(‘ Int.- And downstairs you have a radio...

He.- I have a tittie radio, a transistor radio.

Int. - Do you have a phone or TV?

He.- TV? Ha, ha, ha rny God! I wou[d have a toitet with a dec[inab[e seat and

a W (ha, ha, ha) and a fridge that wou[d corne out of the wal[! I wou[d neyer

get out of the bath room... no, no W.

Int. - What do you have in your storage compartments?

She.- There’s towels, oh behind the door we have cteaning products, for

sorne reason we keep the Light bu[bs there.

He. - For sorne reason I prefer to have a stock of Light bu[bs up here and a

stock of Light bu[bs downstairs but I don’t want to go ail the tirne downstairs

so we keep Light bu[bs here.

She.- Ail the medications are there.

He. - Ail the medications are there, the ptasters...

Int.- Sorry, plasters?

She.- Band aids.

He. - Sorry band aids.

She.- Medications for the kids, I have extra soaps, extra stuff for rne.

He. - We have the bubble bath.

She.- Diapers, swirnrning diapers, in my space in my counter I have make up

stuff, brushes, dryer, att rny botties for hair products, I have drawers with a

lot of make up stuff.

He.- Littte scissors, ctippers.

o
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She.- On the other side near the sink we have toothpastes, extra

toothbrushes, the cleaning products, then underneath...

He.- I have my own drawer, where you find ma[e products, I got a cream,

I’ve got stuff.

She.- We atso have a drawer with tampons and we have atso toitet paper,

KLeenex boxes. We put a Lot of stuff there.

Int.- The cream that you have there, do you use it regu[ar[y?

He.- No, I’m not a grooming guy.

She.- On[y if he’s got dry skin.

He. - I have a cream because I have eczema when it’s too humid or if I ate

something reatty acid then my eczema is coming out 50 I use the cream. ALso

sometimes in the year I have haemorrhoids 50 it’s there and that’s it. If you

Look in the drawer I have...

She.- A mouth piece.

He.- Yes, a mouth piece because I stress and I was cLenching my teeth when I

was sLeeping so I work aLt night so have to have a mouth piece to reLax the

jaw and it was reatLy very heLpfuL and it’s because of the stress. And that’s

aLt the stuff we have. And also I have a tittte asthma, a UttLe bit, 50 I have a

pump there that’s aLt that’s my drawer.

Int. - Did you put Like speciaL emphasis when you decorated your bathroom?

He. - Yes, when we did the bathroom we had specifications for ourseLves.

First of aLt the counter, she needed one, that was a point.

She.- ]ust because of the space we either we were putting a shower or

putting my counter and... I guess I won! (ha, ha) because we aLready have a
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shower downstairs. I rea[ty I wanted my counter there, because in the sink

you’re trying to put on your make up and everything fait down.

He.- Let’s just say that the bathroom we had before we reatty were using it

for our basic needs. The way we set up our bathroom now is more to be in

the bathroom.

She.- More enjoyabte.

He. - More enjoyab[e, it’s more comfortabte, it’s more... we reat[y ptanned

our bathroom and we buitd it. It took us about 6 months to Look at

magazines, find out the stuff that we wanted, tike we said, we reatty

shopped around for the bath, the way we wanted to set up, on the ceiting,

some peopie were giving us hints, how you shouid do that...

She. - And we needed storage space.

He. - We needed storage space. The other point that was for me important is

and I saw that before is that we wanted to have a taundry chute, so you have

a drawer that you think is a drawer, and when you open it, it goes directty

into the taundry room and I find it reatty great. That was one of the major

points that I wanted. For the rest we wanted to have a comfortab[e

bathroom, a tuxury bathroom and atso we wanted to put tites in, that’s

where I went to Look if we coutd have a heated fioor and I’m reatiy giad that

I did it.

She.- And the way we did it we had to use an eiectric one to heat and we

didn’t had any watts to put it, 50 either we put a tue rack and heated or put

it in the ftoor and we put it in the ftoor.

Int. - Do you have any other decoration tike paintings?

o
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He.- Yes there’s one painting... the thing we did was we put drips around the

wi ndow.

She.- We put two Lights on each side of my mirror on the counter and Light.

He.- And si[ver or nickel... and wood, we wanted to have a counter made out

of granite very nice and has a feeling of warmth, when you get in the

bathroom.

Int. - Do you think this is your ideal bathroom?

He. - I would change Little things.

She.- My ideal bathroom?

Int. - If you had thousands and thousands of dollars what woutd you do for

your bath room?

He.- It would be bigger.

She.- Like if I had money and the space I woutd have a shower.

He.- If I had unlimited budget, it woutd be bigger, maybe I would have a

bigger house (ha, ha, ha)would have a shower and a double sink, having 3

daughters, I know it’s going to be crowded that bathroom one day, 50 we’re

already thinking of changing the bathroom downstairs to reorganize it, 50

maybe having a double sink downstairs.

She.- Cause it’s funny cause looking for houses for selt and buy something

else, and I atways think Yeah but our bathroom, our kitchen, I want to keep

them, cause you know it took us a lot of time and a lot of money. I like

them, if I were to move I would like to bring my bathroom with me, except

maybe bigger, but I mean I have no complains about it. I like it as it is.

Int. - Woutd you put like a Jacuzzi or...

o
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He.- No, we had the choice of putting it, if you took at the tub that we

bought it was a modet atso that you can see the carving in it cause you can

buy it as it is or with Jacuzzi, and we didn’t want it because, first cf alt, we

took a lot of time when we did the bathroom and we asked around to some

peopte how they had it, and most cf the people wit[ teit you that it’s nice to

have a Jacuzzi but you don’t use it first, second, when you use it you have to

cLean it for sanity because there’s these dirt that goes in... so you have to

clean it... and you don’t use it, I mean, it’s fun when you go to a hotet, but I

didn’t want to have one at my home...

She.- And for me the noise it does it’s not retaxing, cause my dad has one...

He. - But his father has something that is air pushed and it’s noise and is air

that is pulted through the water 50 it’s actuatty cooling the water because

it’s air. I didn’t tike it, eve if I had tons of money I woutdn’t put a Jacuzzi.

The thing I woutd have is a wonderful big shower tike a watking shower you

know the ones that you watk in and you don’t have to open a door. And the

thing I woutd tike to have is the one that soaks you comptetely, ever for the

top and the sides. That woutd be my uttimate shower, because we went to a

hotet this summer and it was cool. It was a big one where you coutd even sit

in one side and it was reatty nice, reatty nice. It woutd cost me tons of money

in water. If I would have a shower tike that, it woutd be incredible. I woutd

love to have that.

Int. - 0k. How important is your bathroom compared with other home areas,

tike tet’s say you were to number them in terms of importance, number one

the most important.
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She.- In terms of tirne spent there?

Int.- No, for you, for exarnp[e there are peopte that the rnost important

space for them is the bedroom, they [ove to be in their bedroom.

She.- When we first wa[k in this house, the first thing we wanted to do is to

renovate the bathroorn. It was awfut, I cou[dn’t stand it. This was my parents

home so I had the pink and b[ue bathroom for years and we bought the house

and the first thing we do is to change the bathroom. That and the kitchen. I

mean, the bedroom I wanted to be nice but right now the co[ours of the

wa[[s doesn’t match my bed spead and we had it [ike that for the tast 6

rnonths and I hope we have it done for the end of this year but I don’t rea[ty

care too much.

He. - We had an incident from the tenants upstairs and if you [ook at the

bathroom there’s a ho[e in the cei[ing because there was a [eak upstairs. I

remember I woke up one morning and it was tike sptash because water was

fa[[ing, we went upstairs and there was a [eak 50 we had to wait and... I’rn a

handy man but I’m not very good with p[aster SO we have to wait for the

handy man to corne and he was suppose to corne... it’s been now [ike 5

months.

She.- Since Christrnas dear.

He. - Oh, rny... a[rnost a year!

He.- So... now...

She.- I think is dry now.

He.- Yeah I think is dry now but there we’ve 2 things that 2 tenants did this

year. We have a ho[e in the o[d dinning roorn, which is the Living roorn now
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for the kids and the one of the bathroom. If we had a choice I wou[d [ike to

have rny bathroom repaired. For me the most important space in the house is

the kitchen and the second one is the bathroom. And if I were to continue

the dinning room is third to me. Yes I [ove to be in the basement because I

watch TV but is flot my favourite room in the house. Not the way it is now.

Maybe if you corne in 6 years from now and I changed the basement maybe

the basernent woutd be my number one space.

Int. - Now, what’s the perception you have of the bathroom area?

She.- For me I wou[d say it has to be practica[ and at the sarne tirne it has to

be enjoyable. When I want to b[ow my hair I want to fee[ cornfortab[e and

nice [ooking, or warm [ooking, I hate the co[d in a room, needs to be warm,

cozy, I mean is not the pLace where go to re[ax I mean I have other p[aces.

Let’s say I’m a[one in the house I don’t say now l’m going to the washroom,

but it’s a practicat area. I want it to be practical yes and comfortabte.

Int.- however, you woutd use the bathtub to re[ax, right?

She.- oh yeah of course, but I mean is not my number one.

He.- for my part I wou[d say l’m proud to show it, every time we have new

peop[e I a[ways want to show my bathroom, our bathroorn, a[t the time, at[

the time, and it’s funny because we a[ways had the thought to have it

renovated, I remember I was tooking and I was saying... oh, that’s a nice

bathroom!

She.- every tirne we take a bath, we wou[d say it.

He.- every time we sit in the bath we say: this is a nice bathroom.
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She.- and probabty we fee[ proud of it because we designed it, it was flot

like an interior decorator wou[d corne and say: you shou[d do this here or

there, or... the guy that buitt the cabinets he[ped but I knew I wanted the

cabinets here and the sink there, the mirror across... I mean I knew where

everything was... and he hetped to design [ike the curves and things [ike that.

He. - but the co[ors is hers, even for us if you [ook at the... there’s a fatse

cei[ing at the back of the bathroom, because we wanted to have a sense of

intimacy, on top you feet [ike there’s this [itt[e area, because the ceiling is a

[itt[e [ower in the bath and fo[[ows the curve of the... sink, is the sarne curie

that you see from the counter of the sink, so there’s a para[tet there... we

has suggestions of other peop[e, but at one point we said, no this is the way

we want to do it... and now is [ike every tirne I go there I say: God, this is a

nice bathroom!

Int. - 50 basica[ly is a space that has to be warm?

She.- yes, that’s why the co[ours are... warrn.

Int.- so no that we’re talking about co[ors, what wou[d be the colors of your

ideal bathroom?

He. - I think the way it is now, terracotta co[ors, earthy co[ors.

She.- earthy cotors, I mean I’ve seen some bathrooms in white, b[eu, green,

and they’re nice, they are modem and they are cotd, and for rne I want to

feet warm and comfortabte.

He.- if you see of what we put on the wat[, we put a painting and it [ooks [ike

if you’re [ooking at a garden, and the feeling was, we wanted to have wood

texture, and it’s map[e and granite. Granite was the on[y thing we could say
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much more of a cotd cotour in the bathroom, the tue, the wood, the on[y

thing that is reat[y white is the apparets, but the co[our that she choose were

much more warm cotors. You don’t feet tike you’re going in a sanitary

bathroom tike in... you feet is your house, you fee[ it’s warm and the space

wetcomes you.

I set up the tightning and you can have different ambiances in the room, you

can dim the Light for the bath...

Int. - ok, now Lets go to the cteaning of the space, I guess is important for you

that other peopte see your bathroom impeccabLe?

She & He.- yes

She.- the woman that comes to he[p on the c[eaning, cteans it every second

week or if I have peopte coming over then I’[t redo it.

He.- we’re a[ways making sure that the counter and the si nk are cLean, the

toilet is cLean...

She.- but, I won’t wash the ftoor everyday.

He.- she and I know when we give a bath to the kids and we wash everything

with the phone shower.

Int.- what kind of products do you use to cLean it? Like Mr. CLean, and...

She.- she uses dish soap, cause it’s recommended for the bathtub, for the

toi Let the Canard...

Int.- but I mean, Like normaL products you can find in the super market?

She.- yeah

Int.- it’s not Like you use Vinegar

He.- no

o
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She. - wetl I think the ftoors are cteaned up with vinegar and water.

Int. - do you recycte your empty botttes of your products?

She a He. - yes

Int. - and what do you do to etiminate bad odours?

He.- Shhhhhhhh! Every time is needed. We don’t [ight matches.

She. - we use deodorizers and tabtets in the toitet.

Int.- tike Ptug-Ins sort of thing?

She & He.- no

Int. - one of the main characteristics that makes the bathroom 50 speciat 15

having a source of water...

He.- when I buitt the bathroom I wanted to upgrade the diameter of the hot

water, because is a ½ inch pipe, and I wanted to have a ¾ pipe which gives

you more water per gatton per minute, and you can fitl your bathtub reatty

fast. That’s the onty thing I thought of water, I’m thinking today, cause we

reatty tike hot water, and it’s funny you said that cause we onty have a 60

galion and I’m thinking, because we take tong showers and we take tong

baths, and we have daughters tike us, were doomed, we’re not going to be

abte to have hot water for everybody, 50 l’m thinking of upgrading the

boiter.

She.- for me I have concern about water when I brush my teeth or I brush the

teeth of my kids to flot tet them run the water...

He.- yes, we’re beginning to have that conscious now.

She.- I think of water in the sense that you can’t waste it for nothing. For

the kids is just easy or funny to turn it on.
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Int. - so do you have any ecotogical consciousness about water consumption?

He.- we’re beginning to have. We didn’t had that consciousness and I have to

say I stiU don’t have it when I take a shower, because I tried that before,

closing the water when I take my shower, but for me a shower without water

coming out is dumb even though I’m washing my hair I need to be under the

water, I cannot take it.

Int.- I believe here you don’t have water meter, do you?

He.- no

Int.- so do you think if you had one, would you change your habits?

He.- sure

She.- but we’re not that bad, I mean we neyer leave the water running,

and... I use a lot of water when I do the dishes ‘cause I teave the water

running white I scrub with a brush for exampte.

Int.- when you renovated your bathroom, I be[ieve your toi[et is a [ow flush

toitet, right?

He. - yes

Int.- did you bought it because of that, or because of the aesthetic, or the

sound?

He.- no we bought it because I wanted to have a [0w efficiency toi [et and

even when I had to change the toi[et downstairs I tooked for a [ow efficiency

toitet, because we had a big tank before, it’s crazy to have that!

Int. - 50 actua[[y you are beginning to become more conscious...

He.- yes, we’re beginning to have more conscious now, however we stit[ have

some habits...
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Int. - that are difficuit to...

He. - yes, there’s one anecdote about this that I was shaving at the CEPSUM

and there’s no ptugs that you put there 50 actua[[y what I was doing is that I

was taking paper napkins and I was putting them in the sink, because my

habit is to put water in the sing and to rinse my razor there, and I remember

one day I (et the water run and someone came to me whi[e I was shaving to

te[t me that I was wasting water. He was right! But I didn’t like it, and I said:

Mmd your own business!!! Whatever... I atmost had a discussion in the

bathroom when you’re naked with a razor, but here I don’t tet the water run

when I clean my teeth, usua[ty I wou[d not [et the water run.

Int. - and the (ast question wou(d be, it it’s possible to know, how much did

you spend renovating your bathroom?

He.- 15 000 $ and for us it’s not a waste of money, we don’t think of the

money we spent anymore.

Int. - we(l, thank you very much for your time and comments, thank you.

She & He.- you’re welcome
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ENGLISH VERSION

I am in the process of doing a research in the Facu[té de [‘Aménagement
at the Université de Montréa[, focused in exploring the ritua[s and
activities developed in the bathroom area. The information obtained in
this questionnaire is absotuteLy confidential and it wilt be used for
research purposes onLy. If you feel offended by any of the questions
please do not answer. Thank you very much in advance for your time and
participation.

Ernesto Mora[es

J. Mate Fema[e

2. Age__

3. Years of Education
High Schoo[
CEGEP
Bacca[auréat
Masters Degree
PhD

4. Income per year
— tess than 10 000 $
— 10 000 $ to 20 000 $
— 20 000 $ to 30 000 $
— 30 000 $ to 40 000 $
— 40 000 $ to 50 000 $
— more than 50 000 $

5. Region of Montrea[ where you [ive_____________

6. How many people [ive in your house?
Adu[ts_____ Chitdren_____

7. How many bathrooms do you have?

8. How many times a week do you shower? (Cross the number of times)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More than 7 times a week

o
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9. Does everybody living with you take a shower or a bath everyday?

Yes
No
Don’t know

1O.When do you shower?
— Morning
— Afternoon

— Other, when_____________________________

11 . How much time approximately do you spend in the shower?
5-10 min

— 10-15 min
15-20 min

— 20-30 min
more than 30 min

J 2. Do you shut the water off white soaping and shampooing?
Yes
No

_Sometimes, when_______________________

1 3. How often do you wash your hair?
Cross the number of times)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More than 7 times a week

14.You take a shower:
— For hygiene purposes
— To smelt and look good when you are surrounded by other peopte
— To finish waking up in the morning and become more alert
— Other, specify

___________________________

1 5. How many times a week do you use your bath tub? (Cross the number
of times)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More than 7 times
(If your answer is O then skip to question 23)

16. When do you take a bath
— Morning

Afternoon
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— Other, specify

____________________________

17. Do you usuat[y take your bath atone
Yes
No

18.When you bath, do you use
Bubb[e Bath
Scents
Ci ts
Light cand[es
Other, specify

___________________________

19. How often do you use scents, oits, etc.
Every time
Most of the time
Seldom
Neyer

20.White being in the bathtub do you tike to:
Read

— Listen to music
— Give yourse[f a massage
— Just retax
— Other, specify

____________________________

21 . Do you rinse with the shower after you are done in the bathtub?
Yes
No

22.You’tt take a bath:
— To c[ean yourse[f and sme[t cLean
— To have a time off and be by yourself
— To warm up or coot down depending on the weather
— Other, specify

____________________________

23.When you are in the shower or the bathtub
— You Leave the door open
— You dose the door untocked
— You [ock the door
— It is not important for you

24. How often do you cLean your bathtub or shower?
Twice a week
Once a Week
Twice a Month
Once a Month
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Once every two months
Once every three months

25.What kind of products do you use to ctean you bathroom?
_Naturat products (tike Vinegar)
_Cteaning products avaitabte in supermarkets (tike Mr. CLean, etc.)
— Other, specify

____________________________

_Don’t know

26. Do you recycLe the empty bott[es of your cteaning products?
Yes
No

27. Is important for you that other peopte see your bathroom clean
Yes
No

28. How many times a day do you wash your teeth?
Once
Twice
3 times

— More than 3 times a day

29. How much time does it take you to brush your teeth?
— tess than 3 min

3- 5mi n
5-lOmin
10-l5min

_Morethan l5min

30. How do you rinse your mouth after brushing your teeth?
With a glass cf water

— Drinking direct[y form the faucet
— Other, specify

____________________________

31. Do you leave the water running whi[e you brush your teeth?
Yes
No

32. Do you shave any part of your body? (face, legs, etc.)
Yes

_No (if you neyer shave go to question 35)

o
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33. In the fottowing tabLe you are asked to check on the part(s) of your
body that you shave, how often you shave them, and how much time
it takes you in each part.

How many times a week How much time do you
Parts — do you shave? spend shaving? (minutes)

Face
Legs
Armpits —

Chest —

Bikini area —

Genitat
a rea

34.Where do
Bathtub
Shower
Si n k
Bidet

— Other, where

you shave?

35. Check one or more activity(ies) of the fottowing [ist that you do in the
si nk

— Washing your hair
— Drying your hair
— Combing
— Apptying make up
— Apptying beauty treatments (creams, Lotions)

Wash ctothes
— Other, specify

____________________________

36. Check some activities that you do in the toitet white you sit there.
Read
Smoke

— Listen to music
— Ptay PortabLe Nintendo
— Other, specify

____________________________

None

37.When you are in the toitet
— You teave the door open
— You cLose the door untocked

You tock the door

Other
areas

Specify

o
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38.When you are in the toitet
— You don’t like to be heard
— You don’t [ike peopte to know that you are sitting in the toitet
— You don’t mmd other peopte knowing you are in the toi[et

39. How many times do you use the toi[et per day approximate[y?
— 3-5 times a day
— 5-7 times a day
— 7-10 times a day
— More than 10 times a day

40. Do you ftush the toi [et every time you use it?
Yes
No

41. Does everybody in your house [ock the door to shower or use the
toi[et?
Yes
No
Don’t know

42.What do you do to etiminate bad odors? (more than one option
possib[e)

_You open the window
_You turn on the air extractor
_You have a deodorizer permanent[y (Plug in)
_You use aromatic spays whenever needed
_You Light a match or a piece of paper
_Other, specify

_________________________________

_Nothi ng

43.Would you rather have the toi[et as a separate room from the
bathroom?
Yes
No

44. What is it that you enjoy the most of the bathroom area?
— Taking a shower
— Taking a bath
— Going to the toi [et
— Other, specify

___________________________________

45. Do you have a bidet?
Yes

No (if you don’t have one go to the question 47)
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46. If you do have a bidet, how many times a week do you use it?
(Cross the number of times)

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 More than 7 times

47.The perception you have of the bathroom is:
— As a space that so[ves mere hygienic necessities
— As a muttipurpose space for hygiene and personat care
— As a pLace for self rewarding experiences
— Other, specify

48. Do you have in your bathroom any of the fottowing items?
— Washing machine
— Dryer machine
— Cord to hang up ctothes
— CD ptayer or tape recorder
— Tetevision

Phone
— Other, specify

None

49. Do you have in your bathroom any kind of decoration, such as:
— Photographs
— Paintings

Posters
— Towets that match with the bath curtain
— Speciat carpet

Candtes
— Hands soap container
— Others, specify

50. Did you put speciat emphasis decorating your bathroom?
Yes
No
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51.What do you have in your storage compartments inside your
bathroom?

Towels
— Creams and Beauty treatments
— Medicines
— Razor b[ades or Shaving Machine
— Cosmetics
— Nait cutter (?)
— C[eaning Products (ex. Toitette Duck)
— Toilet paper

Kleenex
— Toothpaste & Toothbrush
— Mouth wash [iquid
— Hair treatments
— Hair Dryer
— Hair Painting t?)
— Soap & Shampoo
— Other, specify

52.Woutd you like your bathroom to be:
— Just the way it is
— Larger
— with a bigger tub
— with a bidet
— with a Jacuzzi
— with more space for storage
— with more natural light
_with more artificiat light
— Others, specify

53. Order by numbers the spaces in your house in terms of importance
beginning with 1 as the most important.

— Living Room
— Dinning Room

Kitchen
Bathroom
Bedroom

— Other, specify

____________________________

54. Have you renovated your bath room in the tast 5 years?
Yes
No (if no, you have finished the questionnaire, thank you very much)
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0 55. If yes, did you take into consideration new ecotogica[ equipment (such
as [ow flush toi[et) in your bath room?
Yes
No

56. How much did you spend in renovating your bathroom?
— O to 1 000 $

1 000 $ to 5 000 $
_5 000 $ to 10 000 $
_1O 000 $ to 15 000 $
_15 000 $ to 20 000 $

More than 20 000 $

Thank you very much for your time and participation.

G
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The Meaning The Sentantics of the space Everyday tife experience
cf the
Contemporary Technical Syntactic Semantic deaL Habits Rituats Experience Perception

Code Code Code Bathroom
Bathroom
Space
Distribution
Lighti ng
Colors
Textures
Sme[ts
Sounds

Egttiprneut
Sink
Shower
Bathtub
Toilet
Bidet
Jacuzzi
Spatial Status

Objects
Mirror
Ornamental
objects
SpatiaL Status

Water
Cleansing
Element
Experientiat
Instrument

Privacy
Controt
Mechanisms
Types of Privacy

o
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I. Examptes of semiotic anatysis

Case 3

The Meaning The Semiotics of the space
of the
Contemporary Technicat Syntactic Semantic Comments

Code Code Code
Bathroom
Objects
Ornamentat DigitaL bathtub “usuatty The fact
objects dock I have a of having

2 hour this
bath particutar
every item in
night” the

bathtub
expresses
a concern
of time as
he usuatLy
takes tog
baths.

n/a flot
applicable

Case 7

The Meaning The Semiotics of the space
of the
Contem porary Technical Syntactic Semantic Comments

Code Code Code
Bathroom
Privacy
Controt Ctosing Onty Pre- The
Mechanisms the door entrance estabtished teenagers

without to the agreements made
tock space between ctear to

members of their
the famity. patents
Privacy a the
fundamentat retevance
aspect in of
the tife of privacy.
the
teenagers of
his house

Type of privacy n/a n/a n/a Solitude

o
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The Meaning The Sein iotics of the space
of the
Contemporary Technical Syntactic Semantic Comments

Code Code Code
Bathroom
Objects
Drawers in front Object Ptaced This The
of the toitet for in front object reading of
with magazines storing of the responds this

reading toitet to the object in
materiat desire of this

this bathroom
person object
to read expresses
white a type of
sitting enjoyment
in the in soLitude
toitet white

reading

Case 6

The Meaning The Sent loties of the space
of the
Contemporary Technicat Syntactic Semantic Comments

Code Code Code
Bathroom
Space
Lighting There There The lights The lights

are four are two for the in this
Lights in are bathtub space
the over have a express on
ceiting the dimmer so one hand a
and two sink. the users very bright
more in Two sut the room, cLean
the watt over lights and and weLL
for the the tow the illuminated,
make-up bathtub intensity of and on the
area in a the Lights other hand

tower of the the
ceiling bathtub for flexibility
and the a more to
two on sensuat transform
the watt environment the space
for the for a
make- relaxing
up area experience

o Case 6

344
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I. Ihephysical environment

Case J

The Space Representation Story Ideat bathroom

There are three bathrooms
in this house. The powder
room on the ground floor,
the min bathroom on the
first ftoor and another
bathroom in the basement.

Powder room: this is a small
space with a bright
terracotta color in the walls
with white new equipment.
The mirrors and accessories
are in a rustic ‘handmade’
style.

Main Bathroom: this is a
clear, bright bathroom with
soft colors. t has one sink,
a toiler, shower and a
bathtub. These are
separated the showet is in
the right corner from the
door and the other is in the
left corner. The shower has
other mutti-jet showers
besides the min one, and
the bathtub has a phone
shower. It has a skylight and
small details in golden
wood.

The basement’s bathroom:
it is a small and dark
bathroom with new tiles and
equipment. The colors are
blue and white. It has a
shower, a sink and a toilet.

‘For me the powder
room in the ground floor
is very important
because when you have
parties, peopte over...
they have to go in that
bathroom and, what do
you do? You have a time
off... you look at your
surroundings... the
powder room is a
statement 0f YOU too
just as much as putting a
painting on the watt. It’s
not that they are going
to shower... but it’s a
statement.... It’s a
decorating part, that’s
definitely. Specially
because is the one they
are using aIl the time.”
(p. 8)

“I think a heating system
in these [atitudes is very
important... and heated
floors, but also the
heating and... so it’s the
warmest room on the
whole house... it’s a little
over heated” (p. 15)

“Well actually (my ideal
bathroom) wou[d be the
same as that bathroom...
(the one they already
have) but it would have a
lot of counter spaces... a
lot... so bigger, two
sinks... a lot 0f counter
spaces and drawers
underneath...” (p. 9)

“(in our previous home)
the arrangement was
better, because there
was a suite bathroom for
the master bedroom, sa
you just go in your
bathroom and you dan’t
have to worry about the
intimacy with the kids
you know, it’s maybe a
perfect situation...” (p.
11)

“stereo thing, maybe I’ll
put like a stereo to play
some music... that’ll be
cool” (p. 11)

“because it’s usually
warm there’s humidity
maybe to read a nice
chair and an area with
carpet that’s feels
c0zy...,,
(p. 12)

“I guess we asked ta
convey our feelings... it’s
a place that’s beautiful...
sort of ta relax... get the
feeling 0f a lot 0f light
there, twa sinks sa you
can have some... privacy
and you can sit... but
what’s nice is that it
doesn’t feel like... in the
corners... when we have
small rooms and
everything, is like close
ta the walls it would be
nice ta use the center of
the room...” (p. 13)

Distribution

Lighting Powder room: this space has “There are like 9 lights “with direct sunlight
just one lamp but a there (in the bathroom wauld be a plus... we
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powerful one. The space is
small so it is enough with
this light located over the
sink.
The main bathroom: this
space has nine lamps. In this
bathroom illumination was a
very important aspect for
the owners in order to have
a bright and clean space.
The basement’s bathroom:
has a poor lighting, onty for
the sink thus the shower is
very dark.

Powder room: bright
terracotta reddish color on
the walls that contrasts with
the equipment.
Main bathroom: soft, bright
and clean colors, white and
soft beige.
Basement’s bathroom:
bright white with detaits on
marine blue.

upstairs) and there is a...
sky light there... for me I
don’t like a tub that is
low lighted and cozy...
like it bright, a lot of
light, like it was soaked
in sun... that’s more...
interesting.” (p. 7

have a sky light... it’s not
an outside window but
it’s kind of... so in the
week ends there is like
light, and I like that... sa
if I need to put a window
I would put it in the east
side, sa like there woutd
be coming light from the
bathroom, cause I need
the bathroom to wake
me up, o.k? Sa it would
need to face the
sunrise... with some
plants...”
(p. 10)

Appendices

Cotors

Smet[s The smetl was basically of a “it has to look clean and
clean space with a smetl of smetl fresh... if you get
a mixture of cleaning samething tike a mauldy
products and perfumed towel, you don’t want to
soap. spent toa much time in

that bathroom, if it
doesn’t look nice... you
know. It has ta look and
smell clean, you don’t
want a mouldy bathroom
and if you do, you don’t
feet to stay much longer”
(p. 14)

Sounds As quiet as possible. This
was the criteria far choasing
the toilets.

Textures Powder raom: more rough “The tiles, there were “I like the new trend of
textures, the floor is made not any kind af tiles. putting furniture... you
out of terracatta, handmade Obviously there were know in the whole
tiles from Mexico. The walls some things that we place... instead of again
are smooth, plain but with wanted ta feel when we you know, building
the reddish terracatta cotor walk in... the aesthetic is covers that are there
gives the space a texturized very important that’s attached ta the watl,
ambience. why we took Umestone. just putting a nice

Limestone is more furniture that will do the
Main bathtoom: smooth expensive than the same work and... to take
textures, even with the regular tiles, we wanted the things out and have
limestone tiles the texture the real limestone... we the water come form the
perceived is plain, clean and wanted pure clean lines... floor or the path... I think
smooth. The heated tUes it is part of our that’s an interesting... I
give the space a warm statement of what our Uke the idea.” (p. 14)
ambience. aesthetic are...

definitely... sa we put
Basement’s bathraam: plain money into that. We put
simple tile texture. money into the lightning,

we put money inta the
design... we just
wanted... it was
definitely a decoratingo
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thing too, definitety.”
(p. 8)

The Objects Representation Story Ideal bathroom

Mirror Powder room: the mirror was “If you watch our mirrors, you’[l
carefully chosen to fit wtth the see our mirrors are rea[ mirrors.
decoratton 0f this space. It is a They are flot those mirrors that
hand-made frame with co[ors everybody knows, that you open
that matches with the walls and up and... tt’s practical, but you
the equipment. know... we wanted to have the

[00k more 0f a room. If we
Main bathroom: there are two cou[d we wou[d have make it
mirrors in this space and both, [ike that, we wou[d have had a
are a[so re[evant elements. sink in the furniture... you make
They have go[den frames that the space with the furniture
matches with the decoration of and just put a regu[ar sink...”
the space with and intention 0f (p. 14)
making the space to look more
like a ‘room,’ to give a more
cozy ambience.

Basement’s bathroom: there is
also a golden framed mirror
that has nothing to do with the
rest 0f the room.

OrnamentaL Powder room: there is an object “I asked for the furniture

Obiects to place the soap made out of upstairs, I asked for the
hand-made iron painted in black humidity factor because that
that matches with the toilet can be a problem. And I
paper holder. These elements remember when we bought that
are related with the hand made furniture, we asked for the
tiles, and mirror, as well as wood of furniture that was
with a poster placed in one of made of, that has to be very
the walls showing a Greg Mort’s humid, and they told us that it
painting with the same colors was made out of mango tree, 50

used on the walls. the drawers should be ok,
because it comes from a humid

Main bathroom: this bathroom tropic country. 50 we were sort

has two paintings in soft colors 0f ok with that, because I was
that match with the whole worried about that and think
decoration of the space. It also its true, there’s a lot of
contains a furniture with small humidity and you have to make
drawers made out of mango sure to have a good
wood, carefully selected to be ventilation.” (p. 15)
placed in this particular
bathroom.

The basement’s bathroom has
only one rack for lotions and
small towels made out of wood
sticks painted in a cream color
that has nothing to do with the
rest 0f the space.

Spatiat Status Probably the mirrors are the
most relevant object, aside
from the equipment, on the
powder room and the main
bathroom.

o
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The Representation Story Ideal bathroom
Eguipm ent
Toi [et Powder room: the toilet was “the toilet is a [0w amount, but “in a way [t wou[d be better to

bought recently and its whfte it was basica[[y... but the water have it in different room part of
co[or contrasts with the reddish consumption was flot an issue... it... with a powerful fan.., but to
terracotta co[ors of this space. it was more [ike the sound me, it’s because I want space,
It is tocated in the left 0f the issue.” (p. 8) and if you can find too much
room looking from the door. space I don’t fee[ comfertab[e,

50 I [ike a big open space se te
Main bathroom: the toilet for me a big bathreom... [t doesn’t
this particular space was bought have ta be huge but open and
under the criteria of the less that’s why we did our bathroom
neisy flush that it happens ta be this way, just the four walls and
a recent saving water medel. t you can see aIl the space, the
is placed at the rear left corner shower it’s completely
looking from the door. transparent, ‘cause I could have

put a... tike a sort of a wall
Basement’s bathreem: the there, but no, I wanted like
teilet is a regular one and it’s that...” (p. 10)
placed at the rear left corner
looking from the door.

Shower Main bathroem: the shower has I wanted something with a lot “the shower separated frem the
a significant retevance in this of water coming through... down bath and a bigger shewer for
space because it is separated on me... se, because I put twa me... a bit larger ta move my
from the bathtub. t has more shewers aside the main arms... something like 4 feet by
rounded entrance doors and shower... and used them... I 4 feet...” (p. 11)
multiple jet streams. The used them, ‘cause I like to be...
shower is the male’s equ[pment surrounded by water when I
0f this space wile the tub is the take my shewer.” (p. 8)
females’.

Basement’s bathroom: the
shower 15 a regular ene. This
space is characterized for a lack
ef attention cencerning the
design from the owners. This
can be shown with the lack 0f

lighting in the shower.

Bathtub Main bathroom: the bathtub is “if I’m going te spent 20 “The seaking bath!... it looked
probably the mest important minutes soaking in the tub I’m like a Japanese bath... ceuld
equipment in this space due very inftuenced by the have ene...” (p. 11)
basically because ef the aesthetics surrounding me, for
dimensions 0f the tub, plus the sure.., for sure I wanted a nice
lighting designed te give a huge bathroom... you know... for the
luminosity ta this particular rest utilitarian things I don’t see
area. It is placed at the left it, but when I’m soaking in my
cerner from the door. It is tub leoking areund I want a nice
prebably where most of the bath.., se fer me that’s very
attention 0f the visiter is important ‘cause I’m net just
placed. This is a reflectien ef going te be soaking in a tub...
the retevance 0f the bathtub in just ordinary, you know...”(p. 7)
the woman’s everyday life 0f

this particular fami[y. “She doesn’t want a small tub,
she wants a littIe bit of a figure
tub, se I knew it could be done
but then te a certain price...”
(p._9)

Bidet None

Jacuzzi Main bathroom: They have a “I wouldn’t put a Jacuzzi in it.”
Jacuzzi but they neyer use it (p. 11)
because 0f the sound (p. 7)

Spatia[ Status Powder room: the sink along
with the mirrer are emphasized
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by the [amp chosen for this
space. These elements are the
most important ones in this
space.

Main bathroom: the bathtub has
a primary spatial status because
of its positioning, dimensions
and lighting.

Basement’s bathroom: the sink
main[y because is the on[y area
with Light.
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Families of Codes

I. The physicaL environment

• Distribution

• Priorities

o Materials

o Fixtures

o Objects

o Co[or

o Texture

o Smet[

o Sound

• Ideat bathroom

II. The Everyday tife

Activities

• Etimination Activities

o Defecation

o Urination

• C[eansing Activities

o Shower

o Bath

o Hands Et face

• Other Activities

o Shaving

o Grooming

o Sex

o Retaxing

o Other

Everyday life

• Experiences

o
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• Habits

• Rituals

• Male’s use

• Fema[e’s use

• Chi[dren’s use

• Preferences

• Privacy

o Intimacy

• Meaning/perception

Water consciousness

• Use ofwater

• New technotogy

Codes

Our coding proposa[ is divided in two main sections, the first one is retated

with the physica[ environment of the bathroom area in order to enab[e us to

etucidate the story of the space viewed from the users perspective of their

space. The second one is for the exptoratory anatysis of the meaning of the

contemporary bathroom through the activities, experiences, preferences,

among other codes that wit[ give us the e[ements for the interpretative

process of our research.

The physical environment famity code inc[udes three main categories which

are: activities, everyday tife and water consciousness. The first one has three

subcategories: distribution, priori ties and idea[ bathroom. It is of our interest

to exp[ore the significance of using particutar materiats, fixtures and objects

in the bathroom area to acknow[edge the meaning of the space. As defined

by Mieke Bal, Narrato[ogy 15 the theory of narratives, narrative texts, images,

spectacLes, events; cutturat artifacts that ‘te[[ a story.’1 Through these codes

we wit[ be abte to have some etements in order to etucidate the narrative

1 BaIL Mieke Narratology, Introduction to the theonj o! Narrative. University cf Toronto Press. Toronto 1997 p.3
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va[ue of the space. The fitting cf the space is determined by the objects that

can be found within it. Objects have obvious spatiat status. The distribution

of the bathroom is part of this narrative, it enables us to identify the

priorities of the space and to expLore other subcategories such as materiats,

fixtures and objects, as wett as the co[or, texture, smett and sound cf the

space. They determine the speciat effect of the room by their shape and

measurement. Bat emphasizes the use of aLt senses, except probabty for

taste, in the perceptuat process of the space.2

In the case of the ideat bathrcom, this code subcategory wi[t hetp us to

identify the user’s desires. This code wit[ he[p us te grasp in a batter way the

user’s priorities.

The everyday life fami(y code is constituted by three categories:

etimination, cteansing and other activities. The reason for coding the

activities devetcped in the bathrcom area is for having an idea cf hcw the

bathrocm is used. Kncwing the use cf the space witt enabte us to understand

the meaning cf the bathrccm. Atthcugh there is some titerature about the

main activities deve[cped in the bathrocm area, there are some other

activities that take ptace in this space such as grccming, shaving, retaxing or

sex, amcng cthers, that have not received much academic attention, and

witt contribute in the understanding cf the contempcrary use cf the space.

This famity code inctudes subcategcries such as defecaticn and urination, for

etimination activities; shower, bath, hands and face for cteansing activities;

and shaving, grcoming, sex and others, for other activities.

The everyday life categcry code is divided intc nine different subcategcries:

experiences, habits, rituats, ma[e’s use, femate’s use, chitdren’s use,

preferences, privacy and meaning/ perception.

Some cf the characteristics mcst frequentty associated with everyday [ife,

acccrding to Mike Featherstone are: the things that happen everyday, the

repetitive taken-fcr-granted experiences, the routine, the habits, the betiefs

See op. cit.
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and practices; the mundane and ordinary worLd, untouched by great events

and the extraordinary.3 The dai[y cteansing and elimination processes

exemptify the experiences and commonp[ace events that happen every day.

According to Victor W. Turner and Edward M. Bruner the concept of

experience embraces sense, data, cognition, and feelings and expectations.

An experience is more personal, as it refers to an active self, to a human

being who not on[y engages in, but also shapes an action. One of the

boundaries of experience is that we can neyer know complete[y another’s

experiences, even though we have many dues and make inferences alt the

lime.4 According to Nathan Shedroff, one of the most important ways to

define an experience is precise[y to investigate its boundaries.5 Bruner argues

that individuat experience can be studied through the interpretation of the

personal expressions of the subject who tived the experience. By expression

he refers to representations, articulations and formulations of the subject’s

own experience.6 It is through alt these expressionat elements that an

experience can be re-experienced, re-lived and re-constructed.

Shedroff argues that many experiences are ongoing, sometimes indefinite[y,

however most of them have limits in time and space. These boundaries he[p

to differentiate meaning, pacing, and completion. An experience requires an

attraction, an engagement, and a conctusion. The attraction, argues

Shedroff, can be cognitive, visuat, auditory, or a signal to any of our senses.

The engagement is the experience itse[f. And the conctusion is the resolution

of the experience.7 The experience of taking a shower, for exampte, might

have several attractions. Generally, the first one is cleaning (taking away the

dirt and odors that we accumutated form the day or days before). Other

attractions might aim at accomplishing the appearance standards that

society demands, or revitatizing. Some people prefer to have a shower just

after waking up in the morning, in order to stop feeling steepy and become

more alert. The engagement woutd be taking the shower.

See Featherstone Mike. Theorij, Culture Et Society. SAGE, London, Newbury Park and New Dethi), VoL. 9(1992), 159-182
See Turner Victor W. Et Bruner Edward M. 76e Anthropology of Experience. University of Iltinois Press 1986
See Shedroff Nathan. Experience Design 1, New Riders, Indiana 2001

C
6 See Turner Victor W. Et Bruner Edward M. Tise Anthropo(ogy of Experience. University of ([mois Press 1986

Shedroff Nathan. Experience Design 1, New Riders, Indiana 2001 p. 4
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According to Shedroff, experiences can be identified by making a taxonomic

analysis the etements that make it unique. In exp[oring the taxonomy of the

experience of the bathroom leads us to inc[ude some other codes in this

everyday [ife famity code, such as ritua[s, and habits according to the

fixtures or etements used in the space. Ihe ana[ysis of those activities that

do flot necessarily require the use of any fixture have a special interest in

the meaning making of the bathroom. Each activity is indeed a different

experience. Gathering at[ these expeMences wiU guide us in the

understanding of the comp[ete experience and its meanings.

George P. K[ubertanz defines habit as a quatity that determines an operative

power, which is in some sense indeterminate, so that an ordered operation

ftows from that power with ease, consistency, and pteasure.8 Michael Young

and Tom Schu[ter,9 refer to a habit as an action that is ‘relatively

unmotivated. ‘°

Langdon Elsbree states that the main aspects of a ritual are its

‘purposiveness’ and the actor’s active participation. This ‘purposiveness’ is

re[ated with a certain order or sequence of doing things ‘in a correct way,’1’

in other words the purpose of the ritua[ has a rightness-be[ief connotation, as

wett as a specific meaning for the actor.

The habit is the activity itse[f retated with patterns of time and social

demands; a ritua[ is the preparation and specific way of executing the

activity. In studying the ritua[s in the bathroom area we can discover some

connotations or other meanings that the space currentty embodies. Taking a

shower in the morning before going to work is the dai[y habit responding with

some socia[[y estabtished norms. The way of going about this activity

efficientty, to arrive on time at the office, is intimate[y re[ated to the rituat

and its ‘correct’ execution. The habit of taking a hot bath on Friday evenings

is a comp[ete[y different ritua[ and has a different purpose. In fact, it is

‘See Klubertanz George P., Habits h Virtues. ApptetonCenturyCrofts, New York 1965. p. 101
See Young Michael h Schuller Tom. The Rhythms of Society. Routtedge, New York 1988 pp. 175-176

‘° Giddens A.., Central Probiems in Social Theory, McMilLan, London 1979 p. 218
See Etsbree Langdon, 16e Rïtuals of Life. National University Publications Kennikat Press. Port Washington N. Y: 1982.
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C probabty more ctose[y associated with pteasure and reLaxation, than

cteaning.

Through the coltecting data process we found some difference in the way the

bathroom is used by men, women and chitdren. It is of our interest to

expLore some of these aspects on the use of the bathroom area through the

analysis of the participants of the apptied questionnaire and the interviews

as wett.

The Preference code is associated with the activities and experiences that

peopte enjoy the most in the bathroom area. This code is meant to he[p us

describe the main use of the space. It is retated with pteasurabte sensations

even if the use of the space is more utilitarian. Learning the preferences of

peopte in the use of the bathroom wi[t contribute in the meaning definition

of the space.

The importance of studying privacy-intimacy in the coding process of the

interviews, is because for some peopte the bathroom area is a synonym of

privacy, is a characteristic 50 strongty attached to this space that witt he[p us

in the meaning definition of the contemporary bathroom.

Privacy is a state of the agent having controt over a reaim of intimacy, which

contains her/his decisions about intimate access to herse[f (inctuding

intimate informationat access) and her decisions about her own intimate

actions.12

The word intimacy derives from the Latin word intimus, which means “inner

or “inmost.” Various definitions of intimacy have been offered over the years

(Che[une et al., 1984; Pertman & Fehr, 1987). From these definitions, three

themes emerge: c[oseness and interdependence of partners, extent of self

disclosure, and warmth and affection. In the case of the bathroom, we could

say that peopte search for privacy in order to have some degree of intimacy

with themsetves.

We coutd atso argue that privacy is one of the most important aspects as well

as connotations that the bathroom area has. It is a concept susceptible to

2 Inness Jolie C. Prirur, J,,,i,nr,cv md Isolation Oxford Univerxny Press Nevv York J 992
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different degrees and changes during the user’s life of this space. t depends

on the activity developed inside the space, in the number of bathrooms per

person in a househotd, in the age of the habitants, and in the personal

perception or attitude towards nudity and etimination activities. Privacy in

the bathroom area is so important to the space itsetf that sometimes people

go inside just to be by themselves, not necessarï[y to do anything in

particular. Even for the most utilitarian user of the bathroom, privacy is

inherent to this space and it can become [ike a refuge for people living

together to find some peace with themselves.

The meaning/perception code wi[[ hetp us to reinforce the interpretative

process cf the meaning of the bathroom area. Through the reading of the

space, the ana[ysis of the experiences, and preferences, we wi[[ be ab[e to

interpret the meaning of the space, however with use of the specific code of

meaning, we wi[L support our arguments in the definition of the meaning cf

the space.

Aside from holding meaning and experience, the bathroom area also

embodies an environmenta[ concern due to the potentia[ excessive water

consumption. The bathroom is the primary space of water consumption in

residentiat buitdings.13 Our research is focused on the meaning that the

contemporary bathroom area has for peopte living in Montrea[ through an

ethnographic field study, in light of exp[oring a potentia[ re[ationship

between the meaning, rituals and habits surrounding the use of water in the

bathroom area and the water consumption in this space.

Consciousness wi[t be defined as a form of relatïonship between the

knowLedge the interviewees have of the water consumption probLem in the

wortd in general and in the bathroom area in particutar, and the actions

taken by them in their homes in order to [essen their water consumption

habits as wet[ as pot[ute [ess the water with the cleaning products they use.

‘ See Pilatowicz Grazyna, Eco-Interiors, A Guide to envi ronmentolly Conscious Interior Design
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This wit[ be identifled with the kid of fixtures that were chosen in their

bathrooms and their daity habits.

Interview 01

This is a couple in Outremont with two chftdren, two girls 0f 6 and $ years o[d. Both of them are

physicians around 40 years o[d. They bought their house [ast year and they renovated almost every space,

putting specia[ attention to the bathroom area.

Int.= Interviewer

o
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Rethinkingthe Bathroom
Ernesto Morates

Interview 01

This is a coupte in Outremont with two children, twa girls of 6 and 8 years otd. Bota of them

are physicians around 40 years otd. They bought their hause tast year and they renovated

almostevery space, putting speciat attention ta the bathroom area.

lnt.= Interviewer

He= the husband

She= the wife

C
C

«( JfrYlbeY

J?j9{Qorn5

Int.- Mmm, first of ail I want ta tett you that att the information that you witt give me is

absotutety confidentiai, so your names won’t appear anywhere. You are couple number one,

or famity number one... sa it’s going ta be tike that...

She- ok, yeah

He-ok

Int. -and the other thing 15 that, si nce we are deating with things that are rather more...

private, because it is the bathroom area... if you don’t want to answer any questors, some

questions that you feet tike... uncomfortabte, its fine! You just say: I don’t want to answer

that, and that’s great!

She- ok

- So how many bathrooms are bere in this house?

j She-Three

Int.- Three. One in each floor?
L

She- Yeah, one in each ftoor, but one 15 a powder room where there is no shower or bath,

the other ones are considered fuit bathrooms because they have a shower.

mL.- Which one is the one you use the most? Depending on where you are?

%he- Weii the ftoor is the one we used the most here...

He- You think sa?

She- On the general bases yes, because...

He- Yeah for using the toitet or wash the hands

She- but it doesn’t have a shower here... the one that 15 used the most for bathing or

1showering 15 the one upstairs

(1t.. 0k.. and there are onty the four of you... I mean you two and your twa kids and that’s

it.

She- yeah exactly

Int.- and actuatty the bathroom upstairs is for the four of you?

She- yeah

He- yeah

Int.- there is nothing tike you go downstairs ta...

He- Not yet

She- But when we bought the house, we actuatty thought ta make two bathrooms upstairs

and a tot 0f peopte woutd teti us that we shoutd do twa bathrooms instead of one, because

we have two girls and when these two girls get aider its going to be.. they aren’t going ta

tike having just one bathroom, but then we though... hey! You know? Twa bathroorns, we

had twa bathrooms in our otd house and the girls were atways in our bathroom.

He- ‘Cause ours was a newer

o

le

1
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She- They were younger too, and it was newer

Int.- 0k

C
—j-4- She- ...and we figured welt, when they grow up we witt send them downstaira... to take their

shower downstairs... so we figured we rather have one big bath, than two separat smatt

(7 ones

He- and when they get older there are going to use the bathroom downstairs tike heir

bathroom

Int.- 0k

She- yeah

Int.- Let’s tatk about now a little bit of your routine in your everyday tife... 15 there any

change of this routine or habits during your week days and the week ends... do yoti use it

j differentty the bathroom?

He- Welt you know we... in a way yes, I mean is just that the timing obviousty is a bit tess

wshed so... tike... maybe I (t take my shower taler on in the week end and you know... after
Y\

if I go to do some sport I’tt shower after... or maybe I won’t shave and the girls wcn’t rush

to wash their teeth. 50 basicatly, besides that la... I mean pretty much the same thing.

She- we are not in it at the same time like on the week days

He- Yeah I mean in the morning is alt squiahed in a narrow window

nt.- Let me rephrase...maybe why don’t you describe me your week day... I mean for

example... you might probabty wake up... and...

He- yeah ok... we wake up at 6:30 and (et me see... I woutd say most of the time 1m the

first one to get to go to the shower... I wake up and go directty to the shower sort of go

through it, ‘cause I need a shower to wake me up. She usualty... she won’t take a shower in

the moming... sometimes, but that’s rare she takes more baths at night...

She- I take a shower to wash my hait and that’s twice a week..

He- But u5uatty... She might just do tike put some water in her hair and... that’s it... but I

take my shower, and then go down together to have some breakfast...

She- You are the onty one who takes a shower in the morning

Ne- Yeah, I’m the on[y one, and maybe you twice a week.. maybe...

She- Yeah, twice a week

Int.- Now, before you go to breakfast... now I’m going with him, since he’s the poc who

takes the shower in the morning... you enter to the bathroom and you go directly 10 the

shower or you go before to the toitet...

Ne- No, no, l’tt go to void, to urine first and then I go to the shower

Int.- la there anything that you do first, before going to the shower? Like grabbing the
s- J

____________

towels... I mean, what do you do before going to the shower?

because we... you haven’t see the bathroom, or

perhaps we witt descnbe it at some point, but the way it’s done, I mean I tned tc put as

much stuif in a smafl space, so there’s no handte by the shower...so

-

don’t tike cotd water on me, so... ha, ha.

Int.- ...and mmm, when you shower, how do you shower? What parts of your body do you

soap first? What do you do in the shower?

O.k. the first thing...I

D5l L
- V 5r-pi?V

its true...

He- yes, yes... I atways shampoo, atways...

ha, ha.
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Int.- first

Ne- Yea.. then I usuatty use the soap of the shampoo so I don’t use any soap from I:he

excess soap... I use it

Int. - 0k.

Ne- thats what I do

Int.- 0k.

He- Sornetimes l’tI use the soap but t seems to me too much.. ‘cause its soap at the end

Yhatet its in the haïr... its soap... I won’t spend tong time... you know...

Int.- That was going to be my next question.., but first, doyoueverturnipffwhiIeyp

He- no... no.. corne on, this 15 North America... ha, ha, ha

She- Never.. neyer.., ha, ha, ha

Int.- ...and how rnuch tirne does it takes you in the shower?

He- I’ve neyer c[ocked me, but I think around 5-6 minutes

She- That tong?

Ne- Wet[... I don’t know. 5-6 minutes is a tong time?

She- No, he neyer spends that tong in the shower

He- 3-4 minutes?

She- 3 minutes... he just washes himse[f and then goes out

Ne- yeah 3 to 4 mnutes... is just that in the winter is usuatty a tittte bit tonget ‘cause you

have to wait untit it gets warm and then you get in there

t.- 0k, and then...

Ne-
then get out in the carpet there to drip and dry mysetf... start with rny hait...

She- then... Is that when you shave? Or you shave after? When do you 5have?

Ne- for the shaving it depends...

Int.-wheredoyoushave?

He- in the sink with etectric shaver...

Int.- ok, with etectric shaver...

Ne- so.Jt depends lf I didn’t get up at 6:30 and I sort of snooze a bit... you know tike... it

took me more time, maybe I’tt go downstairs right away and start breakfast because of the

kids and then Itt shave just before going out.

Int.- O.k.

Ne- but if it wasn’t too tate to get up, then l’tt shave after the shower

Int.- and you atways shave with an etectric shaver, neyer with a...razor

He- no neyer, untess I forget it somewhere, ‘cause I get alt rash...

Int.- O.k.

Ne- oh... when I get in... in the shower...before... when I open the door... the first thing I do is

I open the tights inctuding the... fan

the sink, do you use the sink for shaving, for brushing your teeth...

b’U5lC He-yeah

* eek” ‘l Int.- or do you brush your teeth in the shower?

Ne- No, no I brush my hair after shampooing and then I go down but I btush my teeth always

just before going out of the door to teave home.

We teach our kids to bwsh their teeth before going out.

Int.- What about your mornlngs...?

She- wetL.. as I said I shower twice a week when I wash my hair... then take the shower in

the morning.. usually what I do, ‘cause I have freeze hair so what I do is just wet my base
Z02
j ‘-‘ and that’s alt. In the morning when I get up I also use water for my face -

Int.- In the sink?

She- Yeah...and then I go down to have my breakfast and... I brush my teeth after.

3
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Int.- and then you go out?

She- and then I go out.

- —.Int.- and what about when you corne back?
f I
t ‘- s She- oh, for me I do my baths et night... actuatty my routine changes... my routine changes

by season, when its summer I take rnuch moteshowet5
—

always_takeabath... ‘cause I always get very cold and I need a hot tub... its tike my sauna...

sa I do it at night... I have to do it evety night...

He- It starts in the fatt...

‘j Int.-Ok.

She- I think I got this from my mom, she used to do that att the time and l’ve done it every

winter...

Q,,, He- she drives me crazy ‘cause she wants me ta get in the bath with her sa she invites me:

do you want to corne with me? And I said: why? I atready took e shower... ha, ha,

-
She- ha, ha, sornetimes he joins me... ha, ha

Ne- yeah sometimes I ‘oin her...

She- and he always finds it too hot... ha, ha. Because...

rf2c)/I She- I close the door ‘cause I don’t tike the girls to corne with me. I tettthem: get out, it’s

‘-

tirne... and I read in the bathroom... I read an article ta get warm... it’s e sauna for me.

jj Int.- s there any ritueL or preparation for that...

j j te. Actuatly there is e kind of preparation ‘cause you tatk about water consurnption. There

(J .j is a prepacation because the girls don’t take a shower,

j jnThey do it by themsetves now LyhiLei m frnlshing the dishês o ltev

they are upstairs taking their bath.., if want to take my bath nght after their bath I get
4)

ceally frustrated ‘cause there’s flot enough hot water for me and with the dish washer

running... ‘cause I can’t take a warm bath, it has to be hot 0 I have to watt like an hout or

haut and a hatf and then I take my bath.

nt.- Do you put any oils or scents...?

She- Yeah, eithet bubble bath or oits like essentiels.

J Int.- Like the Just products?

She- No, these are the Essentiels so it’s very concenttated and I put some of theni and I

make it reatly, realty hot and I just soak in it and I read... I atways read.

Int.- O.k. aftet it’s done, or the water is becoming cold you decide to...

1 She- I get up... as soon as the water gets... usuatty I soak 15-20 minutes just the time to tead

an article, because I don’t soak that much because either it’s too hot and I have to get out,

)or it’s cooting down, usual[y it’s 20 minutes.

Int.- and then you...

She- it’s funny, because we have a beautiful candie and we neyer use it, because he

doesn’t tike to take a bath.

Ne- No, flot real(y... after 4 minutes I’m tike...

She- Actuatly, that was the main reason why we had tike, separated the bath anti the

shower.

,j Int.- 50 after the bath, do you soap?
:9—UD’ -

She- Yeah I soap in the bath, ]ust at the end. I clean mysetf , soap mysetf and then I get up

.Land dry mysetf.

( Int.- You neyer nnse in the shower?

(J -.

-
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He- ‘cause in summer she is tike me, she showers in the morntngs.

• She- Yeah, but in winter is tike getting

h5 He- me, even if got a bath with her, I woutd stitt get the shower in the moming.

She- but won’t

He- I have to take my shower

She- yeah that’s to wake you up

He- yeah

She- that’s because we have different ntuats... but I’m the one who changes them by

t_asons, he has the same ntuaLs alt the time.

û’) f Int.- and that’s everyday... I mean, you take a bath (referring to her) and a shower
jcLy’cyp5) —j / (refernng to him) every day?

She- yes, if for some reason Let’s say, there is flot enough water, I would take a shower in

the morning. Or tet’s say, I did my workout at CEPSUM, I witt corneback to take my shower.

\f) I neyer take a shower at the CEP5UM. a1hrôif4So I just corne back

and take my shower here.

p
Int.- Sa wouLd you say that

ShÇOiEèâh but you know, we don’t tive that far from the CEPSUM, 5° I rather put my

coat in and corne back here.

e-
&[CC ,

j—----
She- yeah... ha, ha... in the winter...

:.- so, do you shave youraetf...? Your Legs for exampte?

She- yeah, but do it with etectnc razor... yeah, with the etectric razor. I do that actuatty

over the toitet bowt, ‘cause it’s etectnc sa don’t do it in the... If I shave under my arms,

then I’tt do it with the razor and I do it in the shower.

Int.- O.k.

He- But you don’t... you know, need to do it a toi..

She- No, I don’t

Maybe once a week.

Int.- so in your case Is the same, you use the sink for...

She- for brushing... and atso to wet my hait. I doit in the sink I don’t go to theshawer. If I

wake up and my hait is tooking tike this (messing his hait with het hands), I just wet rny hair

in the sink watet.

...and now for the toitet... when you go to the toitet, do you like to read or do another

activity...?

She- no, I’m vety utïlitanan with the toitet... ha,

he takes time and he needs his peace.

She- ... ‘cause for me, you know... the door can be open, the kids can corne in... he can be

brushing his teeth... doesn’t matter, I just go, finish... he has ta have his privacy.

j He- Oh yeah... 50 sometimes I’ll say: 0k, I know she’s going ta corne around on brushing

1 o time, or whatevet... or she woutd know I’m in the bathroom and she witt corne to tatk to

me... sa I have to find a bathroom whete nobody bothers me.

She- and he closes the door and takes a magazine.., ha, ha

He- 50 usuatty, I dan’t take the one upstairs because of that 50...

She- Oh wett to urinate... but if you have to do number two...

He- I’tt go eithet downstairs of over here (first ftoor)... or been at teast away fram where

peopte are.. She- He don’t want ta be disturbed... ha, ha

‘and for the shower... how is privacy?

‘5
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She- Oh, right now with the kids it’s pcetty.. you know, the onty time is sometimes when

1m taking my bath and I tock the doot, ‘cause I don’t want them to corne in att the time,

O
but sornetirnes I don’t Lock and they are there, but you know, if they are in bed... we don’t

realty Lock... you lock the door more often (referdng to him).

He- wett... you know it’s atways Like the girls are in these years when they are starting to

have some changes... is tike you know.. I don’t reatty lock the door when I take a showet... if
./ (\I_—/

they corne in, I just turn around so they don’t see much.. they don’t see my genitats, it’s

starting to change...

She- You might start to tock the door more often.

He- No, no, no... 1m just saying you know, usualty the door was open but now is tirne to

tk’ change. But usuaity everybody is stiti steeping while I take a shower...

Int.- and in your case, it realty doesn’t matter?

She- it realty doesn’t matter, but when I take my bath, I do often... if they are around and I

reauy want to read my article and don’t want them tike na, na, na over me I just tock to

have some peace.

are there any other activities that we haven’t discussed yet, that you do in the

bathroom area?

She- wetL.. the girls play... they play with make up with their fnends. The big thinç at their

— age is this kits of make up and whenever they have tike a party orsomething, I’ve noticed

that the girLs alt get together in the bathroom, maybe because it’s big enough and...

4He. and they sit on the floor...

She- and they sit on the floor and take out their make up kits and play

He- and you know... we make tove sornetimes in the bathroom but it’s rare.
5eY

She- yeah, its flot reatty that much

“

Ne- no in the bathroom there isn’t Like a place to rea(ty do it, ‘cause we don’t take a

shower together... maybe when she takes a bath sornetimes...

r She- yeah.... And atso the dogs, you can take the dogs in the bathroom, but I haveri’t

that yet, but I guess the fact that you wash the dogs in the bathtub upstairs, they won’t go

to the shower, but it can be used for that...

Ne- ‘cause we have a tittle shower In the bath so... you know...

Int.- and treatments for your skin, hair, make up...

He- Make up. -

She- weLt just a tittle bit and over the sink...

j Ne- Yeah

Int.- O.k.

F
he- but we don’t have Like these ntuats... it’s pretty utititarian, except for my hot bath.

Int.- In terms of pteasure... it coutd be said that the bathroom area, at certain point for

some peopte, it gives some pteasure... for you (refernng to her) it would be the hot tub...

She- my hot tub yeah, I think that, you know, the thing is that we have two young children,

maybe when you get aider, you use it more in that way, because you’ce not disturbed 50

much. You don’t have to fix... you know, in the mornings you have to go fast... with time,

you probably do more things, but we don’t. We don’t take time tike people who Light

candies and things Like that... we neyer do that.

Ne- you

She- yeah, yeah

Ne- you know, and the tites are heated 50 you can watk thece and it doesn’t feet too coLd in

Q winter but...
-

C He

6
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Int.- For exampie, when you go downstatrs to the toilet is it... iike relaxing... pteasurable for

j you?
D

C

l She- wett he takes his magazines, clo5es the door to have peace... its probably relaxing for

you...

Ne- yeah, maybe 5 minutes away form the world... basically the world in the famfty... ha,

ha... is tike, I don’t know, I just need to have privacy... it’s Like a time oui.. just not to be

e...

She- for me... when we were designing the bath upstairs... if l’m going to spent 20 minutes
soakmg

in the tub 1 m very mfluenced by the aesthetics surroundmg me for sure 1oiti}e I

e
(5

know... for the test utititarian things I don’t see it, but when

l’m soaking in my tub looking around I want a nice bath... so for me that’s very important

- Jm Justgogtobesoaklng ma ub_ t’îry, you know..

/ He- That’s why I put a Lot, a tot 0f tights. There are tike 9 lights there and there is a... sky
I 11

light there... for me I don’t tike a tub that 15 tow Lighted and cozy... I Like it bright, a tot 0f

Light, tike it was soaked in sun... that’s more... interesting.

She- but you put that bubbles you wanted... and we don’t use it that much... what is the

name...? Jacuzzi, it’s with air... I totd him: don’t bother, I knew I wouldn’t use it, we use it

rarety... the kids use it once in a white, it makes so much noise. Those things make a Lot of

noise, even if it’s isotated.

Ii Ne- we tned to put the btower, because it’s air blowing in the bath... away... so we sort 0f

-

- put it somewhere etse and covered it and stitt, it makes toc much...

She- but even you... you don’t use ft, you wanted it but you dont use it.

J Ne- yeah, but it was compticated, because the thing is I needed to have a sort 0f set above

the tub... but it’s true, this things make toc much noise

She- toc much noise to relax... you know, it’s great when you want to get a massage, but

actuatty when you want a massage, you want it quiet... you don’t want something like

that... they don’t make it suent... the girls use it sometimes and they scream... once in a

Lwhite but it’s not i.aed that much.

so for you the bathroom, compared with other rooms, is a very important rocm... or

when you decide to renew... renovate ail your house... did you put realty a Lot cf einphasis in

—

the bathroom?
[Y)

She- yes definitety

QJ He-yeswedid

j She-... and it’s funny because we stili are very utilitarian but even now... you know... our

basement bathroom, which 15 the bathroom that was used... which is cLean, its o.k...

He- she doesn’t Like it

She- but for me I would tedo it... I wouLd redo ft because I just love tites and I don’t like the

tites over there...

End of side one cf cassette No. 1

She- ...even though we are more utilitarian in the bathroom area, we don’t spend that much

time, Like I said... te go te the bathroom, to unnate or whatever... but if you are sitting

, \ there... you are Looking at your surroundings... but no, no, I mean, the thing 15 that definiteiy

Qj(5 for me l’LL redo that bathroom in the basement. Right now we dont use it that much, for

now it’s o. k... but for me it’s very important that the bathroom Looks nice... I have to[d him

(her husband), we changed the fixtures in the powder
“--—-.-

____
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statement. It s &decorating part, that s definltety SpedaLty because Is the one they are(

Çbsing tt the time

Int.- 0f course

She- the other one is more private...

He- no, no... but whatever it is... I mean... I guess every project is a compromise, 50 if I had

more space in that bathroom it would be better, we would...

She- we would have two sînks.

C ( He- we would have two sinks because we are alt tng to do the brushing at the same time

and I would have heU maybe bigger counters you know... to put alt the gear and maybe some

more spaces to put tike aIl the towets, but the thing is that we would have to use one room,

some other room... 50 it’s a compromise... I did put a lot of hours designing it comptetely,

and basically... ‘cause we took part of the closet to do that, I sort 0f made tittie designs and

changed the position 0f everything trying to put... because I wanted a shower and e fairly

j . flot smatl tub, ‘cause I know she like to... she doesn’t want a smatt tub, she wants e tittte bit

0f a figure tub, so I knew it coutd be done but then to a certain pce... if I hadn’t put a

shower then we would had more... maybe two sinks and enough space for the... anci you

know, it’s a... so I think it’s a very important part 0f the house, is just the way you use it for

and...

She- And our renovation it was tike one 0f the most expensive things we did.

He- yeah, definitely... so with money it was... putting money in expensive... you know, and

good quality or medium type 0f quality into the tiles and stuff... to make it, so it would

reatly respond to our... needs, as far as...

She- Yeah, but there was an aesthetic need too. The tites, there were flot any kind 0f tites.

Obviousty there wete some things that we wanted to feel when we walk in... the aesthetic is

very important that’s why we took timestone. Limestone is more expensive than the regutar

tites, we wanted the real timestone... we wanted pure clean Lines... it is part 0f our

statement cf what our aesthetic are... definitely... se we put money into that. We put money

into the tightning, we put money into the design... we just wanted... it was definitEty a

decorating thing toc, definitety.

iiit.- in the tist of pnonties in redoing your bathroom, did you considered fixtures that

consume tess water? Or it wasn’t reatly an important issue for you?

She- did you...? I don’t think you did.

He- Well no...

She- The shower head...

He- The shower head is a... welt I talk about it to the guy that was setting me this stuff and

50, basicatly he asked me a bit of this question.., if I waned a shower efficient in energy

saving, and I said no... I wanted something with e tot cf water coming through... down on

me, so he said: wetl I have this one, you’tl feet tike a Lot 0f water coming out, but maybe

— flot as bad as... so, because I put two more showers aside the main shower... and I used

them... I used them, ‘cause I Liketobe...surroundedbywaterwhenitakemy lower, flot

fora tong time, but I hate those showers that are tess... so far... it gets you wet, but... I

don’t know... just doesn’t feet like...

She- the toitet is a 10w flush toilet... but I guess that’s by taw now?

He- the toitet is a tow amount, but it was basicalty... but the water consumption was not an

issue... it was more Uke the sound issue.

Int.- the sound...

He- because we didn’t tike it to make a lot 0f sound, spectalty at night.
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the most thing we do about water is that we teach the girls don’t... to close the water

3 white they brush their teeth, don’t let it run, so that’s something they woutd do

automaticatly you know... but that’s flot much.

Int.- now that we are tatking about water consumption do you think that you dont. consume

that much water compared with peopte you know or that’s certainly flot a...

She- wett, compared with our neighbour I think we consume a Lot tess... ha, ha, she washers

50 much...

He- wett, she has five kids...

She- and her washing machine is always running... but I think we do the average... you know,

we have this automatic spnt system in the summer... and...

He- wett, you say this for the bath, because in the bath, you basicalLy use a bit more in

winter... I can see it in the bUts... I can see we are using more hot water... in winter and the

l)
kids too, ‘cause they like to take showers in summer... 50 I dont know, maybe for 4 peopte

o maybe we use more than the average...

Int.- is water consumption retevant in your tives, I mean, what I’m trying to say is that

Ç C tiould you modify some 0f your routines in order to consume less water?
Y

t 13 j_he. no, unless there was tike a water shortage, Lets say in the summer... you know, don ‘t

do your grass. I neyer thought about it in the bathroom area as a watec consumption

f) probLem, and in Point Claire (the house where they use to [ive before), we had a water tax,

ç- ‘cause there was a counter, depending on how much water we consumed... but we neyer

j took it into consideration... here we don’t have the counter... except for summer...

if there was a coufiter of water, we woutd be wilting to pay for the amount that we
c

use, but I don’t think we woutd change... because we can afford it. Is Like for instance the

hot water tank is 15 years otd, soit cant keep up with the dernands sometimes, so 1m

going to have to change it, untess... it works pretty fine, but I wiLt have to change it.

j he- but I neyer though of it that way, ‘cause for me the water consumption is more, we[t

in the summer when theres hot weather and you are not suppose to wet your grass. 50

there’s more conscious in water saving in terms of tawns, than... flever even entered my

mmd... maybe I woutd think in hot water uaing etectncity or gas to warm up the water, but

flot in terms 0f using water...

He- it does increase the amount of water to get treated... to be treated... before it’s been

released.

She- no, no but I mean, you kflow ecotogicatty... neyer thought cf the bathroom...flaybe

except for the toiLet ‘cause there’s a Lot 0f pubLicity around the toiLet and tow water

toitets... which I think it’s a good idea for the water... but I know that in the states... the use

huge amounts....

Int.- weLt, you know the States are the highest consumers of water per person, per day...

She- Oh realLyl

Int.- yeah and then cornes Canada...

She- ha, ha, ha

Int.- and then ltaLy

She- Oh reatly!
—--

- --— -—-——-int.- 0k, so this woutd be Like the tast part cf the interview... you were tatking about the

possibitity cf maybe putting two sinks instead 0f one... coutd you [eU me about your ideal

t bath room... if you happen to get aIL the money in the wortd and you could do the bathroom

cf your dreams, how would it be?

wetL actuatLy it would be the same as that bathroom... but it woutd have a Lot cf

counter spaces... a lot... so bigger, two sinks... a Lot 0f counter spaces and drawers

(__

51
4undemeath...

He- An outside window, wouLd you Like...? (refernng [o his wife)

J 9
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She- Oh yeah, an outside window to see outside.

He- with direct sunlight woutd be a ptus... we have a sky Light... it’s flot an outside window

C
.1 but it’s kind cf... so in the week ends there is tike tight, and I Like that... so if I neecl to put a

window I woutd put it in the east side, so tike there woutd be coming tight from the

bathroorn, ‘cause I need the bathroom to wake me up, o.k? So it woutd need to face the

sunrise... with some ptants...

LShe- you have natural Light 50 0U can have ptants...

iie- and I was thinking 0f that, because I knew you were going to ask that question... I was

sort 0f thinking, what woutd I want? and for the toitet to be in or out... for instance, it used

to be tike that in our otd house... and we had one tike that, remember? (refernng to his

wife) and it wasn’t working, actuatty...

P12 Int.- to have the toitet outside wasn’t working?

_-j He- no... the reason... I dont know why, it’s maybe tike... you tike when you’re taking your

4 t I bath and you want to go pee, or number two... and then you corne back to the bathroom

and...

She- it woutd be great to have tike hatf a watt...

He- hatf a watt...

She- because, that way it’s stitt part of the room, but it’s not tike another room

He- so I think everything that concerns to bathroom shoutd be there... the bathtub, the

L sinks, you know...

She- but we’tt definitely have Z sinks

He- that coutd be somewhere etse...

1nt.- but it’s funny you mention this, because you usuatty go... I mean, it’s a very important

activfty for you... and you go downstairs to have more pnvacy...

He- but I was thinking for her...

LIflt but mean, for both 0f you... for you and then for you...

She- but the thing is that, If I was there in the bath with the kids he rather have a

bathroom with the tottet in the bathroom, is tike part 0f the whote thing. But if ycu have to

share with other peopte he rather have his peace... or tike hatf watt woutd be...

1 He- but l’m thinking, there are atso some negative aspects... odours for instance... when

your taking a bath with oit 0f tavender... it’s flot a good thing to have a mix of peri urnes,

you know... ha, ha, ha... in a way ït woutd be better to have it in different room part 0f it...

• with a powerfut fan... but to me, it’s because I want space, and if you can find too much
-o’et

space I don’t feet comfortabte, so I tike a big open space se to me a big bathroom... it

j, doesn’t have to be huge but open and that’s why we did our bathroom this way, just the

four watts and you can see alt the space, the showet it’s comptetety transparent, ‘cause I

coutd have put a... Like a sort of a watt there, but no, I wanted tike that...

as much Light as you can and bigger...

She- just e tittte bigger to be abte to put one more sink, in terrns of practicat...

He- I don’t know, maybe the perfect thing woutd be to put just the shower in my room and

then the bathroom... if ‘m thinking about rny needs, I woutd step put the bed in rny

bedroom and I just head on the shower...

She- 50 it woutd be tike a srnatt bathroom for you and...

He- flot even a bathroom, just a tittte... shower

She- ctosed?

He- No, open

Sise- and humidity... but it woutd be....

He- No, I know... it’s not perfect you know, I guess that’s a the probtem for architects... ha,

Q
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She- but there’s one... remember when we go to that room in Rome? The shower vas there
ç

in the room... in Rome a modem hoteL. the shower it was flot separated... it was the shower

O
and then a watt but hatf watt and there was no door... and you fe[t kind of strange to pee...

it was tike you coutdn’t ctose the door.Z

but stitt, I tike very much this bathroom, but I need one more sink to put my stuff, ft

works better... it’s more comfortabte...

She- we tned actuatly in the de5ign... but it wasn’t possible

riIe. and the shower separated from the bath and a bigger shower for me... a bit targer to

move my arms... something tike 4 feet by 4 feet...

She- your uftimate dream... foc me it would be a space more utititarian, I mean with more

space for towets, cabinets to put everything...

He- but we knew that before we did it... I mean we knew... I did as many designs as I coutd

t with 2 sinks facing each other, onty with something in the middte and we just coutdn’t do

it...
I woutd have to let go the shower, which ft was possible but I didn’t want to... and it

was a compromise. I assumed that soon the kids witt go downstairs...

She- It’s ndicutous... in the other house, where we had t’»o bathrooms, they (the chitdren)

woutdn’t use the smatt bath. They though it was great to use mommy’s and daddy’s big

( bath so... it was supposed to be our bath, but it was theirs anyway...

i He- it was... that was the arrangement was better, this one I think îs better tooking but

O basicatty there was a suite bathroom for the master bedroom, there was a door... a gtass

door, 50 basicatty that worked out reatty nice, because you just go in your bathrocm and

you don’t have to worry about the intimacy with the kids you know, it’s a... maybe a perfect

situation would be a suite bathroom and the two sinks woutdn’t be that important... it

woutd...

She- Oh yeah... when you shave...

He- that’s the uttimate bathroom...

She- but we came to the point that we coutd have made two bathrooms because we have a

bedroom that we don’t use... for guests or whatever, but we coutd condemned that and

made two... but it wasn’t important enough to do that... and i’m reatty gtad for that

decision... some peopte woutd do that, have two bathrooms side by side....

He- a tot 0f peopte totd us: don’t take the ctoset, take the room in the back insesd so you

can have a much bigger bathroom and you’Lt be abte to get alt what you want, your two

sinks and a bit of separated type of toitet area and yes... but...

She- we wanted and extra room

(n-{tk’ He- we woutd have tost our extra room... 50 you see it’s important but flot that important...

The- and as I 5aid, we came from a house with 2 bathrooms upstairs, that one was ours and

the other was flot been used, so I said to him: there’s no way we’re doing 2 bathrooms... I

mean, now they are young and they witI be using it more after, but there’s no way, it’s too

much, I think is a waste 0f money at that point... I mean, and also for me... I do my own

cteaning... I’tt work 4 bathrooms. .1 4 bathrooms!!! Ha, ha, and 4 bathrooms, it’s riot

something that you have to use that much... I mean, we use it and evemything, but for sure

the powder room in the main ftoor, if you can have that in the house definitety, sqyou

don’thavetowatk...or just for us if w&re in the kitchen and you have to go Ws reatty,

really, reatly practicat, we used it a tot.

Int.- and for att the activities that you do in the bathroom, woutd there be any

modifications to any 0f the fixtures or any 0f the... woutd you modify something in the

bathroom rather than just having 2 sinks, I don’t know... thinking a Iittte bit... witd...

She- stereo thing, maybe lit put tike a stereo to ptay some music... that’tt be coot.

Int.- for example the tub... the tub i5 it perfect for you?... and the toitet, is it perfect for

you?

11
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She- I wouldn’t put a Jacuzzi in it.

He- Remember that soaking bath? There’s no space... that soaking bath...

O
She- Oh! The soaking bath!... it [ooked tike a Japanese bath... I could have one...

He- with no waves... there’s tike... it was huge...

She- the tines were gorgeous... it looked Sen...

He- when you splash, it goes to the sides

She- that’s just the Looks

He- that one, you woutd realty love

She- but also cause it looks pretty aesthetic... but I woutdn’t get a Jacuzzi... it dossn’t have

to be that fancy.

He- if you had a hot tub a!ways there... like a pool where you doesn’t have to change the

water...

She- Oh, no...! the one form Architecturat Digest, remember that bath? We tooked at it and

we were just tike WOW!!! That bath... I’tt go to find it (she teaves the room to find the

magazine).

He- because we did plan our kitchen and the bath, reading a lot of matenat, tooking at

hundreds of combinations, ideas, pictures and these many bathrooms that are much better

than the one we did definitety... s just that, it seems to be the best that we couic! do with

the size of this house, the budget that... in the budget... in the budget we didn’t... didn’t

catcu[ated this time... it was the best to fit in this house sa... but... if I coutd btiitt a house...

start from the scratch there’s a Lot of things that, you know... we coutd buitt a suite and

then a divan... a fireptace and alt that stuff... I don’t think I woutd put a fire place cause I

_Ç reatty don’t want to stay in the bathroom long enough to... maybe a nice chair though, to... I

guess ta read, or an area to do make up, but I... a soaking bath or desks... to write stuff... I

don’t think we would have that, I don’t sec that... I think since... because it’s usuat[y warm

there’s
hurnidity maybe to read a nice chair and an area with carpet that’s feels cozy... but

then, we woutd need a very big room, I don’t know... maybe at teast 3 to 5 meters by... a

-
— Littte tike this (referring to their Living room 4 by 4 meters)... that’s more Like a luxury type

ofthing...

She- (she cornes back with a pile of magazines) remember there was a Penthouse and there

was tike windows everywhere...? L?

He- Like skytights...?

She- yeah, skytights... it’s just gorgeous...

He- sa again, for me it woutd have been...

She- Oh! there it is... I...

J !- O.k. (she shows the magazine with the picture 0f the bathroom to the interviewer)

She- Now, that I though it looked pretty cool!!! I don’t know how to get in, but if you took

at that one, it Looks pretty cooL reaily, reatty... I Looked et it and was tike Oh!!!

He- It tooks Like the perfect soaking bath.

j She- Yeah... we’re tatking about my dream bath... Look at this. This is the house... but it’s

the whote... its pretty modem, but there is e big picture... there it is... I thought that it

tooked very nice...

Int.- yes, yes

She- And Look at alt... I woutdn’t necessanly do that... you put this kind of ftoor and you just

sLip and kilt yoursetf... I woutd put timestone... I’m very practical, but I Looked at this and I

woutdn’t mmd soaking in it and have this beautifut view and being abte to read arid have

that naturat Light there. I would take my bathroom in the afternoon... can you imagine at

night too with the tights? for me that would be tike the up most!!!

C
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She- and I thought our bathtub was pretty cool too... you know its part of the design so for

me that and the one we looked before they are pretty fine...

O
He- I wouldn’t go to telephone stuff or internet access or... ernail

She- no maybe tike the stereo, ‘cause you can soak in with nice music, that wouldri’t be a

bad idea, like peace and feeling like a multi, molti-miltionaire... but you can do whatever

you want... ha, ha, ha

Ne- I guess we asked to convey our feelings... it’s a place that’s beautifuC.. sort of to reta...

She- there’s no way I would put a W for me...

Int. - sorry, I need to stop the interview for one second.
q Pause

j Ne- ... get the feeling 0f a tot 0f light there, two sinks 5° YOU can have some... pvacy and

you can sit... but what’s nice is that it doesn’t feet tike... in the corners... when we have

smatl rooms and everything, is tike close to the walls it would be nice to use the center 0f

the room...

She- Oh! My claustrophobic husband... you want this huge...

Ne- but you see, here is coming out from the center of the room, and if the room 15 big

enough, you can do things tiRe that.

End 0f side two of cassette No. 1

She- ... and I reatized that it took twice as much, or 3 times that a regular tub and then I

would realty... then the water would corne into affect... then I would feet too guitty... I find

that’s and extreme, because I’m just as happy with the one I have there that don’t took too

‘
many gallons.

Ne- but Look (descn bing the picture in the magazine), Look in a system tike that you coutd

have Like a sort of watt but in a big room where you know, and you have your W there or

whatever and then you just walk and you go around there and then you are having your 2

— sinks and could have tike atso some area of the room, where you can have shower but then

probabty
flot the toi let... you can have it out or definitety separated... or ctosed... but in a

big enough room, with nice ventilation. Then you know, you coutd probabty doit such a way

that you watk in the room and you don’t see necessarily the sinks, but it woutd te a way

that it...

Int.- And do you think you woutd spend more time there? And yeah, is that... is that I Look at

that picture and yes, it reatty invites you to... to take a bath, but thinking in you tife... it’s a

reatty busy Life...

She- yeah, nght now mmm... no the only thing that I coutd see me do myself is a rally nice

place in the aftemoon... but when kids get older I could take even more baths in the

afternoon.. but it wouldn’t take two or three baths a day... no, no instead of taking 20

minutes I might take 30 minutes

He- 30 minutes is ok

She- but I don’t think I would be the type of staying an hour in the bathroom, even if I had

that... first of ail its going to get, you know the hot... I just don’t think that l’m that type of

person who woutd sit and soak for one hour, but I might take a bit Longer than if I had kids,

and be Less busy... I would take 30 minutes, you know, it wouldn’t be a change in rny tife.

No... stitt they are too young to make a change, but for sure, in the momings when we grow

otder and we don’t have the kids or whatever. For sure, we would tike to spend more time

getting ready, not just brushing and running out. It’s a fact of tife, I think the otder you get,

the older your chitdren are, or are out of the house, people spend more time just putting

(___
the make up... you just don’t have the time now.
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7 He- No, I tike a nice Look but deftnttety, you know if I had to, I woutd be realty... put more

/7] time on... or a Lot of money into the kftchen...

C
She- Oh, yeah!

He- the kitchen, ‘cause thats where we entertain a Lot, that’s where I Like to be, and you

know for me, I mean... 15 you know, wouLdn t put $1500.00 in a bathroom.

V Int.- you rather put that money in the kitchen...?

lie- yes, yes ‘cause I know, then I’L[ be abte to have you know, Like the size I want, or... that

wouLd reatLy make a big change into the way I Live, on a daity basis. But I mean, in the

Ç bathroom... there’s a timit.

V) —-- She- yeah there’s a Limit to... on how much do you want to put... the thing, as I said, for the

aesthetic for sure, even though I dont have to redo the bathroom in the basement, it 15

deftnitety a project in my mmd that I witL do it. I witL do

detaiLs,you do notice thlng more mnaitherroom-yojrreatLyjoSoformeitspartof

jietmospherebfth€h&tzê, but for sure tt’s a project that I witt do. I won’t spend Lots of

ç money, but I wiLL make it nice, defimtety.

cLr 5I He- I was thinktng...

She- and it has to Look cLean, that’s nothing but... what you are saying... if you get

something Like a moutdy towet, you don’t want to spent too much time in that bathroom, if

ft doesn’t Look nice... you know. It has to Look ctean, you don’t want a moutdy bathroom and

if you do, you dont feet to stay much Longer.

He- Like in a restaurant.

‘ie- ExactLy! Like when you go to a restaurant, it’s the same thing and I atways say to hm: I

f atways know how the restaurant is, if I watk in the bathroom and everything is speak n’

, r1f)(- span. Everything is... weLL isa nice restaurant. If you watk in and everything is...you know,

then, can you imagine how the kitchen might be...? but it’s something we don’t put tons on

it, because we are not peopte who do a Lot of rituats in the bathroom. It’s true we don’t.

It’s flot tike the rest... it’s very important because we do have a bath, but we are not

jpending... not as a huge Lwury... but I... I...

He- I tike the new trend of putting fumiture.

She-yeah!

He- you know in the whote place... instead of again you know, buiLding covers thaare there

attached to the watt, just putting a nice furniture that wiLt do the same work and... to take

the things out and have the water corne form the ftoor or the path... I think that’s an

interesting... I Like the idea about the tub...

Int.- tike doing the bathroom actuatLy more a room... a bath-room

He-yeah!

She- Oh yeahl

He- Like even where the sinks are you know, Is more than to Look a nice big furniture with 2

sinks... I tike that... it feeLs more Like a room in the house, than if you enter and there Is tike

a mini-kitchen for the...

She-that’s why if you watch our mirrors, you’LL see our mirrors are reaL mirrors. They are

not those mïrrors that everybody knows, that you open up and... it’s practicat, but you

know... we wanted to have the Look more 0f a room. If we coutd we woutd have make ft [ike

that, we )ouLd have had a sink in the furniture... you make the space in the furniture and

just put a regutar sink...

He- and even now... you know, again.... I think its nice... its nice to have watts that match

with the shapes.... And the same thing happens with the kitchen... it’s nice when it doesn’t

feet tike way out of the whole house, or you have a certain style of the house and the

14
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kitchen is tike IKEA or modem... it’s tike it woutdn’t go with and 1800 house. 50 it’s

J Interesting when you can reatty try to have a modem area but with the furniture type of

thing.

She- and I think the same thing happens with the bathroom

He-and I think in the bath room we can have that

She- speciatty with drawers and things tike that... Oh! We’ve talked 50 much about

J bathrooms...!

Int.- Is there anything that you would tike to add?

She- I asked for the furniture upstairs, I asked for the humidity factor because that can be a

probtem. And I remember when we bought that furniture, we asked for the wood of

furniture that was made of, that has to be very hurnid, and they told us that it was made

out 0f mango tree, so the drawers shoutd be ok, because it cornes from a humid tropic

country. 50 we were sort 0f ok with that, because I was womned about that and I think its

true, there’s a lot of humidity and you have to make sure to have a good ventiLation.

He- I think a heating system in these Latitudes is very important... and heated fLoors, but

atso the heating and... so it’s the warmest room on the whole house... it’s a tittte over

heated, so you can have... because for instance for hem, it’s atso about getting warm, $0 we

wanted a room sort of...

She- for him atso... in the morning when he wakes up, he doesn’t want to watk in a ftoor

that’s freezing... you are barefoot in the bathroorn $0... it’s true, at the beginning thought

we don’t need tites that are heated... and it’s ]ust a Littte bit... but you neyer feet... and it’s

fine... you watk in and it’s neyer cotd... it’s not hot either... it’s just peifect, and that was

good, because in the other bathroom, we didn’t have that and it was cold, you take out

your sLippers and you get... for sure that’s why I use my bath flot reatty to get cLean, ‘cause I

coutd use the shower, but I use rny bath to get warm.

Int.- wett, thank you very much for you time... thank you.

O
O

15
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Shower

Interview
0f Male Habits Ri tuaIs Privacy Words to Comments
Cleansing describe
activities feelings

I don’t like

coW water

on me.

I need a

shower to

wake me

up.

Finish-waking-up

space.

Become more

alert space.

Invigorating

space.

The shower for

him means the

way to become

more a[ert more

rapidly. Even if

he uses the

shower in a more

utilitarian way,

for him it

becomes a need

and an efficient

way to fee fresh,

clean and ready

to start the day.

He.- then 1’[[

take from

the right

handset

where the

handie of the

towe[s are,

I’l[ take one

and I put it

on the sink,

because

there’s no

handie by

the shower...

50 I fo[d the

towe[ just

over the sink

50 that it

ho[ds it... and

then I move

the... carpet

towel, which

is folded in

the bath...

and I put it

down, and

then I’[[ go

to the

shower.

He- ok... we wake up

at 6:30 and let me

see... I would say most

of the time I’m the

first one to get to go

to the shower... I wake

up and go direcUy to

the shower sort of go

through it, ‘cause I

need a shower to

wake me up.

I’ll go to void, to urine

first and then I go to

the shower.

I atways shampoo,

always... first... then I

usually use the soap 0f

the shampoo 50 I don’t

use any soap from the

excess soap... I use it

He.- I open the

shower and then I’tt

go inside. I’ll just turn

it on so it gets warm

and when it’s warm,

then I’tl go inside...

‘cause I don’t like cold

water on me, so... ha,

ha.

The first thing...I

think... I get water on

my head first on my

hair, on my head, 50

to clear out... it makes

me open my eyes... its

true... I always

shampoo, always...

you know

it’s always

like the

girls are in

these years

when they

are starting

to have

some

changes... is

tike you

know... I

don’t really

lock the

door when I

take a

shower... if

they corne

in, I just

turn around

so they

don’t see

much... they

don’t see

my genitals,

it’s starting

to change...

She- You

might start

to lock the

door more

often.

He- No, no,

no... 1m

just saying

you know,
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firsL.. then I usua[[y usua[[y the

use the soap of the door was

shampoo 50 I don’t use open but

any soap from the now [s time

excess soap... I use [t to change.

Sometimes I’[[ use the But usuaUy

soap but it seems to everybody

me too much... ‘cause is sti[[

its soap at the end, sleeping

whatever its in the whi[e I take

hair... its soap... I a shower...

won’t spend [ong

time... you know...

Int.- do you ever turn

[t off whi[e you soap?

He- no... no... come

on, this is North

America... ha, ha, ha

Int.- ...and how much

time does it takes you

in the shower?

He- l’ve neyer ctocked

me, but I think around

5-6 minutes... yeah 3

to 4 minutes... is just

that in the winter is

usua[[y a litt[e bit

longer ‘cause you have

to watt untit it gets

warm and then you

get in there,

then I get out in the

carpet there to drip

and dry mysetf... start

with my hair...

He- she drives me

B ‘—
No rituatsa crazy cause she wants He doesn t Because he likes

me to get in the bath [ike to take the shower and

with her so she invites a bath she [ikes the

me: do you want to bath, they made

come with me? And I them separate[y

said: why? I a[ready in the bathroom

took a shower... ha, so each one has
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, Interview I I I

o their own

preferred area.

ha,

She- ha, ha,

sometimes he joins

me... ha, ha

He- yeah sometimes I

join her...

She- and he aiways

finds it too hot... ha,

ha... it’s funny,

because we have a

beautifu[ candie and

we neyer use it,

because he doesn’t

[ike to take a bath.

He- No, not rea[[y...

after 4 minutes I’m

hke...

She- Actua[[y, that

was the main reason

why we had Uke,

separated the bath

and the shower.

Brushing
teeth Not enough

information

Int.- the sink, do you

use the sink for

shaving, for brushing

your teeth...

He- yeah

Int.- or do you brush

your teeth in the

shower?

He- No, no brush my

hair after shampooing

and then I go down

but I brush my teeth

a[ways just before

going out of the door

to [eave home.

Basica[[y is

a part of

the

bathroom

that means

just a place

to brush his

teeth and

shave in

front 0f the

mirror.

Washing
hands --- ---

Washing
face -- --.
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Defecation

01 MaLe Habits Rituats Words to Privacy Comments
Elimination describe
activities feeLings
Urination

I just need

to have

privacy

be 5

minutes

away form

the world

Takes a

magazine

and goes to

the

bathroom

where he

knows

nobody wil[

bother

him.

Likes to read in

privacy

A private space to

have some time

out.

He enjoys being

iso[ated from the

rest of the famity

for some time,

whi[e defecating.

The bathroom

area is probab[y

the on[y place in

his home that

offers these

characteristics.

o

o

She- no, I’m very

utiUtarian with the

toi[et... ha, ha, I just

go to the bath room...

I go fast... he takes

time and he needs

his peace.

He- I need my

peace.

She- ... ‘cause for

me, you know... the

door can be open,

the kids can come

in... he can be

brushing his teeth...

doesn’t matter, I

just go, finish... he

has to have his

privacy.

He- Oh yeah... 50

sometimes ‘Il say:

0k, I know she’s

going to come

around on brushing

time, or whatever...

or she wou[d know

I’m in the bathroom

and she wi[[ come to

ta[k to me... so I have

to find a bathroom

where nobody

bothers me.

She- and he closes

the door and takes a

magazine.., ha, ha

He- so usually, I

don’t take the one

upstairs because of

that so...

She- 0h welt to

I know she’s

going to

come

around on

brushing

time, or

whatever...

or she

would know

‘m in the

bathroom

and she will

come to

talk to me...

50 I have to

find a

bathroom

where

nobody

bothers me.

I need my

peace

be away

fotm the

world...

basically

the worW in

the family...

I just need

to have

privacy...

it’s tike a

time out...

just not to

be there...
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urinate... but if you

have to do number

two...

He- ‘Il go either

downstairs or over

here (first floor)... or

been at [east away

from where people

are.

She- He don’t want

to be disturbed... ha,

ha... we[[ he takes his

magazines, closes

the door to have

peace... it’s probably

re[axing for you...

He- yeah, maybe 5

minutes away form

the world... basically

the world in the

fami[y... ha, ha... 15

[ike, I don’t know, I

just need to have

privacy... it’s like a

time out... just flot to

be there...

Interview
07 Male Habits Rituats Privacy Words to Comments
Other describe
activities feelings
Shaving Int.- where do you

Shaves in front 0fshave?
the mirror with

He- in the sink with

e[ectric shaver...
e[ectric shaver.

ht. - ok, with e[ectric

shaver...

He- so...it depends if I

didn’t get up at 6:30

and I sort 0f snooze a

bit... you know Uke... it

took me more time,
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maybe I’[[ go downstairs

tight away and start

breakfast because of

the kids and then I’t[

shave just before going

out.

Int.- O.k.

He- but if it wasn’t too

[ate to get up, then I’[[

shave after the shower

nt.- and you a[ways

shave with an e[ectric

shaver, neyer with

a...razor

He- no neyer, un[ess I

forget it somewhere,

‘cause I get a[[ rash...

o

o

Grooming He- No, no I brush my

hait after shampooing

and then I go down but I

brush my teeth a[ways

just before going out of

the door to [eave home.

Beauty --- ---

Sex He- and you know... we

make [ove sometimes in in the t seems not to be

the bathroom but its bathroom their prefetred

rare. thete isn’t spot to have sex

She- yeah, its not rea[[y [ike a p[ace

that much to real[y do

He- no in the bathtoom it

there isn’t [ike a place

to rea[[y do it, ‘cause

we don’t take a shower

together... maybe when

she takes a bath

sometimes...

Relaxing --- --- ---

Other [ --- -« ---

Interview
0f Habits Rituals Privacy Words to Comments
Female describe
Cleansing feelings
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activities

_________________ __________ __________ __________ _____________

Shower Int.- What about your

mornings...? She rather have

She- well... as I said I baths

shower twice a week Takes a shower

when I wash my hair... twice a week A

then I take the shower place to shower,

in the morning... very utilitarian

usually what I do,

‘cause I have freeze

hair so what I do is just

wet my base and that’s

aIl.

Bath She- oh, for me I do

my baths at night... She uses I close the I need a The best way for

actually my routine ‘essentials’ door ‘cause bathtub, its her to get warm.

changes... my routine oils or I don’t like like my

changes by season, Bubble bath. the girls to sauna. Her sauna.

when its summer I take come with Her habits

much more showers in me. I tell I have to change

the mornings... but in them: get get a bath depending on the

winter I always take a out, it’s my every night weather.

bath... ‘cause I atways time... to get me She takes baths

get very cold and I warm. at night in the

need a hot tub... its ‘cause I cotd seasons

like my sauna... so I do don’t want (more than half

it at night... I have to them to 0f the year)

do it every night... come in ail She uses the bath

He- It starts in the the time, with the onty

fall... but purpose 0f

She- I have to take my sometimes I getting warm.

hot bath every don’t lock I don’t like She needs to get

night...but is not about and they the girls to warm. It’s a very

make me relax... well it are there, come with important space

makes me relax, but you me. I tell to for her to have a

‘cause I read in the know, if them: get time off and to

bath.., but it has to be they are in out, It’s my get warm. She

hot to get me warm... bed... we time. loves her

ha, ha She takes a don’t really bathroom and

She- I close the door magazine lock... rather take a

‘cause I don’t like the with her. bath there than

girls to come with me. anywhere else.

I telI them: get out,

it’s my time... and I I use the She reads in the

o
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read in the bathroom...

I read an article to get

warm... it’s a sauna for

me.

Int.- s there any ritual

or preparation for

that...Do you put any

cils or scents...?

She- Yeah, either

bubble bath or oils like

essentiats, these are

the Essentials se it’s

very concentrated and

I put some cf them and

I make it really, reatly

hot and I just soak in it

and I read... I always

read. I get up... as soon

as the water gets...

usualty I soak 15-20

minutes just the time

to read an article,

because I don’t soak

that much because

either it’s toc hot and I

have te get out, or it’s

ceoting down, usuatty

it’s 20 minutes.

Int.- 5e after the bath,

do you soap?

She- Yeah I soap in the

bath, just at the end. I

clean myself , soap

myself and then get

up and dry myself.

Int.- You neyer rinse in

the shower?

She- No, mainly I use

the bath te get warm.

Int.- that’s the

purpose...

She- that the number

one... well it’s aise te

relax, but I use it

bath te get

warm... welt

it’s also te

relax, but I

use it really

as a Sauna.

love toc

much my

bathroom.

tub.

I soak 15-20

minutes just the

time to read an

artic’e

I soap in the

bath, just at the

end. I clean

myself, seap

myself and then

get up and dry

myself.
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Q rea[[y as a Sauna.

He- ‘cause in summer

she is like me, she

showers in the

mornings.

She- Yeah, but in

winter is [ike getting

cozy, [ike sitting in a

firep[ace.

She- yes, if for some

reason [et’s say, there

is flot enough water,

wou[d take a shower in

the morning. Or [et’s

say, I did my workout

at CEPSUM, I wi[[

comeback to take my

shower. I neyer take a

shower at the CEPSUM.

I [ove too much my

bathroom. So I just

corne back and take

my shower here.

Brushing In the morning when I
She brushes herteeth get up I a[so use water teeth twice a
day.for my face

ht.- In the sink?

She- Yeah...and then I

go down to have my

breakfast and... I brush

my teeth after.

Washing
hands
Washing In the morning when I

She washes herface get up I atso use water face as soon as
she wakes up.for my face

Int.- In the sink?

She- Yeah...and then I

go down to have my

breakfast and... I brush

my teeth after.

Interview I I I
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01 Female Habits Rituals Privacy Words to Comments
Elimination describe
activities feelings
Urination

Defecation Int.- ...and now for the
. Very Shejustgoes

toitet... when you go to cause for utilitarian
the toitet, do you like me, you A place to urinate

and defecate
to read or do another know... the

activity...? door can be

She- no, ‘m very open, the

uti[itarian with the kids can

tollet... ha, ha, I just corne in...

go to the bathroom... I he can be

go fast... he takes time brushing his

and he needs his teeth...

peace. doesn’t

He- need my peace. matter, I

She- ... ‘cause for me, just go,

you know... the door finish...

can be open, the kids

can corne in... he can

be brushing his teeth...

doesn’t matter, I just

go, finish... he has to

have his privacy.

Interview
01 Habits . Privacy Words to Comments

Rituals
Female describe
Other feelings
activities
Shaving Int.- so, do you shave

yourself...? Your legs for --- Shaves

examp[e? occasionat[y

She- yeah, but I do it

with etectric razor...

yeah, with the etectric

razor. I do that actuatty

over the toitet bowt,

‘cause it’s etectric 50 I

don’t do it in the... If I

shave under my arms,

then I’tt do it with the
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razor and I do it in the

shower.

Int.- O.k.

He- But you don’t... you

know, need to do it a

369

o

lot...

She- No, I don’t

He- Maybe once a

week.

Grooming ... and a[so to wet my

hair. I do it in the sink I She wets het hair

don’t go to the shower. in the morning

If I wake up and my

hair is looking [ike this

(messing his hait with

het hands), I just wet

my hait in the sink

watet.

Beauty Int.- and treatments

fot your skin, hair, She makes up in

make up... the bathroom but

He- Make up. occasiona[[y

She- we[[ just a [itt[e

bit and ovet the sink...

He- Yeah

Sex

Relaxing She re[axes in the

bath, a[though

it’s not the main

reason for taking

a bath.

Other She- we[[... the girls

play... they p[ay with

make up with their

friends. The big thing

at their age is this kits

of make up and

whenever they have

[ike a party or

something, I’ve noticed

that the girls aIl get

together in the

bathroom, maybe
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because it’s big enough

and...

He- and they sit on the

floor...

She- and they sit on

the floor and take out

their make up kits and

play

Materiais

Interview 01 Words to
Couple Distribution Priorities Ideat . Meaning Comments

. describe
The Physicai Bathroom of the
Environment feelings space

She-... and it’s

funny because

we still are

very utilitarian

but even now...

you know... our

basement

bathroom,

which is the

bathroom that

was used...

which is clean,

its o.k...

He- she

doesn’t like it

She- but for

me I would

redo it... I

would redo it

because I just

love tues and I

don’t like the

tiles over

there...

She- Yeah, but

there was an

aesthetic need

too. The tiles,

there were flot

any kind 0f

for me the

powder room

in the ground

floor 15 very

important

because when

you have

parties,

people over...

they have to

go in that

bathroom

and, what do

you do? You

have a time

off... you look

at your

su rroundings...

the powder

room is a

statement of

you too

just as much

as putting a

painting on

the wall. It’s

flot that they

are going to

shower... but

it’s a

I just love

tiles

the powder

room is

very

important

because is

a

statement

0f you too

just as

much as

putting a

painting on

the wall.

actually it

would be the

same as that

bathroom...

but it would

have a lot of

counter

spaces... a

lot... so

bigger,

He- I was sort

of thinking,

what would I

want? and for

the toilet to

be in or out...

for instance,

it used to be

like that in

our old

house... and

it wasn’t

working,

actualty... I

don’t know

why, it’s

maybe like...

you like when

you’re taking

your batho
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C tites. Obviousty staternent.... and you want

there were lt’s a to go pee, or

sorne things decorating number two...

that we part, that’s and then you

wanted to feet definitety. corne back to

when we watk Speciatty the bathroom

in... the because is and...

aesthetic is the one they She- it woutd

very irnportant are using alt be great to

that’s why we the tirne. have tike hatf

took a watt...
• She- I asked

tirnestone. because, that
• • forthe

Lirnestone is way it s stitt
furniturernore part 0f the

expensive than upstairs, I room, but

the regutar
asked for the it’s not tike

• hurnidity
tites, we another room

factorwanted the He- so I think
because that

reat everything
• canbeatirnestone... we that concerns

probtern. And
wanted pure to bathroom we wanted

I rernernber
ctean [mes... it shoutd be the reat
• whenwe
ms part 0f our there... the tirnestone...

bought that
staternent 0f bathtub, the we wanted

furniture wewhat our sinks, you pure cLean
asked for the

aesthetic are... know... [mes... mt ms
wood 0f

defmnitety... so She- but part of our
furniture that

we put money we [t staternent
• was rnade 0finto that. We defmnmtety of what our

that has to be
put rnoney into have 2 srnks aesthetmc

very hurnid,
the tmghtning, He- but I rn are...

we put rnoney
and they totd thinking,

• us that it wasinto the there are
• rnadeoutof

design... we atso sorne
• rnango tree
]ust wanted... negatmve

• sothe
it was aspects...

• drawers
defmnmte[y a odours for

shoutd be okdecoratmng instance...
• because itthmng too, when your

definitety. cornes frorn a taking a bath
hurnid tropic with oit 0f

• country. 50He- I think a Lavender...
• we were sortheating system mt s not a

ofokwithin these good thing to
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( [atitudes [s that, because have a mix of

very I was worried perfumes,

important.., about that you know...

and heated and I think its ha, ha, ha...

ftoors, but a[so true, there’s in a way it

the heating a [ot of wou[d be

and... so it’s humidity and better to

the warmest you have to have [t in

room on the make sure to different

whoe house... have a good room part 0f

it’s a [itt[e venti[ation. it... with a

over heated, powerfu[

SO you can fan... but ta

have... because me, it’s

for instance because I

for her, it’s want space,

also about and if you

getting warm, can find too

So we wanted much space I

a room sort don’t feet

0f... comfortable,

She- for him sa I tike a big

also... in the open space

morning when sa ta me a

he wakes up, big

he doesn’t bathroom... it

want to wa[k doesn’t have

in a f[oor ta be huge

that’s but open and

freezing... you that’s why

are barefoot in we did our

the bathroom bathroom

sa... it’s true, this way, just

at the the four watts

beginning I and you can

thought we see att the

dont need space.

ti[es that are She- just a

heated... and [itt[e bigger

it’s just a [itt[e ta be abte ta

bit.., but you put one more

neyer fee[... sink, in terms

and it’s fine... of practicat...

you wa[k in He- but stit[,

o
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and it’s neyer I tike very

co[d... it’s flot much this

hot ether... bathroom,

it’s just but I need

perfect, and one more

that was good, sink to put

because in the my stuff, it

other works

bathroom, we better... it’s

didn’t have more

that and it was comfortab[e...

cold, you take and the

outyour shower

sUppers and separated

you get... for from the

sure that’s bath and a

why use my bigger

bath flot rea[ty shower for

to get clean, me... a bit

cause I could targer to

use the move my

shower, but I arms...

use my bath to something

get warm. [ike 4 feet by

4 feet...

She- your

u[timate

dream... for

me it woutd

be a space

more

uti[itarian, I

mean with

more space

for towe[s,

cabinets to

put

everything...

stereo thing,

maybe Mi

put Uke a

stereo to

p[ay some

music...
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O that’ll be

cooL I

wouldn’t put

a Jacuzzi in

it.

He- I guess

we asked ta

convey our

feelings... it’s

a place that’s

beautifut..

sort of to

relax...

She- there’s

no way I

would put a

W for me...

mmm... no

the only

thing that I

could see me

do myself is a

rally nice

place in the

afternoon...

but when

kids get aIder

I could take

even more

baths in the

afternoon...

but it

wouldn’t

take two or

three baths a

day... no, no

instead 0f

taking 20

minutes I

might take 30

minutes.., but

I don’t think I

would be the

type of

C
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staying an

hour in the

bathroom... I

just don’t

think that

‘m that type

of person

who wou[d sit

and soak for

one hour... I

wou[d take

30 minutes,

you know, it

wou[dn’t be

a change in

my [ife. No...

sti[[ they are

too young to

make a

change, but

for sure, in

the mornings

when we

grow o[der

and we don’t

have the kids

or whatever.

For sure, we

wou[d Uke to

spend more

time getting

ready, not

just brushing

and running

out. It’s a

fact 0f [ife, I

think the

o[der you

get, the

o[der your

chi[dren are,

or are out of

the house,

peop[e spend

o
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Q more time

just putting

the make

up...youjust

don’t have

the time

now.

Fixtures She- for me... She- but you two sinks... a if l’m going

when we were put that lot 0f counter to spent 20

designing the bubb[es you spaces and minutes

bath upstairs... wanted... and drawers soaking in

if I’m going to we don’t use underneath... the tub ‘m

spent 20 it that much... an outside very

minutes what is the window to inf[uenced

soaking in the name...? see outside. by the

tub I’m very Jacuzzi, it’s lie- with aesthetics

inf[uenced by with air... I direct surrounding

the aesthetics told him: sunlight me, for

surrounding don’t bother, would be a sure... for

me, for sure... I knew I plus... we sure I

for sure I wou[dn’t use have a sky wanted a

wanted a nice it, we use it light... it’s nice

bathroom... rare[y... the not an bathroom...

you know... for kids use it outside when ‘m

the rest once in a window but soaking in

utilitarian while, it it’s kind of... my tub

things I don’t makes so so in the looking

see it, but much noise. week ends around I

when ‘m Those things there is like want a nice

soaking in my make a lot 0f light, and I bath... so

tub looking noise, even if like that... so for me

around I want it’s isolated. if I need to that’s very

a nice bath... He- we tried put a window important

so for me to put the I would put it ‘cause ‘m

that’s very blower, in the east not just

important because it’s side, so [ike going to be

‘cause ‘m not air blowing in there would soaking in

just going to the bath... be coming a tub... just

be soaking in a away... so we light from ordinary,

tub... just sort of put it the you know...

ordinary, you somewhere bathroom,

know... else and ‘cause I need

covered it the bathroom
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He.- I did put and sti[[, it ta wake me

a lot of hauts makes too up, o.k? Sa it

designing it much... would need

comptete[y, She- but even ta face the

and basically... yau... yau suntise...

‘cause we taak don’t use it,

part of the you wanted it

c[oset ta do but yau don’t

that, I sort of use it.

made [itt[e He- yeah, but

designs and it was

changed the comp[icated,

position of because the

evetything thing is I

trying to put... needed to

because I have a sort of

wanted a set above the

shower and a tub... but it’s

fait[y not sma[t ttue, this

tub, ‘cause I things make

know she Uke too much

ta... she noise

daesn’t want a She- taa

small tub, she much noise ta

wants a tittle relax... you

bit of a figute knaw, it’s

tub, sa I knew great when

it cou[d be you want ta

done but then get a

ta a certain massage, but

price... if actua[ly when

hadn’tputa youwant a

shower then massage, yau

we wou[d had want it

mate... maybe quiet... yau

twa sinks and dan’t want

enough space something

for the... and tike that...

you know, it’s they dan’t

a... 50 I think make it

it’s a very suent... the

important part girls use it

af the house, sometimes

is just the way and they
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you use it for scream... once

and... in a while but

She- And our it’s not used

renovation it that much.

was like one of

the most

expensive

things we did.

He- yeah,

definitety... 50

with money it

was... putting

money in

expensive...

you know, and

good quatity or

medium type

of quatity into

the ti[es and

stuff... to make

it, sa it wou[d

rea[[y respond

to ou r... needs,

as far as...

Objects She- it’s She-that’s He.- with

funny, because why if you some p[ants...

we have a watch our She- you

beautiful mirrors, have natura[

cand[e and we you’[[ see our light so you

neyer use it, mirrors are can have

because he real mirrors. pLants...

doesn’t tike ta They are not

take a bath. those mirrors

that

everybody

knows, that

you open up

and... it’s

practicat, but

you know...

we wanted ta

have the Look

more of a

o
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room. If we

coutd we

would have

make it tike

that, we

woutd have

had a sink in

the

furniture...

you make the

space in the

furniture and

just put a

regular sink...

He- That’s

why I put a

lot, a lot of

lights. There

are like 9

lights there

and there is

a... sky light

there... for

me I don’t

like a tub

that is low

lighted and

cozy... I Uke it

bright, a lot

0f light, like

it was soaked

in sun... that’s

more...

interesting.

379

o

Interview 0f
Couple Habits Fixtures Words to Comments
Use of water describe

feeLings
Cteaning of ... the bathroom for me

the space has to look first of aIl

e

Colors

Texture Lime stone

Smett

Sound



o
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clean, and the tiles

have to be nice... still

the area, even if ‘m

not, you know there...

when you are there,

you are looking around

and you do look. You

see the details, you do

notice things more in

any other room... you

really do. So for me it’s

part of the atmosphere

of the house, but for

sure it’s a project that

I will do. I won’t spend

lots of money, but I

will make it nice,

definitely.

He- I was thinking...

She- and it has to look

clean, thats nothing

but... what you are

saying... if you get

something Uke a

mouldy towel, you

don’t want to spent too

much time in that

bathroom, if it doesn’t

look nice... you know. It

has to look clean, you

don’t want a mouldy

bathroom and if you

do, you don’t feel to

stay much longer.

He- Like in a

restaurant.

She- Exactly! like when

you go to a restaurant,

it’s the same thing and

I always say to him: I

always know how the

restaurant is, if I watk

in the bathroom and

everything is speak n’
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span. Everything is...

well is a nice

restaurant. If you walk

in and everything is...

you know, then, can

you imagine how the

kitchen might be...?

Water Int.- Do you ever turn Int.- In the list

consciousness it off while you soap? of priorities in

He- no... no... corne on, redoing your

this is North Arnerica... bathroorn, did

ha, ha, ha you considered

She- Neyer.., neyer... fixtures that

ha, ha, ha consume less

water? Or it

She- the most thing we wasn’t really an

do about water is that important issue

we teach the girls for you?

don’t... to close the She- did you...?

water while they brush I don’t think

their teeth, don’t let it you did.

run, so that’s He- Well no...

sornething they would He- The shower

do autornatically you head is a... well

know... but that’s not I talk about it

rnuch. to the guy that

Int.- is water was selling me

consumption relevant this stuff and

in your lives, I mean, so, basically he

what ‘m trying to say asked me a bit

is that would you of this

modify some of your question... if I

routines in order to wanted a

consume less water? shower

She- no, unless there efficient in

was tike a water energy saving,

shortage, lets say in and I said no... I

the summer... you wanted

know, don’t do your something with

grass. I neyer thought a lot 0f water

about it in the coming

bathroom area as a through... down

water consumption on me, so he

problem, and in Point said: well I

o
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Claire (the house have this one,

where they use to [ive you’t[ fee[ like

before), we had a a lot of water

water tax, cause there coming out, but

was a counter, maybe flot as

depending Ofi how bad as... so,

much water we because I put

consumed... but we two more

neyer took it into showers aside

consideration... here we the main

don’t have the shower... afld I

counter... except for used them... I

summer... used them,

He- if there was a ‘cause I like to

counter 0f water, we be... surrounded

would be willing to pay by water when I

for the amount that we take my

use, but I don’t thiflk shower, flot for

we would change... a long time, but

because we can afford I hate those

it. Is like for instance, showers that

the hot water taflk is are less... 50

15 years old, soit cafl’t far... it gets you

keep up with the wet, but... I

demands sometimes, so don’t know...

I’m going to have to just doesn’t

chaflge [t, unless... it feel like...

works pretty fifle, but I She- the tollet

will have to chaflge it. is a [0w flush

She- but I neyer though toilet... but I

0f it that way, ‘cause guess that’s by

for me the water [aw now?

consumption is more, He- the toilet is

we[[ in the summer a low amount,

when there’s hot but it was

weather afld you are basica[[y... but

flot suppose to wet the water

your grass. So there’s consumption

more conscious in was flot an

water saving in terms issue... it was

of [awns, than... neyer more like the

even entered my sound issue.

mmd... maybe I wou[d Int.- the

think in hot water using sound...

G
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e[ectricity or gas to

warm up the water,

but flot in terms of

using water...

He- it does increase

the amount 0f water to

get treated... to be

treated... before it’s

been re[eased.

She- no, no but I mean,

you know eco[ogica[[y...

neyer thought of the

bathroom... maybe

except for the toi[et

cause there’s a tot 0f

pub[icity around the

toi [et and [0w water

toi[ets... which I think

it’s a good idea for the

water... but I know that

in the states... the use

huge amounts....

He- because we

didn’t [ike it to

make a [ot of

sound, specia[[y

at night.

G
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